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7Prologue: The Teacher As Researcher
This text contributes to a long-standing internaional debate around the knowledge and experise of teachers. It focuses on inquiry, but relates this 
strongly to pursuit of the most efecive approach, or pedagogy, for iniial teacher 
educaion and for the coninued professional learning of teachers. It will be helpful 
to begin with a somewhat simpliied overview of this debate. On one hand some 
observers consider that educaion should be treated in a similar way to the ield 
of medicine and require teachers to ‘implement evidence-based pracice’. Other 
observers consider that educaion should be compared to the more complex, 
real world ield of healthcare and require teachers to ‘develop research-informed 
pracice’ (Philpot, 2017; Boyd, 2016). Whilst both of these perspecives value 
the contribuion to evidence of large-scale randomised control trial research and 
meta-reviews of such research, the evidence-based perspecive tends to see 
this as suicient, whilst the research-informed perspecive sees the addiional 
need for teachers to be more directly involved in knowledge creaion through 
professional inquiry and praciioner research.
The subsequent chapters in this text are authored by teacher educators 
and focus on teacher and teacher educator inquiry. They generally support the 
‘developing research-informed pracice’ side of the debate on teacher knowledge 
and experise. The chapters provide insight into the breadth and richness of 
the internaional movement that supports the development of inquiry-based 
teachers. This inquiry-based teacher movement is not new. In a chapter of his 
classic text enitled ‘The Teacher as Researcher’, Lawrence Stenhouse argues that 
the outstanding characterisics of the extended professional include: ‘a capacity 
for autonomous professional self-development through systemaic self-study, 
through the study of the work of other teachers and through tesing of ideas by 
classroom research procedures’ (p.144). It may seem surprising that this quote 
is taken from Stenhouse’s text ‘An Introducion to Curriculum Research and 
Development’ which was irst published in 1975. The inquiry-based teacher or 
teacher researcher movement survives, and to some extent thrives, and yet, with 
the possible excepion of Finland (Sahlberg & Hargreaves, 2011) it does not seem 
to have become explicitly and irmly established across naional school systems. 
The debate around the knowledge and experise of teachers may be usefully 
considered to hinge on decisions about the curriculum of teacher educaion, and 
it is worth divering for a moment to consider and be informed by current debates 
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on the school curriculum. In quesioning development of the school curriculum 
a useful argument has been made from a social realist perspecive which builds 
on the theoreical work of Emile Durkheim and Basil Bernstein. This argument 
proposes that there is useful cultural knowledge which children should come to 
know, but that this knowledge is fallible and contested, not least because it has 
been developed socially by groups, for example of researchers. The conclusion 
is that the school curriculum should provide access to this rich body of cultural 
knowledge but must also provide skills and disposiions towards quesioning that 
body of cultural knowledge, understanding how it has been developed and how 
to develop new ideas (Young, 2008; Wheelahan, 2010). Based on this argument 
Wheelahan is paricularly criical of vocaional programmes in England designed 
for secondary students. She argues that these programmes currently deny access 
to theoreical knowledge for disadvantaged or working class children and that 
this subsequently prevents these children from paricipaing fully in society by 
contribuing to the ‘conversaion of society’ (Wheelahan, 2010).  Returning now 
to our primary concern for the curriculum of teacher educaion. It would seem 
somewhat hypocriical and inconsistent to call for a social realist perspecive on 
the place of knowledge in the school curriculum, including vocaional subjects, 
and not to also apply that to the debate around the teacher educaion curriculum. 
Some confused poliical policy-makers in educaion in England have promoted 
the idea that teaching is a pracical crat that is best learned by observing experts 
and learning by doing. This has led to ‘school-based’ teacher ‘training’ routes 
that have been replacing teacher ‘educaion’ programmes. These school-based 
teacher training programmes have generally tended to minimise theoreical 
content in favour of developing the pracical wisdom of beginning teachers. It 
is ironic that some observers and policy-makers have on the one hand argued 
for a school curriculum heavy with theoreical content and yet have argued 
for competence based pracical wisdom to dominate professional ‘training’ 
programmes for teachers.
The key challenge for advocates of research-informed pracice seems to be 
that of scaling up inquiry-based approaches. Developing teaching as an inquiry-
based profession across a naional system would probably require a commitment 
to research capacity building through Masters level qualiicaions for teachers. 
A commitment to teaching as a master level profession is already in place in many 
European countries, although in England a U-turn in policy in 2010 has all but 
halted progress towards its establishment. An inquiry-based profession would 
also require opportuniies for teachers to paricipate in collaboraive professional 
inquiry and praciioner research projects. Iniial teacher educaion programmes 
and professional development opportuniies for experienced teachers would 
be inquiry-based. More coherent and shared language of inquiry and ways of 
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collaboraing in professional inquiry and praciioner research would need to 
be developed between school-based teacher researchers and higher educaion 
based teacher educator researchers. Wriing 40 years ago Lawrence Stenhouse 
considers ‘there are some signs of tension between the roles of teacher and 
researcher…it is worth facing these tensions and atemping to resolve them. For 
in the end it is di cult to see how teaching can be improved or how curricular 
proposals can be evaluated without self-monitoring on the part of teachers. 
A research tradiion which is accessible to teachers and which feeds teaching 
must be created if educaion is to be signiicantly improved’ (1975, p.165).
In chapter one, Hilary Constable creates a foundaion for the subsequent 
chapters by examining the literature on ‘praciioner research’ and celebraing 
its variety of formats and purposes. She argues that praciioner research may 
be small-scale but real. Drawing on Carr and Kemmis she suggests that it can 
emulate research to promote a mixture of technical, pracical and emancipatory 
outcomes. The ideniicaion and reinement of useful research quesions is seen 
as a considerable challenge. First are the quesions possible to answer in their 
current form? Second, what decisions will be made or at least informed as a result 
of this work?  
In chapter two, Kate Wall and Elaine Hall use real world examples of their 
collaboraive acion research projects with teachers in England to illustrate three 
principles: Autonomy – the teacher knows which quesion to ask; Disturbance – 
good quesions cause extra thinking; and Dialogue – ethical and robust research 
is communicated. They argue that the feedback loops created by the acion 
research process helped the teachers to be relecive and strategic thinkers. They 
idenify parallel pathways of metacogniive learning by students and by teacher 
researchers.
In chapter three, Rachel Lothouse, Stefan McElwee, Claire King and Colin 
Lothouse provide a criical perspecive on the key features of lesson study by 
evaluaing their real world applicaion of diferent forms of lesson study in two 
schools in England. They argue, despite expressing some caveats about lesson 
study, that it can shit professional learning beyond the individual level and help 
to shape professional learning cultures in schools.
In chapter four, Carey Philpot criically engages with the literature on the 
characterisics of Professional Learning Communiies (PLCs) and the Instrucional 
or Teacher ‘Rounds’ that have been closely associated with their development. 
The potenial beneits of such collaboraive groups and aciviies are outlined, but 
this is followed by a formidable list of challenges in terms of developing efecive 
PLCs. The risks ideniied include an over-emphasis on simplisic posiivist 
measurement of learning, top down disseminaion of ‘research evidence’, group 
think and the posiioning of teachers as consumers rather than also as producers 
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of knowledge. The argument presented encourages the development of PLCs 
that are boundary-crossing to include other schools and perhaps also university 
educaion departments.
In chapter ive, Jack Whitehead and Marie Huxtable consider a Living Theory 
approach to educaional inquiry. In a Living Theory approach teachers ask 
quesions of the kind: How do I improve what I am doing in my professional 
educaional pracice? Teachers using this values-based approach to professional 
inquiry and praciioner research aim to resolve tensions that may exist between 
their professional values and those that are externally imposed. 
In chapter six, Pete Boyd and Liz White focus on teacher educators based 
in schools and in university departments. They argue that all teacher educators 
should be engaged in professional inquiry and those that are university-based 
should be engaged in praciioner research. The raionale presented is that 
efecive teachers require essenial research literacy skills and knowledge if they 
are to play their part in developing research-informed pracice.
In chapter seven, Anja Swennen, Gerda Geerdink and Monique Volman 
present their research into the ideniies and professional pathways of 15 
teacher educators based in universiies of applied science in the Netherlands 
who completed a doctorate by part-ime study at a research intensive university. 
Despite the huge commitment and efort required to successfully gain their 
doctorate these teacher educators did not pursue a new career pathway 
as research acive academics but slipped back into the normaive values and 
teaching focused values dominaing their workplace departmental cultures. 
This suggests a lack of real value placed on researcher idenity within the world 
of teacher educaion and a lack of connecion between teaching and research 
within the ield of teacher educaion.
In chapter eight, Leah Shagrir presents research on moivators and constraints 
for engagement in professional development, focused on research and 
scholarship, by teacher educators who are lecturers and university academics 
based in Israel. The study ideniies personal, insituional and social factors 
inluencing the engagement of teacher educators in professional development 
despite the context of heavy teaching workloads.
In chapter nine, Agnieszka Szplit explicitly addresses the potenial synergy 
between what are oten presented as two separate areas of teacher educator 
work – teaching and research. Focusing on synergy between teaching and 
research is relevant internaionally but in the context of Poland, where 
teaching in higher educaion has not historically been given high priority, it 
is paricularly perinent. The chapter argues for the posiive contribuion to 
improving student experiences of praciioner research by teachers in higher 
educaion. 
Pete Boyd & Agnieszka Szplit
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In chapter ten, Marijn Willemse and Fer Boei focus on research capacity 
building professional development for teacher educators in the Netherlands. The 
teacher educators are based in universiies of applied science who are under 
increasing pressure to conduct and publish research and to supervise the research 
of their student teachers. The study ideniied three main indings: the need to 
deine clearly what counts as praciioner research; the beneits of professional 
development involving pracical hands-on research aciviies; and the need to 
ring-fence ime for this work to support teacher educators in making it a priority.
In chapter eleven, Ruth Zuzovsky, Irit Levy-Feldman and Nir Michaeli evaluate 
the impact of developing professional learning communiies (PLCs) involving 
136 teacher educators based in a large teacher educaion college in Israel. The 
development of the PLCs did have considerable impact on collaboraion and 
academic wriing outputs but did not seem to have such a signiicant impact 
on developing researcher idenity among these teacher educators. The study 
highlighted the afecive issues in becoming a research acive teacher educator 
alongside the cogniive and pracical challenges.
In chapter twelve, David Powell focuses on the ‘messiness’ of acion research 
by teacher educators and their student teachers. Messiness is taken to include 
the complexity, unpredictability, di culty and dilemmas of pursuing collaboraive 
praciioner inquiry. The challenges of such real world messiness are contrasted 
with the idy kinds of accountability and measurement associated with quality 
assurance in our age of accountability.
In chapter thirteen, Josep Coral and Teresa Lleixà based in Catalonia, show 
how acion research may form a pedagogical approach to advanced professional 
educaion. In their study of professional learning in Content and Language 
Integrated Learning (teaching a curriculum subject in a second language) the 
teachers follow cycles of classroom inquiry informed by theoreical inputs. 
The approach evaluated in this chapter guided teacher researchers through 
reasonably structured acion research cycles but the emergent research design 
and responses to analysis of iniial data helped to create a degree of control and 
ownership by the teachers. 
We have recently lived through a thirty-year age of neoliberal high 
accountability contexts in schools and in higher educaion insituions (Ball, 
2013; Biesta, 2010). The inquiry-based teacher movement requires high levels 
of collaboraion and trust and achieving this seems to have been a paricular 
challenge for the collecive leadership of curriculum development in the current 
policy framework. A strong shit towards collecive leadership is required 
if inquiry-based approaches are to thrive. This shit to collecive leadership 
demands high levels of conidence and commitment from principals but also asks 
Prologue
that teachers ‘manage up’ to ‘acquire support for the causes they are passionate 
about’ (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012). Inquiry-based teachers and teacher educators 
are required to pose and pursue tough educaional quesions and to commit to 
‘speaking truth to power’.
This text contributes to the internaional inquiry-based teacher movement. 
It provides insight into the varied ways by which internaional teacher educators 
adopt professional inquiry and praciioner research as central pillars of their 
professional ideniies and ongoing professional learning. Such inquiry-based 
teacher educators are able to adopt a pedagogy for teacher educaion and a 
strategy of modelling that help to develop inquiry-based beginning teachers who 
are ready to contribute in turn to collecive leadership of curriculum development 
and school improvement.
Pete Boyd & Agnieszka Szplit
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Praciioner Inquiry: 
Common Sense and Elusive
Hilary Constable
University of Cumbria, UK
Abstract
This chapter takes an overview of Praciioner Inquiry and its key points. The 
signiicant features, conceptual diferences and arguments raised include: 
research, authority, acion, public scruiny and the disposiion of the researcher 
together with criical consciousness. These arguments are sketched and discussed 
briely. Sicking points in realising the aims and potenial of Praciioner Inquiry 
are ideniied as: collecive approaches, sustaining iniiaives, the potenial for 
incorporaion and colonisaion, conceptual and resource limits to approaches, 
paradigms, research quesions, and knowing. Issues raised by these points are 
considered. The overview presents an even-handed assessment of diferent 
versions of Praciioner Inquiry and concludes that the locus of quality lies in 
the execuion rather than the claim of each version.
Key words
praciioner inquiry, praciioner research, acion research, teacher as researcher, 
educaional change, incorporaion, coninuing professional development, 
research quesions
Introducion
‘Praciioner inquiry’ is inquiry where praciioners invesigate pracice; that said, 
almost everything else about it is subject to debate, including its key features. 
Since its beginnings praciioner inquiry has grown in popularity and now is 
found in professional situaions and universiies world-wide. Unsurprisingly such 
a common pracice encompasses a broad collecion of acivity and also a range 
of intenion and outcome. 
McNif (2013) and Hopkins (2014) as well as Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999b) 
point to the now widespread prevalence of praciioner research and its posiive 
contribuion to school improvement and, in Hopkins’ case, to educaion system 
improvement. Praciioner inquiry appears to be common-sense but maybe it 
has only turned out to be so as it has become incorporated into educaional and 
professional pracice. Underlying the surface simplicity lie criical points and lively 
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diferences of opinion. By 1999 Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999b) had noted that 
teacher research had become so popular and yet varied that they were able to argue 
convincingly that it should be seen as a ‘movement’ not only because of the variety of 
manifestaions but because the underpinning arguments for these versions difered. 
Praciioner Research is a topic that is widely explored by authors. Some itles 
explicitly portray an angle or colour in the view to be presented by their authors, 
for example: Passionate Enquiry and School Development: A Story about Teacher 
Acion Research (Dadds, 1995); Systemic Acion Research: A Strategy for Whole 
System Change (Burns, 2007); Researching Your Own Pracice: The Discipline of 
Noicing (Mason 2002); Acion research: a methodology for change and development; 
(Somekh, 2006) and Acion Research: Living Theory (Whitehead & McNif, 2006). 
But necessarily, authors of all the books present some view of praciioner inquiry: 
tacitly in their recommendaions for carrying out inquiries and explicitly in the form 
of arguments. Similarly, the authors in this book, by the varied research approaches 
and methods that they choose as well as the theorisaions that they bring, present 
a range of views of praciioner inquiry in educaion.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999b) summarise the unifying features as seeing 
teachers as ‘knowers and thinkers’ and idenify as important strands: criical and 
democraic theory; commitment to progressive educaion and a challenge to the 
usefulness of research. They also note that teacher research can appear to shit 
shape. 
Each constructs the role of teacher as knower and as agent in the classroom and in larger 
educaional contexts. In addiion, some of these tradiions and projects carry with them 
disinctly criical views of educaion and of knowledge and power relaions within it. What 
we are suggesing, then, is that the intellectual and educaional projects that fuelled the 
current U.S. teacher researcher movement had in common a criique - either implicit or 
explicit - of prevailing concepts of the teacher as technician, consumer, receiver, transmiter, 
and implementor of other people’s knowledge. (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p.16)
Emphasis, lavours and colours
Baumield et al. (2013) provide a delighful comment on acion research:
We have structured this book as if research was a fairly linear process, since a book that relected 
the unpredictability of real life would be di cult to read. (Baumield et al., 2013, p.137)
As with a book on Acion Research, so with a chapter: a characterisic of 
praciioner inquiry is the mulidimensionality of the posiions and arguments. 
Hilary Constable
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There are shades of opinion on almost all aspects: These diferences might be 
described as spectra or scales, where an idea can be seen as essenial at one end 
and opional at another; manifest in one way at one place and another elsewhere. 
Flavours and shades of emphasis are visible in the terms used for versions and 
varieies of praciioner inquiry. However, there are also limits: issues of idelity, 
step-changes and cut-of points; what to one person is fundamental and without 
it the acivity does not ‘count’, to another is merely desirable; what to one person 
is a pleasing addiion is to another the whole point of the acivity. And, it has 
to be acknowledged, there are contradicions. Furthermore the posiions and 
arguments are not independent but pull at and inluence each other or, like 
watercolour paint, bleed colour from one to another.
There is risk in this range and variety as summed up by Cochran-Smith and 
Lytle:
In this sense, the growth of the teacher research movement hinges on a paradox: As it is 
used in the service of more and more agendas and even insituionalized in certain contexts, 
it is in danger of becoming anything and everything (Cochran-Smith& Lytle, 1999a). As we 
know, however, anything and everything oten lead in the end to nothing of consequence 
or power (1999, p17). 
Overall the conceptualisaions of praciioner inquiry are reminiscent of the 
foundaion concepts of chemistry: elements, mixtures and compounds. Some ideas 
are like elements: variously discrete or acive in associaion with other ideas; other 
ideas are commonly mixed together and yet others are part of compounds and 
necessarily ‘go with’ and are shaped by other ideas. This chapter ideniies some of 
the main ideas and debates which form the background to praciioner inquiry and 
selects some of them for further review.  And it turns out, just like real life, praciioner 
inquiry is messy, purposeful, contradictory, enlightening and confusing.
Neither is praciioner inquiry discrete, as will be seen, praciioner inquiry 
merges into other related ideas including professional and organisaional 
development, educaional improvement and research itself. Nor is it conined 
to educaion, but is demonstrably present in health, police, business and social 
work. This book is concerned with praciioner inquiry in educaion and this 
chapter will largely address that context. 
In this chapter the term ‘praciioner inquiry’ is being used broadly, as an 
umbrella term, encompassing a range of pracices. The extent to which other 
terms are appropriate or accurate or interchangeable is not merely a mater of 
naming but involves analysis in which the stance of the researcher, the place of 
authority, the socio-poliical context, and the place of acion in the research are 
all signiicant elements. 
Praciioner Inquiry: Common Sense and Elusive
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Praciioner Research
A point of agreement about praciioner inquiry is that it is praciioners who do 
it; whether or not it is research is another quesion. One point of discussion then 
is the extent to which praciioner research can or does claim to be research and 
whether or not it is ‘proper’ research. 
Three issues are: 
• What counts as research? 
• How could or even should praciioner research relate to other research?
• Is praciioner research in any way diferent from other research?
There are two lines of argument here. The irst is that praciioner research 
claims to be just that: research by praciioners. In making that claim it subject 
to the same tests for truth and quality as other any other research in or about 
similar problems or seings. The second is that praciioner research is diferent, 
more or less, only in size or scope it and on this basis, is someimes described as 
small-scale research. In this case the quesion ‘is it research?’ can be answered by 
arguing that if an acivity is subject to the same quality controls as other research 
and passes those tests then it is acceptable as research or, possibly even, good. 
(Miles et al., 2013)
Unil recently Praciioner research has not fared well in the academy, being open 
to the criicisms that it is oten conceptually and methodologically weak, criicisms 
that are someimes true. McNif refers to some of these as “a teenager form of acion 
research” (McNif, 2013, p.6). As well as elaboraing the argument, Labaree (1998) 
makes a powerful analysis of the low esteem in which even mainstream educaional 
research is held by other university departments, policy makers and the general 
public. In a context where even convenional educaional research has to struggle 
for recogniion it is unsurprising that praciioner research is not always welcomed. 
Authority
To be ‘research’ praciioner research must on this argument subscribe to tests 
for research. However, the tests, the rule book, was authored. Behind claims to 
be simply a version of research stands a discussion about authority: who decides 
whether or not it is research?
Historically, academic research has been owned by the academy, efecively 
universiies. From the academy come not only those tests for research: mapping to 
a context of what has gone before (literature), conceptual underpinning (theory), 
appropriate methods (reliability, validity, sample size) which award work the itle 
Hilary Constable
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‘research’, but also control of the gateway to making quality controlled indings 
respectably public, publicaion in academic journals. Custom and pracice let the 
tests of research in the hands of an academic elite. 
At irst glance this is not at all unreasonable, ater all experise in research 
does lie in universiies. It is when the idea is re-cast as having the authority to 
create new knowledge that it is more unsetling. Neither is it necessary to see 
this as a conspiracy to exclude praciioners from research although there are 
people who have argued this. 
Quite apart from the quality-of-research argument, successful and respected 
researchers have contended that whilst praciioner research may be a nice idea, 
it is too great a demand (Macintyre, 1997). A thorough understanding of the real 
challenges of doing research at all, the skill base and experience needed as well 
as ime to carry out research, let alone trying to do it in parallel with classroom 
pracice, are so great that they are reason enough to decide against researching 
pracice as a praciioner. A more challenging view is presented by Davies who 
argues, amongst a series of iconoclasic pieces, that giving teachers access to 
research could do more harm than good (Davies, 2016, htp://garydavies.org).
A second line of argument ofers a diferent answer to the quesion of the 
research status of praciioner research. The line of argument here is that rather 
than being a poor relaion of ‘proper’ research, too small or idiosyncraic or 
otherwise weak to make the cut, it is disincive, diferent in kind and of equal 
value. For example, McNif (2013) maintains that praciioner research makes a 
third paradigm alongside posiivist and interpreivist social research and further 
argues that it has become accepted as such. 
The challenges to authority included in praciioner research can be far more 
fundamental than a discussion about whether a research report is good enough 
for publicaion. What advocates of praciioner research saw was that what was 
needed to achieve publicaion was passing tests set by the academy. That who was 
authorised to create new knowledge, to ask research quesions, was subject to 
tacit social straiicaion in which universiies were the authority and furthermore 
what was deemed to be knowledge-about-teaching was not deined by teachers.
Acion Research
A widespread view of praciioner research is of repeated cycles of acivity: 
idenifying a concern, invesigaing aspects of it, acing to improve pracice 
and evaluaing the outcome. The term ‘Acion Research’ draws atenion to 
this combinaion and someimes the term is used interchangeably, almost 
synonymously, with praciioner research. 
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A key feature is that the cycle recurs and issues are addressed iteraively in 
successive cycles: this idea is commonly represented in charts. It is rare for more 
than one or two cycles to be completed although an honourable excepion is 
Inoue (2014), who clearly demonstrates the beneits added by repeiion.
These diagrammaic representaions of cycles explicitly include acion in each 
cycle (but oddly not oten knowledge, a point I shall return to). Mason notes that 
diagrammaic representaions of acion research can be misleading if they are 
taken to be a prescripion to “try to proceed from one stage to another”, noing that 
it is more realisic to “internalise those stages and learn to recognise when a change 
of acivity might be helpful” (Mason, p.55).
In general, praciioner inquiry is directed towards improving pracice 
and acion is desirable at some stage. Acion on this view is desirable but not 
immediately essenial. This pragmaic view is taken by Baumield et al. (2013) 
who note that, in pracical terms, researchers may have to make hard choices 
since the length of ime for a research project may not allow for all stages of 
an inquiry and include both research and acion. They also allow that gaining 
understanding may be a more pressing priority than acion. Baumield et al keep 
the overall disposiion of praciioner research towards improvement but allow 
that immediate quesions may address either understanding (What’s going on 
here?) or acion (What happens if?).
Another and diferent view is that all research is directed to creaing new 
knowledge but that acion is intrinsic to improving pracice: acion research is 
speciically directed to improving pracice here and now and, without acion it 
is not acion research. Here it would not be appropriate to use the term acion 
research as synonymous with praciioner inquiry.
There are further conceptual diferences. One posiion requires acion as a 
means of research, essenially a phenomenological approach, where the acion 
itself is the focus of the research and where understanding is developed by 
taking acion, by ‘pushing into the experience’: the acion and the invesigaion 
are parts one of another, reciprocally revealing issues. One may study jumping 
in a swimming pool with a big splash by jumping in a swimming pool with a big 
splash. In this view atemping before-and-ater studies is inauthenic - change is 
not exactly a goal, more a condiion of life. 
Emancipatory acion research occupies another posiion. Here researchers 
take part in a collecive exploraion where the actor/researchers are part of 
conscienizaion and emancipaion. The acion in this version of acion research is 
emancipatory in itself and has an emancipatory purpose. 
Acion then can be presented as an opion, an intrinsic part of the research 
or an intrinsic part of the purpose. Change (for the beter of some aspect of 
pracice) can be seen as the goal, a goal, a possibility or premature unil we can 
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work out what’s happening; it can also be seen as the way of understanding or a 
help to understanding.
Made Public
Stenhouse ofered a Briish Educaion Research Associaion annual conference 
the deiniion of research as ‘systemaic inquiry made public’ (Stenhouse, 1980, p.1), 
a deiniion and related discussion (Skilbeck, 1983; Kemmis, 1983), which has 
retained resonance in praciioner research. 
The phrase ‘made public’ has been interpreted diversely. Made public is used 
with the methodological sense of ‘open to scruiny’, a check on the veracity of 
the work. Another meaning concerns a sense of audience to whom indings will 
be communicated and ‘made public’ A further turn of interpretaion migrates 
‘making public’ into disseminaion and/or publicaion; the former emphasising 
pracical and immediate value to fellow professionals and the later academic 
credibility. 
‘Made public’ is also used in the sense of ‘carried out in public’ the research is 
seen to need, even require, a social seing to support the work, to help idenify 
assumpions hidden (at least temporarily) from the actors and researchers and 
to formulate quesions. This is commonly described as a criical community and 
members are criical friends. 
However criical consciousness makes a much more fundamental demand: 
that it is to the community that the actor researcher owes duty and allegiance in 
the process of coninuous conscienizaion. A much more demanding idea. 
Criical Consciousness
Stenhouse’s seminal work An Introducion to Curriculum Research and 
Development seemingly presented a straighforward argument: that educaional 
quesions should come from teachers, and that as well as being the insigators 
of research teachers should themselves pursue the quesions and become 
researchers. In addiion, he saw generaing and pursuing those quesions as an 
intrinsic part of being a professional (Stenhouse, 1975). This line of reasoning 
contains challenges to authority; it states that teachers are competent to ask 
quesions about pracice and that arguably they are in a beter place to ask and 
pursue them than academics. Stenhouse argued that the academy was there 
to help teachers not to overpower them: turning the historical arrangement 
upside down, revoluionary. 
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These quesions are not simply technical quesions but moral quesions; 
about what teachers should be doing. An Introducion to Curriculum Research and 
Development arose from one such project –the Nuield Humaniies Curriculum 
Project (Stenhouse, 1968)- that posiioned the teacher, not as the purveyor of 
ready-made opinions to be adopted by school students, but as facilitators of 
raional discussion in which students would use evidence to come to their own 
conclusions. High school students were posiioned as inquirers into complex 
social issues such as race by providing them with a selecion of mainly printed 
materials and the teacher had the task of chairing the ensuing discussion, and 
remaining neutral. This might seem to be a reasonable proposiion: it is similar in 
many ways to more recent iniiaives such as philosophy for children and young 
people (Anderson, 2016) but it was wildly ambiious for its ime. The teachers 
in the Humaniies Curriculum Project found it underminingly di cult and this 
became the plaform for the idea of ‘not-knowing’ being a legiimate, even ideal, 
professional stance and of openness to inquiry into teaching and learning being 
a central feature of the work of teachers. This disposiion, to make intelligent 
invesigaions the response to teaching challenges, was further developed in the 
Ford Teaching Project (Elliot & Adelman, 1983). 
Ambiious or not, the line of reasoning takes us to considering criical 
consciousness. Criical consciousness stems from authenic moral self-moivaion 
that underlies and empowers paricipants. This swathe of argument rests on neo/
post-Marxist scholarship and, typically, the examples given by Freire and Habermas 
use a hermeneuic style of invesigaion consising of cycles of acion leading to 
increasing consciousness or understanding (Freire, 1970, 1974; Habermas, 1981). 
Here the acion in acion research has an emancipatory purpose. Researchers take 
part in a collecive exploraion where the actor/researchers are part of conscienizaion 
and emancipaion. In this version managing to respect and stay with the authenic 
issues and quesions raised by praciioners is of the utmost importance. 
The Researcher
Praciioner research is commonly taken to imply research into his/her/their own 
pracice although the wilier wording used in the introducion to this chapter 
– praciioners invesigate pracice- allows some lexibility here, efecively 
praciioners are ‘doing research’. 
Praciioner inquiry implies the aim of improving pracice. A more penetraing 
way of looking at this is to focus on what the researcher is supposed to be 
experiencing and intending, as well as doing. At botom the praciioner is ‘making 
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(new) sense of’ the situaion. A broad swathe of argument places the researcher 
in a criical seing and the research acivity as praxis, seeking phronesis (pracical 
wisdom) (Kemmis, 1983). In criical acion-research the change intended is to 
the consciousness of the actor. In an extensive body of work Whitehead argues 
for a disposiion and acions which are moral as much as research aciviies and 
focuses on a criical exploraion of living theory, that is: what it is to act in and 
to research in an educaional (sic) way. For Whitehead this includes embracing 
contradicions in research, as well as in teaching, as realiies (Whitehead, 2016, 
Whitehead & McNif, 2006). 
All this is a long way intellectually from a piece of ‘small-scale’ research, which 
can be carried out by a praciioner and which may lead to greater understanding, 
suggest a line of acion or evaluate an intervenion and, most importantly, without 
any explicit ideological commitment other than to pragmaism.
Conceptual Diferences
An internet search using “What is acion research?” threw up the following as 
the irst entry:
Praciioners who engage in acion research inevitably ind it to be an empowering 
experience. Acion research has this posiive efect for many reasons. (Sagor ASCD) 
A rather startling claim in view of the range of possibility demonstrated in the 
preceding secions of this chapter. Signiicant conceptual diferences underlie 
these diferent manifestaions. Yet this empowerment is what acion research is 
known for, although by no means always, let alone ‘inevitably’, is it achieved nor 
frankly always even intended. 
Carr and Kemmis (1986) ofered an authoritaive way of coniguring and 
bringing order to the gamut of possibility, classifying acion research in terms 
of three iers of poliico social posiioning: technical, pracical and emancipatory 
(Table 1). 
Interest Knowledge Medium Science
Technical Instrumental (causal 
explanaion)
Work Empirical-analyic  
or natural sciences
Pracical Pracical 
(Understanding)
Language Hermeneuic or 
‘interpreive’ sciences
Emancipatory Emancipatory 
(relecion)
Power Criical sciences
Table 1. Posiioning Acion Research (Carr & Kemmis, 1986, p.136)
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Fullan (2007) ideniies ‘idelity’ and ‘mutual adaptaion’ as features of 
educaional change – idelity means ‘faithful to’: essenially if an innovaion is 
not ‘faithful to’ criical aspects then it has not been implemented, something else 
has been implemented. Mutual adaptaion is the expectaion, possibly demand, 
that actors adapt a change to suit their circumstances. Most educaional changes 
involve elements which require idelity and elements which are open to or 
demand mutual adaptaion, although some are less negoiable than others and it is 
necessary to be discriminaing in the judgment of which are which (see Constable 
& Long, 1991; Long & Constable, 1992). Acion research has considerable space 
for mutual adaptaion but this is not unlimited. 
These two frameworks of analysis -Fullan and Carr and Kemmis- work well 
together. By idenifying what is considered non-negoiable: asking what are the 
stances and acion to which an acion researcher must be faithful, versions of 
praciioner research can be allocated to Carr and Kemmis’s iers (1986, Table 1) 
imposing some order on the range of versions. 
The three iers can be seen as categories in which tests for idelity show 
where the version is intended to be situated. 
Outcomes: Celebraions and Disappointments
Praciioner inquiry is now both more and less than might have been envisaged in 
the 1970s. Many challenges remain and others have become more visible. 
On the ‘more’ side, praciioner inquiry is geographically widespread. It is 
professionally widespread as well: for example in educaion, policing, business, 
nursing and social work; it has become recognised as a structure for coninuing 
professional development and as a skeleton for academic study. In some cases 
it has become acceptable as a contribuion to academic research. Praciioner 
inquiry has allowed more people to contribute to school and curriculum 
development. It has brought joy and delight, even personal empowerment, to 
some and given a mature deiniion to professionalism: ‘a disposiion to examine 
one’s own pracice systemaically’ (Stenhouse, 1975, p.156). 
On the ‘less’ side Praciioner Research, has not shown in pracice all of the 
beneits promoted on its behalf. Not surprising, there were very many hopes and 
aspiraions. Praciioner research has received criicism that it is weak even in 
its own terms –teleological approaches, poor methodology and weak analysis 
and unfounded conclusions (Labaree, 1998). Hopes included that praciioner 
research would contribute to the body of research available on educaion, the 
idea being that many small studies could add up or grow into something more 
substanial. Praciioner Research has not connected well with mainstream 
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educaional research in universiies nor, in England, with evidence based policy. 
On size and scope grounds alone systemaic reviewing (see: EPPI, 2016) is 
very unlikely to pick up and include praciioner research, neither do common 
methods of praciioner inquiry lend themselves to the protocols developed for 
these reviews. Other ways to synthesise large numbers of small scale research 
studies are sill being explored.
Praciioner research has promised much in terms of insituional or 
funcional-group development and although it may not have quite become 
the coninuing, coninuous and incorporated pracice that was envisaged it 
does seem to have been part of unfreezing responses to needs for school 
improvement and professional development. Arguably the movement, 
including its sicking points, has catalysed developments and has made 
possible or supported exploraions of other forms of professional and 
organisaional development such as lesson study (Arani, 2010), partnerships 
with stakeholders (Kershner et al., 2013), organisaional development, and 
collaboraive research with universiies Boyd (2014). 
Ideal Types and Uninished business
Someimes arguments and paricularly diagrams are taken as prescripions, 
instrucions on what to do, whereas they are based on ‘ideal types’ in the 
Weberian meaning –based on ideas (see: Kim, 2012). Notably diagrams of 
cycles are clearly unlikely to be suiciently subtle to be taken as a detailed 
prescripion. 
It is, of course, more common than not to ind that realisaion falls short 
of aspiraion but where this happens repeatedly there are criical points to be 
ideniied and addressed. The remainder of this chapter discusses on what may 
lie behind some of the issues arising from the previous secions. 
Professional and Organisaional Development
An important outcome of acion research is professional or organisaional 
development. This is a powerful argument in support but raises the quesion 
of what standards apply; in what way is its quality to be shown: professional 
development or research; or what is the way to claim both.
Sustained
From as long ago as Lewin and Stenhouse, proposals consistently envisage 
praciioner inquiry becoming sustained, indeed, the aim is to become so. 
Likewise, Freire’s conscienizaion aims at a permanent change in quality of 
criical consciousness. Someimes these aims may be achieved but what is more 
visible are reports of early implementaion. Fullan draws atenion to the over 
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representaion of early stages of educaional change in pracice and in research: 
Iniiaion and Implementaion. The inal stage –incorporaion in which a change 
has become ‘what we do round here’ is harder to ind and similarly much less 
researched. It may be needful to recognise that praciioner inquiry sufers 
intellectual entropy and coninuous re-instatement may be necessary to reach 
a steady state. 
Collecive Approach
Undoubtedly collecivity is involved in sustaining praciioner inquiry and in all 
versions of praciioner research some form of collecive or group approach is 
seen as an advantage; in some it is more than that, and it is seen as essenial. 
Pragmaically, any single individual is in a weak posiion to implement an 
educaional change let alone change the climate or culture of a school. In 
those arguments for praciioner research which rest on criical theory or ideas 
of teacher as researcher the collecive seing is an essenial dimension. (see: 
Cochran –Smith & Lytle, 1999a)
With the best of intenions, the collecive dimension of the challenge can 
be lost. Where praciioner research has been incorporated into university 
programmes it has been powerfully shaped by its seing. Academic 
qualiicaions are characterisically awarded to individuals not teams and the 
standards for higher degrees powerfully inluence the praciioner research 
that is supported. Without addiional, efort praciioner research in such a 
context does not support group and collecive approaches nor the iteraion of 
repeated cycles. In relaion to school and system improvement this point can 
be a stumbling block. 
The advantages of working collecively coninues to be addressed imaginaively 
someimes in the context of higher degrees and someimes in other supporive 
structures (see, for example: Kershner, et al., 2013; Boyd, 2014; Hopkins, 2014; 
SUPI, 2016; Wilkinson, 2015).
Incorporaion and Colonisaion
The context of praciioner research has changed as globalisaion has proceeded 
and governments have become more concerned about internaional comparisons 
and seek to mandate educaional achievement. Hopkins (2014) has been a 
signiicant igure in praciioner research for several decades and traces the 
renewals and developments of teacher-research through ive ediions of his 
book, drawing on the development of his own views and also on experience of 
working in several educaional seings including government advisor. He notes 
the gradual incorporaion of praciioner inquiry into systems. A trend has been 
an increasing atenion to the school and the school system:
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“… the mid-1980s is that teacher-researchers have to increasingly take a whole school and 
at times systemic perspective. They now have to interpret and adapt policy to their own 
teaching situation, and link their classroom research work to that of other colleagues and 
whole school priorities as well as to the process of teaching and learning. (Hopkins, 2014, 
p. xiii)
Hopkins ideniies the need to atend to the policy and poliical context with 
moral purpose: 
Teachers are too oten the servants of heads, advisers, researchers, textbooks, curriculum 
developers, examinaion boards or the ministry of educaion among others. By adoping 
a research stance, teachers are liberaing themselves from the control and command 
situaions they oten ind themselves in. (Hopkins, 2014, p.2)
But also notes that policy implementaion has incorporated forms of 
praciioner Inquiry in ‘a concerted atempt to shit the English educaion system 
from informed prescripion (…) to informed professionalism (Hopkins, 2014, p.4).
Hopkins is upbeat: for him inclusion of praciioner inquiry in the mainstream 
of schooling policy and leadership is progress:
One of the most dominant changes observed since then [irst ediion 1985] is the increase 
in centralised policy making; this, however, far from undermining the role of ‘teacher-
researcher’ has, in my opinion, made such a professional ethic all the more necessary. 
(Hopkins 2014, p. xiii)
McNif (2013) also traces the development of her own views and notes 
the changes towards a focus on the praciioner in their speciic organisaion 
developmental context. McNif ideniies that the seing of higher educaion has 
been paricularly favourable for the expansion of praciioner inquiry. 
McNif difers from Hopkins in being doubful about the relaionship of 
praciioner research and poliical context. She ideniies the potenial for 
colonisaion and further speculates that: 
… oicial agencies permit acion research because it suits their agendas of command and 
control (McNif, 2013, p.9) 
and refers to
… a high proile UK iniiaive in which teachers could receive funding to do acion research 
in their classroom on condiion that learners achieved dedicated outcomes (McNif, 2013, 
p.10) 
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What is important is to hold in view and inspect, at the same ime, the 
potenial for both good and harm. 
Methodological Issues
Conceptual frameworks and jusiicaions form the backbone of praciioner 
research but lesh needs to be put on these bones. It is not the intenion in 
this chapter to rehearse methodological concerns comprehensively, instead four 
selected issues will be addressed: methodological limits; paradigms, research 
quesions and lastly knowledge. 
Limits
Stenhouse used the phrase systemaic enquiry made public that let the argument 
as to broad approaches and detailed methods to be jusiied by the needs of 
the inquiry. This eclecic view is broadly taken by most but does not mean that 
anything goes. Within that overall encapsulaion a variety of methodological 
approaches are open to use and similarly open to being coloured by views of the 
main purposes and desirable outcomes of praciioner research. Further some 
shades of praciioner research strongly imply methods of invesigaion, obvious 
examples being the phenomenological approach suggested by the acion in 
some versions of acion research; classroom observaion as a way into exploring 
theories-in-acion and talk of emancipatory outcomes would mean litle without 
using criicality. Studies that are posiioned as research, albeit small-scale, call for 
the standards appropriate to any social research including signiicant atenion to 
ethics and posiionality.
A further limit is the pracical constraint of resources –principally ime and 
researcher experise. In this it is recognised that within the constraints of a project 
there may be ime for only part of what is desirable. Praciioner researchers 
have to make decisions about where it will be worthwhile to spend that most 
precious resource --their ime.
Paradigms
I remain completely unconvinced by claims that it is necessary or even desirable 
to idenify oneself with a research paradigm; this is to build on sand. One may need 
to be aware of research paradigms but even that puts the cart before the horse. 
As a praciioner researcher, the signiicant point here is to be fully aware of what 
sort of knowledge is sought as well as to be criically self-aware of what approach 
one is adoping and what sort of knowledge that may or may not support. It 
is of course important to note one’s predisposiions and prejudices, along with 
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noing one’s posiionality. As in posiionality, where, for instance, the inquiry of 
a principal or other senior leader must take account of the power relaionship 
between leaders and others involved in the inquiry, being aware that one is afraid 
of arithmeic allows relecion on one’s potenial for unthinking adopion of non-
posiivist research approaches.
Raising awareness simultaneously of both what informaion is sought and of 
what sorts of quesions lead to that is the signiicantly important mater. The 
methodological approach follows the quesions; it is these that set the context 
for methods, not staring with a choice of paradigm, or worse, idenifying oneself 
as an interpreivist.
Research Quesions
Setling on research quesions is the threshold to deciding on the research 
approach and methods. Research quesions are correctly ideniied as fundamental 
to construcing a useful inquiry but that does not altogether uncover what work 
it is that a research quesion is doing. Pracical challenges include whether a 
quesion can be answered at all or manageable in the context and constraints of 
this study –usually elapsed ime and researcher experise.
Bearing in mind the short ime frame of much praciioner research it may 
be possible to complete only a segment of a cycle, in which case compleing or 
researching acion becomes problemaic. Where ‘acion’ is squeezed out it may 
remain as a goal for the rest of the cycle, part of a general intenion to improve some 
aspect of pracice, alternaively it may be completely displaced by a much more 
pressing need. for instance, to understand. Here ‘acion’ is to some extent becoming 
opional and therefore problemaic for some versions of praciioner research. 
Baumield et al. (2013) tacitly deal with this and speciically link the decisions 
with tools for invesigaion:
A praciioner needs to decide whether they are invesigaing an exising phenomenon 
(what’s going on?) or whether they are going to insigate a change and explore the impact 
(what happens if? (Baumield et al., 2013, p.39) 
By deining these two main categories, What’s going on and What happens if?, 
they allow praciioner researchers to be realisic about what can be accomplished 
in the ime frame they have.
Baumield et al also deal with the taxing challenge of collecing data before 
the research quesion is inalised. They note that 
a general observaion or video taken early in the year can be re-analysed to yield speciic 
data and a paricular advantage of the early baseline is that you have the maximum gap 
between your pre-and post-tests (p.112). 
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This pragmaic approach is advantageous in that opportunisic data collecion 
can minimise disrupion but is not a recommendaion to rush to data collecion 
without serious atenion to a structured quesion, more that research quesions 
take ime to inalise. Soring out the quesions is worth spending ime on. 
One test is to ask whether a quesion in its current form can be answered at all. 
The wording of research quesions deines what kind of answer will be produced. 
Another way of pulling quesions into shape comes from revisiing the broader 
context –What decisions will be made or at least informed as a result of this work? 
More signiicantly, and beyond pracical challenges, it is important to 
register that devising the quesions is not a neutral or a value free acivity. At 
best research quesions are researchable versions of professional concerns but 
there is a paricular tension in this process. Even for experienced researchers, 
iniial quesions generally need work to get them to a researchable state; 
more so for novices. It is paradoxical that authenicity requires staying with 
the original concern of the praciioners, whereas shaping the concern to be 
researchable necessarily structures the quesion. It is easy for concerns to be 
hijacked deliberately; take for example McNif’s example of a project in which 
the researchers had to achieve pre-determined achievement outcomes for the 
learners. Neither does it need outsiders to impose their view to set things of in 
strange direcions, it is astoundingly easy for concerns become distorted as they 
are cut to it the constraints of ime and resource and it is easy for praciioners 
to sabotage their own concern by second guessing what counts as research. 
Daly, a university lecturer working with teachers, enrolled on an award bearing 
programme tackled the issue directly by intervening with disrupive dialogue to 
help teachers revisit their research quesions. (Daly, 2016; Table 2)
One example is: 
The concern The research  
proposal as 
expressed originally
Daly’s 
intervenion
Worth asking?
Proposal ater 
Daly’s intervenion
Many of my 3-4 
year old pupils 
have very limited 
language. They are 
not able to respond 
to simple quesions 
about something 
we’ve talked about 
on the carpet
Develop a speaking 
frame with oral 
sentence starters 
to help pupils learn 
how to respond. 
Observe what 
happens during 
teacher-pupil 
interacion
How can I develop 
the role-play area 
of my classroom 
to make it more 
supporive of 
pupil-pupil talk 
and adult-pupil 
interacion? 
Table 2. An Intervenion to Develop a Teacher Inquiry Quesion (Daly, 2016)
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What Wilkinson, principal of a large high school, experienced was the 
challenge felt by teachers to their agency. One teacher explained to her: 
“Everything is top down, even if it comes from the Ofsted report and even if it comes from 
the school development plan, it is not ours.” ( Wilkinson, 2016b) 
In response to that concern Wilkinson asked teachers what they wanted to 
know for themselves and then, whilst also building the research context, allowed 
ime for quesions to emerge, waiing as long as it took. 
It is worth spending the ime and efort needed to make sure that quesions 
are worthwhile as well as answerable. 
Knowledge
It is of the essence that research makes an unequivocal connecion with knowledge. 
Baumield et al argue that previously insuicient atenion has been given to the need 
to evaluate the nature of the knowledge created by praciioners (2013 pix). 
Bolster puts things diferently “In other words researchers and school teachers 
adopt radically diferent sets of assumpions about how to conceptualise the teaching 
process. As a result the conclusions of much formal research on teaching appear 
irrelevant to classroom teachers –not necessarily wrong, just not very sensible or 
useful”. (Bolster, 1983, p.294)
More than one way of knowing must be accommodated. 
Boyd and Bloxham (2014) directly address the relaionship of diferent kinds 
of knowledge by developing a metaphor for teachers’ professional learning as 
interplay between two interconnected domains of knowledge. Pracical wisdom 
is seen as a horizontal domain which foregrounds situated, socially held, ways 
of working which varies from one school or even teaching-team to another. 
Public knowledge is seen as a verical domain which foregrounds published 
theory, research, professional guidance and policy and is hierarchically organised 
through peer review and diferent status of publicaion. Interplay between 
the two domains of knowledge is intended to capture the dynamic learning of 
teachers and the power relaionships involved in interacions between these 
diferent kinds of knowledge.
Somewhat oddly, diagrammaic representaions of acion research cycles can 
be altogether inexplicit about this mater with no clear view as to what is supposed 
to be going on in terms of ‘knowing’, leaving researchers rather wandering in the 
wilderness. Challengingly Lewin re-enters the debate by recombining in acion 
research the two imperaives of change and understanding and is atributed 
with summing these up with the pithy remark: If you want to truly understand 
something, try to change it (Lewin in Tolman, 1996)
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The logic of praciioner research is that it is well suited to exploring pracical 
knowledge; more of a challenge is an authenic relaionship with public knowledge 
(see: Moss, 2015). Joram (2007) calls these ‘clashing epistemologies’. 
Conclusion
There we have it then, praciioner research can be: real research, real research but 
small, a process which emulates research to promote professional development, 
a means of curriculum development or promoing change and/or a criical stance 
devoted to equality and jusice. All of these are arguable.
What counts as quality lies not in its label, nor in a predeined cycle nor in 
prescribed or proscribed research approaches but in how well the work fulils 
its stated aim. The claim to quality and authenicity has to be made in each and 
every piece of work. The sharper the blade on the handle of praciioner inquiry 
the more work it can do and the more efecively but it is as well to remember 
that, as with any powerful tool, praciioner inquiry can be misused, hijacked and 
subverted, as well as being used for good.
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Abstract:
This chapter will disil three underlying principles of teacher praciioner research: 
autonomy; disturbance; and dialogue. These principles have emerged from a 
range of projects we have undertaken in partnership with teachers at all levels 
of educaion. This disillaion is not so much about the details of the ‘how’ of 
teachers’ research into learning and teaching in their own contexts - we (and 
many others) have writen about this elsewhere – but rather about where the 
quesions come from and how meaning is created and communicated. It is about 
the robust voices of teachers, and the diversity and richness of their research 
as harnessed through the process of praciioner enquiry. We will therefore 
explore how meaning is created and communicated by teachers involved and use 
the principles as a lynch-pin through which we explore their professional learning. 
The chapter will include some background to explain how we have worked with 
teachers, as well as narraive, case examples and analysis to illustrate important 
aspects of an inquiry approach. Most importantly, we’ll include as many voices 
from our partnerships as possible to relect the collaboraion that made this 
learning possible.
Keywords:
Inquiry, learning, autonomy, dialogue, disturbance
Introducion
In 1904 Dewey irst discussed the importance of teachers engaging in pedagogic 
enquiry to fully engage with processes and outcomes in their classrooms. Since 
then the concept has been in and out of fashion and more or less ied up with 
the concept of the research engaged praciioner. Underpinning these debates 
has oten been an assumpion that the praciioners’ enquiry will lead to an 
engagement with research as a means to generate answers to quesions (Nias 
& Groundwater-Smith, 1988). This could be research-informed and/or involve 
research processes on the part of the praciioner (Cordingley 2015, Hall, 2009). 
For many this posiion naturally involves the paricipaion of university academics 
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to facilitate this engagement (Baumield & Buterworth 2007; McLaughlin 
& Black-Hawkins, 2004). Models of teacher praciioner research can be largely 
traced back to the work of Stenhouse (1975) and as a result over recent years 
there has been sustained interest in the process and impact of developing a 
research-engaged teaching profession. Completeing a systemaic review on the 
topic, Dagenais et al. (2012) found that praciioners with an inquiry standpoint 
were more likely to have posiive views of research and therefore were more 
likely to use it to inform their pracice. In the same vein, McLaughlin and colleagues 
(2004) state three overlapping purposes evident in the teacher research tradiion: 
(1) research and enquiry undertaken for primarily personal purposes; (2) research 
and enquiry undertaken for primarily poliical purposes; and (3) research and 
enquiry undertaken for primarily school improvement purposes. Where teachers 
are involved in these kinds of research engaged pracices then the teachers can 
be seen to generate a more sophisicated and metacogniive (Wall & Hall, 2016) 
understanding of the ecology of learning, develop cultures of risk taking that move 
pracice forwards, accept challenge and change, facilitate the change processes 
for others and develop an ‘ecological agency’ that is catalyic of change (Leat et al., 
2014, p.8). But what does the process of facilitaing this type of working look like?
This chapter focuses on how these ways of working manifest in real life 
praciioner inquiry projects. It will draw on what we have learned from working 
in partnership with teacher-researchers in schools, colleges and universiies. As 
context, we are both teachers by background who started of researching 
our own pracice. Now based in higher educaion insituions, we have jointly 
and independently undertaken a myriad of diferent educaion research 
projects over the last 15 to 20 years. Our experience spans a range of diferent 
methodologies, but by far our favourite thing to do is work in partnership with 
teacher-researchers; closing the gap back to our own pracice experience, 
so to speak. We will focus on what we have learned from across this experience, 
and as such will be a relecion of our underlying principles of teacher praciioner 
research. These can be summarised as: 
1. The Principle of Autonomy: the teacher knows which quesion to ask 
a. Novice researchers may need assistance with methods but they sill get to 
choose how to ask their inquiry quesion, 
b. Teachers know what impact is and they get to say when/if the quesion is 
answered saisfactorily, 
c. Only the enquirer can answer the quesion ‘why did I want to know that?’ 
2. The Principle of Disturbance: good quesions cause extra thinking 
a. Cycles of inquiry are set of by success and failure in research, 
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b. The complexity and connecions in classrooms start to become more 
obvious, 
c. All learners (students, teachers, managers and community) tend to become 
more metacogniive. 
3. The Principle of Dialogue: ethical and robust research is communicated 
a. Especially when it hasn’t worked as planned, 
b. Paricularly when all paricipants have a say, 
c. Counter intuiively, communicaion is even beter across contexts.
The chapter will begin by providing some background informaion on key 
projects exemplifying the process undertaken by the partners in operaionalizing 
a teacher praciioner research methodology. In paricular, a focus will be on 
the balancing act between the roles and responsibiliies of praciioners and 
researchers when undertaking a partnership approach to research about pracice. 
This will allow us to exemplify the principle of autonomy. Building on this, we will 
move to explore the intent with which projects like this are paricipated in and 
undertaken. Asking quesions about how this inluences the teacher’s engagement 
with the research process. We will show how inquiry breeds further inquiry and, 
as a result, how paricipants need to accept feelings of dissonance; therefore 
enacing the principle of disturbance as a force to strive for improvement. Finally 
we will explore the principle of dialogue, suggesing that these processes are 
best not undertaken in isolaion and the ways in which operaing in dialogue 
with other inquirers is supporive of professional learning. This will allow us 
to demonstrate the importance of protected space and ime for any of these 
principles to take efect. Of paramount importance to the discussion will be the 
voice of the teachers involved in these projects and their voices as represented in 
their write ups of their inquiries. With this in mind, and as a commitment to true 
partnership working, all schools and teachers are named throughout
The importance of agreeing how
Co-constructed understandings of pedagogy and what efecive learning looks like 
have emerged from three research projects: (1) the Learning to Learn (L2L) in Schools 
and (2) Learning to Learn in Further Educaion (FE) Projects coordinated by the 
independent UK charity, the Campaign for Learning (Higgins et al. 2007; Wall et al. 
2010); and (3) the Equal Acclaim for Teaching Excellence (EQUATE) project funded 
by the University of Newcastle (Robson et al., 2010). All were run by researchers 
originally allied to the Research Centre for Learning and Teaching at Newcastle 
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University. These projects all used praciioner inquiry methodologies (Baumield 
et al., 2009) and involved teachers from primary schools; secondary schools; 
special schools; further educaion colleges and universiies in a model of school-
university partnership (McLaughlin et al., 2008). All three comprised one of the only 
praciioner networks in England to include all sectors of the educaion system 
from early years through to postgraduate educators. These projects rested upon an 
approach to research and knowledge construcion which emphasises partnership, 
trust and complementary role undertaken collaboraively by researchers, local 
authoriies, schools and colleges. As such it represents part of a developing trajectory 
of a dispersed research-informed pracice community (Lieberman & Grolnick, 1996). 
Full project reports, case studies and posters from the projects are available on the 
project pages of the Campaign for Learning’s website: htps://goo.gl/p6D8Th).
The structure of the projects was speciically designed to privilege opportuniies 
for teachers to learn from each other through dialogue (Baumield, et al., 2008; 
2012). The tradiional research model of central control by the University, of 
topic, research quesions and methods, was dispensed with for two reasons: the 
moivaion of teachers to keep engaged in cycles of inquiry requires them to have 
some ownership of the process (Day, et al., 2006) and (more crucially) teachers 
themselves have the most inimate knowledge of the pressing quesions (Lieberman 
et al., 1988). This meant that the locus of control was with the teachers to choose 
a topic area, which was relevant to the project as well as relevant to the learning 
agendas important in their context. The University team retained a role in framing 
the structure and outcomes (Bernstein, 1990) of the project through choosing 
aciviies and inputs, organising meeings and taking the lead on the publicaions 
of the project. However, throughout we privileged the teachers’ voice in case 
studies and prioriised joint publicaions (for example, Hall et al., 2005; Wall et al., 
2009) thus represening the authenic partnership that underpinned the process. 
Indeed, within this chapter schools and praciioners are named to represent the 
fundamental role they played in the success and outcomes of this project. It would 
be unethical to anonymise them and take the full credit for ourselves.
The model of praciioner inquiry adopted in these projects involved cycles of 
praciioner research (running across an academic year), with case studies completed 
and writen up by the teachers using an approach based on Stenhouse’s (1981) 
model of ’systemaic enquiry made public’. In each project, the teachers involved were 
encouraged to undertake research relevant to their context and to their interests:
“The research process was beneicial in that it primarily gave us a plaform for the 
development and implementaion of the above strategies, whilst sparking the ideas and 
the moivaions of the staf involved”. (Jane Dale and Ann Saunders, Weaverham Forest 
Primary School)
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They also had to collect evidence. To prevent acion research feeling like too 
much of an extra burden we located it alongside a relecive professional cycle, 
drawing on the model of plan, do and review which most teachers are familiar 
with. The addiional provisos were irstly the need to collect systemaic evidence: 
however, teachers were encouraged to think about what evidence was ‘good’ 
evidence rather than to conform to University or policy-maker norms. In asking 
them to conduct inquiry, we knew that teachers would have to become conscious 
of the many decisions that they make on a daily basis, so the quality criteria for 
each teacher’s research was personal and the key quesion became ‘What would 
be good enough evidence to convince you to coninue/ change your pracice?’. 
Teachers set themselves very high standards for this ‘warrant’ (Dewey, 1938) 
which meant that they were well prepared for the second proviso – ‘to make their 
indings public, to gain feedback and codify their process and outcome against 
others’. In the irst instance this consituted an efort within their school ‘to convince 
a scepical colleague’ (Baumield et al., 2008) of the value of their approach, then in 
the local and naional project communiies in face to face meeings, and then to 
the world beyond, through the published case studies on the internet.
Figure 1. Alignment of acion research and a relecive professional cycle (adapted from Baumield et al., 2008)
Wall and Hall Figures 
All figures in greyscale at highest resolution available. 
 
 
Figure xx: alignment of action research and a reflective professional cycle (adapted from Baumfield et al. 
2008) 
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The University team therefore took a coaching role to support the ideniicaion 
of success criteria and formulaing or reining speciic research quesions as part 
of a dialogue with the teachers – this was oten done as an element of a face-to-
face meeings, but a range of electronic support was also available. An important 
element of this was checking that the project was realisic. In paricular, with 
regard to the research quesion they wanted to answer, but also realisic in 
terms of the data they wanted to collect to answer it and realisic in the ime 
commitment that the research tools needed for administraion and analysis. The 
University team had good knowledge and experience of these aspects of the 
project, but each teacher needed to balance this with the individual pressures 
of the context in which they worked. The support was advisory and the pracice 
that resulted was negoiated, with the principle of autonomy being upheld and 
the teacher always having the inal say.
This was complemented by a commitment from the University team, 
through a ‘buddying’ system, to be available with assistance and answers to 
their quesions via email or telephone: the project manager was available for 
teachers via email and telephone to provide support or to act as a conduit to 
other colleagues for specialist advice. Face-to-face support occurred once a 
term. In the autumn and summer the teachers gathered together in their local 
groups for a training day, the content of which provided a mixture of new 
ideas, research methods and opportuniies to share problems and successes 
and to set their work in a wider context. Each January a two-day residenial 
conference took place, with invited speakers, including those from other major 
research projects like the Teaching and Learning Research Programme (TLRP 
- for example, James & Brown, 2005). On all these occasions the University 
team took a lead role in providing input on diferent aspects of the project, as 
well as supporing dialogue between schools about Learning to Learn and the 
research process, although as the project progressed this became less direct 
and the emphasis became more about facilitaing conversaion. Through 
these systems systems, the University team gave guidance and opinion which 
may have had impact on the acion research process in schools, however at 
no point was there any intenion to wrest the locus of control away from the 
teachers and the context of the schools.
‘L2L gave this research project and the three year study a sound framework in terms of 
methodology. The principle of exploring the potenial of diferent strategies by measuring 
impact has been established throughout the school. The L2L aims and objecive have 
given clarity to the projects outcomes. The sharing of informaion through the Newcastle 
University web site, emails and lead learner workshops also enabled’. (Marin Fleetwood, 
Woodford Lodge High School)
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Pracical support in the development of quesionnaires or other tools and 
in the analysis of data was ofered to those schools who wanted it, with a 
commitment to swit response being a crucial component of the network. The 
input of the University team evolved as the praciioner inquiry process unfolded: 
the deiniion of the problem was wholly ‘owned’ by individual teachers or 
teams within schools and the University team scafolded the development of 
hypotheses by encouraging close focus on what will change and what change will 
look like. The input on research methods informed the acion plan and shaped it to 
the extent that schools were required to triangulate their data through the use of 
muliple evaluaion tools. In this way, though we were imposing our values from 
the academic community on the teacher-researchers, we were simultaneously 
sharing the language and culture of research, giving procedural autonomy 
to teachers through a shared understanding of the expectaions of this ‘crat’ 
(Ecclestone 2004; Lave & Wenger, 1991). This was achieved using common 
mediaing tools which facilitated the research process and aided communicaion 
and learning (for example, Baumield et al., 2009).
Each year the teachers wrote up their research as a case study. These 
reports followed a deined structure, based around a series of headings given 
to the teachers as a guide, with some prompts as to what should be included 
in each secion. The teachers completed the write up with an open invitaion 
for formaive feedback on drats from the university team (Higgins et al. 
2007). Take up of this was variable depending on the individuals and their 
circumstances. The emphasis was on the teachers’ version of the events and 
so a commitment was made not to change the ‘voice’ although suggesions 
might be made on, for example, where greater detail would add clarity. The 
inal drats were formated by the university team into a pre-agreed template 
(see for example igure 2) that provided uniformity across the project outputs, 
enabling an overarching analysis across schools. In later stages posters were 
also generated, in the style of an academic poster presentaion, to facilitate 
sharing of process and indings across the project (at the annual residenial 
atended by all teachers, from across sectors) and beyond (igure 4). The 
teachers were consulted throughout the process and their approval sought 
over any acions taken or changes made, before all of the atributed case 
studies were made freely available on the Campaign for Learning’s website: 
www.campaign-for-learning.org.uk.
It is important to note that the schools’ and teachers’ involvement was not 
explicitly funded by the research project and as such predominantly relied 
on volunteers and good will. The teachers needed ime out to atend project 
events as well as space to undertake the praciioner inquiry process, including 
making changes to pedagogy and wriing up their case study reports. There was 
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consensus about the inherent value of the project and its outcomes and most 
teacher researcher paricipants jusiied their involvement through the criical 
engagement with the learning and teaching process (Hall et al., 2006):
‘I have thoroughly enjoyed the opportuniies that L2L has ofered me. It has allowed me to 
research aspects of my career that I feel passionate about and has helped me map out a 
beter understanding of myself not only as a teacher but also as a researcher.’ (Lucy Fisher, 
Carterhatch Primary School)
Figure 2. Example of a case study front page giving the summary of their research project, (available from 
the Campaign for Learning website)
 
Figure xx: Exam le of a case study front page giving the summary of their rese rch project, 
(available from the Campaign for Learning website) 
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Despite the explicit focus on autonomy and clear contracts between partners 
about who would do what and when, there was sill risk involved and professional 
courage (Alexander, 2010) was required to support the acion needed to complete 
the praciioner inquiry process and paricularly to make the indings public. We 
will return to this later.
Teacher intent and research design
There was great variaion in the research focus as put in place by each of the 
teachers. Each teacher implemented intervenions under the umbrella term of 
Learning to Learn (L2L); a term that drew on ideas of metacogniion, thinking 
skills, self-regulaion, self-eicacy and self-esteem in relaion to learning. But in 
that the project teachers were invited to explore the diferent approaches they 
understood as being encapsulated by this heading, the common aim was just a 
staring point:
‘The role of Learning to Learn and the Learning to Learn project has been the umbrella 
that has drawn together all our various iniiaives, ensuring that we are all moving in one 
direcion. The regular meeings and conferences have helped us to remain focused and on 
track with our research and helped keep Learning to Learn at the forefront of our School 
Improvement Plan.’ (Ann Webb and Pat Williams, Treloweth Primary School)
Due to teachers’ insinct to innovate and, by the nature of their jobs, to be 
problem solvers, the project brief was interpreted and understood in diverse ways. 
This introduced a level of unpredictability for the university researcher; however 
this transfer of the locus of control regarding the focus and direcion of the 
research to the teachers was paramount in achieving the project aims (Higgins & 
Leat, 2000). It was also, overtly linked to a model in which teachers adopt cultural 
tools (Boreham & Morgan, 2004) linked to research and embed them within their 
pracice of learning and teaching. Thus the developmental process of acion 
research; which for most teachers involved several research cycles; is much more 
than the acquisiion of a research ‘skill set’, encompassing personal perspecive 
transformaion, cultural change within schools and the broadening of external 
networks of collaboraion, communicaion and criical challenge.
In Timperley’s (2008) robust review of the professional learning ield she 
showed that the associaion of top down models of professional development 
with improvement is weak and oten variable with litle sustained impact, but 
with botom up (teacher led) approaches a close associaion to student need that 
engages with praciioners’ theories of pracice (Argyris & Schön, 1974) increases 
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Figure xx: Comparison of research approaches 
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the likelihood of sustained impact on student outcomes. Indeed, in 2009 Timperley 
and colleagues showed what this could look like, using a ‘teacher inquiry and 
knowledge building cycle’ and produced student gains that were four imes the 
naional expectaion in New Zealand. They concluded that there were crucial links 
between the teachers’ acive engagement in their own learning journey and the 
way in which this is associated to their students learning needs. In addiion, Haie 
(2009) has shown that teachers make a signiicant diference in learners’ outcomes 
and provides some guidance on ‘good bets’ and areas for teachers to focus their 
energies on. However, we have already emphasised that we don’t think telling 
teachers what to do or how to do it is either efecive or defensible and that it 
is beter (from both a pragmaic and ethical posiion) to have a dialogue in which 
diferent kinds of experise can be shared. We are convinced that in praciioner 
inquiry the simulus from the praciioner’s own classroom is central and that the 
focus on paricular content areas is a distracion from developing professional 
autonomy and research skills. This was christened the ‘Bananarama Theory’ by 
Professor Steve Higgins: “it ain’t what you do, it’s the why that you do it”.
This is best exempliied by two case studies where the same ‘problem area’ was 
atacked in completely diferent ways by teachers with difering intent. Group work 
contains complex relaional skills, variaion in cogniive challenge and difereniaion 
in knowledge or skill outcomes, even before one considers the problems of 
assessment. A tradiional research project about group work might atempt to dis-
aggregate one or more of these elements and study them systemaically in several 
contexts. Teachers in these contexts would volunteer because of their interest 
in group work but they would not get to set the quesions, choose the research 
methods or evaluate the results. They would undoubtedly learn something from the 
experience but perhaps not what they really wanted to know – indeed, they might 
not know exactly what they wanted to know unil some way into the process. Two 
teachers in primary schools produced case studies that looked at group work and they 
were both in response to a similar experience of negaive feedback. Dot Charlton’s 
4-9 year old pupils (Hipsburn First School, Northumberland) and Dave Archer’s 
teaching colleagues (at Carterhatch Junior School, Enield) had both quesioned the 
value of students working together – it seemed to be problemaic for the learners 
and not paricularly producive of quality learning. Their responses to this feedback 
represent common pedagogical beliefs – both had a hunch that group work was a 
valuable experience- and very diferent research approaches.
In exploring these examples in detail, the principle of disturbance can be 
seen in acion at muliple levels: for example, in the individual schools at the 
point where the teachers’ hunches were in conlict with the beliefs of colleagues 
or students; or at the project level, around how best to explore the impact of 
group work, with two projects exploring the same technique but in diferent 
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ways. In both examples it is possible to see the dissonance created between 
ideal and real life teaching and learning, and the impetus for inquiry that was 
created, as well as the way diferent approaches can facilitate producive talk 
about what works and how we know it did. Dot’s whole-school intervenion of 
Lollipop Partners – in which children’s names are writen on lollipop sicks and 
partners drawn at random – was iniially devised as both a short-term and long-
term soluion to the relaional problems of group work. Random assignment and 
short periods working on deined tasks minimised immediate ‘fuss’ and also sent 
a signal about expectaions – everyone has something to ofer. Children and 
adults began to experience new groups and to challenge their assumpions both 
about what they liked and what was useful for their learning. The year-long study 
used a range of observaional and qualitaive interview data, triangulated with 
the school’s exising behaviour management logs to track incidents of conlict, 
bullying or social isolaion. Meanwhile Dave conducted a classic experiment, 
using pre- and post-tests of algebra to track the knowledge and skills gained by 
individuals compared to the compleion of the in-class tasks, test of self-concept 
to exclude the possibility that one class had a stronger or weaker ‘maths idenity’ 
and observaions of the classes. One study produced rich qualitaive data, the 
other a signiicant efect size, both shed light on the value and process of group 
work and highlight the complementarity of praciioner research case studies.
Each teacher was encouraged to use at least three diferent data collecion 
tools. These tools ideally included both qualitaive and quanitaive data sources 
and also ideally encompassed diferent ‘stakeholders’ within the proposed area 
of inquiry, for example, teachers, pupils and parents. This may appear to be 
excessive and potenially overwhelming but teachers were also encouraged to 
look at sources of informaion which were rouinely collected within the school 
as sources of research evidence (for example, atainment data or atendance 
records) and also to look at more tradiional research tools as useful for teaching 
and learning, by for example, making the learning explicit to the pupils. In 
this way, research methods and teaching approaches were transformed into 
pragmaic tools for teaching, learning and inquiry (Baumield et al., 2009). The 
raionale for this approach was to avoid some of the possible problems that have 
been ideniied with acion research, paricularly in terms of the inluence of the 
individual praciioner (Somekh, 1995).
‘By achieving these aims, we aim to increase the Readiness, Resilience and Resourcefulness 
for learning of both pupils and staf. We hope a whole school approach to developing … an 
acive repertoire of approaches to learning, will enable pupils, staf and parents to engage 
more fully with their learning, thus improving atainment and moivaion in school and in 
life.’ (Helen Hughes, Alverton Primary School)
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The research process was therefore construcive in that the act of researching 
itself impacted upon the wider environment and culture and not limited to the 
research ‘results’ and student outcomes. While such results and the impact on 
learners were an essenial component of the research process and provided 
useful answers to pracical quesions, they seem no more signiicant than the 
impacts of the processes or the acts of undertaking research and the sustainable 
implicaions of this. When the acion research process was developed efecively 
throughout the school, research and inquiry becomes integrated with a focus on 
learning. This suggests that metacogniion becomes a more explicit part of the 
talk between teachers and students and between the teachers themselves. As an 
individual example of the ‘virtuous cycle’ on the part of a teacher-researcher, we 
see a larger-scale iteraion extending this process outwards to create a research 
and metacogniive culture in classrooms (Wall & Hall, 2016). The capability to 
develop relecion about learning at teacher and student levels was empowering 
for teachers, schools and students. This appears to be a key component of how 
the Learning to Learn and Equate programmes supported metacogniion across 
schools through design and focus. Perhaps an important component lay in the 
combinaion of teacher’s research and pracice relected and modelled through 
learning that was being explicitly developed with the students.
The experience teachers underwent and the posiive impact of these on 
their own professional development seems to have moivated them to share 
this with students. They came to perceive this development through the 
language, frameworks and learning experiences they were themselves using to 
support their students. This suggests an iteraive process of learning at teacher 
and student levels, supported by the inquiry process. As well as the deliberate 
sharing of these ideas, the research process produced a natural ‘modelling’ of 
metacogniion from teacher to student and then from student to teacher. Within 
our networks we have encouraged teachers to engage with the needs of their 
students (and what would improve their learning) and have facilitated a process 
of paricipatory inquiry at all levels.
In a diverse network of praciioners, however, working in a range of contexts 
then this essenial focus on what your students need adds to the complexity 
and could arguably ensure that diferent silos would emerge within the wider 
group – primary teachers over here, geography teachers over there etc. – but this 
hasn’t happened. We believe that there is something powerful about the focus 
on learning, through the inquiry into pedagogies that develop metacogniion, 
that has helped maintain coherence to the group while revelling in the diference, 
another aspect to our principle of disturbance. Learning to learn as an umbrella 
term was suiciently inclusive and fundamental to teaching and learning pracices 
that paricipants regardless of background had suicient commonality in their 
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shared values and beliefs about the objecives of the project and educaion to 
talk efecively about pracice. Indeed the diference inherent in the network was 
essenial in taking the teachers away from the contextual detail and facilitaing 
a move to think about what was happening at a more theoreical level, with the 
teachers working together to create theories of pracice as envisioned by Argyris 
and Schön (1974).
Learning from others and with others
Vocabulary and how we talk about teaching and learning should by now be 
obvious as fundamental to our understanding of the inquiry process at all levels, 
but how the principle of dialogue emerges is something more nuanced than 
simply talk. The way opportuniies for dialogue were approached by paricipants 
was highly inluenced by the interacion between the principles of autonomy and 
disturbance. Teachers needed to have ownership and conidence in their project 
while also being open to challenge and the disturbance created through dialogue 
with others’ inquiries. Understanding the way that the network supported this 
dialogue and helped the process of making it relevant to the teachers’ day-to-day 
existence in the classroom was paramount. It has to be useful.
Networks to support innovaive pedagogy are tradiionally organised by 
bringing together teachers from paricular subject disciplines or from speciic 
phases of educaion. These networks are strengthened by the similariies of 
context and the common language that paricipants share. However, they may 
also be weakened by the inability of paricipants to access broader perspecives 
or to recognise the role of accustomed and unexamined pracice in limiing 
their pedagogic opions– to be challenged. Cordingley and colleagues (2005) 
point to the value of studying learning across boundaries when researching 
how educaional networks operate and evolve. Central to our understanding of 
how deiniions and agendas for Learning to Learn emerge and evolve was the 
extent to which learning takes place across professional as well as organisaional 
boundaries (Hall, 2009). Of importance to us was gaining an understanding as to 
the nature of boundary spanning relaionships within the network- as Litle (2005) 
puts it, knowing ‘What’s in the arrow?’ that links nodes together. Speciically, 
we were interested in the potenial for projects based on teacher and learner 
inquiry to simulate innovaive pedagogy and ideas about pedagogy that could 
cut across primary, secondary and further educaion contexts, as well as the 
ability of teachers to recognise the research implicaions as well as the pedagogic 
potenial presented in the case studies of colleagues. At the heart of this problem 
is the means by which praciioner inquiry, supported by the university, might 
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move from being that of personal interest, to one that was acknowledged and 
owned by the community of pracice (McLaughlin & Black-Hawkins, 2004).
We tested this by analysing the data collected when we re-framed our annual 
residenial conferences. Staring in 2009, we placed much more emphasis on 
teachers sharing their work and much less on presentaions from academics. 
We were rather pleased with ourselves about this; fortunately we had formaive 
feedback from one of our teachers – “Oh, a conference where we get to confer!” 
which helped us to realise that the teachers had been ready to be autonomous 
dialogic researchers for some ime. Our contribuion was to convert each 
teacher’s case study document (typically 12-30 pages long) in to an A2 poster 
(an example in Figure 4). In this way, teachers could make presentaions without 
the need for ime-consuming addiional preparaion. Paricipants in residenial 
gatherings could access each other’s work outside of the presentaion imes and 
those teachers unable to atend could both have their work represented and 
access the posters via the website.
Figure 4. An example of a poster generated from a case study
What are the optimum ways of promoting a pro-active skills curriculum in order to positively impact 
on children’s learning, teacher skills and teacher and pupil motivation? 
WAYS OF PROMOTING A PRO-ACTIVE SKILLS 
CURRICULUM IN YEAR 6 
Paula Ross 
Marlborough Primary School, Cornwall  
PROJECT AIMS 
Children will be enthusiastic to learn; be more self motivated; 
have more responsibility for their learning; and reflect and make 
decisions on future learning 
Teachers will be more innovative in their planning; willing to let 
children lead the learning; more confident to try out new ways of 
working – keeping things fresh – so less of the “half life” syn-
drome; and developing strategies which have worked in the past 
in new ways e.g. exciting writing -  so again less of the “half life” 
syndrome. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Beneficial Strategy:  Mantle of the Expert for developing inde-
pendence and feeding into all other aspects under consideration. 
Strategies which didn’t work:  Some aspects of reflection – 
mood board. 
Benefits from research: Broadening our knowledge and range 
of techniques has enthused us and excited the children. 
Adaptations: Different approaches to adding children‟s reflec-
tion. 
DIMENSIONS OF THE PROJECT 
This is Year One of the project at Marlborough and involved in 
this project were two teachers and their relevant classes (30 
pupils in Year 1 and 31 pupils in Year 6). In this case study we 
will look at Year 6 undertaking a number of approaches includ-
ing, speaking and listening (discussion, questioning, presenta-
tion); drama (Mantle of the expert, Forum theatre, etc.); ICT 
(Use of Digi blue cameras, IWB etc.); media (film); and Learning 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Marlborough School 
Ferndale Road 
Falmouth 
Cornwall 
TR11 4HU  
01326 314636  
www.marlborough.cornwall.sch.uk 
For over 25 years I have worked in “traditional” classrooms, where in the 
main I had been “in control” of the workspaces, groupings etc.  In 2006, I 
received a class with 37% of the children having special needs including 
some pupils with physical disabilities.  A rethink was required to accom-
modate the extent and variation of the difficulties in learning and particu-
larly in peer relationships.  I started to explore classroom management.  
The outcome was “no set places” with children being required to move 
after each break in the day which stopped the constant needling behav-
iour towards each other.  From here, I wanted to move on towards a 
classroom which is organised primarily by the children.   
 
The plates which needed juggling at the beginning of the year were: Giving children more responsibility for their learning and learning space 
– collaboratively setting their own ground rules Providing a space in order to use speaking and listening approaches 
particularly drama more efficiently. Providing resources which were easily accessible especially ICT re-
sources such as digi blue cameras for reflection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The result I brought in two deep tray storage units for pupil‟s personal 
belongings. I defined a quiet reading corner and then I removed all the 
furniture (tables and chairs) except for a block of 4 to one side of the 
room, a small coffee table and an art table near the sink.  Laptop space 
was already in place due to the requirement for them to be cabled for the 
network.  Stacking stools of various sizes (some bought others purloined) 
were available and yoga mats. I bought a class set of A4 and A3 clip-
boards. 
 
We set ground rules.  Sometimes I would need the children to be in a 
particular group for an activity but in the main they were trusted to select 
own learning partners. If they chose to abuse this responsibility, I would 
select their partner/group/workspace.  We also used the Hat: a simple 
utility that offers an easy way to automatically determine a random order 
from a list of names (http://www.harmonyhollow.net/) In this way pupils 
were learning with peers who they wouldn‟t have necessarily chosen 
themselves and through hearing different views able to formulate their 
own rather than copy a more dominate friend. 
 
Evidence collected 
Learning Logs  
Variety of methods of feedback within the learning logs, gives children 
more opportunity to be truthful about what works for them. Reflection 
sheets gave a scaffold – free writing was more limiting for many. 
 
Setting own targets and generating questions 
Very good results in developing the Dragon‟s Den project but not sus-
tained for the Sports topic in the final term.  However once this was 
changed to a Theatre Challenge, it was easy to see how they were build-
ing on previous learning.  What was extremely pleasing was the extent to 
which it was pupil initiated. 
 
The use of film was very successful – seen in how much more thinking 
went into their final films than in the earlier ones. It led to greater use of 
the school video player in lessons with children‟s suggestions for loca-
tion, type of shot etc. (Spring and Summer term) and stopped the 
“embarrassment – I‟m being filmed” scenarios.  Children were more natu-
ral and took no notice of the camera. 
 
Interviews 
Where possible these were carried out by people not linked to the class 
so that the children could feel free to express their feelings. 
 
Summary Children are capable and keen to direct their own learning when given 
the opportunity. Children‟s ideas often mirror and extend what the teacher would have 
put in place anyway. „Play‟ through, for example, „Mantle of the expert‟/drama strategies, 
helps the children to have a real purpose for their learning and results in 
a clearer understanding of the topic. 
 
The impact on the school: 2 more classrooms have been refurbished to 
facilitate this approach.  A further classroom is on track for refurbishment 
during 2008/9.  
 
The impact on the teachers: From September 2008 over half of the 
teaching staff will be following a similar format 
 
The impact on the children: Greater motivation and enthusiasm to 
learn. 
 
The impact on the wider community: Prospective parents viewing the 
school for the first time comment on how much they would have liked to 
have learned in that atmosphere and how different it is to other schools in 
the area. 
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Although the paricipants could idenify a poster’s sector of educaion by 
colour, there were no other difereniaions made: presentaion groups were 
organised to include all sectors and the main display was randomly generated. 
With the case studies as the stars, we were able to focus on what paricipants 
were drawn to and what they might use. Analysis of the data would reveal 
whether this was enough to produce suicient ‘idenity congruence’ to enable 
collaboraive learning to take place (Hughes, 2010).
Data collecion tools were idenical in 2009 and 2010, consising of a simple 
survey with seven categories (Figure 5.).
Name From
The case study that Came from
Had the best Learning to Learn idea
Broadened my horizons
Had the L2L idea I’m most likely to use in my own teaching
Entertained me the most
I will use/ adapt the data collecion methods
Applicaion for a range of curriculum areas and ages
I would recommend to other teachers
Figure 5. Data collecion instrument with categories
There were two key indings that emerged from the 2009 data that were 
conirmed in 2010:
•  Inluence was not mediated by sector
•  Inluence was not mediated by ime in the project
Although the most popular posters were from primary schools, there was an 
overall even distribuion of popularity by sector in both 2009 and 2010. Being 
new to the project was also not a disadvantage.
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Figure xx: impact by sector 2009 and 2010 
 
NB replaces this 
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Figure xx: impact of length of time in the project 2009 and 2010 
 
NB replaces this 
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Figure 6. Impact by sector 2009 and 2010
Figure 7. Impact of length of ime in the project 2009 and 2010
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Nvivo sotware was used to map the connecions between presentaions, 
posters and paricipants. The individual paricipants, their votes in the diferent 
categories and the relaionships between them were mapped, as the diagrams 
below show. The network diagrams again show that the reasons people were 
drawn to a piece of work were quite diverse and that both the very popular 
and the more moderately atracive presentaions and posters elicited a range 
of responses (original data colour versions are available in Towler, et al., 2009).
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In Figure 8 the impact of a presentaion given by a University paricipant can 
be seen. Colleagues from EQUATE (ovals) plan to use the ideas in my own teaching 
but so does a teacher from a primary school (rectangles). The data collecion 
methods used ind paricular favour with colleagues from the FE sector (cylinders) 
and also from a secondary teacher (envelopes). Jarka’s presentaion atracted 
votes in every category, unsurprisingly geing muliple ‘hits’ for broadening 
horizons and applicaion for a range of curricula and ages. Her broad appeal could 
probably be atributed to the important and universal pedagogical problems 
she addressed in her study: student engagement and the use of feedback. At 
the level of the project, Jarka was evoking key Learning to Learn themes about 
the role of student feedback in simulaing teacher interest and acion. As we 
have discussed elsewhere, (Hall, 2009; Baumield et al., 2009), the work of the 
network, focusing on tools and inquiry was the catalyic element, rather than its’ 
components.
In Figure 9, we have an example of a presentaion from FE, which atracted 
a mainly older crowd: only one of the respondents worked with primary aged 
children (rectangle). However, although (as a tradiional homogeneity model 
might predict) the University, FE and secondary teachers were atracted to this 
presentaion, they were drawn to diferent aspects, so whilst it might be possible 
to predict for some presentaions who might be interested, it would be very hard 
to predict why.
 
Figure xx: Jarka Glassey (EQUATE) influence 
NB new diagram replaces this 
 
 
  
Figure 8. Jarka Glassey (EQUATE) inluence
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Overall, only a small number of paricipants (n=6/ 51) voted for presentaions 
only from their own sector of educaion. This data does seem to support our 
belief that teachers can see beyond the details of context to grasp ideas about 
pedagogy to take away with them. However, this raised a further quesion – once 
they have got the ideas home, do they use them?
Is there evidence of inluence in this heterogeneous network?
30 posters  
from 2009
36 respondents  
in 2009
31 2010 posters 
produced by
2009 respondents
Figure 10. Tracking inluence: the data set over two successive years
In order to explore this, we looked at the ten most popular presentaions from 
the 2009 residenial and at the people who said they had been impressed by this 
work. With seven categories in play, this quickly became quite complex and so, 
 
Figure xx: Tanya Paget and Mark Young (L2L in FE) influence 
NB replaces this 
 
Figure 9. Tanya Paget and Mark Young (L2L in FE) inluence
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for the irst level analysis, we decided to focus on those categories which might 
leave a more obvious trace in a future case study: Had the L2L idea I’m most likely 
to use in my own teaching and I will use/adapt one of the data collecion methods 
for my own research. We have looked for evidence in the 2010 case studies 
that elements have crossed over. Of course, these elements could have been 
inspired elsewhere and their presence in the case study may have pre-dated 
the Residenial. However, these categories on the quesionnaire were explicitly 
about intent, so we feel jusiied in suggesing a potenial inluence.
Presentaion from Respondent n= Trace of inluence?
Yes No No case 
study
Archbishop  Benson
Primary
3 2 1 0
Carterhatch Primary 2 1 0 1
Hazelbury Infants 1 0 1 0
Kathy (Marlborough
Primary)
0 0 0 0
King Edward VI High 5 2 2 1
Learning Space 3 2 1 0
Paula (Marlborough
Primary)
2 0 0 2
St Meriadoc Nursery and 
Infants
1 1 0 0
Tytherington High 2 1 1 0
Wooler First 4 2 1 1
Total 23 11 7 5
Table 1. Links between responses to presentaions at 2009 Residenial and content of 2010 case studies 
(use the idea in my own teaching)
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Where respondents in 2009 (n=23) liked the noion of using an L2L idea 
for their own teaching, we felt we could detect inluence in almost two thirds 
of the 2010 case studies (n=11 from 18, since 5 did not produce a case study). 
Arguably, since we were looking within the case studies we were only glimpsing 
those aspects of teaching which immediately pertained to the acivity of Learning 
to Learn: exploring, data collecion, analysing and reporing. We have extensive 
interview data about the extent to which Learning to Learn transfers into pracice 
but this is beyond the scope of this current chapter. We are suiciently conident, 
however, to regard the data presented here as an under-representaion of impact. 
Given these caveats, it is not surprising that in terms of data collecion, the 
patern was more disinct, with seven out of ten respondents making use of the 
method they had liked (details in Table 2).
Presentaion from Respondent n= Trace of inluence?
Yes No
Archbishop Benson Primary 1 1 0
Carterhatch Primary 2 1 1
Hazelbury Infants 0 0 0
Kathy (Marlborough Primary) 0 0 0
King Edward VI High 1 1 0
Learning Space 1 1 0
Paula  (Marlborough Primary) 0 0 0
St Meriadoc Nursery and Infants 0 0 0
Tytherington High 4 2 2
Wooler First 1 1 0
Total 10 7 3
Table 2. Links between responses to presentaions at 2009 Residenial and content of 2010 case studies 
(a data collecion method I’ll use)
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As we have observed earlier, the range of inluence transcends contextual 
background and it was very di cult to predict just what a paricipant would 
take from a poster: Michelle from Northumberland FE college took from the 
Archbishop Benson Primary poster the idea and pracical process of using 
learners as researchers, whilst Victoria from Wooler took the ‘primary- friendly’ 
idea of using animals to represent disposiional concepts into her classroom of 
eight year olds. Meanwhile, her colleague Deborah from the same school chose 
to focus on the interviews used in the project.
What clearly emerged from these maps and webs of inluence was a picture of 
our ‘network about pedagogy’ as a complex organism. As Meirink and colleagues 
(2010) have found, simple models of interdependence and mutuality in teacher 
learning are not an accurate relecion of the way in which teachers use and share 
their knowledge. We can state with conidence that teachers of undergraduates 
are provoked and informed by teachers of ive year olds and that methods of 
engaging reluctant vocaional learners have been enthusiasically greeted by 
teachers of ten year olds. Teachers from all sectors value the opportunity to 
explore the common underpinning ideas of pedagogy, which in homogenous 
networks can become obscured by ‘shop talk’ of the details of curriculum or 
assessment procedure.
Conclusion
Teachers are busy people; to engage in research then they have to be interested 
and see relevance in the process and outcomes for improving teaching and 
learning for their students. The Principle of Autonomy is fundamental to our 
model of praciioner inquiry; everything else lows from this ownership. By giving 
control of their research intent to the paricipants then we were demonstraing 
a trust in their knowledge of their students needs and the best way for them 
to be addressed. This did mean that on occasion teachers explored pedagogic 
innovaions that we might not agree with, such as learning styles (a paricular 
challenge for one of us in paricular), but we had to trust them and also the 
process of inquiry to ensure a quality process of improvement (Groundwater-
Smith & Mochler, 2007). The research process mostly proved us right, but not 
always, and as with any tool based on the Bananarama theory, the ‘why’ that you 
are using it might overtake any original assumpions about impact.
The impact of this approach was to tap into teachers’ potenial as innovators 
and so the project brief was interpreted and understood in a number of ways, 
producing a complex map of innovaion approaches with the connecing theme of 
improving pedagogy in order to support learners to become resilient, independent 
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and metacogniively aware. As detailed elsewhere (Baumield et al., 2008; 2012; 
Lothouse, Hall & Wall, 2012) we do not consider that this diversity was a threat to 
the project’s overall validity, since the quality of each individual project was judged on 
its paricular methodological merits rather than compeing with others. Rather, it led 
to a dynamic of friendly challenge and dissonance, the Principle of Disturbance, that 
we now see as fundamental to efecive inquiry and the development and evaluaion 
of teachers’ theories of pracice (Argyris & Schön, 1974).
Within the case studies we see parallel learning processes in operaion: the 
students’ learning and thinking, as represented by the teachers’ developing 
insight, understanding and conidence in their ability to meet the students’ 
learning needs, alongside the teachers’ learning and thinking, with a developing 
proacive perspecive on their own professional learning journey and a belief 
in their agency to make change happen (Priestley et al., 2015). The former was 
always our iniial target; the later naturally emerged over ime as it became more 
and more apparent to the project community that for students to become more 
metacogniively aware then the teachers needed to undergo a similar learning 
transformaion. Arguably by combining these parallel pathways within the same 
project ‘ecology’ (Dewey, 1938) then we have started to close the gap noted by 
Vermunt and Endedijk (2011), certainly this was the case within the teachers’ 
thinking and in some cases in the students’ (Wall 2012; Wall & Hall 2016). This 
has been supported by genuine and risky conversaions, as set out in the Principle 
of Dialogue.
Figure 11. The interacion of our praciioner inquiry principles
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but not always, and as with any tool based on the Bananarama theory, the  ‘why’ that you 
are using it  might  overtake  any  original assumptions about impact. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 11: the interaction of our practitioner inquiry principles 
 
The impact of this approach was to tap into teachers’ potential’s innovators and so the 
project brief was interpreted and understood in a diverse number of ways, producing a 
complex map of innovation approaches with the connecting theme of improving pedagogy 
in order to support learners to become resilient, independent and metacognitively aware. 
As detailed elsewhere (Baumfield et al 2008; 2012; Lofthouse, Hall and Wall 2012) we 
do not c nsider that this diversity was a threat to the project’s overall validity, since the 
quality of each individual project was judged on its particular methodological merits rather 
than competing with others. Rather, it led to a dynamic of friendly challenge and 
dissonance, the principle of disturbance, that we now see as fundamental to effective 
inquiry and the development and evaluation of teachers’ theories of practice (Argyris and 
Schön 1974). 
 
Within the case studies we see parallel learning processes in operation: the students’ 
learning and thinking, as represented by the teachers’ developing insight, 
understanding and confidence in their ability to meet the students’ learning needs, 
alongside the teachers’ learning and thinking, with a developing proactive perspective on 
their own professional learning journey and a belief in their agency to make change 
h ppen (Priestley t al., 2015). The former was lways our initial target; the latter 
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The acion research process allowed the praciioners not only to be relecive 
about their classrooms, but also to be strategic about changes that they felt 
appropriate, to be metacogniive about their pracice (Wall & Hall, 2016). The 
collecion of data, to inform whether the acion worked, helped to legiimize 
the process and the codiicaion of their thinking with their peers validated the 
indings and their associated thinking. This was paricularly the case because 
these were not simple ‘good news’ stories – the Principle of Disturbance meant 
that evidence was inconclusive or contradictory and fundamental ideas had to be 
re-examined. The close feedback loops created by the acion research process 
helped the teachers to be relecive and strategic thinkers: to be efecive 
praciioner enquirers. It meant that they were being metacogniive about 
their teaching and learning pracices and about their own professional learning, 
building skills and conidence to generate new autonomous quesions. This in 
turn meant they were more likely to be metacogniive about their own learning 
lifelong and life-wide.
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Abstract
Lesson Study is a form of teacher inquiry which relies on collaboraion and 
focuses teachers’ atenion to speciic pupils that they are currently teaching. 
It uses a cumulaive and cyclical plan, do, review structure and draws teachers 
into conversaions through which they consider plans for teaching, develop 
hypotheses about pupil learning and engagement, paricipate in inquiry-based 
lesson observaions and experience meaningful relecion and evaluaion. 
In this chapter the characterisic features and qualiies of Lesson Study are 
outlined. Two case studies are shared, one from a primary school and one 
a secondary school. Evidence from the Lesson Study groups illustrates the 
signiicance of the focus on case pupils, and reinforces how engagement in 
Lesson Study can acively change professional learning cultures. We hope 
to demonstrate that it is a means through which individual professional 
learning and whole school development might come together by paying close 
atenion to the mechanisms through which teaching pracices and teacher 
leaning can realisically be developed. We conclude with a consideraion of 
the advantages of Lesson Study in supporing teacher inquiry, but also caveats 
about its possible limitaions.
Key words
Lesson Study, Pracice Development, Collaboraion
Introducion 
Almost all forms of inquiry rest on the pracical elements of ‘plan, do and review’, 
and any teacher’s working day has these components woven in. Teachers plan 
and resource lessons; they teach and they review the learning which their 
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students demonstrate. On good days these aciviies form a restless cycle, with 
teachers making sense of the progress and atainment of students to inform their 
planning, and being able to adapt their teaching as they review the dynamics and 
paterns of learning that emerge during and ater lessons. Teaching and learning 
are not streamlined aciviies, and they do not exist in clinical environments. 
Some lessons go to plan, others do not. Some learners engage and learn in ways 
that are relaively predictable, but only on some days. Nothing is straighforward 
and teaching and learning can only really be understood as complex challenges. 
When teacher inquiry works well it is because it acknowledges and unpacks this 
complexity, addressing the realiies of the classroom, the needs and expectaions 
of the student cohort and the skills and knowledge of the teacher. Each aspect 
is a unique contributor to the ecology of learning. Producive teacher inquiry 
also allows for uncertainty, curiosity and conidence which all luctuate; it 
allows for the creaion of tentaive proposiions and deliberate plans, and it 
provides tools for understanding impact. Teacher inquiry is possible as a solitary 
acivity, undertaken as a form of professional development and scholarship, but 
professional collaboraion can add momentum and enhance its eicacy. 
In this chapter we consider how Lesson Study can aford teachers this 
opportunity for collaboraive inquiry. We irst provide an outline of Lesson Study 
as teacher inquiry, we then ofer illustraive insights and evidence of its pracice 
from two seings. The irst example is a secondary school, and in this we focus 
on how the model allowed a triad of teachers to focus their pedagogical thinking 
on a small group of shared pupils for whom collaboraive learning in class seemed 
to present a signiicant challenge. The second example is from a primary school, 
and here our focus is on how Lesson Study was developed as part of a deliberate 
whole school change process designed to shit teachers’ experiences from 
being accountable to senior leaders to embracing greater shared professional 
responsibility. Finally, we consider Lesson Study as a theorized pracice, as a 
means to draw criical conclusions about its potenial for teacher learning and 
development. 
Understanding Lesson Study 
In their report ‘What Makes Great Teaching?’ Coe et al., (2014) ofer Lesson 
Study as an example of a school-based support system for which there is some 
evidence of posiive impact on student progress. They classify it as such because 
it provides teachers with a chance to ‘respond posiively to the challenge of 
improving their efeciveness’ (p.48). While Lesson Study has its roots in Japan 
and originated over a century ago, it is becoming a fashionable form of Coninuing 
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Professional Development (CPD) in the UK, Europe and parts of the US. This 
growth has been demonstrated by the creaion of ‘Lesson Study UK’ (Dudley, 
2014), a professional learning network dedicated to its use and development. 
Although, like all educaional pracices, Lesson Study is subject to adaptaion, in 
its ideal form the following are criical elements:
• Teachers work collaboraively in small groups (threes are common);
• They pool their knowledge around the chosen aspect of pracice and jointly 
plan lessons which one of them then teaches as a ‘research lesson’;
• The collaboraing teachers observe the lesson as a form of inquiry, analyzing 
learning and typically focusing on ‘case students’ who are oten discuss their 
learning with the observers following the lesson;
• The group jointly review the lesson, with a focus on the learning and how the 
teacher supported it;
• This cycle is repeated by turn-taking the roles, with cycles being linked as 
teachers learn from one to the next, oten teaching amended versions of the 
same lesson;
• Addiional experise is ofered by an external agent (not part of the teacher 
group) who acts as a criical friend with relevant expert knowledge. 
These elements can combine to enable lesson study to funcion as a means 
of collaboraive teacher inquiry. They rest on the foundaions of ‘plan, do, 
review’, but add paricular emphasis to this as a shared experience of exploring 
and developing pracices, with the scruiny being at the level of individual 
student’s paricipaion in and outcomes of learning. While Coe et al. (2014) 
focused on improving teacher efeciveness in its advocacy of Lesson Study, it 
should not be seen as simply a means to an end, but as having the potenial to 
transform individual teacher’s knowledge and pracices, and to alter  the learning 
environments and cultures of schools. 
Lesson Study in acion: case study 1, George Stephenson High School 
The staring point:
Stefan McElwee, was working as a senior leader at George Stephenson High 
School, a Teaching School in Killingworth in the North-East of England when he 
introduced a small-scale Lesson Study pilot at the school. He was also studying 
at Newcastle University where he was compleing the ‘Improving Coaching 
and Mentoring for Teacher Development’ module, during which Lesson Study 
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is introduced to students as a potenial vehicle through which co-coaching 
pracices might be employed. Stefan drew inspiraion from Robinson et al. (2009) 
who idenify that school leaders being acively involved in professional learning 
has a posiive efect size on improving student outcomes due to their ability to 
develop a ‘deeper appreciaion of the condiions required to achieve and sustain 
improvements in student learning’ (p.42). He was hopeful that his personal 
engagement in study would give him a more informed edge when it came to 
talking with teachers about how they might make changes to pracice. 
The remainder of this case study is writen by Stef, 
and also quotes teachers paricipaing in the pilot. 
Planning for collaboraive professional development
Based on the thinking I had undertaken in my Masters level studies I was 
developing a clearer insight into how to achieve some of my ambiions as a senior 
leader. I wished to establish further mechanisms that emphasised and simulated 
ongoing teacher learning which were situated in our own work place. We as a 
school had had great success in simulaing professional learning through acion 
research models but much of this learning was individual and ofered limited 
potenial for peer support. The next logical step for the school was to plan a more 
collaboraive model of teacher learning. I wanted to insigate a model of learning 
that allowed colleagues to work together on rich discussion and evaluaion of 
pracice within their own classroom environment. Lesson study appeared ideal 
for this purpose. We aimed for it to become a plaform for workplace learning, 
creaing a process where learning is coninual, something which grows and 
evolves through interacion as teachers relect on and evaluate their pracice 
together. 
A strong argument for the development of Lesson Study at the school was 
a prior foundaion we had of acion research. I consider that Lesson Study is a 
highly speciic form of acion research focusing on the development of teacher 
pracice knowledge. The concept of ‘research lessons’ (Dudley, 2014), was 
paricularly atracive as a simulus for inquiry and pedagogical reinement which 
I see as crucial to improving teacher learning. Lesson study acts as an epistemic 
tool (Lothouse & Hall, 2014) as it can be seen to be an eicient scafold to enable 
teachers to get together in a zone of proximal development. My hope was that, if 
we worked across subject contexts, the teachers engaged in lesson study would 
ofer each other new perspecives and in paricular support the development of 
hypotheses regarding the learning behaviours of the case pupils. This structure 
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for teacher conversaion was very diferent to those tradiionally exploited in our 
school. 
The selecion of colleagues for the pilot was based on three key factors; 
that they were informed volunteers, that they taught classes with shared case 
pupils, and that they would allow me to be involved in the process as a teacher 
learner. This involvement felt criical to me as a school leader. I wanted to create 
a teacher learning model which avoided a “troubled idenity” (Lothouse & Leat, 
2013) caught between empowerment and managerialism. I wanted an authenic 
involvement in order to authenicate a space in which we, as colleagues, 
determined the direcion of our professional learning. 
Developing pracice
As we developed our approach we gave ourselved ime to discuss our aims and 
expectaions of Lesson Study. We discussed the climate in which our learning 
conversaions would hopefully thrive and lourish and I noted the importance of 
creaing a support group for one another in improving pracice. Some of the key 
ideniiable aspects of the group protocol were:
• The three members of the study group were equal as learners irrespecive of 
standing, experience or experise
• All contribuions were to be viewed with posiive regard, no one would 
be made to feel foolish for venturing any suggesions or challenges within 
learning conversaions
• Each teacher would welcome the observers as relecive, non–judgemental 
observers
• Comments and feedback would focus on pupil learning outcomes and 
behaviours in relaion to teacher intervenions
• We would share what we learned with each other within one week of each 
aspect of the cycle to ensure our relecions were appropriate and relevant 
to experience.
These shared protocols allowed us to co-construct a common goal through 
the sharing of knowledge and collaboraive inquiry into speciic problems 
linked to pupil characterisics in our selected teaching group. We were 
aiming for posiive and trusing relaionships to create condiions supporing 
engagement, acion, relecion and sense-making (McArdle & Couts, 2010). 
In this seing we saw our ideniies emerging as teacher researchers, and 
I sensed a propensity for rapid development of learning based on the strength 
of this idenity. 
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Co-construcing meaning and acion by focusing on case pupils
Focusing on the needs of individual case pupils generated engagement in a 
conversaion involving criical and relecive discussion about teaching and the 
needs of our learners. We developed a shared understanding that one of the 
major barriers to learning in our selected teaching group was negaive group 
dynamics during collaboraive learning, leading us to agree to focus on this area. 
Our Lesson Study conversaions led us to agree shared acion to change our 
pedagogy which then acted as a simulus for inquiry. It generated a common goal 
or speciic problem to be solved, which was ariculated as follows, 
How could we change the collaboraive dynamic of group work in our focus group in order 
to improve learning outcomes of the pupils within? 
In our iniial discussion we constructed a shared understanding of what learning 
outcomes would look like for the case pupils within our selected group. We began 
to difereniate pupils according to their engagement during collaboraive learning 
acivity, and how we might create opportuniies within each of our classrooms to 
beter support the learning needs of these individual pupils. We also drew explicitly 
on school-based teaching and learning development work related to collaboraive 
learning, including project-based learning and SOLEs (Self-Organised Learning 
Environments). These iniiaives have been supported by The Research Centre for 
Learning and Teaching (CfLat) and SOLECentral at Newcastle University. Our focus 
on speciic pupil needs and engagement with external and school-based experise 
allowed us to engage in more focused lesson planning. We also hypothesised 
about of how we expected each of the case pupils to behave and learn. We really 
valued this as we felt it provided a crucial scafold to allow an assessment of both 
the efeciveness of the strategy and the impact on pupil behaviour and  learning. 
Developing these hypotheses generated coaching conversaions which were had 
a strong sense of co-inquiry, as explained by the teachers;
Teacher discussions became more focused upon the individual students rather than 
content of the lesson, it was more of an inquisiive nature; what would happen if? How 
should we approach that? This simulated conversaion and discussion, I felt it was 
easier to take risks in the approach to the lesson.
[We were] planning for the group dynamics, looking at students and discussing them 
in more depth than any data can. I feel as though I really know the students in the 
class now as before I just taught them for 50 minutes a week. I think planning diferent 
strategies to use in the classroom was beneicial, especially for me as I would never 
usually atempt group work so I was completely out of my comfort zone.
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The next stage of the cycle was to conduct observaions of the irst research 
lesson. We decided to inform the class at this stage that we were conducing a 
lesson study to examine how pupils learn in collaboraive environments. Although 
we wanted to act ethically we did not outline at the start of the irst lesson that 
we were observing individual “case pupils”. As we observed each others’ lessons 
we followed the design in the lesson study UK handbook (Dudley, 2014) and 
wrote out exactly what each of the case students was able to do in relaion to the 
aciviies that were planned for them. Our focus on case pupils was shared with 
them ater the irst lesson when they were interviewed about their experiences. 
We were clear at this stage to explain why we were interested in them. It was 
important that pupils understood they were being observed for reasons leading 
to potenial pedagogical developments as opposed to any negaive aspects of 
their own learning behaviours. 
Within a week of the observed lessons and pupil interviews we held our post 
research lesson discussion, and in each one the observing teachers acted as a 
moderator to the disucsison. The conversaions began with discussion about the 
outcomes of the case pupils, and this preserved the focus on pupil learning rather 
than on teacher performance. This took on a disincive quality, as described by 
one of the teachers;
The collaboraive inquiry process enabled me to engage in more direct conversaions 
regarding students and how they learn and what environments are efecive in 
promoing learning and progress. Working so closely with colleagues to review the 
learning in my subject and their respecive subjects was iniially challenging but very 
rewarding. Observing students in a diferent environment was beneicial too and very 
efecive in developing my pedagogical approaches. 
It cannot be overstated how useful we found it to share case pupils, 
and although we recognise that this might not always be possible, we would 
encourage secondary schools to consider this model. It allowed us to collecively 
plan intervenions and evaluate their success or otherwise based on these case 
pupils, and as one teacher indicated;
The case pupils were important as they provided focus for our invesigaions. 
Some of their problems were easier to solve than others. I am pleased one of the 
pupils has become a challenge for us as it has challenged our group in terms of 
our approach for this student and the collaboraive nature of the research really 
supports this. I was very interested to see if our next approaches worked or failed 
as I really wanted to know more about this student and how we could best help 
her achieve.
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The creaion of co-constructed professional learning opportunity might be 
seen as one of the main achievements of the lesson study cycle. In undertaking a 
review of the pilot for my Masters module I recorded and analysed our discussions. 
It was important to me that I learned about the learning that was generated by the 
process, and what the conversaional characterisics were. The beneit of clear 
goals and quesions posed in the planning session supported more structured 
conversaions and acted as a simulus for pedagogical change. Nothing about 
the process sufered from simple descripion of the lesson environment. Instead, 
because of inquiry based conversaions leading to probing quesions based on 
data, our conversaions were explicitly linked to evaluaive discussions focused 
on predicted outcomes and pupil behaviours. This in turn generated pedagogical 
change. Our teaching pracice and repertoire deinitely changed in response to 
evaluaions of what had gone before, as highlighted by one teacher;
The opportunity to examine the performance and learning of individual students 
across a range of subjects and situaions and compare their progress in these areas to 
the progress they make in my subject was impacing on my own teaching. 
This feedback is powerful, lending weight to my belief that Lesson Study has 
potenial for professional learning. Ideas were becoming concrete and tested out 
in a supporive environment. Teaching was being developed a result of teachers 
working together to re-consider how individual pupils can be helped to make 
progress. 
Lesson study as an alternaive professional learning experience 
The focus on pupils rather than on teaching per se allowed structural changes 
to our typical experiences of lesson observaions and review and became a 
signiicant enabler for efecive professional conversaion. We treated all views as 
hypotheses, tesing their validity through deep inquiry and developing integraive 
soluions (Timperley, 2015). As such I felt that our pilot lesson study approach 
ofered genuine opportuniies for teacher co-coaching. Timperley highlights key 
enablers for efecive professional conversaions. It is worth commening on 
how I view our own process to have met, or been supported by these enablers. 
Relaionships were integral to the success of the lesson study. Our school culture 
is one of improvement-focus, where conversaions create professional agency 
needed to make progress towards outcomes. Our lesson study cycle was further 
evidence of such cultural embrace. Our professional and personal relaionships 
developed over the ime of the study and created a ‘culture of conidence’ in 
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which trusted and supported conversaions led to relecive pedagogical change. 
By working corroboraively to develop the piloted lesson study approach we were 
all clear on and commited to applying shared professional learning objecives. 
New knowledge was generated via our conversaions leading to developments 
in pedagogy. 
Lesson Study in acion: case study 2, Rickleton Primary School
The staring point
Colin Lothouse is the Headteacher at Rickleton Primary School in Washington in 
the North-East of England. He also supports other head teachers in development 
work and his school is part of the Tyne Valley Teaching School Alliance. Ater a 
year and a half in post, and as a result of both internal and external evaluaions, 
he felt secure in staing that learning in the school was ‘good, but not good 
enough’. As he had got to know his teachers Colin recognised that they wanted to 
become more self-determining about their own teaching styles, but they were not 
conident enough to be so. Although they had hunches about what would work 
beter they seemed to lack a shared professional language to discuss teaching 
and learning. He was keen that staf did more than just change their teaching 
approaches, waning to ofer them the chance to develop greater criical analysis 
of, and relecion on, teaching outcomes. The senior leadership team in school 
believed that the historic model in the school of lesson observaions followed 
by judgement and feedback had promoted a focus on teacher ‘performance’ 
rather than on how learners were learning. This coupled with a heavy-handed 
performance management focus had made teachers fearful of lesson observaion 
and unable to experiment and develop diferent pedagogy. 
Colin was aware that this would not change without an interrupion to the 
normal rouines of teaching, monitoring and CPD. To achieve this interrupion 
he chose Lesson Study as the vehicle for change, which he hoped would give 
teachers permission and the right ‘space’ in which to rethink teaching and 
learning. To establish the new space and pracices required the senior leaders 
adopted what seemed at the ime a radical change by removing all formal lesson 
observaion from the school’s monitoring programme. This was seen as crucial in 
establishing a culture of experimentaion where performance management did 
not impinge negaively on the development of teaching. In return, staf were 
asked to engage with new a CPD programme based around the development of 
assessment for learning using a Lesson Study model. Colin then commissioned 
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Claire King, an educaional consultant, to work with the school over a year to irst 
develop a CPD package around efecive quesioning and then to work with two 
lead teachers to introduce lesson study as a model for a collaboraive praciioner 
inquiry network.
The remainder of this case study is writen by Colin and Claire who relect on how the 
introducion of lesson study was achieved and what its outcomes were in the irst year, 
and includes direct quotes from teachers paricipaing in lesson study.
Establishing the pracice
The Lesson Study process was iniiated through CPD events about ‘quesioning’ 
which each contained research-based informaion about best pracice and included 
resources and tools to support teachers in carrying out small teacher designed inquiry 
tasks in their own classrooms. An important aspect of the training was promoing 
the use of research as part of an efecive learning environment. The training was 
extremely well received, inspired some experimentaion within the classroom and to 
a large extent ignited a new found interest and passion in thinking about pedagogy. 
We knew however, that much more was required if pracice was to change in any 
meaningful and sustainable way. We needed a signiicant shit towards making staf 
responsible rather than accountable. The training was a good staring point but what 
was really needed to develop a learning culture was the facilitaion of relecion, 
thoughful discussion and shared problem solving. We hoped that using the CPD as 
plaform for Lesson Study would support the development of skilled acive listening 
habits, a shared language for talking and thinking collaboraively about pedagogy 
and a way to shit a range of deeply ingrained habits and behaviours which were 
holding some members of staf back in terms of developing their pracice. While 
wishing to remain as true as possible to the original spirit of Lesson Study we made 
some adaptaions in order to suit our context (Table 1). 
Turning points
As Lesson Study was developed and teacher triads worked through their irst 
cycle, changes were immediately apparent. Polite and supporive exchanges 
about pracice were replaced by rich and challenging conversaions about 
learning, which were owned by the teachers themselves. A turning point in the 
irst Lesson Study cycle was when one of the teachers said within the privacy of 
her triad: “I’m not sure I can do this on top of everything else”. Her colleague (who 
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went on to take the facilitator role in subsequent Lesson Study triads) responded, 
“Remember that we’re not asking each other to do anything in addiion to what we’re 
already doing. We already ask quesions all the ime in our classrooms. What we’re 
about is sharpening our skills and trying to change some of our habits and norms 
so that we are clearer in our minds about what we actually want the children to 
Focus
Staf chose one area of focus from the quesioning 
training as the basis of their classroom research. 
Working group
Staf worked in cross-phase triads so that their focus 
was not the diferences between phases, or subjects but 
rather the pedagogical similariies and parallels.
Lesson planning
Staf individually planned their lesson but consulted with 
their peers to help relect and anicipate criical points 
where student response would be pivotal to learning.
Lesson 
observaions and 
pupil interviews 
When colleagues from working groups observed the 
planned lessons three target pupils were ideniied as 
the focus for the teacher’s peers to observe. This shited 
the focus away from the teacher as the pedagogue to the 
pupil as a learner. The target pupils were interviewed by 
the observers immediately ater the lesson to capture 
their view of the success of their own learning. 
Post-lesson 
discussion
The teachers then all paricipated in a post-lesson 
discussion to analyse the outcomes for the target pupils. 
Through this collaboraive discussion the teacher began 
to relect on their own pedagogy and how it had impacted 
on the pupils learning.
Role of ‘expert 
other’
Claire acted as a ‘knowledgeable other’ or ‘outside expert’ 
role. Having also observed the lesson (focusing on her 
own target child) Claire played a key role in shaping the 
impact analysis, making suggesions for improvement, 
pulling together ideas, and tying the discussion to larger 
subject-mater, pedagogical issues and good pracice 
literature as well as developing lesson study protocols to 
ensure deep learning for teachers.
Table 1. The model of Lesson Study adopted at Rickleton Primary School
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think about and to learn.” This was noteworthy because in terms of professional 
learning; the teachers had started to not only challenge each other but also to 
take ownership of the improvement agenda. Prior to this they had tended to 
talk in generaliies, had failed to make tacit knowledge explicit, and glossed over 
diferences so as not to ofend. 
The next signiicant turning point from a whole school point of view came 
when the irst Lesson Study triad to complete their cycle presented their indings 
and views to their colleagues in a twilight meeing. As the teachers presented 
their indings the interest, engagement and excitement was palpable. Teachers 
who had previously never stood up in front of their colleagues to present learning 
about their pracice had the undivided atenion of their colleagues and rich and 
purposeful dialogue permeated their delivery.
Learning together 
Teachers started to improve their ability to listen to understand through 
professional conversaion and in turn started to create shared meaning. They 
were less afraid to challenge each other, as illustrated by this quesion from one 
to another, “When you said that your students can’t think at a higher level, do you 
mean they just aren’t capable or is it about them not really being sure what higher 
order thinking looks like or sounds like?”. This was the beginning of a very revealing 
conversaion that started to surface some beliefs about low expectaions. In 
efect the dialogue was creaing self-awareness in terms of exising assumpions 
and when they might be helpful or unhelpful.
Teachers became less defensive about their own pracice and able to ask 
quesions to clarify their understanding, exempliied by this quesion from a 
teacher whose lesson had been observed, “I think you’re right, I hadn’t noiced 
that I do that all the ime. How do you think this afected the response I got from the 
student?” This led to further discussion about some of the ideas from the previous 
training on helping students to give a more extended response when quesioned. 
The professional learning conversaions were a source of reassurance as well 
as challenge. They were also a source of laughter and moivaion as teachers 
became more comfortable and built up a sense of trust and reciprocity. In 
addiion, teachers increasingly elaborated on others’ ideas; “I agree with what she 
said, if we all try to noice what we noice about the choices children are making we 
can look for some paterns.” This led to the development of a set of shared foci for 
subsequent Lesson Study cycles.
Gradually the teachers became more commited listeners who were keen to 
help their colleagues think more clearly, work through sicky issues and to work 
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out soluions together. By helping paricular pupils to learn more successfully, 
in lessons they created collaboraively, they became much more mindful of the 
need to give close atenion to the ways in which they supported the progression 
of skills and disposiions throughout the school. As Hargrove (1995) noted this is 
about listening beyond what people are saying to the deeply held values, beliefs 
and assumpions that are shaping behaviours and norms. The Lesson Study 
process provided a frame in which quesioning (as both a pedagogical topic of 
focus and an adult learning tool), helped to build collaboraive relaionships as 
the teachers became beter listeners.
Moving forward
Senior leaders and teachers in the school irmly believe that Lesson Study 
ofers the potenial for high quality and sustained professional development. 
As a result, Lesson Study will coninue to be used to support teachers and 
students to work together to develop the quality of teaching and learning 
more broadly and to raise aspiraions for both student and adults learning 
alike. To this end the school has now turned its atenion to embedding Lesson 
Study within a broader approach to teacher efeciveness in which there is 
teacher led alignment with professional learning, performance management, 
team development ime and the monitoring of teaching and learning. Though 
sill a work in progress, the use of Lesson Study has supported staf to take 
agency for the coninued development of their knowledge and skills through 
self- and co-regulated learning. By giving teachers greater ownership of the 
improvement efort the senior leadership team are now seeing teachers 
display a much stronger commitment to learn from, with and on behalf of 
each other and their students.
Pracice-based professional learning at the heart of Lesson Study 
We start to draw this chapter together by relecing on the extent to which 
these cases relate to aspects of a ‘pracice development led model for individual 
professional learning and insituional growth’ (Lothouse, 2015). This model 
suggests three key atributes for professional learning and three signiicant 
resuling behaviours, and their potenial links to Lesson Study are outlined in 
Table 2. 
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Atributes 
enabling 
professional 
learning
Creaivity
Paricipants in Lesson Study are invited to 
solve the pracical problems of professional 
engagement, and to focus on creaing original 
lesson plans supported by colleagues who can 
bring new knowledge and ideas to their rouine 
pracices. Observing each other & focusing on 
‘case pupils’ requires that they step outside 
tradiional lesson observaion procedures and 
open themselves up to range of perspecives. 
Solidarity
Lesson Study paricipants typically value the 
working partnership, paricularly the experience 
of planning and reviewing lessons together as 
peers in a non-judgemental fasion. The focus on 
case pupils also helps them to develop a deeper 
understanding of speciic learners and the ways 
that they are able to support them to achieve. 
Authenicity
Lesson Study is situated in teachers’ lived 
experiences. They feel able to share professional 
narraives and concerns and to seek advice from 
colleagues who are familiar with the learning 
environment of the school. 
Valuable 
resuling 
professional 
learning 
behaviours 
and cultures
Ariculaion
To engage in Lesson Study paricipants need to 
explain their pedagogic pracices and dilemmas, 
explore their own and others’ understanding 
and express their objecives. Lesson Study is 
oten followed by presentaions to wider groups 
of colleagues, giving teachers a formal plaform 
to contribute to professional knowledge.
Criique 
Lesson Study encourages supporive 
criique through the co-planning of lessons, 
consideraion of evidence and assumpions, 
shared observaion and peer review. As such 
the Lesson Study sequence can open up a space 
for iteraive and informed decision-making. 
Expansion 
When working well Lesson Study challenges 
paricipants’ understanding of subject pedagogy, 
of pupil learning and of their own teaching rouines. 
It can thus support paricipants to develop new 
pedagogic approaches with the potenial for 
pracices to become more transferable. 
Table 2. Enablers of Lesson Study and potenial resuling professional outcomes 
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The two school examples illustrate well how Lesson Study can encourage 
teachers to talk about, work on and co-construct new pracices. These become 
deeply contextualised by focusing on pupils in the real-life seing of lessons. It is 
through this context that teachers start to draw on prior experience, interrogate 
relevant informaion and data, hypothesise and consider pupils’ needs and 
explore pedagogic principles. In these cases there is evidence that lesson study 
encouraged the teachers to probe and extend their thinking. In the irst school 
this was probably aided by the fact that the paricipaing teachers were ‘early 
adopters’ who coninually look to extend their professional experience and 
commit to the demands of that. In the second example this was supported by 
the links made between lesson study and school-wide CPD. In both cases there 
is evidence of success, but it cannot be assumed that Lesson Study is inevitably 
producive and beneicial, at either individual or school level. As individual 
teachers engage and learn there is a potenial for insituional growth, but this 
is not automaic. It is most likely to result from a conscious integraion of the 
individual’s growth with the organisaion’s supporing infrastructure. 
Conclusions
One of the interesing aspects of the irst school case study was the concern 
that the exising use of acion research had not substanially encouraged 
collaboraion between teachers, and the decision to pilot Lesson Study as a 
way to add this element to the experience of teacher-directed CPD. There is 
no pracical way that Lesson Study can be adopted by teachers as individuals, 
although there is no guarantee that co-locaing teachers in shared ime and 
space directed for Lesson Study will create genuine collaboraion. Prior research, 
which included a focus on student teachers using Lesson Study (Lothouse & 
Thomas, 2015) drew on a deiniion of collaboraion as an experience of united 
labour from which something of value is created or enabled by combined efort. 
This might be considered as disinct from co-operaion, in which it is possible 
for a group of people to decide how to carve up tasks to complete a whole, 
only coming together to check individual progress towards the end point and to 
collate individually achieved outcomes. Of course teachers working in Lesson 
Study groups could pay it lip service, failing to take signiicant advantage of it as 
an opportunity for co-enquiry and co-construcion. A study of teachers engaging 
in Lesson Study in the the Philippines indicated that improvements to teaching 
were ‘sustained through the constant collegial and construcive interacions of 
the Lesson Study team and the knowledegable others’ (Guierez, 2016, p.813). 
In the two case studies presented here this interacion seems to have been 
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achieved. Another quality of the two case schools is that Stef, Colin and Claire all 
have a background in coaching; having developed and/or studied coaching for a 
range of professional purposes. As senior leaders, paricipants and expert others 
this background may have sustained a focus on quality and characterisics of the 
professional conversaions in the Lesson Study triads. 
That does not mean that there are no challenges ahead. In the secondary 
school a concern would be scaleability. How easy will it be to take the pilot, in 
which the Stef as senior leader and with the momentum of his Masters module 
acing as a press, and scale it up to include more colleagues while maintaining 
focus and quality? Will Stef’s recent departure to a promoted post in a new 
school interupt the progress of Lesson Study as a key form of CPD, or has the 
pilot created enough legacy to ensure coninuity of development? In the primary 
school the concern might be the sustainabilty of the external faciliaion and 
experise provided by Claire. In a ime of ightening budgets will her role as 
‘expert other’ be maintained, and if it is can her ime be used to ensure that there 
is a sustainable future which secures a succession plan to build on the growing 
experise of teachers to support Lesson Study internally? 
What is clear is that given the right condiions and senior leader support 
teachers can gain signiicantly from working collaboraively through Lesson 
Study. Their combined efort can be efecively orientated towards the aspects 
of pracice that they experience as creaing relevant opportuniies for teacher 
inquiry. The structure seems to help to focus minds and guarantee ideas get taken 
into pracice and collecively reviewed. Lesson Study can create professional 
conversaions and relaionships that open classroom doors, infect stafrooms 
and build conidence and capacity for the changes that teachers themselves 
want to make. 
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Professional Learning Communiies: 
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Abstract
A Professional Learning Community (PLC) may be deined as a group or network 
of teachers collaboraively invesigaing and developing their pracice in order 
to enhance student learning.  As a form of collaboraive praciioner inquiry, 
Professional Learning Communiies have the potenial to professionalise teaching 
through the development of shared pracice, produce context sensiive evidence-
based pracice, drive systemic improvement, and enable teachers to be knowledge 
producers and leaders of curriculum development.  However, before they can 
be successful PLCs face a number of challenges.  These can include avoiding 
groupthink, unlearning exising cultural habits and pracices, learning how to 
develop efecive relaionships, considering how to move beyond individual 
learning to systemic learning and having a clear view of what the PLC is supposed 
to achieve.  In order to address these challenges, the developmental stages of 
PLCs should not be neglected nor should the need for the PLC to evaluate itself 
at the same ime as it is inquiring into educaional pracice.
Key words: 
Professional Learning Communiies; Instrucional Rounds; Teacher Rounds
Introducion
Recent decades have seen a rise in the popularity of collaboraive approaches 
to professional development and school improvement that emphasise teachers 
working collecively in schools to scruinise pracice and data in their own 
context in order to learn from this.  This popularity can be seen both in terms of 
a proliferaion of published research and books intended as guides to developing 
these pracices and also in terms of the popular uptake of approaches in schools 
and educaional jurisdicions (e.g. Welsh Government, 2011).  Among the most 
popular of these approaches have been Professional Learning Communiies 
(PLCs) (Bolam et al., 2005) and various forms of Rounds such as Instrucional 
Rounds (City et al., 2009) and Teacher Rounds (Del Prete, 2013).
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Despite the proliferaion in publicaions and pracice, PLCs are quite loosely 
deined.  Both the publicaions and the pracice reveal a variety of diferent 
approaches within exising PLCs and to the development of PLCs.  In part this 
variety could be atributed to a recurrent educaional phenomenon in which 
terms that become educaionally fashionable become appropriated for a diversity 
of pracices, some of which are just the rebranding of older ways of working. 
Concern has been expressed that the term has become so ubiquitous that it 
is in danger of losing its meaning (DuFour, 2004, 2007; Owen, 2014; Watson, 
2014).  In an atempt to restore clarity to this ‘confusion about the fundamental 
concepts’ (Dufour, 2004, p.6)  Dufour ofers three ‘big ideas’ that deine PLCs:
1. Ensuring that students learn; a shit from a focus on teaching to a focus on 
learning;
2. A culture of collaboraion; “a systemaic process in which teachers work 
together to improve their classroom pracice” (ibid, p. 9).
3. A focus on results through the analysis of student performance data
Placing more emphasis on teachers and teaching, Stoll et al., based on their 
comprehensive literature review of PLCs, acknowledge that ‘there is no universal 
deiniion of a professional learning community’ (2006, p. 222) but suggest ive 
key characterisics that deine PLCs:
1. Shared values and vision
2. Collecive responsibility 
3. Relecive professional inquiry
4. Collaboraion
5. Group as well as individual learning is promoted.
Instrucional Rounds or Teacher Rounds have been closely associated 
with the development of professional learning communiies. Iniially, Rounds 
approaches to professional development were ightly deined by protocols. This 
ight deiniion is apparent both in the literature relaing to Rounds (City et al., 
2009) and in early implementaions of the approach in pracice (Roberts, 2012). 
In part, the Rounds approach styled itself as a soluion to the limitaions of a 
number of other forms of school-based collaboraive professional development, 
such as learning walks.  However, even early on there were signs that the growing 
popularity of the term and the pracice was leading to it being appropriated for 
pracices that were not always consistent with the original raionale for Rounds 
(e.g. Marzano, 2011; Guild, 2012) and that duplicated some of the problems of 
collaboraive school-based professional development that the Rounds approach 
was supposed to overcome (City et al., 2009).  This tendency to appropriaion 
has become even more apparent recently.  The varied content of a special ediion 
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of the Internaional Journal of Educaional Research on Rounds (Volume 73, 2015) 
suggests it is becoming a label atached to a diversity of pracices some of which 
are contrary to the iniial design(s) of Rounds and some of which relabel long 
standing pracices with the intenion of catching the zeitgeist.
In an atempt to restore clarity to the idea of Rounds that Dufour wanted to 
restore to PLCs, Rounds can be deined as
• Focused on student learning (and its relaion to changes in teaching and 
lesson content)
• Concerned with the generaion and analysis of empirical data about student 
learning
• Promoing systemaic collaboraion between educators
• Seeking to promote shared culture and knowledge among educators
• Concerned with group or systemic professional learning not just individual 
professional learning.
Because of the strong similariies between PLCs and Rounds, and because of 
the relaively loosely deined nature of PLCs, it is reasonable to view Rounds as a 
paricular approach to creaing and conducing PLCs.  For this reason this chapter 
will draw on arguments and evidence relaing to pracices that style themselves 
as PLCs and those that style themselves as Rounds.  It will use PLCs as a generic 
term that includes Rounds.
The rest of this chapter will consider the potenial of PLCs as a method of 
teacher learning through inquiry, some of the challenges they face in realising 
that potenial and what the responses to those challenges might be.  Part of the 
challenge for Professional Learning Communiies is the wider high accountability 
policy framework in which so many schools are working (Ball, 2013). The secion 
on challenges is longer than the one on potenial. This should not be taken as a 
negaive judgment on PLCs.  It is more a response to the fact that the current 
popularity of PLCs suggests their potenial might already be more apparent than 
their challenges.
The Potenial of PLCs
The popularity of PLCs can be linked to the ways that they potenially address 
some of the perceived and actual shortcomings of tradiional forms of educaional 
pracice and professional learning.
One of the ideniied shortcomings of teaching pracice and professional 
development has been the relaive isolaion in which teachers have tradiionally 
worked within their own classrooms (Palincsar, 1999).  The imperaive of PLCs 
is to ‘de-privaise’ pracice so that relecion on, and improvement of, teaching 
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can become a collecive endeavour and can contribute to the development of 
collecive knowledge.  Proponents of Rounds approaches have seen this historical 
tendency to individualised pracice as undermining the very status of teaching as 
a profession because it results in teaching lacking a commonly agreed language 
and set of pracices that other professions are believed to have (City et al., 2009). 
One result of this is an unhelpful diversity and fragmentaion in classroom pracice 
and the absence of the condiions and shared conceptual resources necessary to 
enable collecive improvement.  Within PLCs collecive language and pracice 
is developed through the generaion and close scruiny of shared empirical 
evidence.  This process addresses another perceived shortcoming of teaching 
pracice, that it is too oten based on habit, tradiion, personal preference and 
fads and not suiciently based on robust evidence.
This concern with generaing and carefully scruinising evidence links PLCs to 
the broader development of interest in evidence-based teaching and to atempts 
to model teaching pracice and professional development on medical models. 
Rounds approaches, in paricular, explicitly claim to be based on doctor’s medical 
rounds.  Rounds approaches have also played a part in clinical pracice models of 
professional learning (Conroy, Hulme & Menter, 2013).
This is another potenial advantage of PLCs.  Debates about evidence-based 
teaching, oten styled as the ‘what works’ agenda, have argued that what is 
intended in pracice by the decepively unexcepionable term ‘evidence-based 
teaching’ is unclear.  Some have argued that it could mean that teaching pracices 
are centrally prescribed, possibly on the basis of large scale quanitaive studies. 
This approach, its criics say, runs the risk of prescribing uniform pracice across 
diverse seings and could also be used as a way of holding teachers to account; 
teacher pracice will have to conform to central mandates or be labelled as wilfully 
substandard (Clegg, 2005). PLCs have the potenial advantage of generaing 
evidence for evidence-based teaching in a more context sensiive way.  They 
also posiion teachers as knowledge producers rather than just implementers of 
other people’s knowledge. The link with clinical pracice models also gives PLCs 
the potenial to be a locus for managing the tradiionally problemaic relaionship 
between theory and pracice in teaching.  In clinical pracice models research 
knowledge is brought to bear on, and tested in dialogue with, speciic problems 
of pracice in paricular locaions to the mutual beneit of both.
Another possible beneit of PLCs, related to the theory/pracice divide, 
can be found in the belief that teachers are the best providers of professional 
development for other teachers.  This belief arises in part from the di culty of 
implemening in pracice the relaive abstracions of much educaional theorising. 
Teachers paricipaing in professional development though universiies may ind 
it di cult to translate the content of such courses into pracice that they ind 
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credible in their own context.  Learning about pracice from other colleagues and 
schools, therefore, has more credibility and is seen as more readily transferrable 
and applicable.
So in summary, PLCs potenially professionalise teaching through generaing 
collecive knowledge, concepts and language, base teaching on robust, but 
contextually sensiive, evidence, give teachers a role as knowledge producers 
and address the theory/pracice gap.  They also share the characterisics of forms 
of professional development that have been ideniied having the most beneicial 
impact on pracice.  These are that is sustained and intensive; that it focuses on 
speciic curriculum subject mater; that it is integrated into the daily pracices 
of the school; that it is consistent with wider goals (for example, the school or 
district); that it involves acive learning and that it is collecive (Garet et al., 2001; 
Boyle, While & Boyle, 2004; Penuel et al., 2007).
Given all these potenial beneits it is not surprising that PLCs have grown in 
popularity with teachers, academics and governments.  However they are not 
without their problems and without their criics.  The next secion of this chapter 
will explore some of the challenges that PLCs face.
Challenges for PLCs
In the last secion one of the suggested potenial beneits of PLCs was that 
they can empower teachers to be knowledge producers and to avoid central 
prescripion for pracice.  However, some have argued that this is an illusion. 
In pracice, criics argue, PLCs are a process through which teachers are co-
opted into implemening teaching pracices over which they have no control.  The 
illusion of collegial co-operaion and involvement obscures the reality that the 
most important decisions about educaional pracice are taken elsewhere and all 
that PLCs are required to do is ind the most eicient way of implemening them. 
In the process teachers apparently willingly engage in, and therefore subscribe to, 
educaional reforms over which they have no control.  They become complicit as 
collaborators while imagining increased professionalizaion and respect (Botery, 
2003; Codd, 2005; Fendler, 2006; O’Keefe, 2012; Sickney, 2015; Ellis at al., 2015)
This criicism has been linked to the disincion between transforming and 
reforming educaional pracice (Servage, 2008).  Transforming educaional 
pracice involves quesioning, and possibly changing, its most fundamental 
characterisics.  For example, what is our underpinning philosophy? What are our 
values? What are we trying to achieve? What are the ideniies and relaionships 
of paricipants in the process?  How are outcomes best appraised?  Reforming 
educaional pracice is limited to inding more efecive ways of delivering 
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outcomes (with their related philosophy, values and ideniies) which are not 
themselves called into quesion.  Nor are the criteria for measuring them.  In 
pracice, it is argued, PLCs are limited to reformaion, divering atenion away 
from the fundamental quesions and encouraging adopion and use of concepts, 
discourse and values that have been centrally prescribed (Botery, 2003; Codd, 
2005; Servage, 2008, 2009; Roegman & Riehl, 2015)
This criicism is connected to a view that PLCs tend to subscribe (perhaps 
inadvertently) to a posiivist, ‘what works’ view of educaional enquiry.  By 
focusing on empirical data, oten limited to atainment data, PLCs ignore or 
obscure the importance of more fundamental ontological and epistemological 
frameworks and quesions about those. Put simply, they do not engage in 
fundamental quesions about what educaional phenomena are important and 
meaningful or how we best ind out about educaional processes. They limit 
themselves to technical quesions about efecive implementaion and pursuit 
of mandated goals. This might be more than just a mater of choice.  Some have 
seen a tension, or perhaps an outright contradicion, between the emphasis 
on improvement and the emphasis on learning evidence-based pracice, which 
can include PLCs (Hammersley, 1997).  Improvement is focused on short term 
pragmaic, measurable gains in outcome and, therefore, may not be inclined 
to ask fundamental quesions about the assumpions and implicit theories 
that underpin exising pracices or methods of assessment.  However, learning 
requires that we seek to build more comprehensive theories about, or models of, 
how the world works.  This requires a longer ime scale and a diferent relaionship 
between empirical data and theoreical frames.  It might not result in immediate 
improvements in pracice or outcome.  It might require a more thoroughgoing 
change in how we conceptualise and in what we do rather than just pragmaic 
adjustments within a largely unchanged pracice context.
Recognising the role of explicitly ariculated theories or models in educaional 
pracice is also connected to the emphasis in PLCs on collecive and systemic 
learning not just on individual learning.  Many tradiional approaches to 
professional development focus on developing the knowledge of individual 
teachers.  They have also oten been limited to disseminaing exising 
knowledge.  PLCs have the possibility of generaing new knowledge and they 
have the intenion of increasing knowledge in the system not just in the heads 
of individuals.  This raises the quesion of how knew knowledge is captured and 
disseminated systemically.  Instrucional Rounds (City et al., 2009) emphasise 
the importance of a ‘theory of acion’ as an explicit statement of our assumpions 
about causality in the classroom that can be tested against observaions in 
the classroom.  A revised theory of acion can be a vehicle for capturing and 
disseminaing knowledge through a system.  A similar point is made by Ellis 
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et al. (2015) in relaion to Rounds about the importance of educaional theory 
for making new knowledge portable, not just useable where it was generated. 
However, it is not always the case that theories are made explicit in PLCs.  This 
is a point that relates to the earlier one about PLCs adoping (at least implicitly) a 
posiivist what works approach that may take implicit (and therefore normalised) 
theories or models as a given.  So a quesion we need to ask is, are PLCs engaged 
in localised modiicaions of pracice, the generaion of ips for teachers or are 
they contribuing to the collecive sum of knowledge the profession has?
Stoll et al’s (2006) literature review ideniied shared values and vision as one 
of the deining features of PLCs.  However, shared values and vision can also be 
an obstacle to some forms of learning.  They can lead to ‘group think’ through the 
lack of alternaive voices and viewpoints.  It can be the shared values and vision 
that lead to the acceptance, rather than the quesioning, of already dominant 
ways of conceptualising pracice and problems.  This can contribute to the short 
term pragmaic problem solving aspect of PLCs rather than to them fostering 
deeper learning.  In medicine, some researchers have argued that Doctors’ 
rounds, the claimed model for Rounds in educaion, conceptualise paients’ needs 
in unhelpfully narrow ways when they only involve doctors (Weinholtz, 1991; 
Birtwistle, Houghton & Rosill, 2000).  Similarly, research on working groups in 
commerce and industry has argued that construcing deliberately diverse groups 
is important if you want them to produce innovaion (Bowers, Pharmer & Salas, 
2000; Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007).  The need for diversity, as well as some shared 
perspecives, has also been stressed by some researchers into PLCs.  
In addiion, some research into developing evidence-based pracice in public 
health suggests that evidence-based pracice is mostly successfully developed 
where networks of insituions work together rather than work being carried out 
within just one insituion.  Furthermore, the diversity of those networks seems to 
contribute to their success.  So the more diverse the group of insituions involved, 
the more likely evidence-based pracice will be successfully developed.  In fact 
those networks that involved universiies as well as professional praciioners 
were found to be the most efecive in developing and implemening evidence-
based pracice (Hunt et al., 2012; Mays et al., 2013; Mercken et al., 2015).
The contribuion of universiies to the successful development of evidence-
based pracice in public health highlights another aspect of the importance of 
diverse voices and explicit consideraion of educaional theories or models. 
One of the values of teacher inquiry, including the kind of collaboraive inquiry 
envisaged by PLCs, is the development and exercise of teacher agency.  Teacher 
agency can be deined as “the power of teachers (both individually and collecively) 
to acively and purposefully direct their own working lives within structurally 
determined limits” (Hilferty, 2008, p.167).  Hilferty’s reference to structurally 
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determined limits is important as it highlights the way in which agency arises out 
of the interacion between people and the pracices and structures with which 
they work.  We might ask, where are the opportuniies and the resources for 
agency in our pracices?  Some academics have seen PLCs as a possible resource 
or afordance for teacher agency (Masuda, 2010; Lipponen & Kumpalainen, 
2011; Riveros, Newton & Burgess, 2012); a pracice in which teachers can 
generate knowledge and direct their pracice.  However, as indicated earlier in 
this chapter, others have argued that PLCs are a way of co-oping teachers to an 
agenda over which they have no control while creaing the appearance of agency. 
This diference of opinion rests on the extent to which PLCs can enquire beyond 
technical soluions to given problems and can play a role in reconceptualising 
pracice; the disincion between reforming and transforming pracice made 
earlier in this chapter.
Among the afordances that have been suggested as enabling teacher agency 
is the ability to move among diferent conceptual or discursive repertoires (Reeves 
& I’Anson, 2014; Biesta et al., 2015; Bridewell-Mitchell, 2015).  These difering 
repertoires can be provided by published educaional research and theory or 
they can be provided by the paricipaion of colleagues for whom they are a 
more familiar part of their professional knowledge.  These can be colleagues from 
partner universiies or they could be colleagues within schools who are pursuing 
or have completed further academic study with partner universiies.  The use of 
diverse academic repertoires not only provides room for manoeuvre for diferent 
ways of conceptualising it can also lend authority to diferent ways of thinking 
about pracice to counterbalance that apparently authoritaive account of policy 
discourse (Philpot & Oates, 2016a). The developers of Learning Rounds, for 
example, ideniied the importance of using published research as part of the 
work of PLCs to help conceptualise data arising from observaions.  However, 
this seems largely underemphasised in both the literature and pracice of PLCs. 
For example, Stoll et al. (2006) feel it necessary to add “looking beyond the school 
for sources of learning and ideas” (227) to the list of features that they idenify as 
frequently being cited as necessary for efecive PLCs, which suggests it was not 
that commonly recognised in exising PLCs.
So, perhaps counterintuiively, whereas part of the appeal of PLCs might be 
the idea that teachers working independently empowers them, it could be that 
teachers working alone are more suscepible to being constrained by the dominant 
discourses of their professional context.  Of course, this is not unique to teachers 
and could be true of any profession.  Consider, for example the observaions 
about medical doctors earlier in this chapter and those about working groups on 
commerce and industry.  In terms of teacher enquiry, the pracice of PLCs can 
be seen to exemplify a recurring concern in learning theories with the necessity 
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of moving beyond closed systems or loops in thinking.  For example Argyris and 
Schön’s double loop learning (1978), Engeström’s expansive learning (1987) and 
the idea of boundary crossing in communiies of pracice (Wenger, 1998) all share 
a concern with the necessity of inding ways out of bounded systems of thinking 
for the most efecive professional learning to take place.  In relaion to teacher 
communiies as a resource for professional learning, a number of researchers 
quesion whether the internal resources of the community are considered suicient 
for learning or whether, external input is needed for thinking and pracice to move 
forward.  Litle (2003; Horn & Litle, 2010) asks whether teacher communiies reify 
or interrupt the language of pracice; do they give exising ways of conceptualising 
pracice the appearance of objecive reality through constant repeiion, or do they 
call them into quesion with alternaives.  This takes us back to the earlier point 
about teachers being co-opted as collaborators in an agenda they do not set.  The 
collecive repeiion of the concepts and categories of the dominant discourse of 
mandated pracice might give them a reality that they do not merit.  With each 
repeiion they become more entrenched and normalised.
A further challenge for PLCs is presented by researchers who suggest that 
teachers involved in them are oten more interested in collaboraing as an end in 
itself than they are in idenifying a speciic outcome for the community beyond 
collaboraion (Allen, 2013). City at al. (2009), in relaion to Learning Rounds, 
emphasise the importance of developing a ‘problem of pracice’ as the focus for 
enquiry.  Considerable work needs to be put into ariculaing what the PLC will 
be looking at.  Like any research quesion this needs to be clear, focused and 
manageable.  It also needs to be based on exising evidence of what is important, 
not just plucked from the air.
Challenges have also been ideniied in the nature of observaions of pracice 
that take place as part of PLCs. In some respects the observaions that are 
required for PLCs to learn run counter to what might be established habits of 
observaion in the classroom.  City et al. comment that the hardest thing is to get 
teachers to look at what pupils are doing rather than what teachers are doing. 
The pracice of observing teachers teaching seems to be more well-established 
than the one of looking, in detail, at evidence of pupils’ learning.  The challenge 
is to atend equally to all three parts of the instrucional triangle (Horn & Litle, 
2010) or core (City et al., 2009) of teaching and learning (what the teacher 
does, what pupils do and the material of the lesson) and how they are related 
to one another.  Another challenge is to get observers to move beyond seeing 
molar units (Philpot & Oates, 2016b) of classroom behaviour in order to see 
more ine grained acions (City et al., 2009).  For example, not to see pupils 
paricipaing in ‘peer assessment’ but to be able to noice the smaller consituent 
parts of what happens during peer assessment.  Similarly, in her work on teacher 
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community, Litle comments on the importance of transparency for teacher talk 
within communiies to be an afordance for learning.  Litle (2003, p.920) deines 
transparency as “the degree of speciicity, completeness, depth and nuance of 
pracice apparent in the talk”.  In contrast, many teachers’ accounts of pracice 
“rely heavily on a certain shorthand terminology and on condensed narraives 
that convey something of the press of classroom life without fully elaboraing 
its circumstances or dynamics” (2003, p.936).  The inal challenge ideniied for 
observaion is not to move prematurely to evaluaing what is seen.  Evaluaions 
need to be based on clear and robust evidence, so the irst task is to make sure that 
the empirical evidence is clear before judgements are made on the value of what 
is seen.  Evaluaing is another well-established habit when observing classrooms 
rather than deferring evaluaion unil clear evidence has been generated.
The ways in which the requirements of observaion might be a challenge to 
some well-established ways of doing things draws atenion to the nature of PLCs 
as possibly countercultural pracices (City et al., 2009; Roberts, 2012).  In relaion 
to Rounds paricularly, claims have been made that the countercultural nature 
of their pracices make them di cult and someimes even uncomfortable. In 
fact it is claimed that it is precisely the most di cult and uncomfortable aspects 
of Rounds that make them efecive. Similar claims have been made about the 
countercultural nature of PLCs more generally (e.g. Nehring & Fitzsimmons, 2011). 
The efect of this countercultural nature on PLCs is that they can be di cult to 
develop efecively and to sustain because the habits and relaionships of the 
surrounding cultural context may be pulling in a diferent direcion. City at al. 
write about the “pull to the black hole” which is the tendency of PLCs (Rounds 
in their case) to revert to the pracices of the dominant culture if we are not 
vigilant.  The goal of these approaches is someimes to rebuild the exising 
culture not funcion within it. One paricular aspect of this cultural challenge can 
be the ways in which teachers’ well-established social community is mistaken 
for a well-established professional community (Maloney & Konza, 2011). This 
results in underesimaing the challenges of being able to speak openly about 
disagreements in pracice, which might be perceived as doing damage to social 
relaionships, and therefore abandoned.  One paradox is that the closer we work 
together the more we might ind to disagree about in one another’s pracice 
(Dooner, Mandzuk & Cliton, 2008; Nehring & Fitsimmons, 2011; O’Keefe, 
2012; Allen, 2013; Owen, 2014).    
However, claims about the countercultural nature of PLCs need to be treated 
with some cauion as it can be debateable which culture they are counter to. 
In some of the literature it appears that PLCs are considered counter to (what 
is perceived as) teachers’ culture but not necessarily counter to a managerialist 
culture of accountability.  Concerns have also been raised about why atempts 
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are oten made to reconstruct teachers’ culture from outside (Joyce, 2004) and 
the efects of giving teachers regular ‘makeovers’ (Vongalis-Macrow, 2007). 
It is interesing to note those cases in the academic literature where PLCs 
are ‘imposed’ on teachers by managers rather than being developed from the 
grassroots.  Adverse comments have been made about the enforced collegiality 
of this approach and the consequences for, or percepions of, those not wishing 
to paricipate (Riveros, Newton & Burgess, 2012; Sickney, 2015). 
The challenge of paricipaing in PLCs as an end in itself and the challenge 
of the ‘pull to the black hole’ can both be exacerbated by ‘pedagogisaion’ 
(Watson, 2014). This is a process through which PLC paricipants learn how 
to carry out the surface procedures of being in a PLC without necessarily 
having a deep enough understanding of what those procedures are supposed 
to achieve. This risk of pedagogisaion might be paricularly prevalent where 
PLCs have been mandated by management rather than being developed from 
the grass roots.  Pedagogisaion can result in PLC paricipants being less aware 
that the PLC pracices are not resuling in the outcomes that were intended. 
Some researchers have commented that many PLCs would beneit from 
carefully evaluaing their own funcioning periodically as well as scruinising 
phenomena external to them (Joyce, 2004; Thessin & Starr, 2011).  There is 
also considerable scope for acknowledging where PLCs have failed to deliver 
their potenial and trying to learn why this was the case (Riveros, Newton & 
Burgess, 2012; Sims & Penny, 2014). 
Responding to challenges 
PLCs clearly have much potenial as vehicles for teacher enquiry.  However, the 
message of the preceding secion is that the challenges of establishing efecive 
PLCs should not be underesimated if they are to realise that potenial.  They are 
not a quick ix.  They are about culture change and that can take longer.
One of the key responses to the challenges outlined above is to try to ensure 
a diversity of perspecives in the PLC to avoid the risks of ‘groupthink’.  People 
from within one work team or with exising shared perspecives on pracice run 
the risk of becoming mutually reinforcing.  In addiion to striving for individual 
diversity, it can also be important to try to ensure insituional diversity.  For 
this reason, it is useful to use a network of insituions as the source for a PLC, 
paricularly insituions that might bring diferent experise or perspecive to 
the same pracices.  This is why insituional networks that include universiies 
as well as frontline praciioners have been efecive in developing evidence-
based pracice in public health.  An important quesion is whether there are 
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suicient resources within the PLC to move pracice forward.  Where will new 
pracice come from or will the PLC just become a pooling of exising knowledge 
and pracice?  As well as individuals and insituions, external perspecives can 
also be brought in through the consideraion of published research and through 
members of the PLC who are engaging with other communiies, such as those 
who are studying for higher or research degrees.
The deliberate incorporaion of diversity can bring with it challenges in terms of 
learning how to ariculate and negoiate disagreements honestly and producively. 
Much research on PLCs, and other kinds of professional community, has ideniied 
that exising social relaionships within the professional community can make it 
di cult to disagree professionally on fundamental issues.  One of the paricular 
challenges can be detaching pracices from individuals, so that quesioning one 
is not criicising the other.  This challenge needs to be acknowledged and worked 
with.  This means that PLCs should not underesimate the work they might need 
to put into the developmental stage and the importance of monitoring this 
carefully and honestly.
The importance of acknowledging the ime and work needed in the 
developmental stage also relates to the challenges of observing what is happening 
in classrooms in useful ways.  Some of these can be counter to well-established 
pracices in classroom observaion such as watching what teachers do more than 
what learners do and moving quickly to evaluaive statements about pracice on 
the basis of unclear or insuicient evidence.  It can also be a challenge to noice 
things in the classroom in a suiciently detailed and ine grained way for these 
observaions to provide useful data.  Once again, this takes ime and careful 
monitoring to develop observaional pracice as efecively as possible.
The need to pay explicit atenion to the developmental stages of a PLC can 
be hindered by pedagogisaion, in this case an insuicient understanding of why 
paricular ways of working within the PLC might be important.  Therefore, it is 
important that PLC members do not see PLC processes as a prescribed and ixed 
recipe but understand the principles that underpin them.  This will allow them 
to monitor how efecive they are being and to modify them if necessary.  It is 
important that PLC paricipants feel that that have ownership of the process 
and not that they have to obey its apparent rules.  However it is also important 
to be vigilant that this ownership does not result in the ‘pull to the black hole’ 
of revering to old and unproducive ways of working.  This is where being clear 
about why PLC pracices are supposed to be beneicial is important, so that 
ownership results in PLC pracice moving forwards rather than backwards.
Being clear about the purposes of PLC acivity, rather than reifying them as an 
end in themselves is also related to how clear PLCs paricipants are about what 
the PLC is trying to achieve, beyond just meeing as a PLC.  This requires that 
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paricipants have a clearly ariculated focus for learning about and improving 
pracice.  Like any research focus this needs to be manageable and possible 
within the data that can be generated within the PLC.  It also helps if it has 
grown out of exising data about pracice that shows that something needs to be 
addressed, rather than being based on fads or personal preferences. 
As well as resuling from ‘group think’, narrowness of scope can also result 
from too limited a concepion of what counts as data for PLCs.  Data should 
not be limited to assessment outcomes but should also include other forms of 
data such as qualitaive data about, for example pupil language, interacions, 
behaviours and aitudes.  It also helps to recognise that PLCs can scruinise and 
discuss issues of values and underlying philosophies in pedagogical pracices as 
well as issues of atainment.
Broadening the scope of PLC observaions beyond a pragmaic focus on 
improved eiciency in implemening prescribed pedagogy can also be enhanced 
by explicit ariculaion of assumpions about cause and efect in classrooms. 
What are our exising assumpions about the relaionship between popular 
or common pedagogical pracices and the efects we think they are going to 
achieve?  Explicitly ariculaing these helps us to test them and also to consider 
alternaives.
Conclusion
PLCs are potenially powerful vehicles for teacher enquiry that promise to 
increase collecive knowledge and move pracice forward across the profession. 
However, to realise their full potenial it is necessary to do more than just gather 
a group of people together and get started.  It is necessary for teachers and 
school leaders to determine through collaboraive work:
• What is the purpose and focus of our PLC’s work?
• How will we support the development stages of the PLC?
• How will the PLC provide new insights into pracice for members?
• How will the PLC enable teachers to share pracice and pursue criical inquiry 
within the current professional culture in the school and the wider policy 
framework?
• How will we capture and disseminate new knowledge created within the PLC?
• How will we monitor and develop the pracices, culture and outcomes of the 
PLC?
It is only through recognising that PLCs are not a quick ix and that they 
require sustained work, criical relecion, monitoring and ime to develop that 
their potenial will be realised.
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Abstract
Here we present a raionale for enhancing professionalism through Living 
Theory research drawing on the accounts of pracicing teachers to provide 
examples of evidence-based explanaions of educaional inluences in 
learning. This raionale has emerged in the course of researching and 
answering quesions of the kind ‘How do I improve what I am doing in 
my professional pracice?’ and generaing living-educaional-theories 
(Whitehead, 1989) as valid explanaions of our educaional inluences in our 
own learning, in the learning of others and in the learning of others with 
values that carry hope for the lourishing of humanity. We show how teachers 
are able to realize in pracice two responsibiliies they have as professional 
educaional praciioners. The irst is to coninually inquire into their pracice 
to understand, explain and improve it. The second is to create and make public 
valid accounts of their educaional inluences in learning as contribuions to 
the development of an educaional knowledge-base.
Key words
Professionalism, teacher inquiry, Living Theory research, inquiry-learning.
Introducion
This chapter is based on a criical analysis of the nature of educaional inquiry, 
its role in the generaion of educaional theory and its contribuion to enhancing 
professionalism in educaion, locally, naionally and internaionally. It includes 
an analysis of Masters and Doctoral accounts produced by teachers inquiring 
into their professional pracice to improve it. These inquiries are shown to make 
original contribuions to educaional knowledge, as teachers, using a Living 
Theory research approach, develop their professional educaional pracice 
through inquiry learning, by asking, researching and answering quesions of the 
form ‘How do I improve what I am doing?’ Living Theory researchers integrate 
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insights from the most advanced social theories of the day in the generaion of 
their living-educaional-theories.
We begin with discussing teachers as professional educators asking and 
researching quesions concerning their pracice. Our thinking owes much to the 
ideas of Peters (1966), Gadamer (1975) and Collingwood (1939). Peters and his 
colleague, Hirst, focused their professional development programmes with teachers 
on promoing the ‘disciplines approach’ to educaional theory. In the ‘disciplines 
approach’, the philosophy, sociology, history and psychology of educaion 
consitute educaional theory. Teachers were expected to take these educaion 
theories created by educaion researchers and apply them in their pracice. 
Whitehead started his career teaching science in an inner city comprehensive 
school and coninued to study in the evening. A team of philosophers of 
educaion, including Peters, tutored The Academic Diploma course (1968-70). 
At the end of the course Whitehead accepted the disciplines approach and went 
on to study for his Masters in the psychology of educaion (1970-72) during 
which he recognised a limitaion in the disciplines approach. The limitaion 
Whitehead recognised was that the disciplines approach could not produce 
a valid explanaion for his educaional inluences in his own learning or in his 
pupils’ learning. He also recognised the mistake in the disciplines approach, later 
explicated by Hirst (1983, p.18):
In many characterisaions of educaional theory, my own included, principles jusiied 
in this way have unil recently been regarded as at best pragmaic maxims having a irst 
crude and supericial jusiicaion in pracice that in any raionally developed theory 
would be replaced by principles with more fundamental, theoreical jusiicaion. That 
now seems to me to be a mistake.
Whitehead (2016a) now sees this kind of intenional replacement as a form 
of ‘epistemicide’ (de Sousa Santos, 2014). Whitehead went on to disinguish 
between educaion and educaional research. Educaion research is focused 
on developing conceptual frameworks and methods of validaion within the 
disciplines of educaion, and theory generaion is in the form of abstract, 
conceptual, generalisaions. Educaional research is focused on making public 
valid knowledge generated by educaional praciioners inquiring into their 
pracice to explain and improve their educaional inluences in learning, and 
theory generaion is in the form of the valid values-based explanaions of the 
educaional praciioner for their educaional inluences in learning, which are 
relatable rather than generalisable. In educaion research researchers atempt to 
generate explanaions for the educaional inluences of individuals ‘derived’ from 
the abstract conceptual frameworks of the disciplines of educaion. In educaional 
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research the explanaions for educaional inluences in learning (living-theories) 
are generated by individuals researching their educaional pracice, in the course 
of which they engage criically and creaively with theories and knowledge in 
other ields and disciplines.
As a result of recognising the mistake of trying to apply the ‘disciplines approach’ 
to educaional research Whitehead began on his journey that lead to the creaion 
of a Living Theory research approach for developing educaional knowledge and 
theory. In Living Theory research, teachers, and other professional educaional 
praciioners, recognize and inquire criically and creaively into their embodied 
knowledge, in order to improve their pracice and contribute to the development 
of a professional educaional knowledge base. What disinguishes living-theories 
(Whitehead, 1989) are the embodied ontological and relaional values of the 
researcher that carry hope for the lourishing of humanity and give their lives and 
work meaning and purpose. The meanings of an educaional praciioner’s values 
are clariied as they emerge in the course of their Living Theory research and form 
their explanatory principles and standards of judgment. The phrase ‘lourishing 
of humanity’ is used to communicate at least two meanings; the lourishing of 
‘humanity’ as a species and of the lourishing of each person’s humanity as well 
as that of communiies. 
We wish to emphasise that in the generaion of a living-educaional-theory 
educaional researchers use insights developed through criical and creaive 
engagement with theories from the disciplines of educaion. However, we are 
claiming that no theory from the disciplines, either individually or collecively can 
produce a valid explanaion of an individual’s educaional inluence in their own 
learning, in the learning of others and in the learning of the social formaions that 
inluence pracice and understanding. 
We are also claiming that each Living Theory researcher generates their own 
living-theory methodology in the course of generaing their living-theory. Later 
in the chapter we show how a researcher’s living-theory methodology can be 
disinguished from other methodologies, such as Case Study, Acion Research, 
Autoethnography, Narraive Research, Grounded Theory and Phenomenology 
whilst drawing insights from them, (see: Whitehead, 2016b and Huxtable, 2016, 
for further details). 
As the chapter progresses we detail the place of inquiry learning and Living 
Theory research within teacher educaion and development, beginning with a 
‘Schools Council’ funded project on inquiry learning in 1976. This project marked 
Whitehead’s learning from teachers on their use of acion-relecion cycles 
in improving inquiry learning. We provide a criical analysis of this and other 
Living Theory research conducted by teachers to show the contribuion of their 
inquiries to the professional learning of teachers in the context of poliical, 
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socio-economic and cultural naional changes in contribuing to the growth of 
educaional knowledge in the educaional knowledge-base. 
An analysis of empirical evidence of a Living Theory research approach, to 
the professional development of teachers, reveals an educaional epistemology 
for educaional inquiry based on explanatory principles that include values 
that carry hope for the lourishing of humanity. The explanatory principles are 
those of a ‘substanive theory’ (Punch & Oanacea, 2014) in that they explain 
the educaional inluences of an individual in their own learning, in the learning 
of others and in the learning of the social formaions that inluence pracice 
and understandings. 
We conclude this chapter by showing how teachers engaging in Living Theory 
research and progressing through Masters and Doctoral inquiries are able to 
realize in pracice two responsibiliies they have as professional educaional 
praciioners.
Teachers as professional educaional praciioners
‘Teacher’ and ‘professional educaional praciioner’ are oten taken to be 
synonymous but this is not necessarily the case. This can be seen in Winch’s 
(2013) paper where he answers his quesion, What Kind of Occupaion is 
Teaching? He disinguishes between teacher as cratworker, execuive technician 
and professional, but makes no reference to teachers’ roles and responsibiliies 
to realize the educaional purpose of educaion or the form or value of their 
contribuion to the evoluion of an educaional knowledge base. Winch’s wriing, 
like so much of researchers in educaion, loses touch with what educaion is 
about. Ginot (1972) graphically illustrates the importance of teachers keeping 
focussed on the core meaning of educaion as they also seek to be efecive 
instructors:
Dear Teachers:
I am a survivor of a concentraion camp. My eyes saw what no person should witness. 
Gas chambers built by learned engineers. Children poisoned by educated physicians. 
Infants killed by trained nurses. Women and babies shot and burned by high school 
and college graduates.
So I am suspicious of educaion. My request is: help your students become more 
human. Your eforts must never produce learned monsters, skilled psychopaths, or 
educated Eichmanns. Reading, wriing, and arithmeic are important only if they serve 
to make our children more human. (p. 137) 
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In addiion educaion is concerned with learning to recognise and value self 
and others and their contribuions to the lourishing of humanity. Fukuyama says 
it eloquently:
Human beings seek recogniion of their own worth, or of the people, things, or 
principles that they invest with worth. The desire for recogniion, and the accompanying 
emoions of anger, shame and pride, are parts of the human personality criical to 
poliical life. According to Hegel, they are what drives the whole historical process. 
(Fukuyama, 1992, p. xvii)
Educaional pracice is a values-based acivity. These are values Crompton 
(2010) refers to as intrinsic and are those that include, “the value placed on a sense 
of community, ailiaion to friends and family, and self-development.” (p.9). That 
is what makes Living Theory research paricularly appropriate for educaional 
praciioners. In the course of their research the Living Theory researcher clariies 
the values that give their life and work meaning and purpose and which form 
their explanatory principles and standards of judgment. These standards are 
‘living’ (Laidlaw, 1996) as the researcher’s values are ‘living’ that is ‘evolving’ as the 
researcher inquires into their pracice to understand, explain and improve it. 
Trying to develop pracice that expresses our own values-based standards 
while, at the same ime, meeing other externally imposed standards, may 
at imes create tension for the educaional praciioner. A Living Theory 
researcher, rather than ignoring or waiing for ‘beter imes’, will focus on how 
they may work to resolve such tensions while living their embodied values as 
fully as they can. 
There are diferent ways to understand the teacher as a professional 
educaional praciioner in educaion. One responsibility of a professional 
educaional praciioner is to coninually inquire into their pracice to learn how 
improve it. Another of their responsibiliies is to contribute to, and draw on, an 
educaional knowledge-base and other related knowledge-bases, such as those 
of the disciplines of educaion. An example is ofered by Huxtable’s doctoral 
thesis (Huxtable, 2012) in which, amongst other things, she draws on, and hopes 
to contribute to, the evoluion of psychological theories of ‘gited and talented 
educaion’, while contribuing to the evoluion of Living Theory research as an 
educaional knowledge-base and social movement. We think that it is worth 
emphasising our disincion between the educaion knowledge-base that is 
consituted by the theories of the disciplines of educaion and the educaional 
knowledge-base that is consituted by living-educaional theories. Living Theory 
researchers engage criically and creaively with the theories in the educaion 
knowledge-base created using a ‘disciplines approach’ to draw insights from 
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these theories to enrich and challenge their thinking and pracice and enhance 
the rigour and validity of the educaional knowledge they create in the form of 
accounts of their living-theories. 
The examples below illustrate how a teacher can realise their responsibility to 
enhance their professionalism in educaion by adoping a Living Theory research 
approach.
Inquiry learning
We believe that at the heart of inquiry learning is the art of quesioning and 
imaginaive, generaive dialogues. Whilst our understanding of inquiry learning is 
not restricted to scieniic inquiry we agree with Medawar, a Nobel Prize winner, 
when he writes:
The purpose of scieniic enquiry is not to compile an inventory of factual informaion, 
nor to build up a totalitarian world picture of natural Laws in which every event that 
is not compulsory is forbidden. We should think of it rather as a logically ariculated 
structure of jusiiable beliefs about nature. It begins as a story about a Possible World 
– a story which we invent and criicize and modify as we go along, so that it ends by 
being, as nearly as we can make it, a story about real life. (Medawar, 1969, p. 59)
Collingwood reinforced our focus on the quesion, ‘How do I improve my 
pracice?’: 
Whether a given proposiion is true or false, signiicant or meaningless, depends on 
what quesion it was meant to answer; and anyone who wishes to know whether a 
given proposiion is true or false, signiicant or meaningless, must irst ind out what 
quesion it was meant to answer (Collingwood, 1991, p. 39) 
Gadamer expresses the quality of conversaion we aspire to:
To conduct a dialogue requires irst of all that the partners do not talk at cross purposes. 
Hence it necessarily has the structure of quesion and answer. The irst condiion of 
the art of conversaion is ensuring that the other person is with us. ... To conduct a 
conversaion means to allow oneself to be conducted by the subject mater to which 
the partners in the dialogue are oriented. It requires that one does not try to argue 
the other person down but that one really considers the weight of the other’s opinion. 
Hence it is an art of tesing. But the art of tesing is the art of quesioning. For we have 
seen that to quesion means to lay open, to place in the open. (Gadamer, 1975, p. 367)
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We include these insights in our meaning of inquiry learning and Living Theory 
research in the sense that we see such a theory as ‘a story which we invent and 
criicize and modify as we go along, so that it ends by being, as nearly as we can 
make it, a story about real life’ (ibid).  We are careful to be as precise as we can as 
to the quesion(s) our inquiries are intended to answer, such as ‘How do I improve 
what I am doing?’, ‘How do I explain my educaional inluences in learning?’ and 
that emerge through our research. We also recognise the importance of making 
explicit the living logics (Whitehead, 2013) in explanaions that are grounded in 
the dialogues and dialecics of quesion and answer. 
A Living Theory research approach to enhancing professionalism
There are many diferent forms of praciioner-research, each disinguished 
by the nature of the pracice the person wants to enquire into and the 
quesions they want to ask. Living Theory research is a form of educaional 
praciioner-research to answer quesions of the form, ‘How do I improve 
what I am doing and live my values as fully as I can?’ Researchers’ pracice 
is commonly, but not limited to, that concerned with generaing knowledge 
of a ield or discipline. ‘Educaional’ pracice is concerned with learning and 
with living human qualiies and values, such as love, that contribute to the 
lourishing of humanity. 
We have found that the meanings communicated through printed text are 
too limited to communicate the meanings of the energy-lowing, and relaionally 
dynamic (Whitehead, 2013, p.1) ontological values that can be clariied in the 
course of their embodied expressions in educaional pracice. This recogniion 
led to the development of a method of empatheic resonance (Huxtable, 2013), 
using visual data of pracice to communicate their meanings. Such visual data has 
been included as evidence in mulimedia narraives such as those of Jones (2009) 
and Mounter (2008b) in their Masters dissertaions and Huxtable (2012) in her 
doctoral thesis.
Living Theory research is also a form of self-study in that the ‘I’ of the 
researcher is at the heart of an enquiry, ‘How do I improve what I am doing?’ 
Whilst each living-theory is a self-study, not all self-studies are living-theories. 
This is because a researcher can engage in a self-study, as demonstrated by the 
work of Tidwell, Heston & Fitzgerald, (2008), without producing a validated 
explanaion of their educaional inluences in learning. The self in Living Theory 
research is not considered to be an isolated, self-serving one but rather one 
that is both an expression of their unique individuality and their relaional self 
in the Ubuntu sense (as described by Charles, 2007) of ‘i am because we are’ 
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together with ‘we are because i am’ and together this can be represented by 
i~we~i (Huxtable, 2016). 
Implicit in the quesion, ‘How do I improve my pracice?’ is the assumpion that 
you know what your pracice is. A Living Theory researcher coninually quesions 
such an assumpion to beter understand what they are doing and reveal 
unintended, oten unnoiced, consequences. Whitehead (1989) learned that 
what you think you are doing and what you are actually doing is not necessarily 
the same thing when teaching. In 1970, when teaching science, Whitehead was 
given a video camera by the Inspectorate to explore its potenial for improving 
science educaion. He turned it on himself and found that while he thought he 
had inquiry learning going in the classroom he was unwi ngly giving his pupils 
the quesions. His imaginaion immediately started to create ways in which he 
could realize his value of inquiry learning more fully and the video-data showed 
that he was doing this.
A second point concerning self-study is the explicit acknowledgement that 
a person’s presence always has an inluence and it beholds an educaional 
praciioner to learn more what that is and how to enhance the educaional 
inluence they want to have. If you doubt that a person’s presence (and that is not 
always in the form of a physical presence) has an inluence, think about a person 
you know who brings sunshine or storm clouds with them when they enter or 
leave a room or organisaion; a person who seems to do litle or nothing yet 
has a recognisable inluence, for beter or worse. Educaional praciioners are 
seeking to improve what they are doing within a social context that is subject to 
networks of sociohistorical and sociocultural inluences. Educaion is a complex 
business that involves many, forever evolving, relaionships. Hence, Living 
Theory researchers need make clear the relaionships and sociocultural and 
sociohistorical contexts that inluence their lives and pracice and the generaion 
of their explanaions of their educaional inluence in their own learning as 
well as the learning of others and the learning of the social formaions they are 
part of. The need to collect data by educaional researchers, which helps them 
see and communicate the meanings of their educaional inluences, which are 
mulidimensional and relaionally dynamic, has led us to the developing use of 
video and digital technology (Huxtable, 2012).
While Living Theory researchers locate their research with reference to 
the growing body of educaional research literature, they also draw on such 
literature, together with that of other ields and disciplines in developing their 
praxis. A Living Theory researcher’s account can be recognised as a contribuion 
to educaional knowledge as it will include:
• a validated, values-based explanaion of their educaional inluence in their 
own learning, the learning of others and the learning of social formaions 
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(such explanaions draw insights from the most advanced social theories of 
the day).
• a communicaion of their embodied, life-airming and life-enhancing values 
that form their explanatory principles and standards of judgment of educaional 
pracice. These values are clariied as they emerge in the course of the research.
• an analysis, interrogaion and criique by the researcher of their embodied 
educaional pracice that they are giving meaning to as they live it, to reveal 
how and where they can improve. It includes revealing where they experience 
themselves as a living contradicion and where they experience their values 
contradicted, and how they seek to resolve the tensions created.
• evidence to support their claims to know their educaional pracice and be 
improving it.
• an explanaion to show how insights drawn from sociohistorical and 
sociocultural theories have inluenced the educaional praciioner-
researcher’s pracice and understanding.
Enhancing Professionalism with Inquiry Learning in Teacher Educaion.
In 1975 the Schools Council began to fund local curriculum development projects 
as they quesioned the eicacy of naional projects in helping to improve pracice 
within schools. One of the irst grants was given to the inquiry learning project, 
Improving Learning with 11-14 year olds in Mixed Ability Groups (Whitehead, 1976a 
& b). Two evaluaion reports were produced. We believe that there is a lesson 
from these two reports that coninues to be relevant to teachers and teacher 
educators today.
In his irst evaluaion report of March 1976, Whitehead explained the teachers’ 
educaional inluences in terms of exising models of innovaion, change in the 
teaching learning process, and evaluaion. The responses of academic colleagues 
in the School of Educaion showed that they comprehended the analysis and 
thought it appropriate. However, the responses of the six teachers in the project 
showed that whilst they comprehended the models used to explain what they 
had been doing, they “could not see themselves in it”.
When Whitehead heard this criicism he could see that it was jusiied. He 
had eliminated the teachers’ knowledge in explaining what they had been doing 
by applying exising models and theories from the academic literature. He had 
done to the explanaions of the teachers what he had done to his explanaions 
of his own educaional pracices, under the inluence of the philosophers of 
educaion in 1968-70, when he replaced his pracical principles by principles 
from the disciplines of educaion (Hirst 1983, p. 18).
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Whitehead went back to the data, as requested by the teachers, and with 
their help constructed a second evaluaion report (Whitehead, 1976b). In his 
analysis of the data Whitehead was shown by the teachers that they used acion-
relecion cycles in improving inquiry learning with their students. These cycles 
involved sharing concerns where the teacher felt they were not living their values 
as fully as possible; imagining ways of improving pracice and choosing an acion 
plan to act on; acing and gathering data to make a judgement on the efeciveness 
of the acions; evaluaing the efeciveness of the acions in realising the values; 
modifying concerns, ideas and acions in the light of the evaluaions; and sharing 
an explanaion of educaional inluences in learning. The form of this report 
uses these cycles whilst the content, includes visual representaions to help to 
communicate meanings. The teachers all agreed that this report now ofered a 
valid explanaion of their pracice and learning. These two reports are available 
from the web:  
1st from htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/jack/jwmaemarch1976all.pdf; 
2nd from htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/ilmagall.pdf. 
We know academics feel under pressure to replace the pracical principles 
used by praciioners, to explain what they are doing with principles from the 
disciplines of educaion and educaional studies, for many reasons. One reason 
in England comes from the Research Excellence Framework. Through this 
framework, English universiies receive inancial rewards, largely for contribuions 
to tradiional forms of theory (although there is now a growing recogniion of 
impact on pracice), research and the knowledge that is valued. We all live and 
work within poliical, socioeconomic, sociohistorical and sociocultural contexts, 
which inluence what we think and do. It is important to recognise these 
inluences and draw insights from these theories about these contexts in the 
course of Living Theory research as well as drawing on the knowledge generated 
using the disciplines approach in educaion. 
Enhancing professionalism: Contribuing to an educaional epistemology
Our understanding of an epistemology as a theory of knowledge is focused on 
the unit of appraisal, the standards of judgment and logic of a claim to knowledge. 
The epistemology of living-educaional-theories has the following unit, standards 
and logic.
The unit of appraisal is what is being judged. In Living Theory research the 
unit is the individual’s explanaion of their educaional inluence in their own 
learning, in the learning of others and in the learning of the social formaions that 
inluence pracice and understanding. 
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The standards of judgment are living (Laidlaw, 1996) in the sense they can 
evolve, and are the standards that are used to evaluate the validity of the claim 
to knowledge. Such claims in Living Theory research are the explanaions of 
educaional inluence. The explanatory principles are focused on the ontological 
and relaional values used by the individual to give meaning and purpose to their 
life. They include insights from exising theories that the individual uses to make 
sense of their experience and learning. The meanings of these values are clariied 
and communicated in the course of their emergence in pracice. This is done with 
processes of empatheic resonance and validity used with digital visual data from 
pracice, as illustrated by Huxtable (2009).
The logic of a living-educaional-theory follows Marcuse’s (1964, p.104) 
noion of logic as the mode of thought that is appropriate for comprehending the 
real as raional.  The logic of Living Theory research is a living logic (Whitehead, 
2013) that is appropriate for explaining an individual’s educaional inluences. 
We now want to show you how teachers have enhanced professionalism in 
educaion through inquiring into their pracice to improve it employing a Living 
Theory research approach and bringing their knowledge into the Academy, the 
world of the academics. 
Enhancing professionalism through Masters’ programmes.
The irst example we want to draw your atenion to is Sally Cartwright’s 
accredited Masters modules (see below). These were created as Sally researched 
with secondary school students. The second is that of Joy Mounter’s Masters 
(see below), created as Joy worked with primary school pupils.
Sally Cartwright was posthumously awarded her Diploma of Educaion by the 
University of Bath. You can access the 8:20 minute video of Jack’s eulogy at the 
award ceremony from htps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yvg_9_S4boM. This 
recognises Sally as a Master Educator because she coninually researched her 
pracice to improve it and to contribute to the professional knowledge-base of 
educaion.
Sally was concerned not only with helping her students achieve grades 
and develop skills but with an educaional process that was humanising and 
social. Sally helped her students to value themselves and others for who they 
are, to enjoy and respond to their intellectual curiosity, their emoional and 
personal journey as well as their intellectual one. Evidence to support this 
claim can be seen in video of her students presening to a group of strategy 
managers, which you can access staring with 
htps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMpaItNH7kg (Huxtable, 2009).
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In the ime we knew her, Sally helped us recognise and appreciate how an 
educator might both respond to the demands of the establishment, both school 
and the university, and stay true to the values that are at the heart of educaion 
- that is to enable her students to grow as educated, and not simply well trained, 
people. Because she was both generous and professional she researched her 
pracice and ofered the knowledge she created as a git that coninues to be 
inluenial. For instance, she ofered her assignments for open access on the web 
(htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/mastermod.shtml) and her wriings are 
in two issues of an internaional journal, Gited Educaion Internaional (GEI) 
(Cartwright, 2008c, 2016). 
• In a Living Theory approach to enhancing professionalism in educaion 
through inquiry learning we stress the importance of presening suicient 
evidence to jusify any claims being made. Sally provided this evidence:
• In the learning and lives of her students. This can be heard in the videos that 
are included in the notes you can access from htp://www.acionresearch.
net/wriings/jack/sallycartwrightmastereducatorjw140415.pdf
• In the learning of others. This can be found in Gited Educaion Internaional 
(Cartwright, 2016) and in her students’ Extended Projects (Cartwright, 2008b) 
• In the learning of the social formaions. This can be seen in the legiimisaion 
of her educaional knowledge by the academy and in the dedicaion to Sally 
of the June 2015 issue of the Educaional Journal of Living Theories (see: 
htp://ejolts.net/node/245). 
Forming a good quality quesion that includes the ‘I’ of the inquirer and is 
focused on improving professional pracice is important. Here are the quesions 
and criical relecion from Sally’s Master’s assignment that show her meeing 
these criteria for good quality quesions.
1. How can I help my students understand and develop the skills of independent 
learning? (Cartwright, 2008a)
2. How can I enable the gits and talents of my students to be in the driving seat 
of their own learning? (Cartwright, 2008b)
3. How can leadership qualiies improve my pracice as a teacher? (Cartwright, 
2009)
4. How can I research my own pracice? (Cartwright, 2010a)
5. A criical relecion on my learning and its integraion into my professional 
pracice.  (Cartwright, 2010b)
In wriings 5 above Sally demonstrates how Living Theory research enabled her 
to recognise and live more fully her values and to make a valuable contribuion of 
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the knowledge, she created through her Masters research, to both the academic 
world and the world of professional pracice. 
Sally’s strength as an educator and as a contributor to the knowledge-base of 
educaion, through her educaional research, was in her capacity to clarify, share, 
deepen, extend and transform the educaional knowledge she expressed in her 
educaional relaionships with her students. 
We had the privilege of videoing many of Sally’s classes with Year 11, 
Extended Project Students, which she analysed in her Masters programme. 
You can access video at htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/jack/
sallycartwrightmastereducatorjw140415.pdf of Sally talking about her values 
and addressing her students, parents and colleagues following presentaions at 
the University of Bath by her Extended Project Students, as well as all of Sally’s 
wriings for her Masters units. 
Joy Mounter is another teacher who enhanced professionalism in educaion 
through inquiry learning in the course of her Masters as a Living Theory researcher, 
by inquiring into her pracice, to learn how to improve it, as well as contribuing 
to, and drawing on, an educaional knowledge base. Joy’s contribuion is in the 
form of her Masters, can be accessed from 
htp://acionresearch.net/wriings/mastermod.shtml. This is also evidence of her 
pracice as that of a Master Educator (Whitehead & Huxtable, 2016).  
In Joy’s successful doctoral proposal of June 2015, How can I contribute to the 
creaion and enhancement of the educaional inluences of a community of learners, 
supporing each other and their own development? Joy Mounter recognises herself 
as a Master Educator:
As part of the expression and development of my professional responsibility as an 
educator I research my own professional learning as I ask, research and answer 
quesions of the kind, ‘How do I improve what I am doing in my professional pracice?’ 
I recognise myself as a Master Educator through the successful compleion of my MA 
in Educaion with the following enquiries and dissertaion:
How can I live my personal theory of educaion in the classroom to promote self relecion 
as a learner? First Educaional Enquiry Unit, 2006.
Language of learning to the language of educaional responsibility. Second Educaional 
Enquiry Unit, 2006.
If I want the children in my class to extend their thinking and develop their own values and 
learning theories, how can I show the development of their learning? How do I research this 
in my classroom? Research Methods Unit, 2007.
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How can I work within the government’s perspecive of ‘gited and talented’ but sill remain 
true to my own living values? Gited and Talented Unit, 2008.
Can children carry out acion research about learning, creaing their own learning theory? 
Understanding Learning and Learners Unit, 2008.
How can I enhance the educaional inluence of my pupils in their own learning, that of 
other pupils, myself and the school?  Third Educaional Enquiry, 2008.
As A Headteacher Researcher How Can I Demonstrate The Impact And Self-Understandings 
Drawn From Living Theory Acion Research, As A Form Of Coninual Professional 
Development In Educaion? MA Dissertaion, 2012.
Access Joy’s wriings, Can Children Carry Out Acion Research About Learning, Creaing 
Their Own Learning Theory?  
at: htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/tuesdayma/joymounterull.pdf
They show her 6-year-old pupils not only using the acion research cycle of 
‘Thinking Acively in a Social Context’  (TASC) but also ofering criical and creaive 
evaluaions on how the TASC model of inquiry (Wallace & Adams, 1993) is too 
limited to describe their learning because it is two-dimensional. They explain on 
video how the model should be three dimensional and dynamic to describe their 
learning. Joy’s wriings show how she researched collaboraively with the 6-year-
olds to answer her quesion.
You can see the children criiquing it in the videos Joy has in the appendix to 
her Master’s unit, Understanding Learning and Learners assignment, Can children 
carry out acion research about learning, creaing their own learning theory? 
You can access the clip: ‘What use is the TASC Wheel?’ 
at: htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hH2-5xexbAQ
            and you can access the clips: 
‘What do you think of the TASC Wheel?’ at: 
htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4syOrIDdY
htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSqg1phEEaM 
We hope that you will see the children and Joy engaging in inquiry learning 
collaboraively in an i~we~i relaionship. Joy and the three children each have a 
unique contribuion to make to the development of their learning in the respecful, 
trustworthy creaive space between them. Each values their own contribuion 
and that of each other, not just the words they use but the embodied, tacit 
knowledge they bring into the space and work with co-creaively. They each take 
from what is created to inform their future learning.
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The children later told Belle Wallace (who originated TASC, shown in Figure 1) 
that TASC does not communicate the mulidimensional, interrelated low that is 
the actuality of their learning. The children built a model (Figure 2) to communicate 
such a low of energy. They used colour to show the low, and represented the 
learning and knowledge created, eruping up through the centre, the heart of the 
enterprise, as a shower of sparks on what is in the present and future. 
Figure 1. TASC wheel (Wallace, Maker, Cave, & Chandler, 2004)
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Figure 2. Joy Mounter’s pupils’ model of their learning (Mounter, 2007)
A synthesis of Living Theory (Whitehead, 1989) and TASC (Wallace & 
Adams, 1993) creates Living Theory TASC (Huxtable, 2012). This represents one 
approach to Living Theory research. It shows Living Theory research consitutes 
far more than just systemaic enquiry, as is implied by representaions of the 
research process as linear, spiral or circle. There is also an organic phase when 
the researcher may, at various imes, or at the same ime, be gathering and 
organising what is known in the ield, implemening a plan of acion, or clarifying 
their concerns. There is a mulidimensional and dynamic relaionship within 
phases and between phases. Qualitaive and quanitaive methods may be used, 
and theories and insights, derived from knowledge developed by academics and 
praciioners in various ields and disciplines, may be drawn on. What is used 
and drawn on is inluenced by whether it helps the researcher to understand and 
improve their pracice and create a valid account of their living-theory. 
Living Theory research
Living Theory research incorporates ‘writerly’  and ‘readerly’ processes of creaing 
a valid living-theory account. (The researcher clariies their understandings for 
themselves in the ‘writerly’ phase and creates an account that communicates 
to others through the ‘readerly’ phase). Having completed and tested the validity 
of their account, asking quesions derived from Habermas (1976, pp. 2-3): does 
it communicate; is there suicient evidence to support the claims made; is there 
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suicient detail for the context of the research to be understood; and is there 
suicient evidence to support the researcher’s claim the values clariied in the 
course of the research are those that give the researcher’s work and life meaning and 
purpose and form the researcher’s explanatory principles and standards of judgment.
We want to stress the relaional-dynamic and mulidimensional inter- 
and intra- connecions between the organic and systemaic phases and the 
researcher having the conidence to recognise, value and work with their own 
creaivity as they evolve their research methodology using their methodological 
inveniveness (Dadds & Hart, 2001):
Perhaps the most important new insight for both of us has been awareness 
that, for some praciioner researchers, creaing their own unique way through 
their research may be as important as their self-chosen research focus. (p. 166)
There is no simple, formulaic way of engaging in Living Theory research. 
Researching educaional pracice does not stand apart from the creaion of 
knowledge of the world. The researcher integrates their research to create 
knowledge of the world with their research to create knowledge of themselves 
and themselves in and of the world. In the process they learn what it might 
be for them to live a saisfying, producive and worthwhile life for themselves 
and others. The researcher also explicitly recognises the collaboraive nature 
of knowledge creaion in living-boundaries between themselves and others as 
communicated by i~we~i .
Navigaing obstacles and where to now?
In ofering a Living Theory approach for enhancing professionalism in educaion 
through inquiry learning we are aware of obstacles. While some obstacles 
require a long term, strategic and collecive efort to deal with, others can, and 
have been, navigated by individual professional educaional praciioners with 
determinaion and creaivity.
We have made elsewhere the case for enhancing professionalism in educaion 
through the accreditaion of the knowledge of Master and Doctor Educators 
(Whitehead & Huxtable, 2016). However universiies and professional bodies in 
the UK have yet to form a partnership for recognising and legiimaing the public 
expressions of the evolving embodied knowledges and praxis of professional 
educaional praciioners as Master and Doctor educators. The procedures for 
overcoming this obstacle are simple. All that is needed for a university and a 
professional body to agree to recognise Master and Doctor educators in 
accrediing the knowledge generated through inquiry learning of their living-
educaional-theories. In the meanime determined and creaive professional 
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educaional praciioners are using degrees already available to have their living-
theories recognised at Masters and Doctoral degree level, as can be seen by 
some made public on htp://acionresearch.net.  
Another obstacle to recognising the academic legiimacy of an educaional 
epistemology can be understood in terms of ‘Epistemicide’ (de Sousa Santos, 
2014). This refers to the “killing of of knowledges” that do not conform to 
the dominant epistemology of the Western Academy. The epistemological 
transformaion that is required to give academic legiimacy to the embodied 
knowledges of professional educaional praciioners in diferent universiies has 
already begun (htp://www.acionresearch.net/living/living.shtml). This ofers 
an exciing opportunity for individual teachers willing to make public accounts 
of their living-theories to make a signiicant contribuion to the global growth 
and spread of the inluence of an epistemology comprising the knowledge of 
professional educaional praciioners. The internet makes this opportunity 
accessible to increasing numbers, including those who are in the early stages 
of developing their educaional pracice as well as those who are developing as 
doctor educator as can be seen by visiing the evolving homepage of the living-
posters of educaional praciioners, 
htp://www.acionresearch.net/wriings/posters/homepage061115.pdf.
Living Theory research stresses the importance of recognising the creaivity of 
each praciioner-researcher in generaing their own living-theory methodology 
as they produce their living-theory. ‘Training’ programmes in research methods 
and methodologies tend to ‘transmit’ exising knowledge in the Academy, rather 
than facilitate the emergence of the individual’s living-theory methodology. In 
supervising Living Theory research we emphasise the importance of engaging 
relexively with tradiional research evidence and theory in gaining academic 
legiimacy for the expression of the embodied knowledges of praciioners.
Engaging in any research requires access to resources. Some have a inancial 
cost, such as access to many journals and academic libraries, tutoring, supervision 
and legiimaion of masters and doctoral programmes of coninuing professional 
development.  However many learning resources are freely available on the internet, 
as is support through web-based research groups. As the cost of technology and 
connecion falls this ofers opportuniies for individuals to contribute to, as well as 
beneit from, the growth of knowledge in a living global i~we~i relaionship.
There are many other obstacles to teachers enhancing their professionalism 
in educaion but universiies, academics, governments or access to resources 
does not create the major obstacle.  People create the main obstacle from their 
fears and lack of conidence in themselves as knowledge-creators, which also 
means they have the power to deal with it. Frankl so beauifully expressed a 
resoluion, “Between simulus and response there is a space. In that space is 
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our power to choose our response.  In our response lies our growth and our 
freedom.” We would add that in sharing the knowledge we create we contribute 
to the lourishing of humanity, of which we are part. 
Through this chapter we have sought to communicate:
• An understanding about the roles and responsibiliies of a teacher in educaion 
as a professional educaional praciioner.
• The meaning and contribuion of ‘inquiry learning’ in the context of enhancing 
professionalism of educaional praciioners.
• Understanding and pracice of a ‘Living Theory research approach’.
• Living Theory research as a form of pracice for  teachers in educaion 
as professional educaional praciioners who want to realise their educaional 
roles and responsibiliies in all they do.
• Making a contribuion to the educaional knowlege-base through making 
public an individual’s living-educaional theory and living-theory methodology.
We hope we have simulated your imaginaion and inspired you to want to 
experience yourself, the pleasures and challenges of employing a Living Theory 
research approach to enhancing your professionalism in educaion. By creaing 
and making public your accounts of your living-theory you will be enhancing 
not only your own pracice you will also be contribuing to the evoluion of an 
educaional knowledge-base through which humanity can lourish. 
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Abstract
‘Teacher Educators’ are teachers of teachers and may typically be based within 
schools or within university departments. In this chapter we argue that all teacher 
educators should adopt ‘inquiry as stance’ and should be acively engaged in 
ongoing professional inquiry or praciioner research. Within a team delivering 
iniial teacher educaion programmes we argue that there needs to be a range of 
experise but with all teacher educators acive in professional inquiry. We deine 
professional inquiry as disinct from pragmaic evaluaion which is everyday quality 
assurance procedures. Beyond that we propose that at least some members 
of a teacher educator team should be engaged in ongoing classroom pracice 
whilst others need to be engaged in praciioner research. The content of teacher 
educaion programmes needs to include criical engagement with cuing edge 
research evidence and with learning theory as well as enactment, experimentaion 
and evaluaion of core pracices in classrooms. Teacher educaion, both iniial and 
advanced, needs to equip teachers with the essenial skills and knowledge of 
educaional research literacy so that they have the professional tools required to 
contribute to curriculum development and develop research-informed pracice. 
Teacher educators based in schools and universiies need to model professional 
inquiry and praciioner research.
Key words
professional inquiry, praciioner research, pragmaic evaluaion, modelling, 
inquiry-based learning, school-based teacher educator, university-based 
teacher educator
Teacher educators
An inclusive deiniion of teacher educator has been adopted by the European 
Commission (2013, p.8): 
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‘Teacher educators are all those who acively facilitate the (formal) learning of student 
teachers and teachers.’
This seemingly common-sense deiniion is pracicable but requires at least 
two further comments:
Firstly, the European Commission deiniion is helpful because it cuts through 
the plethora of labels applied to diferent professionals contribuing to teacher 
educaion and professional learning acivity. Experienced teachers might contribute 
to teacher educaion through a range of aciviies along a coninuum from informal 
to formal, for example: informal staf-room advice, co-teaching, classroom coaching, 
observaion of teaching with feedback, mentoring within a formal programme, 
classroom observaion with high stakes assessment and facilitaing workshop 
sessions for student teachers. We would probably want to disinguish between 
an expert teacher who has a deliberaive and deined teacher educator role in 
supporing teacher’s learning and one who has a less ‘formal’ role as a peer who is 
contribuing but within the normal rouines of a collaboraive workplace.
Secondly, the reference to formal learning, and implicitly to informal learning, 
is problemaic because it suggests a separaion, for example, between a formal 
taught session for beginning teachers and their pracical experienial learning 
in classrooms and schools. We argue that such a separaion between two 
kinds of learning leads to a false disincion between two kinds of knowledge 
and that this is reinforced by the misleading but widespread metaphor of the 
‘theory-pracice gap’. We prefer a metaphor for teacher learning as ‘interplay’ 
between the horizontal domain of teachers’ situated pracical wisdom and the 
verical domain of public (published) knowledge (Boyd & Bloxham, 2014; Boyd, 
2014; Boyd, Hymer & Lockney, 2015). The interplay metaphor acknowledges the 
social, situated, dynamic and contested experise of teaching teams in paricular 
seings and the possibility of teacher inquiry leading to knowledge creaion. 
Interplay captures the need for criical engagement with published knowledge 
and the power play involved in professional learning and change in pracice.
We have therefore slightly revised the European Commission deiniion and 
will use the following deiniion in this chapter:
‘Teacher educators are all those who have a formal acive role in the facilitaion of 
professional learning by student teachers and teachers.’
This deiniion speciically includes teacher educators who are based in 
contrasing seings, especially disinguishing between school-based teacher 
educators and university-based teacher educators. It is important to note that 
there are some ‘teacher educators’ who are based in boundary-crossing units 
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or organisaions so that they might not be clearly ideniied as school-based but 
neither are they clearly university-based. A key issue highlighted by these diferent 
seings is that their contexts will vary in the value they place on diferent kinds of 
knowledge and learning. Consequently, this will place diferent expectaions on 
teacher educators, especially for scholarship and research acivity and outputs 
(Boyd & Harris, 2010; White, 2014; White et al., 2015). This variaion in the 
value placed on pracical wisdom rather than public (published) knowledge is 
connected to the boundary and distance between the seing of the formal 
teacher educaion and the seing of the workplace learning element. 
Using England as an iniial example, because the posiion of teacher 
educators varies internaionally, there are at least two disincive groups of 
teacher educators who deserve paricular menion at this point. Firstly, there are 
teacher educators working in further educaion colleges, which are educaional 
insituions providing mainly vocaional educaion from 14 years old to adult. 
These colleges ofer programmes, including teacher educaion for the further 
educaion sector, at a range of academic levels including higher educaion. This 
means that the teacher educators in further educaion colleges are teaching 
on higher educaion programmes but are based outside the university. A key 
point is that these teacher educators are training new teachers and providing 
professional learning for experienced teachers within their own workplace and 
sector. These teacher educators based in further educaion colleges are therefore 
similar to school-based teacher educators and may be usefully disinguished 
as ‘workplace-based teacher educators’. A second disincive group of teacher 
educators in England who should be considered at this point are academic 
developers based in higher educaion insituions but providing teacher 
educaion programmes and professional development for their own academic or 
academic-related colleagues. Someimes these teacher educators are based in 
an academic department, for example in an Educaion department, but they may 
also be based within the human resources service of a corporate university. In 
line with college and school-based teacher educators these academic developers 
may be captured by the term ‘workplace-based teacher educators’. It is important 
to note that although the workplace seing of a teacher educator will no doubt 
be a signiicant inluence, for example in terms of culture and the value placed 
on pracical wisdom or public knowledge, there exists within the diferent 
workplace seings considerable variaion in contracts, expectaions for research 
acivity and pathways for promoion. Considering the range of teacher educators 
internaionally there is another dimension of being a teacher educator that 
should be included in our discussion and that is related to the curriculum subject 
specialism. Some teacher educators are deined by their area of specialism which 
may be focused on pedagogy or on an area of curriculum specialist knowledge. 
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For example, students following a programme for Primary school teachers might 
have some courses tutored by specialists in the curriculum subjects such as 
mathemaics, languages, science, humaniies, and the arts.
Our working deiniion of a teacher educator must be expanded to encompass 
these variaions in posiion and therefore becomes:
‘Teacher educators are all those who have a formal acive role in the facilitaion of 
professional learning by student teachers and teachers. They may be workplace-based 
or university-based. In some cases they may specialise in pedagogy or in the teaching 
of a speciic curriculum subject.’
It is important to note that all teacher educators, based in schools, colleges 
or universiies, have muliple professional ideniies. Idenity may be viewed 
as the muliple inter-related narraive trajectories that we maintain about 
ourselves and that are in negoiaion with our pracice (Wenger ,1998). We like 
to think of a tradiional climbing rope with our diferent ideniies represented 
by the strands, which may include school teacher, higher educaion teacher, 
researcher, consultant and leader. These strands intertwine and perhaps vary in 
their thickness over ime. Some of the strands have bits of grit between caught 
them and these undoubtedly create tensions, but may also provoke professional 
learning. There is a negoiaion between these ideniies and perhaps a kind of 
knowledge exchange acivity going on between them.
Figure 1. The muliple professional idenity trajectories of a teacher educator
Some evidence suggests that workplace-based teacher educators may try to 
foreground their ideniies as school or college teachers, rather than develop 
new ideniies as teacher educators, because this gives them credibility with their 
student teachers (White, 2013).  In  a mirror of this situaion some university-
based teacher educators might foreground their idenity as researchers, gaining 
credibility as academics because of the primacy given to research work and 
researcher idenity in the higher educaion sector. However, things are more 
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We have identified the teacher educators in their various educational settings. Now we should 
briefly consider their wider context within the education system before focusing on 
professional inquiry. 
 
 
The Age of Accountability 
 
In England since the 1980s, and internationally, perhaps especially in the USA, education has 
been subjected to a wave of Neoliberal policy. The Education Reform Act in 1988 under the 
Thatcher government began the development of a free market, or at least a quasi-market in 
schooling in England: parental choice of school as a driver; a national curriculum; a high 
stakes inspection process; and subsequently school league tables based on text and exam 
results; and increasing performativity pressures on teachers. This legislation signalled the 
official start to  the ‘age of accountability’ and subsequent governments in England have 
tended to continue and even reinforce the policy direction (Ball, 2013). Meanwhile, beyond 
the education system, Neoliberal social and economic policy has been associated with 
increasing inequality, particularly in England and the USA (Dorling, 2015). In England three 
political promises ring particularly hollow: of a property-owning society - following the sale 
of social housing with no continuing re-investment; of a share-owning society - following the 
sale of publicly owned essential services such as power and water, often to overseas interests; 
and finally of ‘trickle down’ as a way to share wealth across society when in fact inequality 
has massively increased (Piketty, 2014). In this Neoliberal  young people are positioned as 
entrepreneurs finding their way through life in an apparently meritocratic society and free 
market economy. An important contradiction within Neoliberalism is that in order for the 
‘free’ market to operate effectively there is often increasing state intervention. This means 
that as schools in England are seemingly given increasing autonomy, for example from local 
government intervention and control, they may in fact be controlled financially by central 
government and by new forms of less publicly accountable governance such as ‘Academy 
Chains’ and 'Multi-Academy Trusts’. In this context teachers may seem to be increasingly 
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complicated than this and studies have shown that professional educators based 
in a university do not necessarily so easily abandon their idenity as praciioners 
and that these decisions are inluenced by high accountability workplace contexts 
(Boyd & Harris, 2010; Boyd & Smith, 2016).
We have ideniied the teacher educators in their various educaional seings. 
Now we should briely consider their wider context within the educaion system 
before focusing on professional inquiry.
The Age of Accountability
In England since the 1980s, and internaionally, perhaps especially in the USA, 
educaion has been subjected to a wave of Neoliberal policy. The Educaion 
Reform Act in 1988 under the Thatcher government began the development of 
a free market, or at least a quasi-market in schooling in England: parental choice 
of school as a driver; a naional curriculum; a high stakes inspecion process; and 
subsequently school league tables based on text and exam results; and increasing 
performaivity pressures on teachers. This legislaion signalled the oicial start to 
the ‘age of accountability’ and subsequent governments in England have tended to 
coninue and even reinforce the policy direcion (Ball, 2013). Meanwhile, beyond 
the educaion system, Neoliberal social and economic policy has been associated 
with increasing inequality, paricularly in England and the USA (Dorling, 2015). In 
England three poliical promises made during the 1980s have a paricularly hollow 
ring: of a property-owning society - following the sale of social housing with no 
coninuing re-investment; of a share-owning society - following the sale of publicly 
owned essenial services such as power and water, oten to overseas interests; and 
inally of ‘trickle down’ as a way to share wealth across society when in fact inequality 
has massively increased (Pikety, 2014). In this Neoliberal context young people 
are posiioned as entrepreneurs, inding their way through life in an apparently 
meritocraic society and free market economy. An important contradicion within 
Neoliberalism is that in order for the ‘free’ market to operate efecively there is oten 
increasing state intervenion. This means that as schools in England are seemingly 
given increasing autonomy, for example from local government intervenion and 
control, they may in fact be controlled inancially by central government and by 
new forms of less publicly accountable governance such as ‘Academy Chains’ 
and ‘Muli-Academy Trusts’. In this context teachers may seem to be increasingly 
posiioned as ‘technicians’ who must employ an ‘evidence-based’ pedagogy to 
‘deliver’ the curriculum. It is important to consider this high accountability wider 
context if we are to understand the potenial of teacher inquiry to empower 
teachers and teacher educators to enable them to contribute to the development 
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of research-informed pracice and to collecive leadership of schools through 
curriculum development. We might expect that in the age of accountability school 
and college teachers may be distracted from the wider purposes of educaion and 
be led to ‘teach to the test’. In a similar way we might expect that university-based 
teacher educators in the age of accountability will be concerned with the measures 
of success that afect personal standing such as student evaluaive feedback and 
the scoring of their research outputs as well as measures of student employability 
and other measures afecing programme and insituional ‘league tables’. The age 
of accountability foregrounds pragmaic evaluaion in educaion, the everyday 
atempts to measure quality paricularly through student evaluaive feedback and 
basic consideraion of test and examinaion results. We would argue that teacher 
educators need to move beyond this kind of evaluaion and engage in professional 
inquiry; and some teacher educators will extend their inquiry approach to become 
praciioner researchers.
Teachers and teacher educators are located within a challenging policy and 
workplace context that we refer to as an ‘age of accountability’. If we are to argue 
that they should be involved in ‘professional inquiry’ then we will need to deine 
the concept and that is the purpose of the next secion.
Professional Inquiry
What do we mean by the term professional inquiry? In educaion this term is 
applied to a wide range of invesigaions, most oten involving at least some 
of the characterisics of praciioner research. However, the term professional 
inquiry also encompasses more pragmaic forms of evaluaion, especially quality 
assurance procedures and forms of relecive learning, which do not demonstrate 
many of the characterisics of research. For example, such inquiry may include 
basic analysis of quanitaive or qualitaive data such as student grades or teacher 
writen reports but not quesion the meaning or reliability of such measures 
and not include criical engagement with public, published knowledge including 
theory and research evidence. 
The approach to professional inquiry by teachers has developed through 
diferent tradiions and might be broadly classiied into four styles:
• Pragmaic evaluaion of pracice – oten associated with quality assurance or 
school development and top down management, including lesson observaion, 
but also with some teaching team iniiaives that have greater professional 
ownership.
• Relecive learning – oten posiioned as individual and everyday professional 
development but in some cases developed into more collaboraive forms such 
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as acion learning sets. Relecive learning for teachers was heavily inluenced 
by the work of Donald Schön (1987).
• Lesson study – a group of teachers collaborate to plan, teach, observe and 
evaluate a lesson then develop it further and re-teach it. Developed from the 
Japanese tradiion and applied in reconstructed forms in western countries to 
adapt to diferent cultural contexts.
• Acion research – based on Kurt Lewin’s (1946) development of acion 
research. Shaped through early work by Stephen Corey in the USA (1953) 
and Lawrence Stenhouse (1975) in the UK on the teacher researcher leading 
curriculum development. Inluenced by a wider idea of ‘inquiry as stance’ in 
pursuit of social jusice and community acion especially in the USA (Cochran-
Smith & Lytle, 2009).
There is a wide literature on teacher inquiry and acion research including 
pracical guides for teacher researchers. In their acion research guide Baumield, 
Hall & Wall (2013) suggest two types of quesion for teacher acion researchers 
to consider:  ‘what is going on?’ and ‘what if?’ The second of their suggested 
quesions is to allow for an intervenion, a change in pracice by the teacher 
that will be invesigated in terms of impact. John Haie proposes that a teacher 
should ask the quesion every day ‘what is my impact on learning?’ A more 
ambiious quesion explicitly addressing the wider purposes of educaion, 
including learning to learn, might be phrased as: what is my impact on learning 
and on learners? (Boyd, Hymer & Lockney, 2015).
A pragmaic evaluaion, a professional inquiry or a praciioner research 
project may follow some or all of the following ten steps:
1. Idenify a focus and develop quesions (What is going on? What if?)
2. Collaborate with other stakeholders
3. Engage with public (published) knowledge
4. Develop an approach and inquiry design
5. Establish an ethical framework
6. Collect data systemaically
7. Analyse data systemaically
8. Disseminate indings and gain peer review
9. Take acion – change pracice in line with the conclusions of the inquiry
10. Review the process and idenify the next cycle
In developing any kind of inquiry a teacher or teacher educator may consider 
the relevance and signiicance of each of these ten steps in relaion to the 
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purposes of the project and the context in which they are working. Even a 
thorough pragmaic evaluaion project would need to at least note each of these 
steps. In table 1. we set out these ten steps of inquiry and describe how each may 
be developed along a dimension from pragmaic evaluaion through professional 
inquiry to praciioner research. This table is proposed as a pracical tool for 
praciioners, in a wide range of educaional workplace seings, with which they 
might review and aim to strengthen their inquiry acivity.
Ten Inquiry Steps Pragmaic evaluaion Professional 
inquiry
Praciioner research
1. Idenify a focus 
and develop 
quesions 
The issue for inquiry 
or at least the quality 
assurance framework 
is ideniied top down 
Even a  top down 
issue is shaped 
by teachers who 
frame quesions 
and come to own 
them
The issue may be top 
down but the focus 
and quesions are 
developed through 
engagement with 
literature
2. Collaborate 
with other 
stakeholders
Collaboraion is 
deined largely within 
formal teams and 
structures
Engagement by 
teachers is to 
some degree 
voluntary and 
others, especially 
learners, are 
invited
Research ethics 
and seeking co-
construcion of 
knowledge lead 
researchers towards 
collaboraion
3. Engagement 
with public 
(published) 
knowledge
Some engagement 
with policy and 
professional guidance; 
increasingly may refer 
to research meta-
review evidence
Criical 
engagement 
with professional 
guidance 
and research 
evidence
Informed by criical 
literature review and 
more likely to include 
a well-developed 
theoreical 
framework
4. Develop an 
approach and 
inquiry design 
Quality assurance 
processes provide 
or strongly shape 
the approach and 
design for evaluaion 
of the techniques of 
schooling
A criical inquiry 
stance begins 
to quesion 
purposes of 
educaion, social 
jusice issues 
and/or leadership
Systemaic literature 
review and a 
formal research 
methodology 
underpin the inquiry 
design
5. Establish an 
ethical framework 
Workplace 
organisaion ethics 
and codes dominate 
and may generate 
contrived collegiality
Professional 
codes and 
ethics, as well 
as a supporive 
workplace culture 
may create good 
levels of trust
Gaining formal 
ethical clearance and 
working to research 
ethics guidelines 
create a strong 
framework
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Ten Inquiry Steps Pragmaic evaluaion Professional 
inquiry
Praciioner research
6. Collect data 
systemaically
Oten use exising 
sources and methods 
of data collecion 
already designed for 
quality assurance
Selected 
sampling, may 
include student 
voice. Use 
exising evidence 
of learning and 
data collecion 
tools
May use secondary 
data and a range of 
data collecion tools
7. Analyse data 
systemaically
Some staisical 
analysis, for example 
of test results, but 
oten a ‘common 
sense’ interpretaion 
rather than criical 
analysis
Some use of 
systemaic data 
analysis based 
on researcher 
methods
Sophisicated 
approach to 
quanitaive and 
qualitaive data 
analysis
8. Disseminate 
indings and gain 
peer review
Local disseminaion 
and may be included 
in insituional quality 
assurance reports
Local and wider 
teacher network 
disseminaion, 
seeking some 
level of peer 
review
Aiming for naional 
/ internaional 
disseminaion and  
oten peer reviewed 
research journal 
publicaion
9. Take acion Local acion is likely 
and may inform 
pracice across the 
organisaion
Local acion 
is likely and 
insituional 
acion possible, 
depending on 
level of support 
from managers
Local acion is likely. 
Wider inluence 
needs support 
from managers and 
on publicaion of 
accessible guidance
10. Review the 
process and 
idenify the next 
cycle
Evaluaion systems 
are frequently 
revised but usually 
in a pragmaic way. 
Evaluaion is usually 
part of a regular 
annual cycle
Sustained cycles 
of inquiry will 
depend on the 
development 
of a learning 
community and 
manager support
May depend on 
learning community, 
partnership with a 
research mentor, 
funding and support 
from managers
Table 1. Tens steps of inquiry across pragmaic evaluaion, professional inquiry and praciioner research
Table 1. represents our atempt to deine professional inquiry and to posiion 
it between pragmaic evaluaion and praciioner research. It may be possible 
to strengthen an evaluaion or inquiry by moving to the right on one or more 
of these steps. For example, if a focus for inquiry is very much top down from 
external inspectors and management then you might adopt strict research ethical 
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procedures, more akin to praciioner research, in order to balance the design to 
help achieve the required levels of trust and collaboraion. For another example, 
as educaional research meta-review evidence becomes more accessible (Higgins 
et al., 2013) then even pragmaic evaluaions may be informed by this kind of 
public knowledge. In this way an evaluaion might to some degree be shited 
across to the level of professional inquiry, although it is important that members 
of the inquiry team have suicient research literacy to understand the limitaions 
of this kind of research meta-review evidence. This quesion of the research 
capacity of the teacher educators, teachers and other school leaders involved 
is important. One of the important diferences as the approach moves from let 
to right in the table is that professional inquiry and praciioner research build 
capacity for curriculum development and collecive leadership.
Having broadly deined professional inquiry, the next stage of our argument 
is to provide a raionale for the integraion of inquiry into the work of teacher 
educators in diferent ways according to their work context in schools or other 
educaional insituions.
Why teacher educator professional inquiry?
The complex and layered nature of teacher educaion might be helpfully 
considered as a cake such as that illustrated in Figure 2:
Figure 2. The layered nature of teacher educaion
Supporing the pupils or students, and providing for their educaional needs, 
provides a strong foundaional driver for an educaional system. In the cake such 
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Figure 2. The layered nature of teacher education. 
 
Supporting the pupils or students, and providing for their educational needs, provides a strong 
foundational driver for an educational system. In the cake such learners form the base layer 
because they are the main focus and their education, in its widest sense, is the fundamental 
purpose. However, we know that high quality teaching is a key ingredient for a successful 
education system. Teachers therefore form the second layer of our cake. Teacher educators 
make a crucial contribution to the sustainability of the education system and may be seen as 
the third layer of our cake. Given the significance of the professional learning and 
development of teachers, and the continuous policy-driven changes to teacher education 
worldwide, it is surprising how little attention is given to teacher educators, who put policies 
into practice. 
The layers of our cake: teacher educator, teachers, and learners, require some connection 
between them and this may be represented by the icing in Figure 2. We like to emphasise 
‘modelling’ as the icing that adds coherence to the layers of teacher education and gives the 
whole cake integrity (Boyd, 2014). Teacher educators use modelling (by explicitly being an 
inquiry-based teacher themselves) and providing their trainee teachers with experiences of 
values and strategies that they might consider reconstructing in their own classrooms. 
Teachers use modelling (by explicitly being a self-regulating learner themselves) to 
demonstrate the learning power of struggle, mistakes and self-regulated learner strategies that 
their students may adopt. 
We believe teacher educators should be modelling professional inquiry to their student-
teachers, and that teachers should be modelling inquiry-based learning to their pupils. In this 
way teaching professionals can 'walk-the-walk' as well as 'talk-the-talk'. Argyris & Schön 
(1974) recognised the intellectual challenge of developing interplay between public 
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learners form the base layer because they are the main focus and their educaion, 
in its widest sense, is the fundamental purpose. However, we know that high 
quality teaching is a key ingredient for a successful educaion system. Teachers 
therefore form the second layer of our cake. Teacher educators make a crucial 
contribuion to the sustainability of the educaion system and may be seen as 
the third layer of our cake. Given the signiicance of the professional learning and 
development of teachers, and the coninuous policy-driven changes to teacher 
educaion worldwide, it is surprising how litle atenion is given to teacher 
educators, who put policies into pracice.
The layers of our cake: teacher educator, teachers, and learners, require 
some connecion between them and this may be represented by the icing in 
Figure 2. We like to emphasise ‘modelling’ as the icing that adds coherence to 
the layers of teacher educaion and gives the whole cake integrity (Boyd, 2014b). 
Teacher educators use modelling (by explicitly being an inquiry-based teacher 
themselves) and provide their student teachers with experiences of values and 
strategies that they might consider reconstrucing in their own classrooms. 
Teachers use modelling (by explicitly being a self-regulaing learner themselves) 
to demonstrate the learning power of struggle, mistakes and self-regulated 
learner strategies that their students may adopt.
We believe teacher educators should be modelling professional inquiry to 
their student-teachers, and that teachers should be modelling inquiry-based 
learning to their pupils. In this way teaching professionals can ‘walk-the-walk’ 
as well as ‘talk-the-talk’. Argyris & Schön (1974) recognised the intellectual 
challenge of developing interplay between public knowledge and pracical 
wisdom. As professionals we hold an ‘espoused theory’ of acion for a situaion, 
which is what we believe is important, however, when this is compared with 
our ‘theory-in-use’ we may not ind these theories to be congruent (White, 
2011). We can choose to make some of our modelling explicit to help us to 
overcome this challenge. Explicit modelling is a key pedagogical approach in 
teacher educaion to facilitate the ‘interplay’ between the horizontal domain of 
teachers’ situated pracical wisdom and the verical domain of public (published) 
knowledge (Boyd, 2014b). 
The texture of our cake, the fundamental characterisic running through all 
three layers, is learning. In this chapter we argue that you should think of this 
texture as inquiry-based learning. We hope you have found our litle confecion 
of some assistance in grasping our layered view on teacher educaion and 
introducing our raionale for the importance of teacher educator inquiry. The 
idea of texture as inquiry-based learning introduces the possibility of co-creaion 
of knowledge, between teacher educators, teachers and students. 
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Co-creaion of knowledge
Teacher educators need to be experts in professional inquiry and praciioner 
research if they are to efecively support experienced teachers in advanced 
professional educaion or professional learning. The aim of collaboraive 
praciioner research at this level might include the co-creaion of knowledge. The 
producion of knowledge in boundary-crossing collaboraion between university 
based teacher educator researchers and school-based expert teacher researchers 
aligns with ‘Mode 2’ knowledge (Nowotny et al., 2003). Mode 2 knowledge is 
socially and contextually robust knowledge whose creaion is likely to involve 
varied stakeholders in diferent sites and knowledge generaion occurring 
within a context of applicaion. It is mutually beneicial for the stakeholders in 
teacher educaion partnerships to collaborate in inquiry leading to co-creaion of 
knowledge (Nelson et al., 2015). Researchers may lead or convene collaboraive 
research projects and some are reposiioning themselves as invited collaborators 
in projects iniiated by professional learning communiies of teachers. In the ield 
of technology Shneiderman argues for the creaive power of such combined 
forms of research through collaboraion between scienists, engineers and 
designers (2016). Dimmock (2016, p.42) asserts that ‘combining tacit knowledge 
with research-based knowledge and theory is a compelling mix and needs to be 
endorsed as a principle of future professional development and pracice’. 
A further important reason for teacher educators to engage in professional 
inquiry and praciioner research is to coninue to develop their own research 
literacy, and that of students and teachers.
Research literacy
Inquiry provides a way for teacher educators to learn new knowledge, quesion 
pracices and unlearn some long-held beliefs and behaviours. ‘Unlearning’ is a 
signiicant part of the development of teachers and teacher educators (Cochran-
Smith, 2003). There is a growing body of literature on inquiry by university-
based teacher educators including self-study (Vanassche & Kelchtermans, 
2015). Some studies suggest that becoming research acive enhances teacher 
educators’ research knowledge and skills but also improves the quality of the 
teacher educaion curriculum (Willemse & Boei, 2013). Mainly based on indings 
from small-scale in-depth studies it has been argued that praciioner research 
is useful ‘to build general research capacity in educaion, to ensure thriving 
teacher educaion communiies, to maintain research-informed teaching in pre- 
and in-service courses and to support the intellectual development of teacher 
educators and the teachers they teach’ (Murray, 2010, p.96). Research literacy 
is an indicaion of the extent to which teachers and teacher educators are able 
to use a range of research methods, criically engage with the latest research 
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indings (including those relaing to content, pedagogy and programme design) 
and idenify the implicaions of this research for policy and pracice (BERA-
RSA, 2014). Praciioner inquiry is a powerful way to learn about the research 
process, providing an opportunity for teacher educators to model and teach 
research approaches and to publish their own indings. Teacher educators guide 
the development of teachers’ and student-teachers’ classroom pracice and their 
research acivity. This makes clear the need for teacher educators to develop 
research skills and a researcher idenity (Roberts, 2014). There is a growing body 
of evidence demonstraing that when teachers adopt an ‘inquiry stance’, pupils’ 
achievement can be raised (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009; Timperley et al., 2007). 
Student-teachers may also experience an enhanced learning environment when 
teacher educators adopt an inquiry stance. Learning about teaching is enhanced 
by student-teachers researching their own pracice (Korthagen, Loughran & 
Russell, 2006) but this requires teacher educators to understand professional 
inquiry suiciently to be able to support efecive student-teacher inquiry. 
In OECD countries there are a growing number of teachers who are 
also school-based teacher educators, taking responsibility for facilitaing 
professional development sessions for student, novice and experienced 
teachers within the workplace, going beyond the tradiional role of a mentor, or 
co-operaing teacher (Musset, 2010). High-quality iniial teacher educaion is 
expected to support student-teachers in employing an inquiry stance towards 
their pracice and to respond to the most recent educaional research (Tato, 
2015). This is a challenge for many school-based teacher educators. A case 
study of a school-based teacher educator reveals how facilitaing sequences 
of work-based learning for student teachers provides powerful learning for 
the teacher educator but also involves pracical challenges (Boyd & Tibke, 
2012). The complexity of developing appropriate pedagogy and pracice for 
school-based teacher educators is further illustrated by van Velzen & Volman 
(2009) in the Netherlands. Their evidence suggested that school-based teacher 
educators used the tools developed by the university-based teacher educators 
but relied on their own professional knowledge as teachers, limiing the 
student-teachers ability to interpret and elaborate their experiences from a 
theoreical perspecive. Workplace-based teacher educators have a number of 
professional development needs which may be partly due to being situated 
geographically outside of a community of research-acive teacher educators 
(White, 2013; White 2014; White et al., 2015). This issue of professional 
learning and capacity building of school-based teacher educators deserves more 
atenion from researchers and policy makers, especially given the signiicance 
of teacher educaion and teaching quality (European Commission, 2013). We 
believe that the development of scholarship through professional inquiry is just 
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as important for school-based teacher educators just as it is for new university-
based teacher educators (Boyd & Harris, 2010; Boyd, Harris, & Murray, 2011). 
Being part of a collaboraive community of research-acive teacher educators 
could provide the support needed to enable teacher educators in all workplace 
contexts to be acive researchers, engaged with the literature and able to 
support good quality (student) teacher inquiry. 
In his classic and sill useful and relevant text on curriculum development 
Lawrence Stenhouse presented the ‘teacher researcher’ and helped to iniiate 
a long-standing, internaionally important, but arguably fragmented tradiion of 
teacher inquiry which sill persists even in the age of accountability (1975). It has 
been noted however, that many of the teacher invesigaions over the years have 
merely evaluated the techniques of schooling rather than daring to ask tough 
educaional quesions that might uncover uncomfortable indings (Kemmis, 
2006). Cochran-Smith & Lytle argue that including a social jusice element within 
teacher inquiry, and even extending this by collaboraing in the inquiry with 
community groups, would help teacher researchers to maintain a criical stance 
(2009). In addiion to a social jusice focus we would propose that quesioning the 
wider purposes of educaion, or the organisaion and management of educaion 
systems and insituions, are addiional ways by which teacher inquiry might 
avoid being tamed or domesicated within the age of accountability.
Workplace inluences on teacher educators
The challenge of developing the professional inquiry and/ or praciioner research 
elements of being a teacher educator vary between school and university 
workplaces. The expectaions for levels of research acivity for university-based 
teacher educators varies widely depending on the research aspiraions of the 
educaion department (Murray & Male, 2005). Di culies arise for teacher 
educators in becoming research-acive when they come into a university role 
without sustained experience of research and publicaion and they may oten 
only receive fragmented inducion support towards becoming research-
acive. Constraints may also exist where praciioner research is not aligned 
with insituional prioriies because of concerns that such research will not be 
valued by the naional framework for research audit. The focus of a university 
department of educaion on teaching quality, high stakes external inspecion 
and student evaluaive feedback may create tensions so that university-based 
teacher educators coninue to seek credibility as school teachers rather than 
as academics (Boyd & Harris, 2010). The inducion and mentoring into research 
processes suitable for professional inquiry may support new teacher educators 
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to become research-acive and assist the more efecive development of an 
academic idenity (Murray, 2010). 
School-based teacher educators may also face constraints in terms of the value 
placed on praciioner research within their seing. They too may have a lack of 
sustained research experience but addiionally face di culies in accessing the 
experise of a research mentor and inducion into research processes especially 
where this is external to the insituion (White, 2013; White, 2014). Another 
di culty can be access to the resources needed for engagement with external 
public knowledge. The process of developing an academic idenity may not 
seem realisic or be readily embraced. However, with appropriate support to 
become part of a community of inquiry-based praciioners it is possible to begin 
the process of construcing a researcher idenity (Roberts, 2014; White et al., 
2015). Sustained inquiry into pracice, including associated experimentaion and 
evaluaion, takes dedicated ime. Teacher educators, in any seing, engaged in 
iniial teacher educaion programmes which are subject to intensive regulaion, 
are likely to ind carrying out research pracically insurmountable in terms of the 
ime, energy and skills required. Rather than posiioning research as an individual 
pursuit, being part of a collaboraive research project may enable teacher 
educators to have realisic goals for research-engagement as well as a supporive 
learning community to help sustain their researcher acivity. 
Stretching its botom-up roots and associaion with paricipatory and even 
emancipatory ideals, teacher inquiry in various forms, including acion research 
and lesson study, has been adopted as a form of professional development and 
‘change management’ within schools as ‘learning organisaions’. The learning 
organisaion may be deined as an insituion in which working, learning and 
innovaing are inter-related in a complementary way (Brown & Duguid, 1991). 
This element of New Public Management, the supposed adopion of private 
sector management pracices within the public sector, has inluenced the 
development of ‘professional learning communiies’ in schools. A study in the 
UK combined survey and case study methods to idenify eight characterisics of 
efecive professional learning communiies in schools including ‘collaboraion 
focused on learning’ and ‘relecive professional inquiry’ (Bolam et al., 2005). 
Empirical work from the organisaional literature, but with a workplace learning 
perspecive, also ofers ideas about the characterisics of ‘expansive’ workplace 
learning environments and has applied these to schools (Hodkinson & Hodkinson, 
2005). There is a risk that a learning community might be appropriated by the 
senior management so that seemingly autonomous teacher inquiries tend to 
focus on instrumental knowledge valued by the organisaion and apparently 
open dialogue does not take into account the power held by managers (Fenwick, 
2001; Watson, 2014).          
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Despite the challenges, we argue that teacher educators need to be inquiry-
based or research acive wherever they are located because inquiry and research 
improves the quality of the teaching profession and the quality of student 
teachers’ learning experiences. This is through research-informed content and 
design of teacher educaion programmes: being equipped to engage with and 
be discerning consumers of research; and having the skills to conduct individual 
and collaboraive research to explore the impact of educaional intervenions 
and pracices (BERA-RSA, 2014). The hard message is that there is not room 
in teacher educaion for those who are not engaged in professional inquiry or 
praciioner research.
Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter is to argue for all teacher educators to employ 
professional  inquiry or praciioner research as part of their everyday pracice 
and professional idenity. We consider that would need to encompass variaion 
from a small number of university-based teacher educators being professional 
researchers involved in large-scale projects through to the majority of university-
based or school-based teacher educators adoping inquiry as a stance and 
being involved in good quality professional inquiry or praciioner research. We 
believe this is important for empowering teacher educators to contribute to the 
development of research-informed pracice and to the collecive leadership of 
educaional pracices. There is a need to go beyond personal inquiry into our 
own pracice, to modelling, collaboraing and sharing inquiry indings with 
the wider community of teacher educators. This needs to lead to publicaion 
of our indings more widely and to building a body of professional knowledge 
that informs teacher educaion policy and pracice. In this way we can build the 
underpinning knowledge to give us a credible voice in this age of accountability 
so that, as praciioners, we can more efecively inluence policy. We propose 
that the realisic and relevant invesigaion of pracice by educators in their own 
workplaces has an essenial place in the teaching profession and this applies to 
school teachers but also, perhaps even more importantly, to school and university 
based teacher educators. 
There are currently some signs of hope in the wider poliical sphere that the 
dominance of Neoliberalism is beginning to break down. Within the ield of 
educaion we would argue that such an opportunity requires teachers and 
teacher educators to adopt criical inquiry as stance. They should lead change in 
schools through the development of research-informed pracice.
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Abstract
In this paper we examine the development of the professional idenity of 
teacher educators who combine studying for a doctoral degree with working 
as teacher educators. While working on their doctoral thesis, teacher educators 
move temporarily from the semi-academic world of teacher educaion into 
the academic world of universiies. Semi-structured interviews were held with 
iteen teacher educators. Although the research topics, their experiences in 
conducing research and their professional life ater obtaining the doctoral 
research degree difer in many ways, they all stated that they have developed 
a researcher idenity as part of their former idenity. Nevertheless none of 
the teacher educators, except one temporarily, made a job shit towards the 
academic world or wished to do so, ater inishing the doctoral thesis. They 
preferred the semi-academic world of teacher educaion where the focus is 
on educaion. In this world, pracice-based research – if they are engaged in 
research at all - is a minor part of the work of teacher educators.
Keywords
Introducion
In this paper we examine the development of the professional idenity of 
teacher educators who work in insitutes for primary or secondary teacher 
educaion and combine their pracical work with conducing academic research. 
The Netherlands has a binary system of Higher Educaion with tradiional 
research university and Insituions of Higher Vocaional Educaion that are 
called Hogescholen, which can be compared with Högskoler in Norway or 
Hochschuler in Germany. The core business of the tradiional universiies is to 
conduct academic research and to be responsible for the educaion of academic 
students. Hogescholen are large insituions and members of staf are irst 
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and foremost responsible for high level professional educaion in economical, 
technical, agricultural, health and educaional sectors. The teacher educators 
in our study work at primary and secondary teacher educaion insitutes which 
are situated within these Hogescholen. 
Unil recently, as their colleagues in other sectors of the higher vocaional 
insitutes, teacher educators working in Hogescholen, were not expected to 
engage in research and seldom did so. Since 2000, however – simulated by social 
and economic changes - these vocaional insitutes are expanding their ambiion 
as so called ‘knowledge centers’ (Geerdink, Boei, Willemse, Kools, Q., & Van 
Vlokhoven, 2016; Weert & Leijnse, 2010). With (only litle) inancial support of 
the Dutch government they develop as Universiies of Applied Sciences (UAS’s) 
which involves a (pracice-based) research task. The research task is limited in scale 
compared to the core business which remains educaing future professionals. 
To enhance the quality of these UAS’s in general and teacher educaion in 
paricular, the Dutch government has expressed the ambiion to improve the 
quality of teacher educaion by raising the formal educaion level of teacher 
educators and developing teacher educators’ research capaciies. By 2020 all 
lecturers working at the Universiies of Applied Sciences - and this includes the 
teacher educators - need to have a masters level degree and at least ten percent 
of teacher educators must have a doctoral degree (Ministerie van Onderwijs, 
Cultuur en Wetenschap, 2011). Several measures have been taken by the Dutch 
government and the UAS to reach these goals in teacher educaion, such as 
providing grants for individual teacher educators to study for a master or doctoral 
degree and support for teacher educaion insitutes to enhance the research 
capacity of teacher educators. As a results of these developments, teacher 
educators are increasingly engaged either in pracice based academic research 
conducted in the ‘knowledge centres’ of the UAS’s or in doctoral research that 
can currently only be obtained from tradiional universiies. 
As in other European countries, there are in the Netherlands two ways to 
obtain a doctoral degree. The most common way, mostly for young researchers 
is as a regular PhD-student. These young researchers receive a low salary at the 
university as junior member of a scieniic staf or research group, under the 
guidance of a full professor and his or her team. The subject of their PhD-research 
its within a research program of an established research group and is inanced 
by grants from the Dutch Naional Research Insitute or other sponsors. These 
PhD-students can therefore work full-ime on their research and paricipate in 
naional and internaional PhD-courses. The indings of the doctoral research 
are jointly published by the PhD-students and their supervisors in internaional 
scieniic journals and as such PhD-students are important for full professors. 
Their research project is seen as a irst step of a scieniic career. 
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The second avenue to obtain a doctoral degree is more oten chosen by 
mature persons from outside the university, who need to combine their regular 
work with a doctoral research. They oten have a job outside the university. 
They may have a grant from the government or inancial support from their boss 
or other sponsors but that is not regular and mostly not enough for the whole 
project. These doctoral researchers choose their own research subject, mostly 
related to their daily work and ask a full professor from a university as supervisor 
for their research. The thesis of these mature students is oten published as a 
monograph in Dutch.
The teacher educators, we followed for our research are members of the 
second group. They all started and combined their PhD research while they were 
working as teacher educator. Most of them had a combinaion of grants and also 
invested their own ime and money. 
While a doctoral degree only can be obtained at a tradiional research university, 
the teacher educators who study for a doctoral degree constantly move, both 
physically and mentally, between their familiar world in which the focus is mostly 
on teaching (and all connected tasks), to the academic world of the tradiional 
university where the focus is on research, publishing and intellectual and academic 
discussion. We wonder what this means for their professional idenity. 
Crossing borders between academic and semi-academic worlds
Within cultural-historical views, the development of a professional idenity is not 
an isolated and idiosyncraic process but a concept that “combines the personal 
world with the collecive space of cultural form and social relaions” (Holland, 
Lachicote Jr., Skinner, & Cain, 1998). Holland et al. refer to these collecive spaces 
as cultural worlds. The professional idenity of teacher educators is shaped by 
their paricipaion in the professional cultural world of teacher educaion. Teacher 
educators develop a professional idenity that relects the tasks they perform such 
as teaching about teaching, supervising student teachers, curriculum development 
and organizaional tasks (Swennen, Jones, & Volman, 2010). Teacher educators 
who study for a doctoral degree not only gain new knowledge and develop new 
skills, but they also need to develop a new professional idenity as researcher 
(Murray & Male, 2005). The development of a professional idenity as researcher 
is iniiated and intensiied when role transiion takes place from being a teacher 
educator to being a researcher (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010). 
Teacher educators who want to obtain a doctoral degree have to learn what 
it means to be a researcher, to experience what a researcher does, and they learn 
to act upon their understanding of what it means to be a researcher. To do this, 
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they have to learn to relate to the exising tradiions, customs, and the writen 
and unwriten rules of the academic world (Pennuel & Wertsch, 1995). In order for 
this role transiion to occur, teacher educators cross the metaphorical boundary 
between the semi-academic or pracical world of teacher educaion and the 
academic world of the tradiional university. Akkerman and Bakker (2011, p. 133) 
deine boundaries between cultural worlds as “socio-cultural diferences that 
cause disconinuity in acion or interacion”. Crossing borders leads to broadening 
horizons and to learning (Wenger, 2000) which in turn afects the professional 
idenity. However, border-crossers do not have an easy task as they enter unknown 
territory where knowledge and skills are expected which they do not yet possess. 
Akkerman and Bakker (2011) disinguish four mechanisms that explain 
learning processes when professionals cross boundaries between diferent 
worlds. Each learning mechanism has its own characterisic processes and results 
for paricipants and pracices. 
• Ideniicaion: This learning mechanism includes the ideniicaion by the 
boundary crossers of the diferent interests from educaional pracice and the 
academic world. This results in having a beter understanding of the posiion 
of oneself and the boundaries of the acivity system one is part of.
• Coordinaion: Coordinaion entails boundary crossers who overcome the 
boundary of two or more acivity systems, resuling in efortless movement 
between diferent worlds. Coordinaion is associated with role transiion. 
These boundary crossers put their original pracice to the background, at least 
temporary. As experiences with a new pracice increases, the less di cult the 
role transiion will be. 
• Relecion: By relecing on their pracice, boundary crossers can obtain an 
expanded set of perspecives. This results in a construcion of a new idenity 
of the boundary crosser as this involves a new understanding of others and 
the two cultural worlds.
• Transformaion: This learning mechanism includes confrontaion with 
boundaries of the exising acivity systems and leads to changes in these 
acivity systems, potenially to the emerging of a new in-between pracice. 
While involvement in research by teacher educators is supported with ime 
and money aiming to improve the quality and status of teacher educaion and 
teacher educators, we know litle of how research afects the professional idenity 
of teacher educators who cross boundaries between their workplace and the 
tradiional university and how this boundary-crossing acivity afects these two 
cultural worlds. The two main quesions that guide this study therefore are: ‘How 
does the professional idenity of teacher educators develop while they study for 
their doctoral degree and move between the semi-academic world of teacher 
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educaion and the academic world of the tradiional university?’ ‘And how does 
this boundary-crossing acivity inluence pracice in these worlds?’
Method
Our study can be characterized as narraive research (Clandinin & Connelly, 
2004). Paricipants were invited to talk about their own experiences, beliefs 
and concerns. Data were collected by means of semi-structured interviews 
consising of three parts: 1. the moives and start of the research, for example: 
what made you decide to start the doctoral study? 2. The ongoing development 
as researcher, for example about the progress, including coninuing support, 
publicaions and presentaions of the research, problems and successes. 3. The 
development as researchers ater the doctoral degree was completed. For all 
three episodes quesions were asked about crossing boundaries between the 
two cultural worlds and how the research impacted these worlds.
The number of teacher educators who inished a doctoral thesis in The 
Netherlands is sill small. We found and asked iteen teacher educators from our 
own professional networks to paricipate in the study. As far as we know these are 
all teacher educators that obtained a doctoral degree while working as a teacher 
educator from 2002 unil 2015. All paricipants are 45 years and older and they 
have from 10 to 35 years of experience in teacher educaion. Within this group 
sexes are equally divided, which seems representaive for teacher educators in 
The Netherlands (there are no staisics available about Dutch teacher educators). 
The teacher educators teach in Primary Teacher Educaion (7) and Secondary 
Teacher Educaion (8) in a variety of subjects, although Educaional Studies (6) 
and Dutch (3), both important subjects in teacher educaion, are dominant. 
Gender Subject Level TE Years 
in TE
Year of 
doctoral 
degree 
Ben Male Dutch primary 18 2005
Cliford Male Educaional Studies secondary 10 2014
Cynthia Female History secondary 15 2014
Ellen Female German secondary 10 2014
Emily Female Dutch primary 29 2011
Frits Male Educaional Studies secondary 28 2010
Irene Female Dutch secondary 33 2007
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Gender Subject Level TE Years 
in TE
Year of 
doctoral 
degree 
Jean Female Educaional Studies primary 16 2007
Lars Male Speech Therapy primary 20 2010
Leonore female Philosophy primary 21 2010
Mary Female Dutch primary 21 2013
Manfred Male Biology primary 15 2013
Pete Male Educaional Studies secondary 28 2010
Rita Female Educaional Studies secondary 28 2012
Wendy Female Educaional Studies secondary 23 2008
Table 1. Overview of the characterisics of the paricipants 
The interviews took between one hour and a half and two hours and were 
transcribed verbaim. The analysis was a combinaion of reading, relecing, 
discussing and categorizing (Miles & Huberman, 1994) conducted by two 
researchers. Eventually we developed relevant themes that covered the 
interviews and answered our main quesions.
Results 
Entering the academic world
Without excepions all teacher educators in our study have a strong idenity 
as teacher educators when they start their doctoral study. They are acive and 
excellent teacher educators who are leading when it comes to the improvement 
of teaching and supervising student teachers, the curriculum of teacher educaion 
and organizaion of their insituions. They paricipate in (teacher) educaion 
organizaions and work on a naional and internaional level on projects. The 
teacher educators menioned as their moivaion to start the doctoral research 
the need for a new challenge in their work. However, the main reason for all 
to start the doctoral research was irst and foremost to contribute to the 
improvement of their own teacher educaion insitute and their own pracice as 
teacher educator. This was oten more important than conducing research or 
obtaining the degree. 
I wanted to do more with the theory in our teacher educaion program. And that became 
my research theme. (Wendy)
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I wanted to gain new knowledge. Not so much to do research, but to iniiate development. 
(Emily)
Most of the teacher educators had a connecion of some sort with the 
academic world of the tradiional universiies before it came to this PhD project. 
Irene, Leonore, Ben and Emily started a doctoral research before, but they did not 
inish it. Two teacher educators paricipated in the knowledge centers at their 
own teacher educaion insituion. All paricipants knew their supervisor from 
their own master study or had collaborated in joint projects. 
The eventually chosen research subject was predominantly part of their daily 
work. Mary paricipated in a research community within her teacher educaion 
insitute and had to study a topic that ited this group. Lars and Manfred chose a 
topic in consultaion with their supervisors. All other teacher educators chose the 
subject of their research themselves. Apart from Leonore, Ellen and Cynthia, who 
studied a subject that was related to their former master research, all educators 
choose a subject that aimed at improving teacher educaion. Cliford, Pete and 
Frits wrote a doctoral thesis based on published aricles in English – which would 
be normal for PhD-students in the Netherlands - but all other educators wrote 
a monograph in Dutch. Unlike regular PhD-students none of the educators 
paricipated in an academic research group at the university and none took part 
in courses for PhD-students. 
As the Dutch government wanted more lecturers in Universiies of Applied 
Sciences with a doctoral degree and supported the Universiies of Applied 
Sciences inancially to reach the goals, the managers of teacher educaion 
insitutes supported teacher educators who want to study for a doctoral 
degree. Both the paricipants and their managers were not always aware of 
the ime that is needed for research. Some teacher educators were allocated 
three days a week for their research, others two or even one day and they 
worked the rest of the ime as teacher educator. All teacher educators 
invested huge amount of their private ime, evenings, weekends and holidays, 
in their doctoral research. 
My boss supported this but at the ime that I started it became clear that it means a lot of 
your own spare ime. On his invitaion for others to do the same there was no reacion at all 
and no one to follow my example although he simulated my colleagues to do so. They had 
seen how much work I had to do and that I had to ofer all my Holidays. No one was eager 
enough to bring the same sacriices. (Irene) 
Managers had litle understanding of the academic world. Irene’s request to 
be given ime and money to start a doctoral research was immediately approved 
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by her manager. It subsequently became apparent that he thought that she had 
asked for ime and money to support promoion aciviies for the Primary Teacher 
Educaion insitute to atract more students. The Dutch word for receiving a PhD 
is to be ‘promoted’ (to Doctor). Cliford also complained that his manager did not 
understand what a doctoral degree was about. His manager was very surprised and 
even upset that Cliford’s research proposal had to be approved by his supervisor, 
a full professor, and not by the management of the Teacher Educaion Insitute. 
Developing a researcher idenity 
Once they had started the doctoral research, the teacher educators in our study 
began their boundary crossing acivity between the semi-academic world of 
teacher educaion where they worked and the academic world of the university. 
The teacher educators had to ind a way to reconcile the diferent cultural 
tradiions of the two worlds and developed a researcher idenity by adaping to 
the tradiions of the academic world. The teacher educators remembered very 
well the moments they were irst ideniied with being a researcher. Milestones 
in this development were diferent for each teacher educator. For Rita this was 
when she started the research, for others when they presented their irst paper 
at a conference and discussed it. 
For the irst ime I had to present a paper at a scieniic conference and I have ixed it, but 
with mixed feelings. It was a totally new task for me and I do understand that it is necessary 
to exercise these things but I had to be prepared for this. It difers quite a lot from giving a 
lecture. (Leonora).
My irst presentaion was an important moment. I realized that presening for scienists 
is something diferent, they want to know how you have done your research, your 
methodology. That difers from presentaions or lectures for colleagues. They are only 
interested in my indings and conclusions, not in the way I came to it. That means two 
totally diferent things. (Mary)
The irst accepted and published aricles or the request to review aricles 
were also seen as moments the teacher educators felt they were becoming 
researchers. Also, doing the work of a researcher, like studying, reading papers, 
wriing (English) aricles or collecing and analyzing data, made the paricipants 
aware of their new idenity, but it is a fragile idenity. 
Being at a scieniic conference I realized how lonely it was to be a researcher. Nobody 
around to share your feelings. (Emily) 
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The stories of the teacher educators made it clear that their supervisors played 
an important role in socializing the researchers into the academic world. These 
supervisors supported them in doing their research and in academic wriing, but 
apart from this support working on the doctoral research was a lonely enterprise 
for most. None of the teacher educators became a member of a research group 
at the university and none paricipated in courses as regular PhD-students do. 
The supervisors encouraged the educators to present their work at conferences 
and many did so. Visits to naional and internaional conferences were always 
supported by the management – but the teacher educators went there on their 
own or with their supervisors. 
In their workplaces, the semi-academic world of teacher educaion, their 
needs as researcher were oten denied and neglected. The management had litle 
knowledge about research and about what was needed to conduct research. While 
some had a manager that supported them throughout the trajectory, most others 
had to deal with managers who had not only litle interest in what they were doing, 
but also urged them to inish quickly and come back to their normal work.
There were no colleagues, or only a few, with whom they could idenify 
with as researchers. Most of their colleagues had litle knowledge of the 
academic world and they appreciated that the doctoral researchers were 
given this chance as a reward for their hard work. Their interest and support 
concerned the fact that they were doing something special, not the research 
itself. One of the paricipants won an award for the best aricle in a renowned 
internaional journal, but he could not share this with his colleagues as they 
did not know the journal, and did not understand what it meant to publish 
and receive such a presigious award. The teacher educators sufered from 
this lack of interest by their colleagues in the content of their research. This 
was especially di cult, because they studied work-related subjects and were 
strongly commited to improve teacher educaion. Their ambiion was not 
always recognized and this caused frustraion, especially when they did not 
get the posiion they hoped for ater they inished. Cliford had to accept that 
an expert from outside was appointed in his ield of experise and Lars was 
frustrated because his atempts to coninue his research were not successful. 
Management and colleagues admired the paricipants, but were hardly 
interested in the results of the research or the recommendaions that were 
formulated for teacher educaion. 
It was disappoining that there was only litle interest for my research in our insitute. My 
manager allowed me only twice to deal the – relevant for pracice – indings with my teacher 
educator colleagues. But always at the end of the day and I had to promise in advance to 
keep it short and pracical. (Lars) 
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…one of my colleagues who just started a study to earn a master degree and for that reason 
got informed about diferent degree’s, asked me if am not interested in something like he 
does. He did so ater I inished my PhD. (Leonore) 
Towards the end of the trajectory of compleing their doctorate most 
paricipants encountered problems. For some ime was running out and for others 
change in management meant that ime and other resources were cut back. 
These teacher educators had to take unpaid leave to coninue their research. 
Management and colleagues became impaient as the work was increasing and 
they were sill covering for the researchers. 
The ceremony in which doctoral students receive their doctoral degree 
is quite impressive in the Netherlands: it is a tradiional and public transiion 
ceremony that takes place in the main hall of the university with a large group 
of professors, family, friends and colleagues. The teacher educators menion 
this as a moment at which they felt they were a researcher. Some felt that such 
transiions - marked by ceremonies and rewards - are available for researchers, 
but not for teacher educators. They felt very proud to be part of such ceremony. 
The teacher educators developed an idenity that made them diferent from their 
colleagues. This new idenity, being a researcher, made them feel privileged but 
also slightly guilty about the ime and money that was spend on them. 
Ater the ceremony: scholarly teacher educators
All paricipants underlined, some passionately, that they developed a researcher 
idenity as part of their broader professional idenity as teacher educator. They 
became scholarly teacher educators and that is perceived as the most rewarding 
aspect of their research. Some emphasize that their idenity as teacher educator has 
been strengthened by their experiences as researcher and their increase of knowledge 
about teaching and teacher educaion. Ater receiving their doctoral degree all, but 
one, of the teacher educators returned full ime to their work in teacher educaion. 
Pete worked as a full ime researcher at a university for one year, but he did not 
enjoy what he felt was the lonely world of research and wriing. He missed working 
with students and returned to the teacher educaion insitute. He realised that he 
belonged to the teacher educaion world where he was sill able to conduct some 
research-related aciviies. Most paricipants tried to ind ways to combine their 
work as teacher educators with involvement in pracice based research.
I feel that I am a teacher educator, that its beter than being a researcher. I am something 
like a scholarly teacher educator. I don’t want to choose between research and my pracical 
work as teacher educator, I want a combinaion. The real low is in the teacher educaion 
insitute, not in the university. (Frits)
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Two teacher educators wrote aricles with their supervisors, but all others lost 
contact with their supervisors – who were their sole link to the academic world. 
Some paricipants visited the Dutch research conference once or twice ater they 
inished, but they did not feel at home and did not coninue to go there. None of 
the paricipants were involved in academic research at their teacher educaion 
insitutes, but only Ben regrets this. Jean and Irene were given research positons 
and were involved in pracice-based research. Most others would like to have 
ime to conduct pracice-based research, but they were not given ime and 
resources to coninue their research.
I work as a teacher educator and my research aciviies are meant to help the students. 
There is progress though not as much as I want. It is always three steps forwards, two 
backwards. (Irene)
The indings of the doctoral studies hardly ever led to the recommended 
changes that in pracice and programmes. The government wants more doctoral 
teacher educators, but within the semi-academic world of teacher educaion 
there does not seem to be a demand for a more research based culture.
As I do not own any key posiion in my insitute I have no inluence in decision taking. 
Although very relevant for the teacher educaion pracice, my results were neglected in my 
own insitute. (Ben)
All paricipants felt that their idenity as teacher educator had been 
enhanced and enriched by their experiences as researchers and they wanted 
to make use of these experiences. Although they were disappointed not to 
coninue to do research any more, there newly developed skills and status 
were recognized by their management for pracical use. Most had been given 
more interesing and challenging work than they had before they started 
their doctoral research. They had a range of new roles including: supervising 
research of the undergraduate student teachers; head of a masters level 
course; coordinator of large local and naional projects; and some were acive 
in the professional development of their colleagues, especially in the ield of 
research capacity building. 
Conclusion and discussion
We studied the development of the professional idenity of iteen Dutch 
teacher educators who combined working in the semi-academic world of teacher 
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educaion with doing their doctoral research in the academic world. The irst 
research quesion was “How does the professional idenity of teacher educators 
develop while they study for their doctoral degree and move between the semi-
academic world of teacher educaion and the academic world of the tradiional 
university?” All paricipants had a strong idenity as teacher educators and this 
idenity remained strong throughout the trajectory. During the years they studied 
for their doctoral degree, the paricipants developed an idenity as researcher as 
part of their idenity as teacher educator. 
Ater compleing their doctoral degree all teacher educators in this study went 
back where they felt they belonged. They tried, some more successfully than 
others, to proit from their newly acquired researcher idenity and tried to ind 
other projects in which to apply their research skills and theoreical knowledge. 
They are convinced that with their scholarly teacher educaion idenity they can 
contribute to the improvement of teacher educaion. 
The second research quesion was “How does the doctoral research of the 
teacher educators in this study inluence the pracice in the semi-academic 
world of teacher educaion and the academic world of the tradiional university.” 
The teacher educators were granted parial and temporary membership into 
the academic world. Parial, because they were never socialized fully into the 
academic world for two reasons. First, because the teacher educators kept a 
strong idenity as teacher educator and developed an idenity as researcher as 
part of their idenity as teacher educator. They refer to themselves “scholarly 
teacher educators” (see also Cochran-Smith, 2005). Second, because they 
were supported by their supervisors to obtain their doctoral degree, but were 
not prepared to work at the university as researchers. The membership of the 
teacher educators in the academic world was temporary because ater obtaining 
their doctoral degree all teacher educators became full ime teacher educators 
again with very limited or no connecion to the academic world. 
The parial and temporary access to the academic world also led to parial 
ideniicaion (Akkerman & Bakker, 2011) of the teacher educators with the 
idenity of researcher. They have an increased knowledge about what it meant 
to be a researcher and about the diferences between the two cultural worlds. 
There was no full role transiion – and therefore no quesion of “coordinaion”. 
The teacher educators valued their idenity as scholarly teacher educators and 
do not regret their coming back full ime to teacher educaion, but they do regret 
that their teacher educaion insitutes did not recognize their increased abiliies 
and ambiions as researchers. 
The teacher educators in this study individually crossed the boundary into 
the academic world, but the context to which they returned - their teacher 
educaion insitutes at the Universiies of Applied Sciences – remains semi-
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academic. As a result of their doctoral study, the teacher educators in this study 
are able to relect on both worlds and have an increased understanding of the 
boundaries. They also have as boundary crossers new knowledge and skills that 
originally belonged to the perspecives of the academic world (Akkerman & 
Bakker, 2011).
The two cultural worlds, however, did not transform as a results of the 
boundary crossing of the individual teacher educators. The academic world 
became closed to them ater they obtained their degree and seems to have 
been unafected by the teacher educators. The semi-academic world of teacher 
educaion was changed by the boundary-crossers as their work changed, became 
more interesing and challenging and now includes some ‘in-between aciviies’ 
as supervising student research and facilitaing research-oriented professional 
development for teacher educators. 
The researcher idenity of teacher educators is ignored or only parially 
acknowledged within the world of teacher educaion, because management 
and colleagues are unfamiliar with research and teacher educators are not 
supported to develop further as established researchers. The divide between 
teacher educaion and the academic world is sill strong (Zeichner, 1995). These 
circumstances make the development of a researcher idenity much more 
complicated if not impossible for teacher educators compared to regular doctoral 
research students (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
The teacher educators we studied were among the irst who studied for their 
doctoral degree. In the future many will follow and it is important to know how all 
are involved in it: supervisors, managers, or colleagues, can contribute to enhance 
the researcher idenity of teacher educators. Invesigaing the idenity of the 
iteen teacher educators has provided us a beter insight in the development of 
a researcher idenity of teacher educators and the way this idenity is inluenced 
by the cultural worlds in which they work. Findings suggest that teacher educaion 
insitutes in Universiies of Applied Sciences do not take full advantage of the 
knowledge and skills of teacher educators who have a doctoral degree and are able 
to combine being a teacher educator with being a researcher. This situaion in the 
Netherlands seems close to the experience of lecturers in nursing and midwifery 
in the UK where Boyd and Smith (2012) in a naional survey found that lecturers 
did just enough to keep the insituion happy and then subverted the researcher 
idenity to coninue focusing on their other ideniies as nurse educators.
More research may help understand how teacher educators themselves, 
supervisors in the academic world and managers and colleagues in the semi-
academic world of teacher educaion understand what teacher educators with 
a doctoral degree need to develop a strong idenity as teacher educator and 
researcher who are able to beneit from and contribute to both worlds.
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New research may also shed light on the impact of scholarly teacher educaion 
on the quality of the teachers they educate. Will teacher educaion as a whole 
become more research based and will individual teachers be able to incorporate 
results from research in their work or do research to inform their pracice? And if 
so, will this beneit the generaions of pupils that they teach?
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Abstract
The research presented in this chapter seeks to idenify which factors 
moivate teacher educators to engage in professional development and which 
delay them from so doing. Idenifying moivators and delayers will inform 
academic development support for teacher educators. The research involved 
semi-structured narraive in-depth interviews with 27 teacher educators 
difereniated by their years of service as teacher educators and the roles they 
fulill. Each interview lasted about one hour, during which paricipants were 
asked to describe what they did in order to develop professionally and to detail 
their ambiions and desires with regard to their future development.
The analysis ideniied three principal factors that moivate teacher educators 
to develop professionally: studying for a doctoral degree; professional 
advancement ambiions; and collaboraion with colleagues. The analysis 
ideniied three main factors that delay teacher educators from engaging in 
professional development: schedules; lack of interest and moivaion; and the 
policy and culture of insitutes for teacher educaion.
Key words
Professional development; Teacher educators; Teacher educaion; Higher 
educaion
Introducion
People in higher educaion, including teacher educators, are required to coninue 
their professional development as it furthers both their experise and their teaching 
abiliies. In an academic context professional development means carrying out 
research, wriing aricles, paricipaing in conference, membership of wriing 
teams, wriing curricula and syllabi, presentaions at conferences, peer reviewing 
aricles for publicaions and more. Paricipaing in such aciviies will contribute 
to the professionalizaion of teacher educators in their areas of experise, to the 
development of a body of knowledge about the teacher educaion profession, 
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to the enhancement of the academic reputaion of insituions, and to students’ 
saisfacion with their lecturers. Professional development will allow teacher 
educators to persevere with their research work, examine their strengths and 
weaknesses, and lead to improvement and professional empowerment.
Professional development’s signiicant advantages and the inluence it has 
on teacher educators’ work have led to the fact that this area has been much 
researched in recent decades. Most studies have focused on the essence 
of these advantages and their efects, and on ways to create a plaform and 
develop resources and infrastructures that will allow engagement in professional 
development.
The research presented in this chapter seeks to idenify which factors moivate 
teacher educators to engage in professional development and which delay them 
from so doing. Idenifying moivaing factors will enable planning and building 
ways of encouraging teacher educators to develop throughout their professional 
and academic careers. And in parallel, idenifying delaying factors will help 
construct and acquire efecive tools that will prevent this from happening.
Theoreical background 
Professional development in teacher educaion – why and what for?
Teacher educators have a great responsibility in that they educate future 
generaions of teachers. Every society expects teacher educaion insituions 
to produce teachers who are high quality, professional and skilled educators 
(Dinkelman, 2011). The fruits of teacher educators’ labor are considered to 
be signiicantly inluenial on the essence and characterisics of educaion 
systems. Because of these responsibiliies and obligaions, professional literature 
discusses and examines characterisics of personnel leading teacher educaion 
role and complexiies of the tasks included in the role illed by them. In order 
to fulill this role properly, they are required to possess speciic abiliies, skills 
and qualiicaions expressed in a variety of aspects, some of which are detailed 
below:
• They have to understand, recognize and master a world of content and 
research belonging to the profession – the teacher educaion profession 
in which they work (Bridges, 1999; Dengerink, Lunenberg, & Kools, 2015; 
Shagrir, 2010; Swennen, Jones, & Volman, 2010; Zeichner, 2012);
• They must be experts in the ields of knowledge they teach, keep up to date 
through learning and mastering indings and conclusions that emerge from 
new studies (Persellin & Goodrick, 2010; Terpstra & Honoree, 2009);
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• They must possess unique educaional personaliies to set outstanding 
examples for future teachers (Shagrir, 2010);
• They must possess skills to analyze, criicize and relect on ways of teaching 
and pedagogical judgments that have guided their teaching (Bates, Ramirez, 
& Drits, 2009; Lunenberg & Korthagen, 2009);
• They must be able to demonstrate clear and in-depth integraion between 
teaching pracices and teaching theories (Korthagen, Loughran, & Russell, 
2006; Lunenberg & Korthagen, 2009);
• They must possess the skills and qualiicaions to provide rouine and 
professional feedback to students, empowering their teaching abiliies 
(Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009), by developing trusing and 
respecful connecions that create professional dialogue (Silberstein, 1993), 
and nurture their working relaionships (Shagrir, 2015);
• They must have the ability to examine how they teach and as such serve 
as examples of teaching that frequently accompanies inquiry-based pracice 
(Willemse & Boei, 2013).
This list includes, as stated, only a few of the unique qualiicaions required 
of teacher educators by virtue of their serving in their teaching and professional 
conduct as role models for students (Berry & Scheele, 2007; Shagrir, 2010) and 
by virtue of their being examples that will encourage future teachers to act as 
teacher-researchers as well. On this subject, Loughran (2014) added that over and 
above teaching skills and working with students, teacher educators must possess 
abiliies to carry out research into teacher educaion pracices. And these skills and 
means of ataining them can be acquired through professional development:
There is growing interest in the professional development of teacher educators as 
the demands, expectaions, and requirements of teacher educaion increasingly come 
under scruiny. The manner in which teacher educators learn to traverse their world of 
work in the development of their knowledge, skills, and ability is important (Loughran, 
2014, p. 271).
Ongoing engagement in professional development is considered a 
fundamental and important requirement of teacher educators and a channel 
towards experise both in the eyes of professional colleagues and of role holders 
in employing insituions (Becker, Lindsay, & Grizzle, 2003; Dinkelman, 2011; 
Loughran, 2014; Shagrir & Altan, 2014). The aims of professional development 
are to bring about an overall improvement to abiliies and skills, leading to the 
acquisiion of up-to-date tools to plan and develop knowledge and experise 
both in diverse areas of knowledge and teacher educaion. Teacher educators 
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interested in professional development must invest ime and efort in suitable 
aciviies in addiion to their teaching work, and persevere with this throughout 
their careers. It is possible to allocate diferent degrees of ime and intensiveness 
to a variety of these aciviies, through diverse plaforms and frameworks. Some 
examples of professional aciviies are listed here which are considered by their 
nature as leading to professional development:
• Paricipate in short or long term learning frameworks
• Iniiate, lead and carry out research
• Paricipate in and/or lead communiies of professional colleagues
• Develop and disseminate professional knowledge via presentaions and 
academic publicaions
• Make good use of up to date studies and informaion emerging from them
• Respond to calls for research and mobilizing grants 
• Organize, lead and paricipate in conferences and professional encounters
• Referee aricles, books, research proposals and the like
• Become members of editorial boards, academic conference organizing 
commitees, and diverse professional commitees.
(Cafarella & Zinn, 1999; Denemark & Espinoza, 1974; Hadar & Brody, 2013; 
Murray, 2010; Murray, Swennen, & Shagrir, 2008; Shagrir, 2011, 2013; Sinkinson, 
1997; Wenger & Snyder, 2000).
One may consider three important characterisics of these aciviies. Firstly, 
there is a quesion of collaboraion. There are aciviies that can be undertaken 
independently according to one’s own decisions and preferences, and there are 
those that involve collaboraion and cooperaion with professional colleagues. 
Efecive professional development is likely to be based on collaboraions 
with colleagues and advancing undertakings jointly and supporively. Working 
towards joint outputs encourages the development of each individual in a group, 
empowers and brings about mutual support, forces one to adhere to imetables 
and carry out tasks, encourages coninuaion and development even ater joint 
tasks are completed, and contributes to the creaion of communiies of pracice 
(Dengerink, et al., 2015; Gri ths, Thompson, & Hryniewicz, 2014; Wenger & 
Snyder, 2000; Willemse & Boei, 2013).  Second, there is a quesion of ime. There 
are aciviies that can be undertaken over a short term or those that need longer to 
achieve results and efecive outputs. Thirdly, there is a quesion of funding. There 
are aciviies that require inancial outlays, such as tuiion fees, whereas some have 
no inancial implicaions, but rather require one to invest ime and efort.
From all of the aforemenioned aciviies, the one that holds central posiion in 
the literature is iniiaing, leading, carrying out and publishing research (MacGrail, 
Rickard, & Jones, 2006). Since teacher educators are higher educaion personnel, 
and since aciviies in teacher educaion insituions equate to academic 
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insituions, members of staf are increasingly required to act as professional 
researchers. Focusing on carrying out research and invesigaing teaching is seen 
as acivity that should be part of the professional idenity of those who work in 
teacher educaion (Gri ths, et al., 2014; Hökkä, Etelapelto, & Rasku-Putonen, 
2012; Murray, 2010). 
Professional idenity is built throughout one’s career with the accumulaion 
of experience and conidence in one’s work. Even if one takes up this role ater 
many successful school teaching years, three to ive years are needed in order to 
build a professional idenity as a teacher educator, and to acquire the skills and 
pedagogical abiliies necessary to become proicient in teaching how to teach. The 
intensity and speed with which professional idenity is developed difers according 
to individual teacher educator’s personality, professionalism and experience, 
according to their moivaion and desire to invest in development, and according to 
the investment they make in shaping their ideniies as researchers (Avalos, 2011; 
Dinkelman, 2011; Murray, 2014; Murray & Male, 2005; Swennen, et al., 2010).
Teacher educators who view themselves as researchers, are convinced that 
undertaking research is the norm, and that it leads to beter funcioning (Tack & 
Vanderlinde, 2014). Murray (2008) pointed out that not all teacher educators are 
meant to undertake research, but all of them must have insights about studies 
and materials that are published, must be involved and aware of innovaions 
emerging from research, and should persist in inquiries into personal pracice.
In the context of all the arguments raised so far, we will examine the posiion 
of teacher educaion insituions in relaion to faculty professional development. 
Insituions are called upon to contribute and help empower their faculty members 
and encourage them to persist and develop throughout their professional lives 
and develop a professional idenity (Gee, 2008; McGrail, Rickard, & Jones, 2006; 
Willemse & Boei, 2013). The insituional context includes organizaional culture, 
organizaional frameworks, and organizaional demands, all of which afect the 
ways and mode in which faculty members will develop (Gri ths, et al., 2014). 
As such, all teacher educaion insituions, in common with all higher educaion 
insituions, are called upon to establish infrastructures and create working 
environments that suit research undertakings and staf development (Camblin 
& Steger, 2000; Guskey, 2000; MacGrail, et al., 2006). Such environments must 
enable collaboraive work between colleagues, iniiaion of formal and informal 
meeings with staf, to allow them to pursue research acivity leading to published 
outputs (Willemse & Boei, 2013).
Insituions are also called upon to allow a balance between faculty members’ 
teaching workloads and ime needed to carry out research. Insituional support 
and lexibility will allow them to move between teaching tasks and aciviies to 
develop and learn (Gri ths, et al., 2014; Kinman & Wray, 2013).
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The clinical features of teacher educaion programmes oten create demands on teacher 
educators that are not experienced by professors in other parts of the university. As 
acivity predicated on relaionships, all responsible teaching requires emoional and 
psychological investment of some sort. Yet I have found that such investments can 
become much greater the closer I get to ield-based instrucional responsibiliies. 
Of course, the ime spent in this work is ime not spent wriing for publicaion or 
developing research programmes. These sorts of demands create special challenges in 
fashioning a teacher educator idenity. (Dinkelman, 2011 p. 315)
It is well known that academic insituions publicly lay out their demands 
and standards for lecturers to meet, and operate systems of supervision and 
evaluaion. These systems allow staf members to get to know their insituion’s 
professional world view and their faculty’s professional expectaions. These 
demands represent achievements that they must reach in order to be considered 
successful members of staf (O’Meara, 2002, 2005), and what condiions 
they have to fulill in order to climb the academic career ladder and receive 
remuneraion and prizes for their achievements (O’Meara, 2005). Coninually 
carrying out developmental aciviies is also likely to help teacher educators 
to develop their academic careers (Camblin & Steger, 2000; Centra, 1983). 
Climbing the academic ladder is measured by achievements reached as lecturers, 
researchers and contributors to the world of knowledge (Brew, 2010; Halse, 
Deane, Hobson, & Jones, 2007).
There are some insituions that enable, and some even require, staf members 
recruited for whom the academic work is new, to have help from mentors. Expert 
and experienced staf members serve as mentors who assist them in everything 
connected to their teaching work, their work with students and their conduct 
in accordance with academic insituional rules and norms. Mentors ofer their 
support as colleagues, enable professional empowerment and development of 
skills and qualiicaions, increase professional conidence and more (Gri ths, 
et al., 2014; Shagrir, 2011). Hökkä et al. (2012) called for the encouragement 
of professional development that would allow teacher educators to explain 
their pracices, to use knowledge and up to date research indings, to show 
professional values and vision and enrich their pedagogical tools by building a 
strong and secure professional idenity.
The picture that emerges from all the arguments presented above shows how 
important and necessary the development of professionalism among teacher 
educators is. Previous studies have clariied the tools and formats that will 
encourage and awaken moivaion to devote ime and eforts to professional 
development (MacGrail, et al., 2006; Shagrir, 2011). Studies have ideniied which 
factors demoivate development, including lack of ime and huge workload of 
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teaching tasks (Dinkelman, Margolis, & Sikkenga, 2006), lack of conidence in 
carrying out research, insuicient insituional support, being occupied with 
administraive roles (Gri ths, et al., 2014), insituional climate that does not 
encourage research, and too few research assistants (Hyeyoung, 2014). There 
are also teacher educators who feel that they have not yet had appropriate 
opportuniies to undertake developmental aciviies, or who fear that they will 
have to pay a heavy personal price (Gri ths, et al., 2014).
The research presented in this chapter examines which factors inluence 
teacher educators’ decisions to invest and develop professionally and which 
factors prevent them from so doing. Those who have not yet been recruited to 
undertake these aciviies or who are between aciviies, must recognize and 
understand the essence of those factors that will help them buckle down, make 
ime in their imetables, and devote efort to improving and developing their 
ways of working.
Research methodology
For the purposes of this research, semi-structured narraive in-depth interviews 
were conducted with 27 teacher educators difereniated by their places of work, 
the roles they fulill and their years of service as teacher educators. The last 
ranges between the most experienced with twenty years’ service and the newest 
of them with just three years’ service. Among interviewees are six with Masters 
degrees, two who are professors and all the others have teriary degrees. All 
of them are lecturers and university-based teacher educators, and some also 
currently undertake or have undertaken administraive roles.
Each interview was conducted separately and lasted one hour, taking 
place on campus at sites chosen by interviewees themselves. Every meeing 
was prearranged in order to make the ime necessary available, and carry 
them out in comfort, without any interrupions from the surroundings. During 
the interviews, open discussion was permited and conversaions with the 
interviewees developed, generaing in-depth informaion about ways of 
working, concepions, and the main signiicance of the teacher educator 
professional development. 
Interviewees were asked to refer to the subject of professional development 
of teacher educators from three aspects:
• Conceptual aspect – to present their personal percepions and beliefs with 
regard to characterisics of professional development, while referring to the 
posiion, which in their opinion, it should take within the framework of their 
roles as teacher educators.
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• Personal aspect – to describe aciviies they personally undertake to develop 
professionally, detailing types of aciviies, amount of ime they devote to 
these aciviies, factors that moivated them to paricipate in aciviies, the 
intensity with which they carry out aciviies, and the people with whom they 
collaborate.
• Look to the future - to detail ambiions and desires with regard to their future 
development, detailing the areas in which they would like to develop, the 
amount of ime that they would like to coninue to develop, and factors that 
hinder and speed up aciviies.
In summary, previous studies have shown the intensity and nature of 
aciviies included in a professional development framework determined by 
a number of factors (Avalos, 2011; Shagrir, 2011, 2013). This research was 
carried out in order to idenify principal inluencing factors, and their nature. 
The interviews were recorded and transcribed, and, by means of a content 
analysis, recurring themes were ideniied. Content analysis of the interviews 
included discerning between views of the place that professional development 
has within the framework of one’s professional life, aciviies that interviewees 
carry out in order to develop, the signiicance they atributed to them, their 
reasons and interpretaions, and details of their ambiions to develop and 
achievements they are interested in reaching in the future through their 
professional development. The indings that emerged from the content analysis 
provided a clear picture of key driving and delaying factors as will be described 
in the following secion.
Research indings
The analysis makes it possible to idenify three principal factors that moivate 
teacher educators to develop professionally and three principal factors that 
delay teacher educators from engaging in professional development. The three 
principal factors moivaing them to develop professionally are: (a) studying for 
a doctoral degree, (b) professional advancement ambiions and (c) collaboraions 
with colleagues. The three principal factors that delay them from engaging in 
professional development are: (a) schedules, (b) lack of interest and moivaion 
and (c) conduct of teacher educaion insitute.
In this secion, the characterisics of these factors are described together 
with an analysis of their signiicance and inluence. Illustraive quotes from 
interviewees, underpinning these analyses and interpretaions, will also be 
presented.
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Studying for a doctoral degree
The irst factor found to encourage professional development was studying for 
a doctoral degree. Many teacher educaion insituions around the world require 
every faculty member to hold a teriary higher educaion degree as a minimum 
qualiicaion. This requirement has meant that faculty members without such 
degrees have had to choose between the danger of losing their jobs or commi ng 
to return to studying for their teriary degree. Some of the interviewees were 
those who had chosen to get their teriary degree. It is important to note that 
among interviewees, who at the ime of interview held postgraduate (second) 
degrees, one was studying for a doctorate whilst all the rest stated that they 
were not interested in undertaking a teriary degree. They were not deterred by 
the fact that without this degree, they could not climb the academic ladder or be 
appointed to senior academic management posiions.
In meeing the demands of achieving a higher educaion degree, teacher 
educators reported feelings of meeing a challenge, of success and personal 
empowerment:
Over and above the content I researched and studied when I did my doctorate, work on 
my thesis gave me a lot. My wriing improved considerably and I learned how to manage a 
complex and mulidimensional project. 
Planning my doctorate was a challenge in profound thinking, especially with regard to 
organizing the wriing, collecing evidence…how to collect it and my wriing improved 
greatly. It also improved my ability to observe profoundly and reach such good and 
appreciated output. It gave me a percepion of myself as someone who is able and capable.
Geing the degree is seen as an achievement that proves professional ability 
and capability and as such provides possibiliies of being valued by supervisors 
and promoion at work:
My doctorate work required a period of my life. It took me six or seven years to complete. 
When I inished, I felt like I was playing among grown-ups. That now, I can be recognized, 
publish and present at conferences. I think that the years during which I did my doctorate 
were the most directed in my professional development.
From the ime I became a PhD student, just that term PhD student, opened many doors 
for me. I was under a lot of pressure to complete my doctorate and it was very important 
for me to inish. I made a huge efort to complete this important task despite my objecive 
di culies. I feel it helped me advance enormously and I coninue to do so all the ime. I see 
more and more channels opening up to me.
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In addiion, carrying out a comprehensive research project in order to get 
the degrees uncovered scholarly abiliies used to carry out research even ater 
compleing the degrees and carried over to scholarly wriing of aricles and books:
Only when I completed my doctorate did I understand that without research, one cannot 
coninue to develop, it has to be part of my doing even if it is someimes di cult and there 
isn’t always ime. Especially when your job has such a load that one doesn’t even have 
ime to think about it but I am sure that it has to be a permanent part of my professional 
development.
In conclusion, analysis of the indings showed that studying for academic 
degrees is seen as the leading cause for intensive and in-depth professional 
development aciviies. Some of the paricipants, who have teriary degrees, 
made ime to get their degrees mainly because this was part of formal policy 
requirements of their employing insituions. Nonetheless, despite the fact that 
they were forced to do this, they remarked on the signiicant contribuion it 
had made to their learning and research processes and their desire to coninue 
and persevere with professional development. It is well known that degree 
requirements include carrying out a wide ranging piece of research with a 
supervisor who is an expert in the ield. Carrying out such research helps 
develop and improve learning abiliies, research abiliies, organizaional and ime 
management abiliies as well as academic wriing abiliies. These beneits were 
expressed by paricipants both in their professional arena – especially developing 
professional abiliies – and in the personal arena – especially developing their 
professional ideniies both as researchers and higher educaion personnel. 
Achieving their teriary degree is presented as an achievement that helps to 
posiion their professional name on which to base professional conidence. 
Within an academic framework, teriary degree holders are viewed as experts 
and professionals with professional advancement channels open to them, they 
are more respected professionally and are held in greater esteem both by their 
colleagues and senior role holders.
Professional ambiions
Another factor found to inluence investment in professional development 
among teacher educators was professional advancement ambiions. Higher 
educaion insituions follow faculty members’ professional undertakings and 
these are measured and examined in accordance with their supervision and 
evaluaion regulaions and procedures (Earl, 2008). Ongoing paricipaion in 
scholarship aciviies is taken into account during rouine evaluaions and 
discussions with regard to academic promoion. The desire to progress up 
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the academic ladder and be given more responsibility within an insituional 
framework consitutes moivaion that drives teacher educators to coninue 
with their academic and professional development (Centra, 1983; Terpstra & 
Honoree, 2009):
Over all the years I studied and worked in parallel, and these two channels in fact structured 
my personal percepions, my professional idenity. I empowered myself over the years and 
learned what my strengths were, which helped me not to remain in one place for too long 
and to get management roles. When I feel I have given everything I can, when I am no longer 
producive, when I am neither developing nor advancing any more, I do everything I can to 
open new doors to higher level posts for myself.
Constant and in-depth development is perceived as worthy of recogniion and 
contribuing to professional advancement, which means being given academic 
authority and responsibility:
When my teaching and research leadership is successful, when I am occupied with 
invesigaing and coninuously thinking, it gives me a sense of ability, a sense of 
professionalism, maturity, experience and success. Colleagues come and ask me quesions 
and get professional advice from me, my professionalism improves all the ime both in the 
eyes of students and my colleagues and this status gives me strength and conidence.
Holding key posiions is seen as having the possibility of being involved in 
insituional policies and their implementaion by leading programs and strategic 
procedures:
The world of research was so far away from me, and suddenly it became so accessible, so 
clear, how come hadn’t I done it before… Research led me to a diferent pace in my work, 
opened new horizons and provided me with new roles… It gave me chances and suddenly I 
am part of the insituional management picture and I am a part of determining its policies. 
It led me to new places.
Among some of the research paricipants, professional development was 
perceived as acions that promoted them in their teaching work, the central 
component of their jobs, and as such they coninued with it. It advanced their 
professionalism in areas of knowledge they teach and reinforced their experise 
and professional idenity:
The course I studied fundamentally changed my view of my professional and personal parts. It 
was something that gave me strength and I learned who I was and what I am worth. Suddenly 
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I felt extremely able, with an enormous amount of knowledge, great strength and ability to 
make a change in how I perceived my teaching, in who I am and what happens around me.
I must renew, you know, not remain in one place. I will get ired. And if I get ired, my 
students will also get ired. My need to renew myself, to innovate, to bring new contents to 
students, to be atenive to what is going on in the ield and to their needs. I must broaden 
my professional horizons.
In conclusion, an analysis of the indings shows that ambiions to progress 
professionally are viewed as a leading cause of ongoing, constant professional 
development aciviies. Professional development is seen as providing teacher 
educators with many possibiliies to advance their diverse ambiions: ambiion to 
formulate their growing professional idenity and acquire professional conidence, 
drive to receive professional recogniion where they work and earn colleagues’ 
and role holders’ respect; determinaion to integrate into insituional roles and 
contribute to implemening policy; ambiion to climb the academic ladder; and 
moivaion to deepen their professionalism as lecturers, their teaching abiliies 
and demonstrate up to date experise.
Collaboraion
A further signiicant reason for teacher educators’ professional development was 
collaboraion with colleagues. Professional development including collaboraion 
with colleagues moivates paricipants to contribute and adhere to imetables 
determined for common assignments:
We were a team that worked so well. We would iniiate our own meeings at cafes and 
at the college and we worked as a team. Working as a team was a consituive event for 
me. The colleagues I worked with inluenced me greatly, I owe such a lot to that team. 
Without our joint work, I certainly would not have met the required imetable. When the 
team convened a ime to meet, for me this was a must, it saved me… I never ever miss one…
Collaboraion invites social and personal links with colleagues, creates a 
feeling of belonging and turns paricipants into a professional community:
We would work together to structure the program, change bibliography, read new aricles. 
We put together a very dynamic program, open to changes, with excellent work as a team. 
There is wonderful collaboraion that enriches me and my teaching.
In teamwork there is reciprocal and collaboraive learning that allows every 
member of the group to paricipate and ponder over di culies, get advice from 
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others, learn from mentors and experts, create common outputs that serve 
everyone in their work:
We had mutually productive meetings to which everyone brought their area and 
together as a team we thought as a team. It was a limitless investment, we tried to 
structure the best possible lessons, to structure the best possible route that we believed 
and thought would be best for students. It was collaboration and teamwork that one 
doesn’t find every day.
I think it is important that every teacher has some type of group at which they can raise all 
sorts of issues relaing to their work. During the ime I worked with a group of colleagues, 
we were a very consolidated and close group. From my point of view it was empowering to 
work with people, some of whom are very experienced and skilled. Every meeing nurtured 
my work abiliies.
Teamwork is perceived as helping to choose in which direcion to take one’s 
work, enabling partnerships and mutual assistance, helping to create inal 
outputs:
My professional development was structured by ongoing learning along the way, personal 
learning and collaboraive learning with teaching colleagues at the college. This learning 
broadened my professional knowledge and provided me with informaion of how to carry 
out research. An interdisciplinary team met once a week, researching, learning, raising key 
quesions from ieldwork and examining thought and I saw that a professional learning 
community gradually emerged.
Collaboraive aciviies gradually become reciprocal aciviies between 
partners and various role holders through creaion of a mutually supporive 
climate. Every team member needs colleagues to recognize his/her achievements, 
needs their approval and acceptance and the opportunity to present his/her 
accompanying emoional baggage. Reciprocal dialogue gives paricipants a stage 
on which to discuss their work and doings:
I have been working in a team for a number of years. Something that improves and nurtures 
my work. It is the dialogue and discourse with colleagues that beneit the content area we 
want to promote in collaboraive thinking. 
The faculty must be part of a collegiate community that acts oten. There is a relecive 
dialogue through raising personal ideas and interpretaions. This causes each one of us to 
rethink things and reach enriching insights.
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In conclusion, an analysis of the indings reveals that collaboraions between 
colleagues are seen as a key factor driving paricipaion in professional development 
aciviies. Opportuniies to collaborate were found to reinforce and encourage 
teacher educators to persist and coninue with joint tasks. The joint work helped 
them make decisions regarding the direcion of development and issues to 
promote, it empowers every paricipants’ professionalism, allows each individual to 
know that there is a group to which they belong, allows them to create professional 
dialogues, share di culies and successes, give and take professional advice and 
promotes professional outputs. These indings reinforce those that emerged in the 
studies reviewed in the theoreical background (Dengerink, et al., 2015; Gri ths, 
et al., 2014; Wenger & Snyder, 2000).
The research indings show that there are three main factors that delay 
teacher educators from engaging in professional development: schedules, lack of 
interest and moivaion, and the conduct of teacher educaion insitutes.
Scheduling
Analysis of the indings indicate that work scheduling is one of the factors that hinders 
engagement in professional development acivity. Together with recognizing the 
importance of professional development, there are teacher educators who perceive 
it as a collecion of assignments that pressurize and overload their schedules:
I didn’t undertake a teriary degree because I don’t have the ime and I always have more 
important things to do. One thing I ind extremely di cult to do is to turn down personal 
requests, and there are many who turn to me. To sit and write aricles demands another 
type of making ime, which isn’t trivial to me. It is very easy for me to work as part of a team, 
to present our work, but aterwards, to sit down and write, that is a problem…
Research is very, very important to me. I know that I do it correctly and it excites me a lot, 
it is spiritually upliting. I love doing research. However, I cannot free myself up to do it. It is 
so di cult to ind the ime for it, and now research is my last priority.
Teaching work is perceived as the central role in which teach educators must 
succeed and to which they devote most their ime, and any other tasks are seen 
as likely to hamper or prevent its success:
The weight of the research component has to be downgraded. There is so much focus on 
teaching, there is not much ime let. The requirements have to be a litle bit more lexible. It 
will have to be pracically oriented research. Some people don’t consider pracical research 
journals as highly as they should.
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In conclusion, the indings demonstrate that teacher educators’ work 
schedules are viewed as a factor hindering professional development aciviies. 
Interviewees viewed their teaching work as paramount, therefore they must 
devote themselves to carrying out this task. Teaching work includes many tasks: 
planning and preparing lessons, teaching, working with students and providing 
advice, marking duies, providing evaluaions and more. Paricipaing in other 
aciviies is seen as likely to take away ime they dedicate to these teaching 
tasks and likely to divert them away from their principal purpose. Overloaded 
schedules are likely to result in inability to funcion at required levels. Those who 
perceive this factor as delaying their development fear that they will not be able 
to master their schedules and will not manage to divide their ime as required. 
These indings reinforce those that emerged in a study carried out in South Korea, 
as menioned above. Paricipants in this study proposed that making research 
assistants available to them who would help them fulill their teaching tasks as 
well as their scholarly undertakings (Hyeyoung, 2014).
Moivaion
Another factor hindering focus on professional development is lack of interest 
and moivaion. Professional development requires investment in energy, efort, 
ime and resources over and above the daily investment needed for ongoing work. 
Therefore, it is someimes seen as a heavy burden requiring special strengths to 
carry it out:
Although I am required to do research, I am not part of a research faculty…my emphasis is 
on teaching and that was a deliberate choice on my part because I wanted to be somewhere 
where my teaching was going to be the main focus of my work. I have already invested 
much efort in working for academic degrees. Geing them was seen as an achievement. 
There is no need or interest in coninuing to become more professional or to specialize.
The most important thing to me is the connecion with students. I am successful at work. 
I have a suitable personality and I am good at teacher educaion. I don’t need any book or 
research. I have broad experience and everything is very familiar to me. This is my area, that 
is why I was recruited to this work many years ago, and there is no doubt that I do it the 
best. Instead of reading a new aricle, it is more important to strengthen my personality and 
nurture myself as a lecturer.
Good teacher educators do not have to do research themselves. They must know what 
exists and learn from others’ research using criical observaion. They must always be up 
to date because everything is dynamic and changes do occur. However, ater they have 
completed their doctorate, they don’t have to be researchers themselves all the ime.
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In conclusion, the indings reveal that one of the factors impeding faculty 
members’ professional development is a lack of desire or moivaion to make that 
addiional efort. Being acive in any channel leading to development demands 
self-control and strict ime management, carrying out tasks without external 
supervision or a mentor’s guidance, reaching the end and presening outputs. 
Such acivity is likely to someimes result in disappointments or criicism, such 
as aricles or conference presentaions being rejected, and this leads to giving up 
and lack of moivaion to coninue dealing with di culies.
Insituions
Another factor perceived as hampering some teacher educators’ professional 
development is the conduct of teacher educaion insitutes. Insitutes are 
interested in characterizing themselves as higher educaion insituions that ofer 
students faculty members of the highest standard. As a result, faculty members 
are required not only to succeed in teaching, but also to persist in scholarship. 
Meeing these demands is taken into account during formal insituional evaluaion 
processes. Some teacher educators perceive these demands as inappropriate 
for staf who educate teachers, which is mainly a pracical profession, and as 
a demand enforced by insituions even on those who do not think that it is 
important to develop professionally. 
Leading insituional management policy and messages received by teacher 
educators about their insituions’ worldview afect the character and intensity 
of their scholarship aciviies (Gee, 2008; O’Meara, 2002; Secret, Leisey, Lanning, 
Polich, & Schaub, 2011; Shagrir, 2012). Some teacher educators disagree with 
insituional policy and vision, but nonetheless they express the desire to be 
appreciated and supported by academic leaders:
My status has been built over years of working. I had a strong belief in my professional 
work. Colleagues who worked with me were helped by my experience and teaching 
skills. This is an important position that gives me a sense of worth, professionalism, 
recognition…I would want my success to be acknowledged and recognized more by 
college role holders. 
I have a feeling that they don’t look at me … that they don’t appreciate me as a pedagogical 
instructor. So what if I study or research, I have saisied students who do excellent work 
and they learn from me.
I operate from a desire to acquire credibility in a culture where my voice and standpoint 
have litle weight. College decision makers are those who decide and there is no room for 
individuals’ personaliies. I try to operate within these decisions and to interpret them 
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according to my personality. The college hierarchy does not recognize my success and despite 
the fact that I am successful with my students, I am not rewarded or praised by them.
In conclusion, the indings show that some teacher educators perceive 
the policies determined by teacher educaion insitutes as not only failing to 
encourage or promote a faculty’s professional development, but someimes even 
prevening such acivity. Such hesitaion is likely to derive from unwillingness 
to accept policy makers’ dictates, or not understanding the worldview on which 
this policy is based. There are also those who see no jusiicaion to insituional 
regulaion, which contradicts their own worldviews. 
Discussion and conclusions
The research presented in this chapter is based on the assumpion that it 
is worthwhile and desirable for teacher educators to persist in professional 
development throughout their careers, and therefore it is desirable that they are 
aforded condiions that enable this development. The indings might serve both 
individual members of the profession and the policies of insitutes for teacher 
educaion. 
The daily grind of teacher educaion and the priority given to teaching 
seems to be overwhelming for many teacher educators. From the analysis it is 
possible to construct a list of key factors that encourage and hinder professional 
development. The factors emerging from this research were grouped into three 
areas:
One area is personal factors - this area includes those factors whose origin is 
in everyone’s personality, and derive from worldviews that guide both the way in 
which they fulill their roles and the way in which they understand the makeup 
of their roles. Included in this area are encouraging factors such as professional 
advancement ambiions, and hindering factors such as lack of moivaion.
The second area is insituional factors deriving from the nature of insituions 
in which teacher educators work – this area includes factors that derive from how 
insituions in which teacher educators work are managed and how insituional 
leaders perceive faculty members’ posiions. Encouraging factors that can be 
included in this area are demands to undertake teriary degrees and impeding 
factors such as insituional conduct.
A third area is social factors – this includes factors deriving from reasons linked to 
conduct prior to joining developmental aciviies and during the ime they are done. 
In this area one can include supporing factors such as collaboraion with colleagues 
and delaying factors such as coping with schedules and burdens of work.
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On the face of it, in this division into three areas, the tremendous inluence of 
teacher educaion insituions on the second and third areas emerges. Of course 
management policies and insituional worldviews greatly inluence faculies’ 
professional undertakings. Furthermore, it is important to point out that in recent 
years in many universiies around the world, centers for the advancement of faculty 
teaching have been established. Their aim is to promote successful teaching among 
university faculty members. Their work focuses on improving teaching, promoing 
teaching styles and methods, helping to cope with new teaching approaches, 
enriching and providing a variety of exiing teaching methods, including using 
technological means and working with students. In some of these centers, 
channels leading to nurturing staf, encouraging scholarship acivity such as the 
one operaing at Florida Internaional University (FIU) in the United States.
The Center for the Advancement of Teaching seeks to recognize and culivate learner-
centered teaching throughout the university. We provide support to faculty as they 
strive to balance cuing-edge research with thoughful teaching. We want to help you 
harness the excitement and innovaion of ground-breaking research and bring it to the 
classroom seing, where learning becomes the proper object of our study. We promote 
student success at FIU by supporing the faculty as they foster a culture of teaching 
excellence. FIU CAT provides a space for intellectual exchange about teaching and 
learning, encouraging faculty at all levels to devote their energy to student learning 
and assising them to ind new ways of facilitaing our community project, educaion 
(Florida Internaional University, 2016).
There are training insituions that allocate a variety of infrastructures and 
special services to the professional development of faculies. McGrail et al.’s (2006) 
study for example, examined the contribuion of three types of intervenions 
iniiated by the insituion they researched. This insituion strove for increased 
publicaion acivity and therefore invested in developing courses to develop 
academic wriing skills, establishing joint wriing groups, and creaing a system of 
mentors to help with academic wriing. The researchers made recommendaions 
to insituions as a result of their research indings: 
We recommend that universiies support the development of structured intervenions 
for their staf in order to increase their wriing for publicaion. A regular, ongoing 
arrangement seems to be most beneicial, with a format that can be adapted to meet 
the needs of the atendees (McGrail, et al., 2006, p. 34).
The indings of the current study reinforce these recommendaions. 
Professional development afects both teaching work and the development of 
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professional communiies as well as the academic reputaion of an insituion. 
There is no doubt that every individual staf member has intrinsic moivaions 
that drive their conduct and how they fulill their roles. Each one has a diferent 
background and experience, desires and preferences, worldviews and beliefs on 
which they are based. Each one chooses how to conduct themselves within an 
insituion, their work connecions and efects on professional colleagues, and 
their preferences how to invest their resources – ime and money. Nonetheless, 
it is clear that external factors also have a great inluence.
As such, educaional systems, training insituions, unions and professional 
bodies are all called upon to coninue to encourage involvement, learning and 
aciviies among teacher educators. They are called upon to mark out cornerstones 
and develop means that lead to scholarship aciviies. Researchers are also called 
upon to enlist in this mater. The more we coninue to research the area, the 
more we add important indings and conclusions, so will opportuniies for teacher 
educators to expand their scholarship aciviies increase, the profession’s body 
of knowledge will expand and the posiion of teacher educaion as a profession, 
among all other academic professions, will improve. 
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Inquiry-based Coninuing Professional 
Development for University Teachers: 
Polish Iniiaives and Concerns
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Abstract 
Professional development of the university teacher is a complex process 
requiring a balance between research acivity and teaching pracice. Kember 
and MacNaught (2007) menion a speciic synergy, a concept that emphasizes 
the interacion of both processes and their efect going much beyond their 
sum. Agreeing to such an approach allows us to emphasise the beneits of 
the duality of the role of the university teacher: illing simultaneously the 
role of a researcher-scienist and a teacher -praciioner. This paper analyses 
relevant literature and examples of research focused on academic teaching. 
Iniially I idenify several types of research to disinguish between (1) study 
of a theoreical nature (2) study of both theoreical and pracical character 
(acion research) (3) study in the form of programme evaluaion and (4) study 
of the community of praciioner educators. By describing some illustraive 
examples of research conducted by academics in Poland I criically consider a 
number of iniiaives showing some possibiliies for professional and personal 
development of university teachers. However, these examples do not 
explicitly show how academics transfer knowledge gained through research 
into their teaching pracice. There is therefore a concern that, despite the 
widely claimed signiicance of such research acivity on the quality of higher 
educaion in Poland, the real impact does not exist or at least remains 
unproven. Universiies in Poland oten seem somewhat disinterested in the 
development of teaching, because the system of inancing depends mainly 
on the number of professors and doctors within the departments (so the 
scieniic development of personnel) and the number of students, regardless 
of the quality of teaching.
Key words
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Introducion
Work at a university is connected with performing a dual role - of a teacher 
and of a researcher. Therefore, an academic teacher is required to possess not 
only a broad knowledge in the ield of his or her study, which allows him or her 
to conduct research and transfer knowledge, but also to have proper skills to 
efecively give classes. These two areas of academic work combine when an 
academic teacher studies his or her own teaching pracice. The aim of this chapter 
is to point out the role such pedagogical studies may play in the improvement 
of academic teaching and its impact on learning and learners. It will include 
examples of such studies, indicaing their valuable contribuion to teachers’ 
educators’ professional development. Concurrently, I will argue that this kind of 
pedagogical research is not as widespread as it should be. Studies of one’s own 
pracice in higher educaion teaching most oten merely form a part of scieniic 
research and their results are oten not transferred into pracice. 
In Poland there are no regulaions that would compel an academic teacher to 
produce documented qualiicaions and knowledge in the ield of adult educaion. 
The analysis of academic job ofers carried out by Sajdak (2013, p.193) shows us 
that sipulated requirements include scieniic achievements and atainments, 
research competencies and English language skills. An experience in didacic work 
is expected sporadically and only of candidates applying for posts in pedagogics or 
those of a lecturer.  Oten the didacic ield may also be marginalized during the 
performance review of academic teachers. This is suggested by studies carried out at 
22 universiies (departments of Pedagogy) by Marszałek and Pasikowski (2014) and 
Babicka-Wirkus, Pasikowski and Szplit (2015). Documentaion analysis shows that 
scieniic and organizaional areas prevail during the performance review of academic 
staf. In review sheet quesions these areas are more detailed and universiies are 
much more explicit in seing out expectaions of staf. So didacics is obligatory 
for academic teachers, but has no great inluence on their careers (Cyboran, 2008). 
And even though said teachers spend most of their ime and energy teaching, 
they are evaluated on the basis of their scieniic achievements (Clark, 1987, ater: 
Melosik, 2009). A great scholar who is a poor educator is generally held in much 
higher esteem than an excellent educator who does not conduct scieniic research 
(Brzeziński, 1997). According to Melosik (2009), this paradox, typical for all higher 
educaion insituions in Poland, cannot be solved within Polish present educaional 
system. Sill, it is postulated that the role of didacic achievements in assessing and 
promoing academic teachers should be increased and that an academic teacher 
should be able to choose a didacic path of his or her scieniic career (Higher 
Educaion and Science Development Programme, 2015). We should also remember 
the posiive impact of scieniic research on didacic work, for instance because it 
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may deepen one’s knowledge, forces one to relect, provoke didacic inspiraions 
and provide a source of pracical examples (Bauman, 2011). 
A convicion that didacics is in great part disregarded and that educaional 
acivity has litle inluence on promoion has appeared for many years already 
(research by University of Warsaw’s Centre for the Studies in Research Policy and 
Higher Educaion of 1993, ater: Radecki, 1998). These have also been advanced 
that members of academic staf at reputable higher educaion insituions 
concentrate mainly on science, which is the main reason why they choose an 
academic career, and they consider teaching a ‘necessary evil’ (Cyboran, 2008). 
Meanwhile didacics is posiioned as a specialty of so-called ‘low-rank’ academic 
insituions (Najduchowska, Wnuk-Lipińska, 1990). Academic teachers, 
even teacher educators, are oten not well trained for didacic and educaive 
work (Cyboran, 2008) or they even lack pedagogical credenials at academic 
insituions specializing in economics, technology or exact science and at non-
public insituions (Potoczny, 2009). On the other hand, contemporary literature 
emphasizes that didacic competencies are essenial for academic teachers 
(Sajdak, 2012, 2013) and the transformaion of a university depends heavily on 
increasing the quality of university didacics (Denek, 2012). 
However, due to constant changes of a didacic situaion as well as the many 
and various factors exering inluence over it, it is not possible to fully prepare a 
teacher for the pracical tasks he or she performs. Kwaśnica (2014) claims that a 
teacher’s occupaional training is always ‘uninished’ because of the uniqueness 
of educaional situaions, the communicaive and processual character of this 
work and the necessity to develop the candidate’s whole personality. This fact 
forces teachers to learn constantly, discover the personal meaning of what 
they have learned (Miszczak, 2000) and be ready to coninually upgrade their 
theoreical and pracical knowledge (Parzęcki, 2011). Studies of their own pracice 
conducted by academic teachers are considered one of the most efecive ways 
to a creaive professional development (Hensen, 1996). They are an eicient 
method by which to ‘inish’ one’s educaion. 
Teachers’ studies of their own pracice 
The basis for the teacher-researcher model was created by Stenhouse (1975), 
who brought to atenion three essenial characterisics of such a teacher:
1. A commitment to systemaic quesioning of one’s own didacic pracice, 
which is an impulse for development.
2. A commitment and skills that allow to study one’s own pracice.
3. A concern to quesion and to test theory in pracice. 
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Further deliberaions on this model have led to emphasizing the role of: 
relaions between studies and criical relecion; regularity of research on one’s 
own pracice; control over it and personal engagement in the research (Cochran-
Smith & Lytle, 1993; Zeichner & Noke, 2001).
Where teachers study their own pracice, they are usually expected to perform 
paricular acions, among which Othman and Dahari (2011) idenify: deining 
the problem or issue important for the teacher and the community; collecing, 
reorganizing and interpreing informaion related to the subject; reviewing 
relevant literature and research; determining possible acions, which should 
ensure fulillment of assumed goals; and taking up acion and documening 
results. 
Taking into consideraion teachers’ professional development as a whole, 
Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989) deined its ive forms, that also concern all 
teachers, including academic ones. These are: individually-guided development; 
observaion/assessment; involvement in a development/improvement process; 
training; and inquiry. Professional development in higher educaion concerns 
upgrading teachers’ knowledge and skills, evoluion of their teaching strategies 
and increasing awareness of the great role of studying one’s own pracice 
(Astor-Jack, McCallie & Balcerzak, 2007). This last component is the basis of 
the professional development of a teacher, who should study his or her own 
teaching and the skills necessary for it, and test theories in pracice (Day, 2004). 
This is acion research, aimed at perfecing pracice, creaing new knowledge 
and generaing theories that grow out of experience (McNif, Whitehead, 2010). 
According to McNif and Whitehead (2010), acion research concentrates on the 
improvement of a learning process instead of behaviours that simulate learning, 
and on the values originaing from pracice. It means asking profound quesions, 
is the process of calling into doubt, deconstrucing and destroying assumed 
schemes. 
This approach might be used by academic teachers for two purposes 
(Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001): (1) to diagnose facts, educaional situaions and 
their own teacher-researcher pracice and (2) in order to implement changes 
(therapies) regarding their educaional pracice and research acivity ater 
hypotheses have been veriied, in the way of an experiment. Acion research 
is situaional (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001), which means that a problem is 
deined in a given context, in which it is also solved - the context of an academic 
insituion. Acion research is supposed to solve a speciic pracical problem, 
increase knowledge, develop certain competencies of the paricipants of an 
educaional process and enable an immediate use of research results (Chalmers et 
al., 2012), oten in the same class or in the same course of studies. It is someimes 
a collaboraive process (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001; Chalmers et al., 2012), 
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where research team members are also the subjects of the study. During this 
study subjects cooperate, instead of being passive (Gołębniak, 2012). It enables 
collecive creaion of a pracice-based knowledge (McNif, Whitehead, 2010). 
Acion research requires a researcher to be aware of his or her acion and feel 
responsible for them (McNif, Whitehead, 2010). To transform from an ‘outside 
observer’ into an ‘inner observer’ (Kemmis, McTaggart, 2009), to beocome a 
‘irst-person researcher’ in opposiion to people not personally engaged, that 
is ‘second- and third-person researchers’ (Reason, Torbert, 2010). The research 
process is constructed in a way that enables a teacher-researcher to understand 
and support the processes of an educaional change (Clarke, 2005). In order to 
achieve this purpose, he or she constantly evaluates the modiicaions of an 
educaional situaion (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001), which leads to perfecing his 
or her pracice. 
The key points of interest in studies on academic teachers’ own pracice 
are the students involved and the improvement of their results. Improvement 
in student results may be demonstrated only through relaing teacher’s acions 
directly to students’ learning (Strong, Silver, Perini, 2001) and by geing feedback 
on the classes they teach (Łobocki, 1999). It is important to note the signiicant 
diference between a systemaic study of their own pracice compared to the 
widespread quality assurance approach of simply using a survey to gather student 
evaluaive feedback in order to ‘assess’ the academic staf (this later approach 
has become an obligatory, formal method of academics’ assessment which is 
now fairly common in Poland). Both methods serve to collect informaion from 
outside sources, but only the irst one is likely to lead to real change in educaional 
pracice. Gathering evaluaive feedback makes sense only when a teacher truly 
analyses the responses and uses the indings to improve his or her pracice 
(Zajączkowska, 2007). This very common method of assessment by students is 
a formal category used by superiors to review academic teachers and provides 
too litle real, deinite informaion that would allow teachers to modify their 
own pracice. Therefore, we may observe that academic teachers highly distrust 
students’ opinions gathered for this purpose (Garbacik, 2001, Kotysz-Marczak, 
2001). What is more, even surveys conducted in diferent didacic contexts 
oten show unreliability of such assessments, as these are strongly inluenced 
by students’ anicipaions regarding grades they will get from a given teacher 
(Matos-Diaz, Ragan, 2010; Ewing, 2012; Susanli, Kaytaz, 2015).
The improvement of students’ results depends on changes in teachers’ pracice 
inluenced by teachers’ developing pedagogical knowledge. Acion research 
by teachers is based on relecion and criical analysis of one’s own acions, in 
relaion to personal knowledge and formal knowledge (Dróżka, 2002, p.111). 
Interacions between theory and pracice are a sort of an interacive relaion. ‘A 
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theory is not enirely true as long as it is not praciced, and pracice will serve its 
purpose only when correct conclusions are drawn out of it’ (Miszczak, 2000, p. 
255). This is why studying one’s own pracice requires a simultaneous performing 
of educaional tasks and acion research. 
Taking up acions aimed at geing to know and perfecing one’s own pracice 
also provides a range of beneits in the sphere of an academic teacher’s personal 
and professional development (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001). A teacher develops 
conidence, insight into their professional and research interacions and the 
ability to overcome di culies, which results in discovering new possibiliies to 
act and take up an autocreaive acivity. In addiion, a teacher improves his or 
her social, managerial and leadership skills, if research is conducted in teams or 
study groups. A sort of a “side-efect” of such research is increasing cooperaive 
skills, perfecing communicaing competencies, developing courage and taking 
responsibility for one’s own acions.  Acquiring professional knowledge by a 
teacher is not only a cogniive process, but also a social interacion (Gołębniak, 
2002). 
Studying their own pracice requires teachers to be prepared intellectually and 
emoionally. Necessary features include an ability to make raional assessments, 
an ability to see limitaions and courage to accept informaion that may destroy 
one’s previous view of reality. So, at the start of a study teachers must decide if 
they intend to discover objecive and universal truths or search for ways to change 
their academic reality. Acion research aims to improve the quality of teaching 
and learning aciviies, but it is also the “ways and means of a researcher’s self-
development” (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2001, p.194). 
Seing the scope of the research is the responsibility of the teacher, who feels 
there is a problem and does not just ‘perform commissioned tasks’ implemening 
curriculum and an educaional programme (Czerepaniak-Walczak, 2007, p.80). 
And he or she is also a concious paricipant of the study, not just a ‘subject’ or 
‘case’. Finally, a teacher researcher analyses research results and can circulate 
them, publishing a report in the form of a treaise or as pracical guidelines for 
other teachers. Relecion on pracice can take diferent forms, from discussions 
to treaises. Teachers can study their own porfolio, their own teaching materials, 
or a conspectus of a class, as well as consciously watching and evaluaing their 
own acions (Sajdak, 2013). They acively gain knowledge of their own abiliies 
and limitaions, weaknesses and strengths. 
Even though there is considerable work on school teachers’ professional 
development, there are few studies of speciic acion taken up by academic 
teachers in the ield of studying their own pracice in higher educaion seings. 
The current paper reviews Polish literature on teacher educators researching 
their own pracice. 
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Typology of Studies on Academic Teachers’ Pracice
The professional development of an academic teacher is a complex process 
seeking a balance between research acivity and teaching pracice. Someimes 
a sort of peculiar synergy is menioned (Kember & MacNaught, 2007). Such 
synergy emphasizes interacion between research and teaching and promises an 
output greater than their simple sum total. While we agree with this perspecive, 
we may also underline beneits of an academic teacher’s dual role - that of being 
both a researcher-scienist and a teacher-pracician. The above menioned 
synergy is of a triple character (Goncalves, Soeiro, Silva, 2014). Firstly, the process 
allows teachers to verify theories by providing the actual examples of their 
implementaions. Innovaive didacic ideas may also be the basis of treaises and 
inspire empirical studies. Secondly, scieniic research is the source of many ideas, 
which may be put into pracice, it expands pracice and encourages teachers 
to search for new teaching methods. And thirdly the form of the synergy is an 
academic studying their own pracice. 
When we study examples of teacher educators’ research on their didacic 
pracice, we may disinguish four types of such research: (1) study of a theoreical 
nature (2) study of both theoreical and pracical character (acion research) (3) 
study in the form of programme evaluaion and (4) study of the community of 
praciioner educators.
The irst type of research on didacic pracice conducted by academic teachers 
are studies of a mainly theoreical, purely scieniic character, that contribute to 
scieniic advance. These studies regard an academic teacher-researcher directly 
only in part, as they lead to relecions and consideraions of a global character 
and concern a larger academic community. Their immediate, individual beneit 
is hard to be spoted. It seems their role comes down to making teachers aware 
of important aspects of their academic work and enriching their professional 
knowledge in the ield of teaching (Ostrowska, 2000). These studies have a strong 
scieniic impact, but it is hard to tell how much of their content will inluence the 
pracice of a single teacher directly, since such inluence requires a purposeful and 
conscious searching for knowledge and also a profound personal cogitaion. We 
may assume they will have some inluence on teaching pracice, only if among their 
results academic teachers ind examples corresponding with their comprehension 
of didacics and therefore conirming choices they have made, or if academic 
teachers ind informaion about negaive recepion of behaviours and this fact 
will inspire them to rethink and modify pracice. In theory this kind of impact on 
professional development from published studies is, of course, possible, but in 
pracice outside informaion seems likely to be modiied by teachers convicions, 
their own pracical theories and professional ideniies. 
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One example of an academic studying their own teaching pracice is research 
Dróżka (2002) carried out, regarding the image of an academic teacher among 
students, their expectaions and reality. This work was an atempt to ind criteria 
for the assessment of teaching quality at a higher educaion insituion. Another 
example found in Polish literature are the studies of Potoczny (2009), conducted 
among students of non-public higher educaion insituions. This work asked 
how an academic teacher is perceived by students in relaion to personality 
traits, relaions with students, pedagogical and psychological credenials and the 
efeciveness of chosen didacic methods. Other examples of theoreical studies 
include a study on the authority of an academic teacher, together with his or 
her methodological skills (Zając, 1998), and an atempt to create an academic 
teacher’s role model on the basis of informaion collected from students 
(Bartoszewicz, 1999). Scieniic research concern has focused on interacions 
between teachers and students (Pawlak, Szymczak, Posłuszna, 1998) and the 
methodology of giving and classes academic teachers’ aitude (Iwicka, 1998). 
They comprise students’ expectaions of academic staf and its competencies 
(Wróblewska, 1998; Fiedor et al., 2007; Gaweł-Luty, Gwardzik, 2001; Mańczak, 
2001; Nevo, 2003; Zajączkowska, 2007), including communicaion (Olejarz, 
2007) and computer skills (Górnikiewicz, 2001). 
Research studies popular among academic teachers include research carried 
out in order to solve some exising or anicipated problems connected with 
improving a didacic process. Such studies are of a theoreical and pracical 
character and therefore they allow engagement with theoreical bases for 
academic work in connecion with a readiness to self-modify a teaching process 
that is enlarging knowledge and expanding pracice (Ciekot, 2005). They 
represent a research aitude toward one’s own educaional acivity (Ostrowska, 
2000) and creaive modifying of one’s own professional work (Dziedziczak- 
Foltyn, 2006). This is a typical acion research. According to its deiniion, acion 
research is a coninuing cycle repeated endlessly by an academic teacher (Harvey 
& Knight, 1996). It starts with a quesion and, through relecion and planning, 
a researcher gets to the acion stage. In this stage another quesion or doubt 
arises and the cycle repeats itself. This is a cycle of learning through experience, 
based on four phases: (1) speciic experience, (2) study/ observaion/ relecion, 
(3) theories and conclusions, and (4) implementaion/ acion/ veriicaion (Kolb 
et al., 2002). An interesing example of studies of an exploring character, with 
a broad scope of interest, is research carried out at the University of Gdańsk 
and described by Bauman (2011).  The author presents studies in three subject 
ields, one of which, the widest, regards an educaional process at the University 
from a student’s and an academic teacher’s points of view. The two remaining 
subject ields are: academic teachers (their self-assessment as educators, plans, 
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experience, di culies and successes) and students (how content and saisied 
they feel with their studies). This research had a clear pracical goal (to recognize 
the quality of a didacic process at the University) and helped to deine means of 
supporing an academic teacher in improving his or her educaional proiciency 
and to prepare an adequate training ofer. 
Through pursuing inquiry into their own pracice academic teachers ascribe 
an important role to their students. On one hand, acion research enables a 
teacher to relect, and on the other, it is proitable for students, too, as partaking 
in the studies helps them to deepen their knowledge on the methodology of 
pedagogic research, thanks to watching their teacher’s acions and paricipaing 
acively (Jenkins, 2003). This type of study also allows students to pursue 
addiional goals, for instance it may enhance students’ self-cogniion (Ciekot, 
2005). The direct beneit of such research is an opportunity to combine research 
output objecives with didacic development with a given course, and research 
indings may support deeper analysis of pracical pedagogical issues. These 
praciioner research studies by academic teachers are also oten designed 
to diagnose problemaic aspects of teaching and they contribute to altering a 
didacic process at a given academic insituion. Although the use of student 
evaluaion to assess university teaching efeciveness is controversial (Stark- 
Wróblewski, Ahlering, Brill, 2007), it is oten used for perfecing curricula and 
didacics. And so we can see a need for preparing students to paricipate in 
research on teaching quality and developing skills by academic teachers in the 
scope of gaining students’ evaluaive feedback and including analysis of this 
data to inform pracice. 
The third type of research on pracice is studying the efects of teaching in 
chosen courses provided at universiies. Teacher educators collect evaluaive 
feedback concerning students’ experiences within a given course for the 
purposes of modifying the programme or the teaching strategies (Kubiak, 1998). 
These studies are of an evaluaive character. Someimes this kind of research 
is connected with carrying out pedagogical experiments and implemening 
certain intervenions, for instance applying a new teaching method. An example 
of such an intervenion is a journalism and social communicaion course that 
implemented an innovaive teaching strategy based on on-line learning, 
workshops with students, project work, creaivity enhancing techniques, e-tests 
and poster-based tests (Drzewiecki, 2014).
The fourth type of research are studies of one’s own pracice conducted in 
projects organized by communiies of pracice. In this case these studies of a 
didacic process form part of a larger process of implemening educaional change 
at an academic insituion. So these studies are of a diagnosic character (at the 
start of a project - in order to determine what alteraions are needed at a given 
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insituion) or an evaluaive one (to evaluate the efeciveness of implemented 
changes and their beneits). 
Developing didacic competencies was the purpose of the project ‘The 
Modern University - a comprehensive support program for doctoral students 
and teaching staf of the University of Warsaw’, carried out during the years 
2009-2014. The project’s staring point was airming that individual acions of 
an academic teacher were not suicient to ensure students’ educaional success, 
therefore the project involved a whole faculty. Sill, it is of some concern that 
despite the wide scope of described acions, it is not clear that a survey or other 
instrument was used to idenify the developmental needs of its paricipants 
prior to the project’s implementaion. So we may have concerns that decisions 
regarding workshop and training topics depended simply on some unspeciied 
conclusions ‘drawn from seminars organized within the framework of the 
project with experts, educators, training staf and teaching quality specialists’ 
(Wasilewski & Kocik, 2014, p.20). There had been no teacher educators’ needs 
analysis before the training syllabus was designed. Although, evaluaive studies 
were conducted, they did not support pracice with their conclusions. That is 
why, to some extent, this project seemed to be only a criical appraisal of an 
organized process of supporing academic staf development, giving an account 
of achieving goals set within the project.
Conclusions 
The purpose of the chapter is to invesigate the diferent ways by which teacher 
educators lead their professional research concerning their pracice. I have tried 
to provide some insight into the naional culture of praciioner inquiry and 
indicate its strengths, weaknesses and constraints. 
The examples of studies that this chapter has considered provide some insight 
into interesing research and development iniiaives. However, this review of 
Polish pedagogical literature has not revealed examples that fully explain the 
impact of new knowledge gained during studies on one’s own pracice. Such 
examples do exist in Western literature. In Poland academic staf are provided 
with handbooks, training, workshops and conferences on didacics. However, 
these aciviies tend to be short-term, limited to a project imeline, and there is 
a lack of longer term acions that provide sustained inquiry-based support for 
academic teachers. 
The publicaions I have considered are mainly research papers, documening 
teachers’ relecions. The inluence of these studies on speciic behaviours and 
acions of academic teachers (the 4th phase of the Kolb’s cycle, Kolb et al., 2002) 
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unfortunately remains undeined. In addiion, there is a lack of evidence for the 
impact of research on organizaions and insituional policy. And so, despite the 
claimed impact of studies on the quality of academic teaching, it may be that 
no such impact exists. One could think that the research serves to saisfy the 
teacher’s need for professional development. Perhaps it also relects the higher 
educaion sector, where a scieniic aspect prevails over a didacic one. Studies 
on his or her own pracice are a way to create a treaise, which is needed to 
assess an academic teacher and his or her formal professional development. 
In Poland’s higher educaion system we seem to lack a worked-out method of 
drawing informaion from such studies. Our academic insituions do not seem 
to be very interested in developing didacics. One reason for such a state of 
afairs is probably our system for inancing higher educaion insituions, which 
depends on scieniic development and the number of students being educated, 
no mater the quality of teaching and didacic work of academic staf. Despite 
this broader situaion in Poland, studying one’s own pracice is an efecive 
approach that supports the professional development of an academic teacher. 
There are considerable beneits deriving from researching academic pracice, 
both for teacher educators and students. 
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Abstract
As in many other countries, in the Netherlands there is  growing atenion 
towards research conducted by teacher educators working at universiies of 
applied sciences, previously known as university colleges, or teaching intensive 
insitutes for higher vocaional educaion. This atenion places demands on 
teacher educaion departments in terms of their policies and their professional 
development support for teacher educators, for whom conducing research or 
supervising students’ research have not been common pracice. This chapter 
is about the lessons learned from several studies concerning designing and 
establishing professional development aciviies to support teacher educators 
in conducing research and supervising students’ research.
Key words
Teacher educators, pre-service teachers research, professional development 
aciviies, policy, design principles.
Introducion1 
It has been widely accepted that if teacher educators conduct research it 
contributes to their professional development, to their teaching pracices and 
to the quality of the preparaion of student-teachers (Willemse & Boei, 2013). In 
addiion, teacher educators’ research can contribute to the body of knowledge of 
the profession (Cochran-Smith, 2003; Lunenberg, Dengerink & Korthagen, 2014; 
Loughran, 2011, 2014; Willemse & Boei, 2013). 
1 This chapter is based on studies mostly conducted within a special interest group linked to Dutch 
associaion for Teacher eduators (VELON). We want to thank Quinta Kools, Gerda Geerdink, 
Marieke Pillen, Lidewij van Katwijk and Loes van wessum for their collaboraion in these studies 
and their criical feedback regarding this chapter.
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However, despite the recently increased atenion for the profession of teacher 
educators (hereinater referred to as ‘educators’) (e.g. European Commission, 
2013) and the fact that nowadays conducing research is conceived as part of 
educators’ professional role (Cochran-Smith, 2005; Goodwin & Kosnik, 2013; 
Lunenberg, et al., 2014), it is not always common pracice for a great number 
of educators in many countries (Murray, Czerniawski, & Barber, 2011; Chety 
& Lubben, 2010; Willemse, Boei, & Pillen, 2016). This paricularly applies to 
educators who work in teaching intensive universiies (Murray, 2010; Heggen, 
Karseth, & Kyvik, 2010; Willemse & Boei, 2013). 
In The Netherlands, as in several other countries, higher educaion is sill ofered 
by tradiional research universiies and by insitutes for higher vocaional educaion, 
also called ‘comprehensive higher educaion insitutes’, ‘polytechnics’, ‘university 
colleges’ or, more recently, universiies of applied sciences (UAS). Regarding the 
later insitutes, UASs,  similar to developments in other countries in which the 
dual system ended by appoining ‘new universiies (cf. Borg & Alshumaimeri, 2012; 
Chety & Lubben, 2010; Gilroy & McNamara, 2009) or by merging these insitutes 
with research universiies (cf. Erixon Arreman, 2008), research is increasingly 
seen as one of their assigned tasks (Kyvik & Lepori, 2010; Willemse & Boei, 
2013; Willemse et al., 2016). Moreover, these UASs are also assigned the task 
of preparing their students for research (Heggen et al., 2010). This also applies to 
the departments of teacher educaion within these UASs (Willemse & Boei, 2013; 
Geerdink, Boei, Willemse, Kools, & Van Vlokhoven, 2016). 
However, in these (former) teaching intensive universiies most educators are 
selected on the basis of their performance as a teacher, not on their research 
capabiliies (Gri ths, Thompson, & Hryniewicz, 2010; Louhgran, 2014). Besides, 
their hands-on experience with research is quite oten from the distant past: 
mostly derived from their own masters educaion (Willemse & Boei, 2013) and 
educators lack research capacity. 
As a result, Dutch teacher educaion departments changed their policies 
and started supporing the professional development of educators by ofering 
professional development aciviies (PDA) (Geerdink et al., 2016; Willemse 
& Boei, 2013; Willemse et al., 2016). Over the past years we have conducted 
several studies relaing to the policy changes which have been made by teacher 
educaions departments concerning the support of educators’ professional 
development, what kind of PDAs are ofered and how these PDAs contribute to 
educators’ professional development.
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of these studies and to 
relect on lessons learned with regard to the policy and pracice implicaions 
to support educators’ professional development in research and supervising 
students’ research.
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The demands for educators as researchers
While not all educators consider conducing research as part of their professional 
tasks, the importance of educators as researchers has internaionally been 
emphasized many imes (Borg & Alshumaimeri, 2012; BERA, 2014; Cochran-
Smith, 2003; 2005; Chety & Lubben, 2010; Lunenberg et al., 2014; Loughran, 
2014; Murray et al., 2011; Swennen, Jones, & Volman, 2010; Goodwin & Kosnik, 
2013). Two reasons can be disinguished for this emphasis. On the one hand 
it can be explained as a result of changes in the posiion of teacher educaion 
departments over the past decades in many countries; and on the other hand by 
arguments regarding new professional demands on educators.
Changes in the posiion of teacher educaion departments
Changes in the posiion of teacher educaion departments have taken part over the 
past decades in several countries in Europe, like Sweden, England, or Swiss (see, 
inter alia, Erixson Arreman, 2008; Chrisie & Menter, 2009; Lepori, 2008; Gray et 
al., 2009), North-America (Clarke, 2001; Cochran-Smith, 2005), Australia and New-
Zealand (Ham & Kane, 2004; Loughran, 2011), South Africa (Chety & Lubben, 2010; 
Gallangher et al., 2011) and Saudi-Arabia (Borg & Alshumaimeri, 2012). 
Three developments have ensued from the changing posiions of teacher 
educaion departments in these:
1. university colleges have been merged into exising research universiies, 
2. former university colleges became ‘new universiies’, 
3. university colleges and insitutes for higher vocaional educaion were asked 
to focus on research tasks.
Loughran (2011), for example, describes the process of merging university 
colleges into research universiies. While this development might imply a 
reappraisal of the importance of teacher educaion, it also increased the demands 
on educators to conduct research and to meet academic standards, such as the 
need for academics to publish and bid for grants. Clarke (2001) also describes 
this development on the North-American coninent and argues that the shit to 
university seings causes a change in focus (and status) from the role of educator 
to the role of scholar. Concerning this role of scholar Clarke states that having 
experise in research leads to a signiicant contribuion to the knowledge of the 
academy. This is in contrast with the role of ‘educator’ who focuses on teaching 
student-teachers. However, combining these two roles puts a considerable strain 
on educators: 
[…] to be regarded as a ‘teacher educator’ during this period was the equivalent 
to being a ‘praciioner’. In contrast to this deliberately demeaning portrayal, to be 
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regarded as a ‘scholar’ was equated with being a ‘theoreician’ where theory was the 
touchstone for acceptance by, and advancement within, the academy. (Clarke, 2001, 
p. 602).
Gray et al. (2009; e.g., Murray et al., 2009) describe for the UK the 
transformaion from colleges of educaion into (‘new’) universiies: 
‘As a result of these mergers, staf within these insituions found themselves in 
situaions where research, having previously been of a low, or lower, priority was now 
elevated to a posiion where it became a central requirement’ (Gray et al., 2009, p.426). 
Chety and Lubben (2010) emphasized the increased need for educators to 
become capable of conducing research, and/or even to gain a master’s or PhD 
degree to meet the standards as ‘new university’ in South-Africa, which include 
to increase their ranking as a university and guarantee research funding for their 
university. In other words, those teacher educaion departments in these ‘new 
universiies’ were expected to compete with exising research universiies.
In other countries, university colleges or insitutes for higher vocaional 
educaion also had to focus more on research, as described by Heggen and 
colleagues (2010; cf. Willemse & Boei, 2013; Willemse et al., 2016). As a 
result of naional and European governmental policies these teaching intensive 
universiies, including the teacher educaion departments, were supposed to 
conduct research and to supervise students’ research. 
In all three developments, teacher educaion departments and educators 
were confronted with the challenges of conducing research. However, being 
tasked with a research focus, does not, in itself, develop a research culture and 
does not, in itself, turn educators into researchers. 
Research as a professional requirement for educators
Besides the changing posiion of teacher educaion departments and the need 
to focus on research, several arguments considering research as a professional 
requirement for educators have been emphasized. Cochran-Smith (2005), for 
example, argues that educators not only have to be smart consumers of research 
(e.g. reading research aricles criically; understanding the epistemological 
background of the aricle), but also need to be capable of conducing research 
into their own pracices and programs. By conducing such research, educators 
are able to substaniate and improve their daily pracices on theoreical grounds 
and, concurrently, contribute to their professional development. As Tack and 
Vanderlinde (2014, 299) state: ‘If educators aim to become beter teachers 
of teachers, they will have to engage in research aciviies enabling a beter 
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understanding of that teaching pracice’. This implies that teaching and conducing 
research should be intertwined in educators’ professional lives (Barak, Gidron, & 
Turniansky, 2010). This systemaic and criical inquiry is also described as ‘habit 
of mind’ (Livingston, McCall, & Morgado, 2009), or ‘inquiry as stance’ (Cochran-
Smith, 2003; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009). With the later, Cochran-Smith 
(2003, p. 21) refers to ‘an intellectual perspecive - a way of quesioning, making 
sense of, and connecing one’s day-to-day work with the work of others and to 
larger social, historical, cultural, and poliical contexts’. According to her, this kind 
of systemaic inquiry contributes to educators’ actual pracices (local knowledge) 
as well as to a broader context of the profession (public knowledge). Also Tack 
and Vanderlinde (2014) state that educators need, what they call, a ‘researcherly 
disposiion’: ‘the habit of mind to engage in research and thus to produce both 
local knowledge and public knowledge on teacher educaion’ (p. 301). They 
disinguish three interrelated aspects of educators’ researcherly disposiions: 
• an inclinaion towards research;
• an ability to conduct research; 
• sensiivity to research opportuniies.  
These three aspects refer to an afecive dimension (whether educators 
conceive their role as researcher and value conducing research into their 
pracices), a cogniive dimension (being capable of conducing research and 
their understandings and knowledge of research and research methods) and a 
behavioural dimension (the alertness to research opportuniies). In summary, 
there is consensus that research should be part of educators’ daily pracices and 
that educators should be inclined to do so.
Obstacles to becoming an educator-researcher
Despite the consensus that research should be part of educators’ daily pracices 
and that educators should be inclined to do so, not every educator chooses to 
be involved in research. Three criical features can be disinguished inluencing 
educators to become a researcher (Lunenberg et al., 2014; Willemse et al., 2016): 
1) the views of the role as researcher, 2) the pracical elaboraion of the role of 
researcher, and 3) the focus of the research. 
First of all, educators’ views on research might depend on whether or not they 
consider it as a characterisic of a being good educator (Smith, 2005), and whether 
or not they feel that the role of researcher might undermine their role as teacher 
of teachers. As most educators are recruited for their excellence as teachers in 
primary and/or secondary educaion, they might consider themselves primarily 
as teachers of teachers. In addiion, their views on research are coloured by their 
understanding of what they consider research. An explanaion may be found 
in the diverse academic backgrounds of educators (e.g. biology, mathemaics, 
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social sciences). As a result, their views of what consitutes ‘research’ difer and a 
common language is lacking (Murray, 2010; Willemse & Boei, 2013). 
Secondly, the pracical challenges of the role of researcher refer to a lack of 
ime, support and a lack of a more general research culture. Kosnik and colleagues 
(2015, p. 61; Goodwin & Kosnik, 2013) report in their study that none of the 
educators could idenify any aforded support to enhance their research skills. 
In addiion, Willemse and colleagues (2016) found that some educators thought 
they were only evaluated by their management on their teaching performances 
not on research output. 
Thirdly, the lack of clear and coherent research programs with suitable 
research methods as well as the lack of possibiliies to conduct research within 
a group, may discourage educators to get involved in research. Lunenberg and 
colleagues (2014) argue that despite the recognised approach in which educators 
study their own pracices tend to gain more recogniion, this approach is also 
subject to a lot of criicism (Cochran-Smith, 2005), mainly in relaion to research 
goals, methods, quality and criteria. In addiion, such self-study approaches do 
not form part of any research programmes. In paricular, exising research groups 
and programmes in which educators paricipate can be helpful to get educators 
more involved in research (cf. Chrisie & Menter, 2009). The growing atenion 
for research in teacher educaion, at least at UASs, and all its expectaions 
indicate that support is needed to foster educators’ professional development 
in conducing research. This means that educators need to get support to 
reconsider their roles and their views on research as well as needing support to 
enhance their research skills. This support should in the irst place be organized 
by the teacher educaion departments. 
Implicaions for teacher educaion departments and their policies
This need for support should be organized by the teacher educaion departments 
and should become a policy driver. Managers of teacher educaion departments 
play an important role (Willemse & Boei, 2013; Boei, Willemse, Kools, Van Katwijk, 
& Van Wessum, submited). Their decision whether to consider that research 
and/or supervising students’ research are essenial for every educator inluences 
insituional policies. In a study on policies of UASs supporing educators in 
research by organizing professional development aciviies (PDA) the work of 
Brown and McCartney is useful (1998; cf. Boei et al., submited). They idenify 
two policies: on the one hand, management might hold the opinion that every 
educator should be involved in research, especially since research contributes to 
the development of the curriculum of the programmes. On the other hand, they 
might hold the opinion that only a select number of educators should be involved 
in research or supervising students’ research.  The irst policy might result in a 
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lot of individual stand-alone research with meagre research outputs for the ime 
and efort expended. The pifall would be a limited contribuion to the body of 
knowledge. The second policy might contribute to a so-called ‘dual economy’ 
(Chrisie & Menter, 2009) whereby theoreical or pracical outcomes of research 
in teacher educaion departments might not ind their way into educators’ 
pracices. In this later policy, non-researcher educators might be strengthened 
in their views of being solely a ‘teacher of teachers’. 
Besides, the opinions of programme managers on research and the involvement 
of educators inluences important precondiions like allocaion of ime, the focus 
of the evaluaion of educators’ performances, access to data sources and support 
of educators’ professional development in research (Boei et al., submited). 
Nevertheless, in order to be able to conduct research Livingston et al. (2009; 
Willemse & Boei, 2013) have emphasized the importance of the existence of 
precondiions, such as access to data sources, programmes for data collecion 
or analysis; and funding for conference atendance. Management can create the 
opportunity to join an exising research group and a research program in which 
the cohesion between individual research is guarded (cf. Zeichner, 2010), or which 
supports the development of a shared vision and the development of a common 
language for research and teaching (Willemse & Boei, 2013). Management policies 
inluence the kind of PDAs which are ofered to educators (Geerdink et al., 2016) 
and how this support will be retained in the future. 
Supporing educators’ professional development
By supporing educators’ professional development we referred (see Willemse et 
al., 2016) to the two views described by Dengerink, Lunenberg and Kools (2015, 
p.80): ‘the focus might be on the development of educators as a profession or 
the focus might be on the individual development’.  In this chapter, the focus on 
educators’ professional development at an individual level, concerns changes in 
knowledge, aitudes and skills (Kosnik et al 2015) and implies that educators’ 
beliefs and understandings are also embedded in educators’ professional 
development (cf. Loughran, 2014). This corresponds with Vanassche and 
Kelchtermans’ (2014) view that educators’ professionalism should be considered 
as their personal interpretaive framework, which they deine as ‘the set of 
cogniions and beliefs that operates as a lens through which teacher educators 
perceive their job situaions, give meaning to, and act in them’ (p.118). Educators’ 
views about themselves, their personal concepions of their professional tasks 
and responsibiliies, what they consider for example as their moral (professional) 
responsibiliies and duies toward student-teachers, their job moivaion and 
their expectaions about their professional future, inluence their professional 
development as well as the way they act. 
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Earlier we argued this applies to educators’ professional development as 
researchers or supervisors of students’ research too: 
When educators’ professional development in conducing research is fostered, it 
might contribute to 1) changes in their views, beliefs, understandings and aitudes 
towards research and their research role (afecive dimension, Tack & Vanderlinde, 
2014); 2) changes in their knowledge and skills concerning research and research 
methods (cogniive dimension); and 3) changes in their behaviour regarding research 
opportuniies (behavioural dimension) (Willemse et al., 2016, p. 88).
In other words, educators’ professional development for their role as researcher 
or supervisor of students’ research might contribute to the following areas:
• Educators’ views, beliefs, understandings and aitudes towards research and 
their role as researcher (Tack & Vanderlinde, 2014; Willemse & Boei, 2013);
• Knowledge and skills concerning research and research methods (Willemse 
et al., 2016);
• Knowledge and skills regarding supervising students’ research (knowledge of 
pedagogy in higher educaion, cf. Kosnik et al., 2015);
• Knowledge and skills concerning the subject of research in their teaching 
pracice (subject mater knowledge, cf. Kosnik et al., 2015);
• Other elements of educators’ professional life (external domain, Geerdink et 
al., 2016).
Underlying the statement that educators’ professional development in 
conducing research contribute to their knowledge, skills, views, beliefs and 
understandings in this area, is the assumpion that there is an increase in 
knowledge and skills; and a change in views, beliefs or understandings. However, 
as Willemse and Boei found (2013), educators might at irst also become aware of 
their lack of research skills ater paricipaing in professional development acivity. 
This process of awareness, of course, can foster coninuing further professional 
development. Therefore, all reported changes in the above menioned areas are 
considered relevant.
Areas in which professional development might occur, however, does not 
determine how educators’ professional development in their role of researcher 
might be fostered (Swennen et al., 2010). However, over the past years based on 
literature studies and research we ideniied three forms of PDAs (Geerdink et al., 
2016; Boei et al., submited) in general, which also might be ofered in hybrid forms:
1. Courses or workshops (Livingston et al., 2009; Smith, 2003; European 
Commission, 2013; Geerdink et al., 2016) 
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According to Geerdink and colleagues (2016) paricipaion in courses leads 
to changes of aitudes towards research and an increase of research knowledge 
and skills. They describe the beneits of a course as follows: 
A course in research methods can be an efecive and a suicient way to 
internalize and learn about research. Lectures or workshops are useful because 
of their eiciency. Larger groups can be educated together…Courses have to 
be interacive and the content of the course should it into the daily pracice 
(Geerdink et al., p. 969).
Livingston and colleagues (2009) plead for atenion to research to start 
during the inducion course of beginning educators. This atenion can vary from 
indicaing insituional expectaions for staf research and/or describing the main 
topics of research within the insitute, to speciic courses on research methods 
supporing educators’ professional development regarding quanitaive and 
qualitaive research. In addiion, Boei and colleagues suggested that courses can 
be divided into those aimed at research capabiliies or those aimed at the way 
student-teachers should be supervised during their own research. 
2. Formal and informal peer exchange groups (Kosnik et al., 2015; Geerdink et al., 
2016)
Geerdink and colleagues (2016) refer to formal and informal peer exchange 
groups. Groups, someimes under the guidance of an expert researcher, exchange 
experiences and concerns with regard to supervising students’ research. These 
groups seem to be what Kosnik and colleagues call Communiies of Pracice: 
‘groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a 
topic, and who deepen their knowledge and experise’.
3. Engagement in research and research networks (Cochran-Smith, 2003; 
Loughran, 2014; Willemse et al., 2016)
Actually conducing research is also promoted as a way to professionalize 
educators (Loughran, 2014; Cochran-Smith, 2003; Lunenberg & Willemse, 2006; 
Willemse et al,. 2016; Chrisie & Menter, 2009; Murray et al., 2009; Gallagher et 
al., 2011). For example Loughran (2014) contends that educators who conduct 
research contribute to their professional development. Others emphasize the 
beneits of collaboraive research (cf. Chisie & Menter, 2009; Willemse et al., 
2016). Or as Cochran-Smith (2003, p. 7) states: ‘the opportunity to engage in 
inquiry within a learning community may be a vital part of teachers’ and educators’ 
ongoing educaion’. 
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Exploring the demands on teacher educaion departments and educators 
of UASs to conduct research and to supervise students’ research resulted, at 
least in the Netherlands, in supporing educators’ professional development 
through organizing PDAs; and in studies about its contribuions. In the next two 
cases we will describe what we learned from these studies regarding educators’ 
professional development.
Lessons from a naional study about supporing professional development
The increased atenion in the Netherlands to conducing research in UASs 
including teacher educaion departments made us curious about the actual 
pracices (and policies) in these teacher educaion departments. There is currently 
a lack of knowledge about: 
a. present policies of teacher educaion departments for primary and secondary 
educaion; 
b. evaluaion of the PDAs ofered from the perspecive of program managers 
and educators; and 
c. views about retaining professional development support.  
In 2015 we conducted a naional study (see for an extended descripion 
Boei et al., submited) with two on-line surveys: one to quesion the programme 
managers of the teacher educaion departments and one to quesion individual 
educators. This study aimed to gather a beter understanding of how educators 
are supported in their professional development in research and supervising 
students’ research. The following research quesions were addressed in this 
study: 
1. What are the managers’ and educators’ views on departmental policies 
regarding educators’ research, supervising students’ research and professional 
development aciviies?
2. How do managers and educators evaluate the ofered PDAs? 
3. What views are held by managers and educators on retaining professional 
development in the future?
Policies
With regard to policies, we asked the respondents whether they considered 
involvement in research important and whether they considered this involvement 
as well as supervising students’ research, relevant tasks for every educator. 
Moreover, we asked them about policies regarding supervising students’ 
research. Finally, educators were asked which aims they considered applicable 
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for research. Insigated by the possibly diverse views of educators on research 
(Murray et al., 2011; Willemse et al., 2016) and to get a beter understanding of 
individual views on policies and PDAs, we wanted to explore their percepions of 
the aims of research.
Professional Development Aciviies (PDAs)
Before presening a ixed set of six PDAs based on literature (informal forms of 
consultaion and peer exchange, courses and involvement in research) and based 
on former research (Willemse et al., 2016; Geerdink et al., 2016), we invited 
educators to idenify all PDAs about research or about supervising research 
that they atended over the past years. With this we hoped to discover PDAs 
which were not disinguished in literature but already existed in pracice. Hence, 
educators were invited to mark which of the six PDAs they had atended and 
managers marked which PDAs were ofered in their departments. If a manager 
or educator marked a speciic PDA as ofered, or atended, some addiional 
quesions followed, asking them about aims and whether they assessed posiive 
or negaive characterisics of the PDA. In addiion, we invited educators to 
describe what they achieved by atending the PDA.
Retaining professional development
At the end of the survey we asked managers and educators about their ideas 
for retaining professional development support in the teacher educaion 
departments, for instance, which PDA they wanted to keep and how support 
should be organized.
Twenty-ive of the 30 managers from programs for primary and secondary 
educaion and 269 educators2 completed the survey. 
In this study we found that educators and their managers agreed on the 
importance of research within their departments. Most educators emphasized 
that conducing research is important from the perspecive ‘teach what you 
preach’. In addiion, they emphasized that it contributes to their professional 
development, their pracices and to the quality of teacher educaion curricula. 
However, managers and educators difered on the quesion of who should 
be involved in research. The overwhelming majority of managers appeared to 
choose the policy that all educators should be involved, although limited inancial 
resources seems to limit this policy. Educators take a somewhat diferent 
2 The survey sent to all 533 VELON-members (Dutch Associaion of Teacher Educators) working in 
bachelor programmes of UASs was illed out by 149 educators. In addiion the survey send as an 
open invitaion to non VELON-members resulted in an addiional 120 educators.
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approach to this policy. They argue that research is best done by those educators 
who are moivated and prepared for this task. Some of them referred to their 
core business: being a teacher of teachers: an approach that could result in a dual 
economy within departments. 
Signiicant diferences were found between educators involved in programmes 
for primary and secondary educaion regarding which aims are met by conducing 
research and who is allowed to supervise students’ research. Despite the fact they 
all agreed that research in their departments contributes to educators’ teaching 
pracices and that every educator needs to be aware of the outcomes of new research 
in order to improve their teaching, (consumer of research), educators working in 
primary educaion have a broader opinion of the beneits of conducing research. At 
the same ime they appeared more strict about who is allowed to supervise students’ 
research, namely those who are qualiied and experienced to conduct and supervise 
research. Educators for secondary educaion emphasized that everyone who wants 
to supervise students’ research should be allowed to do so. This, at least, illustrates a 
variety of views and opinions about the aims of research and what is expected from 
those who supervise future teachers in their research.
Moreover, in this study we found that the most frequently chosen or ofered 
PDAs appeared to be courses on how to supervise students’ research and formal 
or informal peer exchange and consultaion. Interesingly, a signiicant diference 
was found at gender level. Female educators tend to take a course, whereas 
male educators prefer informal peer exchange or consultaion. This last PDA, 
however, seems according to respondents’ descripions and reported posiive or 
negaive outcomes, to be a meagre way to gain more insight into research and the 
relaionship between research and the profession. Instead, it seems to be directed 
more at insituional concerns like enhancing the reliability of the assessment of 
students’ research. The development of a ‘researcherly disposiion’ described by 
Tack and Vanderlinde (2014) in which educators possess the ability to conduct 
research; sensiivity to research occasions; and an inclinaion towards research, 
might not be supported through this PDA. Moreover, we wonder whether this 
PDAs supports educators to consider research as part of their professional 
role. However, simply removing peer exchange and consultaion from the array 
of PDAs ofered is not the soluion. This PDA (informally or formally) provide 
educators with an appreciated opportunity to collaborate with each other and 
the possibility to exchange views on supervising students’ research. In other 
words, it illustrated the need for collaboraion and for a social component to be 
included in what is oten labelled an isolated culture of teacher educaion (Hadar 
& Brody, 2010). In this study at least it appeared that providing collegial support 
or allowing educators to collaborate with each others were the most frequently 
encountered posiive remarks about the PDAs. 
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The lessons we learned from this study included the realisaion that a 
wide variety of views, policies and professional support existed among the 
teacher educaion departments in the Netherlands, resuling in a wide variety 
of posiive, negaive remarks and described needs. Support of educators’ 
professional development demands a clear vision of the aims and needs in 
teacher educaion departments. The varying posiive and negaive remarks 
made regarding all PDAs suggest that managers and/or organisers of these 
PDAs should criically relect on whether these PDAs meet the aims intended, 
what improvements are needed and for which target group of educators a PDA 
is eligible. The signiicant diference between men and women, or between 
programmes for primary and secondary teacher training is di cult to explain, 
but it might indicate that speciic teacher educator groups, difering in gender, 
programme or career stage, have speciic needs (Dengerink et al., 2014) and 
may require other types of support.
Finally, the quesion of how this support can made sustainable is important 
too. Some educators and most managers indicate that going beyond the 
boundaries of their own department by ofering joint PDAs with other UASs could 
be an interesing way to broaden the collecion of PDAs ofered. These inter-
insituional PDAs might decrease the risk of tunnel vision occurring within a 
single department. Where a PDA course related to supervising students’ research, 
this could help to develop a common view, not only on students’ research itself, 
but on teachers’ and educators’ research in general, thus supporing posiive 
aitudes to their professional roles of researchers.
Lesson from small-scale studies 
Over the past years we have conducted several small-scale studies to explore 
how educators’ professional development can be adequately supported, what 
key characterisics of efecive PDAs can be ideniied and what educators 
actually learn. For example, one study focused on the exising pracices in four 
UASs exploring how these pracices contributed to educators’ professional 
development (see for an extended descripion Geerdink et al., 2016). Another 
study examined issues around designing and establishing educators’ communiies 
of inquiry (COIs, see for an extended descripion Willemse et al., 2016). In 
both small-scale, illustraive studies we found indicaions and suggesions for 
improving PDAs and supporing educators’ professional development. For 
example, in the study at four UASs based on the interviews of 36 educators from 
four diferent PDAs, we ideniied seven general characterisics and features to 
take into account when designing a PDA:
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1. Provide the opportunity to exchange and discuss experiences with colleagues;
2. Make a connecion between the aciviies content and form and the 
educator’s daily pracices and aciviies (in line with Lunenberg, Korthagen, & 
Zwart, 2010; Van der Linden, Bakx, Ros, Beijaard, & Vermeulen, 2012);
3. Make use of theory (see also Cochran-Smith, 2003; Lunenberg et al., 2010);
4. Ensure an acivity is led by a senior expert educator researcher (e.g. Lunenberg 
et al., 2010);
5. Provide external pressure to do homework;
6. Facilitate ime to atend meeings and do homework. 
7. Organize aciviies with colleagues in the same departments
In addiion, an important feature, which appeared in both small-scale 
studies, concerned the importance of being a teacher of teachers (especially 
pre-service teachers) which educators perceived as their most important roles. 
This later feature implies that in the design of a PDA it seems to be important 
that consequently atenion should be paid to the implicaions of their research 
towards educators’ role as teacher of teachers.
Our second illustraive study supported secondary educators to paricipate 
in communiies of inquiry. Over three years around 13 educators paricipated 
in several communiies. The design of these PDAs was based on eight principles 
(Willemse et al., 2016). However, during this study, atendance and ime 
pressures appeared to be the main inluencing factors, roughly divided into two 
main aspects: irstly, the commitment of the paricipants; and secondly, ime 
and iming-related issues. The lack of commitment seemed (partly) due to ime 
pressure experienced on other duies. Besides, educators considered themselves 
mainly as ‘teachers of teachers’, so conducing research hardly comes irst. 
Both viewpoints - the insituional demands as well as their own vision of what 
consitutes being an educator - seem to have resulted for example in irregular 
atendance at the community meeings. Based on these experiences we adapted 
the design principles to nine: 
1. Research is conducted together (Cochran-Smith, 2003; Smith, 2003) in 
small groups of six to eight educators to make sure mutual collaboraion and 
decision making is ensured;
2. The subject of inquiry is chosen on a mutual experienced problem derived from 
pracice (Zellermayer & Tabak, 2006; Murray et al., 2009; Zeichner, 2003);
3. Frequent meeings (every four weeks) (Zeichner, 2003; Gallagher et al., 2011; 
Hadar & Brody, 2010);
4. Propose ixed dates for meeings and provide a clear exchange of commitment 
and expectaions of the community (Zellmayer & Tabak, 2006);
5. The meeings follow the stages of research (problem deiniion, literature 
search, formulaing research quesions, designing instruments and planning 
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the data collecion, data collecion, analyzing, sharing the results with others) 
(Cochran-Smith, 2003; Zeichner, 2003; Lunenberg et al., 2010);
6. Organize each meeing using three stages: 1) explore the current research 
stage and exchanging prior knowledge; 2) work on the research project; 3) 
relect on learning experiences and on supervising pre-service teachers’ 
research (Gri ths et al., 2010; Murray, 2010; Willemse & Boei, 2013; Kosnik 
et al., 2014; Smith, 2003)
7. In between meeings, paricipants should elaborate on certain tasks in pairs 
to guarantee the coninuaion of the research; 
8. Experienced educator / researchers should paricipate as full members and 
as mentors (Lunenberg et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2009; Zellermayer & Tabak, 
2006; Gri ths et al., 2010);
9. Results of the research are shared within the department, ater collaboraive 
consideraion in the community, or outside the department at a conference or 
through publicaions (Boyd, Harris, & Murray, 2011; Lunenberg et al., 2010; 
Zellermayer & Tabak, 2006).
In both studies we realized that our indings and conclusions are oten based 
on educators’ perceived outcomes and on short term professional development 
support. In other words it is hard to make statements about the sustainability 
of educators’ professional development. Nevertheless a lot of similariies were 
found with regard to key characterisics for designing PDAs. Some of these 
key characterisics were in line with what we found in the naional study and 
endorsed by several other (internaional) studies. At least we learned a most 
important lesson: it seems that educators feel beter prepared for their new tasks 
if they are given the opportunity to atend professional development aciviies 
under the right precondiions. 
Conclusions 
Supporing educators to get involved in research and become educators as 
researchers cannot be taken for granted. It demands a clear vision about the 
aims and needs of departments for teacher educaion on what is considered to 
be research; on how research should become part of educators’ professional 
pracices; and with regard to educators needs, which PDAs might be supporive. 
At the least, atenion needs to be paid to the views and beliefs of educators. 
Based on our work over the past years we learned several valuable lessons 
concerning how to support educators’ professional development. To summarize 
our main experiences:
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Take into account, while formulaing departmental policies and selecing 
the desired forms of the PDA, the views held by educators on what consitutes 
praciioner research, both on individual and at an organisaional level and 
address these views in relaion to educators’ role as teacher of teachers;
PDAs within which educators can gather hands-on experiences seems to lead 
to the best learning outcomes, although they are also ime consuming; 
Regardless of what PDA is chosen, make sure educators are able to atend 
the meeings. A scheduled part of the week, free of other obligaion - especially 
teaching - seems to be necessary.
However, the limitaion of these small studies prevented us from exploring 
the sustainability of educators’ development and the ways in which further 
professional development in teacher educaion departments can be organized 
in a sustainable way. Longitudinal research with a bigger sample in diferent 
contexts and countries, might be helpful irstly, to explore these issues, secondly, 
to examine educators’ professional development in their actual pracices instead 
of studying perceived development, and inally, to improve and authorize the key 
characterisics for efecive PDAs keeping in mind the variety of educators and 
the diferent career stages. 
More research might provide beter insights into how we can support, through 
PDAs, educators to gain a researcherly disposiion (Tack & Vanderlinde, 2014), 
using research in their daily pracices as an ‘inquiry as stance’ (Cochran-Smith, 
2003) and as a means for their professional development or for contribuing to 
the body of knowledge of the profession. However, this support for educators’ 
professional development in research cannot be isolated from educators’ main 
focus on being a ‘teacher of teachers’. In our opinion the later implicates two 
aspects. On the one hand within the departments of teacher educaion the 
importance of research as contribuion toward teacher educators’ role as ‘teacher 
of teachers’ should be emphasized explicitly and on the other hand in the design 
of a PDA consequently atenion should be paid to the implicaions of educators’ 
research towards  this role.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the conduct of 12 professional learning communiies 
(PLCs) in a large college of educaion in Israel and their impact on building the 
research capaciies of individuals and the college as a whole. Creaion of these 
PLCs was a comprehensive strategic act, meant to enhance the research capacity 
of individual staf members as well as of the enire insituion. The speciic 
objecives of this act included formaion of paricipants’ research idenity, 
support for their academic wriing skills, development of collaboraive working 
norms and the nurturing and maintenance of an intellectual discourse as part 
of campus culture. The indings indicated that the majority of these objecives 
were atained on the individual as well as the college level. Nonetheless, the aim 
of developing a research idenity among the community’s members remains a 
challenge.
Key words
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Introducion 
The noion that learning is a social process and that professional learning 
occurs best in work seings by means of professional learning communiies 
(hereater PLCs) led many schools to establish PLCs in the 1990s for the 
purpose of building professional capaciies through transformaion of the 
enire school into a learning community (Hargreaves, 1994; Kruse, Louis & 
Bryk, 1995; Lieberman, 1995; Louis, Marks, & Kruse, 1996). Extending these 
ideas to insituions of higher educaion with the intent of building their 
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research capacity was another step in PLC proliferaion. One seing where 
the building of research capacity takes place is teacher educaion insituions. 
This endeavor should be viewed in the context of the ‘academizaion process’ 
these insituions have undergone in recent decades. This process required 
them to meet quality assurance standards regarding research and staf 
engagement in aciviies that were not in line with their former occupaional 
proile. Creaion of PLCs for the purpose of building the needed research 
capacity of individual teacher educators and of enire insituions was soon 
acknowledged in many countries (Chety & Lubben, 2010; Cochran-Smith, 
2003; Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005; Erixon Arreman & Erixon, 2008; 
Gore & Morrison, 2001; Hill & Haigh, 2012; Lucas, 2007; Lunenberg, Ponte 
& Van De Ven, 2007; Murray, 2006, 2008; Murray, Jones, et al., 2009; Rees 
et al., 2007; Stoll et al., 2006; Tarrou & Holmesland, 2001). Some of these 
communiies took the form of micro-communiies established in one teacher 
educaion insituion (Murray 2006, 2008), while others took the form of 
networks connecing several insituions (Davies and Salisbury, 2008; Murray, 
Jones, et al., 2009; Murray & Campbell, et al., 2009).
In Israel, similar changes have occurred since 1980 (Hofman & Niederland, 
2012) and the building of research capacity of teacher educators working in 
teacher-educaion insituions became a must. Establishing insituional PLCs 
or interinsituional networks of teacher educators seemed to be an answer to 
this need (Ben-Peretz & Silberstein, 2001). Following this line PLCs of teacher 
educators were created in some teacher educaion insituions, however only on 
a small scale and dealing only with speciic topics e.g.: higher order thinking skills, 
digital skills, curriculum development (Brody & Haddar, 2012; Margolin, Ezer & 
Karton, 2002; Goldshtein, Simka & Kuzminsky, 2004). 
The opportunity to study the implementaion of a more comprehensive 
act of establishing a variety of PLCs in one of Israel’s largest colleges of 
educaion, and to assess their success in building staf and insituional 
research capacity, triggered the current study. The study’s purpose was to 
learn about the development, conduct and success of the PLCs in achieving 
their aims. These aims included formaion of the staf’s research idenity, 
support of academic wriing skills, development of collaboraive working norms 
among college staf, and maintenance of an intellectual discourse on campus. 
The present study was intended to shed light on the process of building research 
capacity by means of PLCs and thus guide other teacher educaion insituions 
planning to create similar communiies in the context of recent academizaion. 
In the following secion, we will discuss ideas underlying the PLCs and describe 
their diferent manifestaions.
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Development and Deiniions of PLCs 
Inspired by socio-cultural construcivist noions of knowing and learning, situated 
learning and distributed cogniion (Cobb, 1994; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Salomon, 
1993; Vygotsky, 1978), the idea that learning and knowledge generaion occurs 
best in community seings was embraced by those engaged in the professional 
development of individual teachers as well as those interested in learning on the 
organizaional level.
 From a professional development perspecive, PLCs mark a change from tradiional 
‘transmissive’ models of the professional development of individual teachers, usually 
guided by an ‘acquisiion metaphor’ (Sfard, 1998), to ‘transformaive’ models of 
professional development (Kennedy, 2014) guided by the concept of ‘paricipaion’ 
in communiies of pracice (Wegner, 1999). From an organizaional perspecive 
(Sergiovanni, 1994), the enire organizaion can be viewed as one PLC. Senge 
(1990) refers to this as a learning organizaion, “where people coninually expand 
their capacity to create the results they truly desire…, where collecive aspiraion 
is set free and where people are coninually learning to see the whole together” (p. 
3). Senge also points to the fact that the aims of building research capacity on the 
individual and the insituional level are related because ‘organizaions learn only 
through individuals...Individual learning does not guarantee organizaional learning. 
But without it no organizaional learning occurs” (p. 139).  
Viewing PLCs from these dual perspecives yielded various deiniions and 
emphasized diferent characterisics. For example, in line with the professional 
development of individuals approach, PLCs are deined as groups “of people 
sharing and criically interrogaing their pracice in an on-going relecive, 
collaboraive, inclusive, learning oriented, growth promoing way” (Stoll et al. 
2006, p.233). Stressing their inquiry-oriented nature, Cochran-Smith and Lytle 
(1999) describe the major characterisic of such communiies as generaing 
professional knowledge by calling into quesion ‘assumpions about common 
pracices’ and ‘uncovering the relaionship between concrete cases and more 
general issues and constructs’ (pp.294-295). 
Considering PLCs from an organizaional perspecive yields other deiniions. 
One such deiniion illustrates the diference: ‘A school-wide culture that makes 
collaboraion expected, inclusive, genuine, on-going and focused on criically 
examining pracice to improve student outcomes’ (Seashore, Anderson, and 
Riedel, 2003, p.3). In line with this perspecive, Newmann (1996, pp.181-182) 
describes ive core PLC characterisics: ‘shared values and norms’, ‘focus on 
student learning’, ‘relecive dialogue that leads to extensive and coninuing 
conversaions among teachers’, ‘de-privaizing pracice to make teaching public’, 
and ‘focus on collaboraion’.
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The collaboraive nature of learning in PLCs is menioned in both perspecives; 
however, the organizaional perspecive emphasizes learning to improve pracice 
and ulimately student learning while the professional development perspecive 
stresses teacher learning in the joint generaion of pracical knowledge for the 
sake of personal advancement.
The various deiniions and characterisics appear in diferent operaive types 
of PLC. Following is the descripion of four main types which are not mutually 
exclusive, but rather contain a certain overlap.
Communiies of Inquiry, where groups of teachers ‘make classrooms and 
schools sites for research, working collaboraively in inquiry communiies to 
understand the co-construcion of curriculum, developing local knowledge and 
adoping a criical perspecive on theory and on the research of others (Cochran-
Smith & Lytle, 1999, p.275).
Communiies of Pracice, where learning is described as paricipaion in doing, 
with collecive acion performed in the real world and where ‘newcomers 
(learners) are absorbing and being absorbed in the culture of pracice’ (Lave, 
1996; Lave & Wenger, 1991, p.95). Paricipaion is conceived as a process of 
idenity formaion based on mutual engagement, joint enterprise and sharing 
repertoires of tools and concepts that are highly embedded in pracice (Wenger 
1999, p.4).
Wriing Communiies, which focus on the process of wriing and serve as a tool 
for developing ideas and scafolding paricipants’ own wriing pracices. In such 
communiies, wriing is conceived as ‘normal business,’ not the end of a research 
process – the ‘wriing up’ phase – but, rather, an on-going acivity involving 
construcing and reconstrucing, synthesizing, re-collecing, re-evaluaing and 
re-interpreing a newly created text (Badley 2009; Gere 1987; Lee 1998; Lee & 
Boud 2003; Shteiman, Gidron, & Eilon 2012).  
Discourse communiies, described as a group of scholars who share goals and 
use inter-communal communicaion to achieve those goals (Borg, 2003). Swales 
(1987), who coined this term, deines its six characterisics: shared interest, 
paricipatory mechanisms, informaion exchange and feedback, discourse 
expectaions that create disinct genres, a shared specialized language, and a 
criical mass of expert members.
Using PLCs for building research capacity 
The creaion of professional learning communiies in higher educaion insituion 
is intended to change the insituional culture of teaching and learning in these 
insituions from one guided by an instrucion paradigm to one guided by a 
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learning paradigm (Barr & Tag, 1995). Within this framework, ‘Faculty Learning 
Communiies’ (FLCs) were deined as cross-disciplinary faculty and staf groups 
engaged in the acive collaboraive learning that leads to improved teaching 
and learning, professional development, scholarship of teaching and community 
building (Beach & Cox, 2009; Cox, 2001, 2004; Ward & Selvester, 2012). In the 
case of the academic teacher-educaion insituions, the creaion of the PLCs 
is directed speciically also at building the needed research capacity of both 
staf members and the enire insituions (Davis & Salisbury, 2008; McIntyre & 
McIntyre, 1999). Research capacity is deined here as the potenial for conducing 
research in the condiions currently found in higher-educaion insituions and not 
by how much research is actually done. Leaning on Desforges’ equaion (Cited in 
Murray, Jones, et al., 2009), three elements are noted as essenial for developing 
research capacity: experise, moivaion to do research, and opportuniies for 
research. Experise includes methodological understanding as well as substanive 
theoreical understanding, an ingredient stressed by Biesta, Allan and Edwards 
(2011). Moivaion is the extent to which research is prioriized and provides 
incenives within the work culture, whereas opportuniies refer to the working 
condiions and funding supporing the research efort (McIntyre & McIntyre 
1999). If all these elements are present, the concomitance endows individuals, 
groups, schools, and the enire system with the power to become involved and 
sustain learning over ime. The presence of a muliplier in Desforges’ equaion 
suggests that the lack of even one element reduces the equaion’s outcome to 
zero. As we use Deforges’ terminology, we considered the PLCs created in teacher 
educaion insituions to be an opportunity for promoing the development of 
the research capacity of individuals and of the organizaions. The study that 
followed the creaion of the PLCs was designed to shed light on this process.
The Study
The study insituional context
The study was conducted in one of the largest of the 24 academic teacher 
colleges in Israel. A call for establishing a variety of communiies in the college, 
for studying professional issues and conceptualizing and wriing on these issues, 
yielded twelve PLCs that operated concurrently and conducted their meeings 
during a three-year period from 2011-2014. Each community was headed by 
a leading faculty member who invited others to join the community also on a 
voluntary basis. The teacher educators who joined the PLCs were not paid for 
their paricipaion, nor forced to paricipate. They perceived the invitaion as an 
opportunity for their own academic professional development. 
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The communiies iniiated during these years relected diferent domains of 
interest and engagement of staf, as suggested by their names: Teaching the bible 
and the Jewish culture, Technology and Educaion, Art educaion, Qualitaive 
research and professional learning, Teaching about the holocaust, Ecological and 
social sustainability, Educaion and gender in teacher educaion, Supervision 
in Art educaion, Interdisciplinary in humanity studies, Visual literacy, Media 
educaion, Adventurous pedagogy.
Research quesions 
The study’s objecive, determined ater the PLCs were established, was to learn 
about moivaions to join the PLCs and the development, conduct, and impact 
of the PLCs on building research capacity in the college. This objecive was 
translated into four research quesions:
1. What moivated staf members to join the PLCs, and what are their percepions 
as to whether these were fulilled?
2. What was the nature of the meeings held in the diferent PLCs (aciviies, 
atmosphere, and orientaion)?
3. What was the impact of atending the PLC meeings on the research capacity 
of individual members: percepions of their professional idenity, evolving 
norms of collaboraion, interpersonal relaions and success in conceptualizing 
and wriing academic papers?
4. What was the impact of the PLC acivity on the research capacity of the college 
as a whole and on the intellectual and academic discourse it produced?
Paricipants
A total of 187 individuals registered voluntarily to the 12 PLCs. These make 
about half of the permanent staf members working at the college at that ime. 
Out of them, 136 paricipated in the PLC meeings on a regular basis. Most of the 
teacher educators who responded were women (71%), similar to the proporion 
of women among the college faculty. The age of the paricipants ranged from 
33 to 77 and about two thirds were between 40 to 60 years old. The teacher 
educators taught variety of content areas. Most (67%) held doctorates; amongst 
these, 24% were at the inal stages of study toward a doctorate. All had some 
previous academic experience in wriing, publishing and supervising students. 
However, most of them were only in iniial posiions along their career paths with 
a minor academic record. 
Methodology
As the study dealt with 12 PLCs that operated concurrently, it took the nature 
of a collecive case study (Bogdan & Biklen 1998; Stake, 1995). Using a mixed 
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method approach, we obtained both quanitaive and qualitaive data. The 
complimentary sources helped in illuminaing and interpreing the indings.
Qualitaive data was obtained through a non-paricipant type of observaions 
carried out at most PLC’s meeings, as well as through semi-structured interviews 
with all PLC leaders conducted twice during the study period. The data obtained 
from these two sources, contributed to construcion of the measures used to 
describe the PLCs’ conduct. The measures were:
Intensity of meeing – Proporion of meeings per total number of months the 
PLC’s operaion (scored between 0 [low] to 1[high])
Paricipants’ commitment – Number of regularly paricipaing members as 
a proporion of registered members, on a three-point scale: ‘high’ (above 2/3), 
‘medium’ (2/3 to 1/2), and ‘low’ (less than 1/2).
The PLC’s main orientaion to act: wriing and inquiry, pracice and acion, 
discourse and conversaion and listening to lectures (obtained from observaions 
and interviews).
Collaboraive atmosphere – level of trust and sharing on a three-point scale: 
low-medium-high (obtained from observaions). 
Writen products – proporion of papers writen per number of regular 
paricipants (scored between 0[low] to 1[high]).
Quanitaive data were obtained from a quesionnaire administered to all 
PLC paricipants toward the end of the study. The quesionnaires included the 
following secions: (a) Personal background data (e.g. educaion, experience, 
rank, publicaions, research acivity); (b) moivaions and expectaions to join the 
PLC’s and whether these were fulilled on a ive-point Likert scale (c) Percepions 
of professional roles, perceived frequency of the various types of aciviies taking 
place in PLC meeings, and perceived contribuions of these meeings. Most of 
these items were on a ive-point Likert scale; (d) main orientaion / tendency to 
act dominant in their PLC. (e) Atmosphere and personal relaions prevailing in 
PLC meeings using a semanic diferenial scale. 
Results
Results will be presented in relaion to the four research quesions.
Staf moivaions for joining the PLC and the extent to which these were fulilled 
Data were obtained from responses to items in quesionnaire on a ive point 
Likert scale.
Table 1 presents the mean scores on the moivaion and fulilment scales as 
well as t-tests and signiicance for paired diferences between the two scales. 
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Moivaion N Moivaion 
Mean (SD)
Fulilment 
Mean (SD)
Gap t(p)
Being ailiated to a 
knowledge creaing group
76 4.2 (0.9) 3.7 (0.9) 0.5 5.5 ***
Moivaion for academic 
wriing and publicaion
76 4.2 (0.9) 3.6 (1.1) 0.5 4.7 ***
Opportunity for learning, 
updaing, renewal and 
enrichment
76 4.0 (1.0) 3.6 (1.0) 0.4 4.2 ***
Opportunity for 
collaboraion and mutual 
enrichment
76 4.0 (0.9) 3.2 (1.1) 0.8 7.3 ***
Extending the circle of 
acquaintance with other 
staf members in the 
college
73 3.6 (1.1) 3.7 (1.2) -0.1 -1.5
Geing support in wriing 
from ‘criical friends’
72 3.2 (1.2) 3.0 (1.2) 0.2 2.0 *
Restructuring my 
professional knowledge
75 3.3 (1.1) 3.0 (1.2) 0.3 3.1**
*p < .05            **p < .01              ***p < .001 
Table 1. Moivaion for joining the PLC and the extent to which they were fulilled – Paired samples test
The main moives for joining the PLCs were found to be a mix of academic and 
social ones: the wish to be ailiated with an elite group of knowledge producers, 
extending a circle of acquaintances with other staf members in the college, 
professional enrichment and renewal and the need to write for publicaion. Most 
of the moives were fulilled although to a lesser extent. 
The nature of the meeings held in the diferent PLCs: aciviies, atmosphere, and 
orientaion (tendency to act).
Table 2 presents indings on the nature of the PLC meeing. These indings were 
obtained from observaions in ten out of twelve PLCs that sill operated in the year 
the study. The table provides data on the measures described above: intensity 
of the meeings, the commitment of the paricipants to atend the meeings, the 
main orientaion to act, the atmosphere that prevailed in the meeings and their 
writen yield. The PLCs in the table are ordered according to their staring date 
from the oldest to the youngest.
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PLC Intensity Commitment Orientaion Atmosphere Product
Teaching the 
Bible
7/9  (0.77) 12/19  
(0.63) M
Wriing  
& inquiry
No data 7/12 
(0.58)
Educaion and 
technology
No data 15/22  
(0.68) H
Wriing No data 15/15 
(1.0)
Art educaion 5/23 (0.20) 15/20  
(0.75) H
Wriing  
& acion
H 11/15 
(0.73)
Ecological 
and social 
sustainability
9/20 (0.45) 14/19  
(0.74) H
Wriing  
& acion
H 17/19 
(0.89)
Qualitaive 
research 
10/28 (0.36) 10/15  
(0.66) H
Wriing  
& discourse
H 8/10 
(0.80)
Teaching about 
the Holocaust
13/21 (0.62) 12/17  
(0.71) H
Wriing  
& discourse
H 14/15 
(0.93)
Interdisciplinary 
humaniies
6/21 (0.29) 23/31  
(0.74) H
Listening & 
discourse
No data 0/23 (0)
Gender issue 
in teacher 
educaion
11/18 (0.61) 10/16  
(0.63) M
Acion  
& discourse
M 0/10 (0)
Media 8/10 (0.80) 9/15  
(0.60) M
Listening  
& discourse
M 0/9 (0)
Adventurous 
pedagogy
5/10 (0.50) 8/15  
(0.53) M
Discourse No data 0/8 (0)
M= Medium; H=High
Table 2. Characterisics of PLC meeings
Table 2 shows high variability among the PLCs in the intensity of their meeing, 
ranging from low intensity (meeings held in only one-third of the months in 
which the PLC operated) to high (meeings held almost every month). High 
levels of member commitment (paricipaion) were found in most communiies, 
excluding the communiies established toward the end of the study period (e.g., 
Adventurous pedagogy). These communiies were sill in their iniial phase.
The communiies also difered in orientaion, by the ime of their establishment. 
In the six PLCs established earlier, the main orientaion was toward wriing, 
whereas in the four PLCs established later, the main orientaion was toward 
discourse. PLCs oriented toward wriing were found to be more explicitly 
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producive, with more than two-thirds of their members producing either a drat 
or a writen paper. 
The general picture emerging is of communiies with highly engaged, creaive 
and commited members.
Aciviies
Paricipants were asked to evaluate on 1-5 scale the extent to which the meeings 
of their PLC were dedicated to diferent types of aciviies: listening to lectures, 
reporing on their wriing, conversaions not necessarily related to their wriing, 
and giving/receiving feedback on writen products. Figure 1 shows the average 
scores obtained for the diferent aciviies in each PLC. PLCs appear in the order 
of their establishment from the early ones to the latest. Aciviies scored 4 or 
more were considered to be frequently implemented; those scored 3-4 were 
considered to be only moderately implemented. 
Figure 1. Diferent aciviies in each PLC
All PLCs exhibited a mixture of aciviies balancing between aciviies 
targeted toward wriing and toward discourse. Frequent wriing aciviies were 
typical of the ive more mature communiies that began their aciviies in the irst 
year of the project. Frequent discourse acivity not necessarily related to wriing 
appeared to be dominant in relaively younger communiies that began only in 
the project’s third year. 
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Atmosphere and personal relaionships
Paricipants were asked to describe the atmosphere and type of interpersonal 
relaionships that developed in the meeings on a bipolar semanic diferenial 
scale ranging from 1 (posiive) to 7 (negaive) (Table 3).
Dimension N Mean (SD)
Atmosphere (1 posiive – 7 negaive) 81 1.9 (1.3)
Cooperaion (1 cooperaive –compeiiveness) 78 2.3 (1.2)
Sharing (1 shared – 7 individual) 80 2.1 (1.3)
Trust (1 trust – 7 suspicion) 73 2.4 (1.2)
Modesty (1 modesty – 7 pretension) 80 2.4 (1.3)
Table 3 . Means of group responses regarding atmosphere and interpersonal relaionships
The mean scores indicate overall posiive personal relaionships, posiive 
atmosphere, high levels of sharing, cooperaion trust and seemly behaviour. 
 
The impact of PLC aciviies on building the individual’s research capacity and 
researcher idenity
We used wriing producivity as a measure of the individuals’ research capacity 
and individuals’ professional role percepion as a measure of professional idenity. 
Regarding research capacity, out of the 136 acive PLC members, 72 (53%) 
reported success in wriing. When relaing only to the more-mature communiies 
(the irst six appearing in Table 1) the percentage was even higher (84%). 
PLC members were asked to rank on scale of 1 (no agreement) to 5 (full 
agreement) their percepions regarding their ideniicaion with eight professional 
ideniies: Teacher; educator and social acivist; scholar and writer in the 
discipline; scholar and writer in educaion: researcher in the discipline; researcher 
in educaion; self-study researcher of own pracice; and school principal. Table 4 
shows the means of paricipants’ ideniicaion with each of these professional 
ideniies and the percentages of those agreeing and fully agreeing with each.
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Occupaional Role N Mean (SD) Agree and Mostly 
Agree
Teacher 68 4.4 (1.1) 68%
Educator and social acivist 74 4.0 (1.1) 64%
Scholar (theorizing and wriing)  
in the discipline
72 3.9 (1.2) 61%
Scholar (theorizing and wriing)  
in educaion
69 3.6 (1.3) 47%
Researcher in discipline 75 3.9 (1.4) 62%
Researcher in educaion 69 3.4 (1.3) 39%
Praciioner researching own 
pracice
71 3.3 (1.4) 33%
Manager – Principal 73 3.0 (1.5) 33%
Table 4. Professional idenity of PLC members
The average agreement score, on a scale of 1 to 5, was found to be the highest 
for the role of teacher or educator (4.4 and 4.0, respecively), while the average 
agreement score for the role of researcher in educaion, or scholar who studies 
his/her own pracice were found to be the lower (3.4 and 3.3, respecively). Only 
33%-39% of the paricipants agreed or fully agreed to idenify themselves with 
the role of researcher in educaion. Similarly, only 33% agreed or fully agreed 
to idenify themselves with the role of school principal. We should note that 
60% of paricipants agreed or fully agreed to idenify themselves as scholars 
or researchers in their disciplines. It seems that teacher-educators remained 
faithful to doing research in their academic specializaion but not in educaion. 
Hence, it appears that expectaions regarding PLCs as means to strengthen the 
professional idenity of teacher-educators as educaional researchers were not 
fulilled. 
Responses to another quesion conirmed these indings. When asked about 
changes emerging from their paricipaion in PLC meeings, only a third of the 
respondents agreed or fully agreed that paricipaion strengthened their idenity 
as researchers and writers. The change most agreed upon by the paricipants was 
an increase in feelings of ailiaion with other community members and with the 
college (about 60%). Table 5 shows the percentage of respondents who agreed 
or fully agreed with these changes.
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Area of Change Agree and 
Mostly Agree
Strengthening of researcher idenity 34%
Improvement in wriing abiliies 35%
Improvement in ability to give feedback on others’ wriing 38%
Increased ailiaion with other members of the community 62%
Increased ailiaion with the college and all aciviies held 61%
Increase in my self-eicacy as a social change agent 48%
Table 5. Changes due to paricipaion in PLC meeings
Despite the fact that only one-third of the respondents perceived any 
improvement in their wriing skills, when asked which aciviies did help them, 
about 60% responded that the discussions and feedback were very helpful due 
to the opportuniies provided to look at their wriing from diferent angles and to 
focus on what they really wanted to say. 
Item N Mean (SD) Agree and 
Mostly Agree
Discussion enabled me to look at my 
wriing from a diferent angle
69 3.5 (1.1) 58%
The feedback I got enabled me to 
rearrange my paper
66 3.4 (1.1) 56%
The feedback I got enabled me to focus 
on what I really wanted to say
65 3.3 (1.1) 51%
I feel graitude to those who gave me 
feedback
65 3.8 (1.2) 62%
In enabled me to reach a publishable 
product
60 3.6 (1.1) 62%
Table 6. Contribuion to wriing
The impact of PLC aciviies on insituional research capacity
Evidence regarding the impact on insituional research capacity was obtained 
from paricipaion rate in the PLC’s meeings the overall yield of papers writen 
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and the way paricipants perceived the main orientaion to act in the PLCs 
meeings.
The high voluntary paricipaion rates in the PLC meeings (about half of the 
permanent teaching force in the college), was a sign of growing insituional 
research capacity. It relected considerable moivaion of the staf to play the 
‘academic game’ with respect to aricle publicaion. Beyond the papers that 
were writen by the community members, the academic yield of the college staf 
during the period in which the PLCs funcioned was impressive. 154-refereed 
papers were writen by staf members over the three years respecively (40, 47, 
and 64) and there were 266 presentaions at conferences (56, 104, and 106).
In responses to a quesion that required the paricipants to deine the main 
orientaion or tendency to act that was dominant in their PLC, the most common 
tendencies reported were toward wriing (45%) and toward discourse and 
conversaion (31%). Table 7 shows the frequency of these responses.
 Tendency to Act N (percentage)
Wriing 34 (45%)
Acion/Pracice 3 (4%)
Discourse/Conversaion 24 (31%)
Enrichment 3 (4%)
Mixed 12 (16%)
Total 76 (100%)
Table 7. Main tendency to act (N=76)
These aciviies are in line with expectaions that the PLC would support 
academic wriing and the intellectual discourse in the college, both considered 
expressions of academic insituional research capacity. However, it should be 
noted here that this yield could be also the result of other opportuniies the 
college opened to interested staf members during these years. 
Discussion
When summing up the indings of this study, our impressions are that the 
PLC acivity in the college was more in line with a professional development 
perspecive than with an organizaional perspecive. Faculty moivaion for 
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joining the PLC was rooted primarily in their desire to be ailiated with an elite 
group of knowledge producers and in their need to write aricles for purposes 
of promoion. Members were less interested in the organizaional learning 
taking place in the college. Given that, we should recall Senge’s (1990) argument 
regarding the linkage between individual and organizaional learning.
We learned a lot on the nature, conduct and dynamics of the PLCs 
operaion. Our indings revealed aciviies of a mixed nature, balancing wriing 
with discourse. A typical sequence of aciviies began with a period of formal 
learning, in which members are engaged in listening to lectures on topics relevant 
to the theme of their PLC. This phase enabled paricipants to get acquainted 
and develop trust and feelings of belonging to the group, which seemed to 
be pre-condiions for the willingness to share as well as accept feedback. In 
this sense, PLC meeings strengthened interpersonal relaions and facilitated 
the development of norms of collaboraive learning. At this stage, growth in 
feelings of ailiaion with one another and with the college as a workplace, 
were reported. In the next phase, wriing and revising took place. Paricipants 
began to present their drats; they were very interested in receiving feedback 
and grateful to those who ofered it. It seems that the community structure 
provided space for the very necessary intellectual discourse among scholars in 
the college and also supported their academic wriing. The excitement caused 
by concurrent PLC aciviies succeeded in changing the atmosphere in the 
workplace from one of isolated acivity, usually carried out in the departments, 
to a more system-wide, collaboraive one.
We can conclude that the goal of building research capacity at the insituional 
level and changing the intellectual atmosphere in the college was achieved, even 
though not only due to PLC acivity but also because of the addiional iniiaives 
menioned. Among these was the launching in 2014 of a refereed journal that 
unil the end of the research period published six issues. Provision of addiional 
hours for faculty research as well as increased funding for wriing and travel 
to conferences. Other opportuniies that were made available included annual 
local research conferences in which the college’s enire faculty presented their 
research. We interpret the high rate of paricipaion in these local conferences 
as indicaing increased research capacity. Due to all opportuniies and improved 
condiions for pursuing research, a new stratum of scholars interested in 
conducing research parallel to teaching appeared, bringing with them a more 
academic and research-oriented spirit. 
However, when assessing the success of the PLC project in achieving the aims 
of building individuals’ research capacity and strengthening their research idenity, 
the conclusions are mixed. While more than half of faculty who paricipated in 
the PLCs meeings on a regular basis succeeded in wriing and submi ng papers, 
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the aim of developing a professional idenity as educaional researchers was not 
achieved. Toward the end of the study period, two-thirds of the community 
members coninued to view themselves primarily as teachers or educators and 
social agents, with only one-third as researchers in educaion. Similarly, only one-
third agreed that their idenity as researchers was strengthened. Furthermore, the 
aim of improving faculty academic wriing capacity was only parially achieved. 
Only a third of PLC members agreed or fully agreed that paricipaion in PLC 
meeings improved their wriing.
Di culies in building a research idenity among teacher educators have 
been reported in many studies. When required to construct a new professional 
idenity, especially one oten conlicing with tradiional role percepions and 
commitment to teaching, many teacher-educators viewed abandonment of 
their role as teachers and modiicaion of their worldviews as either highly risky 
(Chety & Lubben, 2010; Stryker, 2007), or as inducing feelings of loss (Becky  & 
Young, 2005) and uncertainty (Lee & Boud, 2003). 
In trying to explain the reasons for the di culies in building a researcher 
idenity, we can cite Labaree (2003) who, although not dealing speciically 
with teacher-educators, menions four transformaions that all teachers must 
experience when crossing the boundaries between teaching and research. 
Each can be considered a separate obstacle: replacing a normaive-moral for an 
analyical way of thinking, the personal for the intellectual, the paricular for the 
universal, and the experienial for the theoreical. When acknowledging these 
conlicts, Labaree suggests ofering the research perspecive as an addiional 
rather than an alternaive perspecive.
Tack and Vanderlinde (2014), when dealing speciically with teacher-
educators, suggest another cause, the lack of what they term a ‘researcherly 
disposiion’, that is, the habit of mind required to engage in research. This mindset 
has three features: afecive (an inclinaion or a felt tendency toward research), 
cogniive (the actual ability to engage in research), and behavioural (a sensiivity 
to research opportuniies). A lack in any of these features may explain why some 
teacher-educators become teacher-educator-researchers while others do not. 
We share other scholars’ claims (Hill & Haigh, 2012; Murray et al., 2009) that a 
strategic approach to building research capacity in teacher educaion is essenial 
for fostering a research idenity among teacher-educators. However, teacher-
educators cannot transform themselves into researchers in isolaion. This act is a 
community enterprise in which college-level if not naional leadership may have 
a crucial role to play. As we view transformaion of the professional idenity of 
teacher-educators to be an ambiious goal, demanding ime beyond the three 
years of the PLC project, we highly recommend extending the project and 
conducing addiional research for a longer period of ime.
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The indings suggest that the PLC project was fruiful in enhancing the research 
capacity of teacher-educators and of the college. However, before adhering to 
this conclusion, some limitaions of the study must be acknowledged. 
To begin with, some of the factors presented as evidence of growing 
insituional research capacity (e.g., allocaion of funds for research, organizing 
conferences and launching a refereed journal) are not directly related to the 
PLC project; instead, they relect a change in college policy that coincided with 
this project. Furthermore, it is di cult to disinguish between the impacts of 
the diferent iniiaives that acted concurrently in enhancing research capacity 
although their combined efect might have added to the academic ethos of the 
college. For studying the net efect of the PLC operaion, interacion efects 
between the PLC operaion project and the other insituional acions carried 
out at the same ime, should be considered. 
Finally, we suggest that the skew toward the posiive impact of the PLCs, 
as expressed by faculty members, might be a result of their enthusiasm and 
expectaions, which together ampliied the results. Yet with all these reservaions, 
our study points to the success of the PLCs operaion that sill coninues with 
the creaion of more PLCs in the college. This strategic act seems to be a fruiful 
direcion for coninuous professional development of teacher educators and is 
recommended as a policy line.
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Collaboraive Inquiry by Teacher Educators: 
Mess and Messiness
David Powell
University of Huddersield, UK
Abstract
Collaboraive inquiry is a widespread and dominant approach to professional 
learning within educaion and is backed by a growing research base. However, 
one dimension of it seems to have been largely neglected by research methods 
texts and research accounts: the messiness of teacher collaboraion. This seems 
a signiicant gap in the collaboraive inquiry “story”. Drawing on Adamson and 
Walker’s noion of messiness as the choices, problems and unexpected challenges 
of a collaboraive inquiry, this chapter foregrounds mess and messiness to answer 
four research quesions: what is messiness in collaboraive inquiry? How does 
messiness happen? Should we document mess and messiness? How can you 
document messiness? These quesions are answered by drawing on exising 
literature and using illustraive examples from the author’s doctoral research. 
The chapter argues that when honestly documented, using “Second Text” and 
“confessional tales”, for instance, messiness can contribute to enhanced rigour 
within collaboraive inquiry. It concludes by assering that researchers need to 
acquire “Bildung” if they are to “surf the wave(s) of messiness” in their research.
Key words
collaboraive inquiry; messiness; Second Text; confessional tales; “Bildung”
Introducion
Collaboraion is an acion noun, describing the act of working with one or more other 
people on a joint project. It can be conceptualised as ‘united labour’ and might result 
in something which has been created or enabled by the paricipants’ combined efort. 
(Lothouse and Thomas, 2015, p.8)
This helpful deiniion was provided by Lothouse and Thomas as a prompt for 
“a conversaion” (p.8) with secondary school teachers about their experiences of 
working in partnership with other teachers to develop aspects of their pracice 
and to establish to what extent they considered this to have been “collaboraion”. 
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Their deiniion emphasises its acive nature, that it is open ended in terms of who 
you might be collaboraing with, and suggests possible beneits of collaboraive 
inquiry. It might be described as a neat and idy deiniion of collaboraion. 
However, Eraut argues (2000, p.133) that “idy maps of knowledge and learning 
are usually decepive”. Lothouse and Thomas’ deiniion was useful to their 
research paricipants but is silent on one of collaboraion’s most important 
characterisics: its “messiness” (Adamson & Walker, 2011, p. 29). Messiness 
can mean the “complexity, unpredictability and di culty in monitoring and 
management when teachers work and research together” (ibid). Messiness 
also includes ‘the dilemmas” faced within collaboraive inquiry (ibid). However, 
there appears to be a reluctance to openly discuss messiness within accounts of 
educaional research (Cook, 1998). Whilst some authors do menion mess within 
the accounts of their collaboraive inquiry, for instance, Lothouse, Flannagan 
and Wigley (2016, p.529), drawing on Cook, describe acion research as being 
“a messy area”, it is oten brief and the authors quickly move on. It would seem 
that Strathern et al.’s (1987, p.251) “persuasive icions” coninue to dominate 
accounts of educaional research; a culture in which researchers adopt paricular 
wriing approaches to tell their research stories and get published. This could be 
problemaic if the researcher makes their account incomplete by not discussing 
instances of messiness in their study. Therefore, I am arguing that ethically mess 
and messiness in collaboraive inquiry should be documented, that as story 
tellers and rigorous researchers we should be commit to telling the “whole 
story” and giving the reader an “honest” account of our research (McNif, 2014). 
Therefore, this chapter seeks to foreground and unpack mess, messiness and 
“messy texts” (Segall, 2002, p.170) within collaboraive teacher educator inquiry 
and the tensions that may occur when we atempt to capture this in our wriing.
Murray (2012) asserts that as a discipline teacher educaion sits within Schön’s 
(1987, p.3) “swampy zone of professional pracice”. It is worth re-visiing Schön’s 
work to consider how he describes the landscape surrounding this swamp as it 
has relevance for collaboraive inquiry. Schön describes two types of terrain: the 
“high ground” and the “swamp” (ibid). The former is a space where “manageable 
problems lend themselves to soluion through the applicaion of research-based 
theory and technique” (ibid), the later is where “messy, confusing problems defy 
technical soluion” (ibid). Schön asserts that it is in the “swamp of important 
problems” (ibid) that “the problems of greatest human concern” (ibid), except for 
medical science, it could be argued, can be found and where collaboraive inquiry 
is situated. I assert that by going into the “swamp of important problems” we are 
likely to encounter mess and messiness. Interesingly, Schön also suggests that 
a characterisic of this type of research is that it is “non-rigorous inquiry” (ibid). 
I would argue that omi ng accounts of our encounters with “messy, confusing 
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problems” (ibid) and any associated messiness that arises during the research 
process contributes to Schön’s claim of this being “non-rigorous inquiry” (ibid), 
and I return to address this point more extensively later in Secion 3. 
This chapter draws on my inquiry on teacher educators’ use of modelling and 
exising literature to answer the following quesions around messiness: 
1. What is messiness in collaboraive inquiry?
2. How does messiness happen within collaboraive inquiry? 
3. Should we document mess and messiness in collaboraive inquiry? 
4. How can you document messiness within collaboraive inquiry?
I employ four conceptual frameworks to answer these quesions: 
1. Ecologies of pracices and pracice architectures (Kemmis et al. 2014a);
2. “Messiness” within teacher collaboraion (Adamson & Walker, 2011, p.29); 
3. Using confessional tales as part of a relexive account of collaboraive inquiry 
(Van Maanen, 2011)
4. “Second Text” as a way of documening the “messy” text and “unidy” world 
of teacher educaion and collaboraive inquiry (Segall, 2002, p.170). 
The chapter’s research quesions and conceptual frameworks are addressed 
in ive secions. The irst deines the study’s key concepts of collaboraive inquiry, 
ecologies of pracices and pracice architectures, messiness in collaboraive inquiry, 
“confessional tales”, and “Second Text”. The second explores how mess and messiness 
occurs within collaboraive inquiry. The third sets out the case for documening 
messiness in an inquiry and how this can enhance the rigour of our accounts (Sparkes, 
1995). The fourth presents instances of messiness within my inquiry for consideraion 
as examples of how to document it. Finally, I draw some conclusions and suggest the 
possible implicaions for researchers involved in collaboraive inquiry.  
Secion 1: Key concepts
Collaboraive inquiry
Teachers are encouraged to collaborate with other teachers (Admiraal, Akkerman, 
& Graaf, 2012) because “since 2000, collaboraive inquiry has emerged as 
the dominant structure for the professional learning of educators in the UK, 
North America and other parts of the work” (Baumield, 2016, p.103). Teachers 
are also encouraged to collaborate with their students (Kemmis, McTaggart & 
Nixon, 2014b) as it is seen as beneicial in terms of informing and improving 
teaching, learning and assessment (Lothouse & Thomas, 2015). This leads to 
two quesions:
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1. What do we mean by collaborate?
2. What factors shape collaboraive inquiry?
Collaboraion is concerned with the researcher(s) and paricipant(s) – they 
may be other teachers, students, student teachers, managers, for instance - 
forming a partnership to explore an area of mutual concern; it involves them 
sharing ideas and knowledge, searching for joint soluions and in some instances 
“co-construcion” (Lothouse & Thomas, 2015, p.17). It is a deining feature 
of two types of research, self-study and acion research, and is evident in the 
“sayings, doings and relaings” of its research paricipants (Kemmis et al., 2014a). 
More than that, it is a “democraic” process in which paricipants contribute to 
the design of the research (Carr & Kemmis, 1986, p.199). 
Coield (2014a), drawing on Ball’s work, suggests that the context of teachers’ 
pracice is more than just the seing for it; it is an “acive force” on it. Coield 
proposes that teachers and their teaching, and I would argue any collaboraive 
inquiry linked to it, are always situated within the force-ield of four contexts, 
three of which are internal and the other external. They are: 
1. the site(s) of the collaboraion and all the actors’ acions at the site (internal 
context), i.e. their “sayings, doings and relaings”; 
2. the “professional cultures” (p.83) of the teachers and managers at the site(s) 
(internal context) and the associated “sayings, doings and relaings”. These 
teachers and managers are not necessarily “unidimensional, highly stable, and 
predictable characters”, according to Sparkes (1995, p.164). Professional lives 
can be oten “messy” and this can feature in our collaboraive inquiry (Cook, 
1998); 
3. the “resources” (ibid) of the site(s) such as the staf development budget 
(internal context); 
4. and “externaliies” (ibid) that shape the site(s) such as government policy and 
awarding body requirements (external context). 
To this framework, I would suggest a fourth internal contextual inluence 
that might be present within the ield as an “acive force” shaping teachers’ 
pracice and collaboraive inquiry: the “‘learning cultures” of their students and 
who they may be collaboraing with (James, Biesta, Hodkinson, Postlethwaite, 
& Gleeson, 2007). Therefore, I assert that there are up to ive contexts acively 
shaping a piece of collaboraive inquiry. This is presented visually in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The forces acively shaping teacher collaboraive inquiry
Ecologies of pracice and pracice architectures
Kemmis et al.’s (2014a) work on ecologies of pracices and pracice 
architectures, contemporary theories of pracice for an educaional 
insituion, might add another layer to our understanding of collaboraive 
inquiry and research at a site. The ecologies of pracices are the ive pracices 
of an educaional site (a school, college or university, for instance), namely 
their students and their learning; teachers and their teaching; leaders and 
administrators; managers of coninuing professional development and/
or teacher educators, and researchers. Each of these pracices consists of 
“sayings, doings and relaings” (p.3) and these are enacted in the arrangements 
of three “intersubjecive spaces” (p.4) at the site. For example, how research 
paricipants can communicate with each other within the “semanic space” 
(ibid) of language; how the “physical space-ime” (ibid) arrangements of the 
site, such as imetables, allow paricipants to meet up within a busy teaching 
schedule and provide a meeing space for them when they do; how the 
“social space” (ibid) supports or siles collaboraive relaionships between 
paricipants. This is visually presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. the theory of pracice architectures (Kemmis, 2017, personal communicaion) 
Kemmis et al. (2014b, p.150) argue the most courageous form of collaboraion 
within educaion research is when partnerships are formed between paricipants 
from each of the ive “ecologies of pracices” in order to open a communicaive 
space and develop a “conversaion” on an issue of mutual concern. This is 
inclusive and powerful collaboraion because it includes the voices of “groups 
who [can be inadvertently] excluded” (ibid) from these conversaions such as 
students and “ancillary staf” (ibid). The value of this type of conversaion is that 
it allows paricipants “to see the life and work of the classrooms and schools from 
very diferent perspecives” (ibid) and this can helpfully challenge any “compeing 
self-interests” (p.151) that may exist. However, Lothouse and Thomas (2015, 
p.19) posit that such an approach and the values which underpin it are somewhat 
counter cultural in today’s “highly performaive cultures”, which are increasingly 
a worldwide phenomenon. 
 
 
are the five practices of an educational site (a school, college or university, for instance), 
namely their students and their learning; teachers and their teaching; leaders and 
administrators; managers of continuing professional development and/or teacher educators, 
and researchers. Each of these practices consists of “sayings, doings and relatings” (p.3) and 
these are enacted in the arrangements of three “intersubjective spaces” (p.4) at the site. For 
example, how research participants can communicate with each other within the “semantic 
space” (ibid) of language; how the “physical space-time” (ibid) arrangements of the site, such 
as timetables, allow participants to meet up within a busy teaching schedule and provide a 
meeting space for them when they do; how the “social space” (ibid) supports or stifles 
collaborative relationships between participants. This is visually presented in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: the theory of practice architectures (Kemmis, 2017) 
 
 
(Kemmis, 2017, personal communication)  
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Messiness in Collaboraive Inquiry
Encountering messiness within research for the irst ime can be disorientaing 
and disheartening, though if we could understand more about why and how 
it happens then that may help us work with it and navigate our way through 
it. Adamson and Walker (2011) idenify that messiness occurs within teacher 
collaboraion and tell us what it is, though they do not explain how it happens. 
Law (2003, p.3) states that “contemporary social science methods are hopelessly 
bad at knowing…mess” and suggests that the “dominant approaches”, who are 
commited to neat and idy accounts of research, seek to “repress the very 
possibility of mess” and messiness. This is unacceptable in Law’s view. The “world 
is largely messy” (ibid) and therefore Law asserts we should be “interested in 
the process of knowing mess…[and the] methodologies for knowing mess” (Law, 
2003, p.3). In Secion 2 I will return to mess and messiness and explore four 
possible explanaions for how messiness may occur in collaboraive inquiry. I 
now want to turn to the interlinked ideas of “confessional tales” and “second 
text” and how they may be helpful when wriing about messiness.
Confessional tales
The concept of “confessional tales” originated in the research of ethnographers 
who were atemping to relexively de-privaise their ieldwork; it was a direct 
response to the criicism from scieniically orientated research community (Van 
Maanen, 2011). It requires the researcher to make explicit the data collecion 
process of “ieldwork” and so make visible the humanity of the researcher 
and their relaionships with those they are researching (ibid). It is a “modest, 
unassuming style of [some]one struggling to piece together something reasonably 
coherent…[amongst the] disorder, doubt and di culty” of their research seing 
(Van Maanen, 2011, p.75). One of the weakness of such an approach is that it 
may become too “self-absorbed” (Sparkes, 1995, p.171) or in atempt to involve 
others’ voices it might inadvertently “consume” individuals’ stories (p.167). On 
the other hand, confessing to what has happened in our inquiry “exposes more 
of [ourselves] to the reader at a personal level and an author, as well as giving 
some interesing insights into the process of” (p.172) conducing collaboraive 
inquiry. This is not an easy process. Foley (1992) agonised over how to “write 
truly accessible…[texts] that are relexive and thus fulil the criteria of good post-
posiivist criical interpretaion…and was let feeling that there was no way to 
serve two masters, the people and the professoriate…” (Foley, 1992, p44). When 
it does appear, Van Maanen (2011) notes that “confessional tales” are oten buried 
in the appendices of the research, or the methodology and methods secion of 
ethnographic research, where it is usually presented as “a separate chapter” 
(p.81). I would argue this could decouple any instances of messiness from the 
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research and its processes. Van Maanen adds that in fact most “confessional 
tales” are never published and any that are writen are by established researchers 
with a publicaion record based on their “realist tales”. Van Maanen (2011, p.81) 
makes a telling point: 
The confessional is apparently interesing only insofar as there is something of note 
to confess as well as something of note to situate the confession. It is apparently 
more di cult to achieve the later than the former. Authors of unknown studies, while 
they surely have much to confess, will rarely ind an audience who cares to read their 
confessions.
Alongside our “confessional tales” in our research accounts can sit a “second 
text”.
Second Text
Wriing up an account of collaboraive inquiry is itself complex because it requires 
us to narrate an “unidy world” (Lather in Segall, 2002, p.170) and the convenion 
and expectaion and indeed requirement of a journal is to idy up the text into neat 
conclusions for the reader (Lather, 1996; Segall, 2002). However, collaboraive 
inquiry is not always neat and idy and the indings may be debatable. Van Maanen 
(2011, p.95) asserts that “ieldwork data are constructed from talk and acion” 
and as such might be interpreted in more than one way because of the seing; 
the ideniies of the paricipants, and the knowledge of the researcher and their 
paricipants. Instances of “messy” research like this need a way of wriing up 
the messiness of the inquiry; it requires us to try and capture the “messy” text 
(Denzin in Segall, 2002, p.170) that exists within collaboraive inquiry. There is an 
ethical dimension to illuminaing messiness in research, I assert. Segall’s (2002, 
p.150) “Second Text” is one way of doing this.
Second text is a “method of inquiry” (Segall, ibid), informed by Lather’s 
work, which addresses “the complexity of narraing an unidy world” (p.170); it 
seeks to capture the “polyphonic” (ibid) voices of those within the inquiry and 
invites them to commentate on the text as it is being constructed and once it is 
inished. It is a methodological and philosophical approach that is congruent with 
collaboraive inquiry because it acknowledges that the researcher’s/author’s 
account is “personal” and “posiioned” (p.150) and as such readers need to hear 
the paricipants’ voices and “words” (p.151) too. These should be “presented 
unedited and in full wherever paricipants chose to place them” (ibid) in the text. 
It is not member checking though, asserts Segall, it is more open and democraic 
than that. Second Text is a collaboraive way of conducing research that gives 
paricipants “an opportunity to comment on the process and produce of that 
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invesigaion, a space to voice their rejecions and evaluate” your work with them 
and your “words about them” (Segall, 2002, p.152). It opens the researcher’s 
“text to interrogaion” (ibid) and makes this “interrogaion visible to” (ibid) those 
who read it. The way Segall (2002, p.16) made visible “Second Text” within his 
work was to italicise it. To conclude, Second Text ofers every paricipant a voice 
and words to contribute to an account of a collaboraive inquiry, illumining any 
messiness within it and this potenially gives the research greater verisimilitude. 
Secion 2: How mess and messiness can occur in collaboraive inquiry
A staring point for beginning to know mess would seem to be the “acive 
force” (Coield, 2014a, p.83) of government policy towards educaion. Murray, 
Swennen and Shagrir (2009, p.30), drawing on Cochrane-Smith (2005), assert 
that “teacher educaion is posiioned as a public policy problem”, both within the 
United Kingdom and internaionally. As such, it has moved towards the forefront 
of naional poliicians’ and the European Union’s educaion policy agenda 
(European Commission, 2015). Whilst Murray (2012, p.19) acknowledges that 
examples from England might be described as “The English excepion” and be 
a result of “English-speciic factors”, she argues that performaivity has become 
“a global phenomenon” and as such is familiar and relevant to internaional 
colleagues. Therefore, I assert that readers can consider my English examples 
by asking the two key quesions: What is this policy? Does it apply to my own 
country and context?
In the United Kingdom in 1976, the then Prime Minister, Jim Callaghan, began 
“The Great Debate” about the state of educaion in England. This was the irst 
ime the Briish government had explicitly expressed an interest in educaion and 
a presage for “more than 30 years of policy hyperacivity” (Coield, 2015, p.13) 
devised by ever-changing Secretaries of State from successive governments 
(Orr, 2016). For instance, Coield (2008), drawing on research undertaken by 
Gemma Moss, stated that 459 documents were sent by “government agencies to 
all primary schools in England on the topic of literacy during the years 1996 and 
2004…which amounts to 51 per year or almost one a week for nine years” (p.8). 
This lack of poliical stability (Orr, 2016) has meant teachers in England have 
experienced “a permanent revoluion” (Coield, 2008, p.9) that has intensiied 
itself into an ever acceleraing “pace of change” (ibid). These reforms have been 
underpinned by the advent of an unholy trinity of “policy technologies” that 
characterise neo-liberalism: markeizaion, “managerialism and performaivity” 
(Ball, 2003, p.215). In terms of the external “context”, I assert that, within England, 
these policy technologies contribute signiicantly to the architecture of any mess 
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and messiness within collaboraive inquiry. They may also be present, though 
perhaps to a lesser extent, within research undertaken within Europe and other 
parts of the world.
On a more personal level, Cook observes (1998) that messiness occurs in 
acion research (and self-study, therefore) because the professional lives of 
the researcher and paricipants are rarely neat and idy. This is the mess and 
messiness of the self within collaboraive inquiry. There are two dimensions 
to this: our “confessional tales” (Van Maanen, 2011) and our “helping” work as 
teacher educators (Wilcox, Watson and Paterson, 2004, p.278). 
Sparkes (1997, p.173) asserts that well told “confessional tales” lit “the veil of 
secrecy” of what actually happened when we seek “access to the ield”, collect our 
data and analyse it; they remove the methodological silence surrounding messy 
data collecion. These narraives, according to Bruner, provide “believable…
accounts” of the research and “human or human-like intenion and acion and the 
vicissitudes and consequences that mark their course” (Bruner, 1986, p.13). It is 
in the human acions, “vicissitudes and consequences” that “mess and messiness 
happens”.
Wilcox, Watson and Paterson (2004, p.278), wriing about self-study, posit 
that “those in the helping professions have the disinct and messy business of 
making sense of their experience rather than assessing results against a standard 
measure (Schön, 1983).” Thus, we may add our role and those of our paricipants 
as contributors to mess and messiness in collaboraive inquiry. 
Alongside the policy context and the self sits the focus of our collaboraive 
inquiry: teaching, learning and assessment. Coield (2014b, p.113) posits that 
the “leitmoiv” for those studying teaching, learning and assessment is that it is 
inherently “messy, elusive… unpredictable”, complex and ambiguous and as such 
might be viewed as a “confusing” mess (Schön, 1983, p.42); it may be slippery 
to describe (Rushton, 2015). Therefore, I am arguing that teaching, learning and 
assessment brings its own messiness into the research. All collaboraive inquiries 
are surrounded by a force-ield of at least four factors that can create mess and 
messiness. These factors interact with the inquiry and the inquiry can interact 
with them. This is visually presented in Figure 3.
There are two inal points. First, when using the terms mess and messiness, 
I am not suggesing that any research where it occurs is necessarily “disordered 
or undisciplined” (Thomas in Cook, 2009, p.278), though Sparkes (1995, 
p.173) suggests we should accept that “shocks, surprises, blunders, and social 
gafes” can occur. I prefer to adopt the view that telling stories of messiness 
within our accounts unveils our humanity as researchers, and might reassure 
other researchers that “mess happens”. Second, I am foregrounding Adamson 
and Walker’s (2011, p.29) view of messiness as “complexity, unpredictability… 
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dilemmas” and di culies that happen in research and that to navigate our way 
through it is a “very highly skilled process” (Cook, 1998, p.103) which requires 
“professional knowledge, judgement, tacit knowledge, intuiion, and professional 
maturity” (Cook, 1998, p.107). Therefore, reporing on any messiness in our 
research and explaining how we dealt with I might enhance its rigour and reassure 
other researchers, paricularly early career researchers who are undertaking an 
appreniceship in becoming and being a researcher.
Secion 3: Should we document mess and messiness in research?
I began building this argument earlier in the chapter, though I want to develop it 
into a forceful argument for collaboraive inquirers to include accounts of mess 
and messiness within their papers and texts. Within this secion I consider why 
documening it is an ethical and methodological issue for collaboraive inquiry 
and how these two “compass points” might guide its researchers to write more 
rigorous and relevant accounts of their research (Levin, 2012). Simultaneously 
they should seek to ind what may be an elusive balance between these two and 
in the process enhance the inquiry’s “academic integrity” (Levin, 2012, p.141), 
giving it credibility within the wider research community, and removing the label 
of “non-rigorous inquiry” atributed to it by Schön (1983, p.3).  
Fraser (1997, p.161) posits that acion research is “an ethical enquiry” 
concerned with “address[ing] the professional dilemmas” of teachers. Dilemmas, 
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Figure 3. How mess and messiness can occur within collaboraive inquiry
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according to Altrichter, Feldman, Posch and Somekh (2008, p.189), are “situaion[s] 
in which someone must choose one or two or more alternaives…” They add 
that using a tool like Winter’s dilemma analysis might allow us to see into how a 
teacher makes decisions when dealing with the messiness of teaching, learning 
and assessment (Coield, 2014b) and this could sit alongside the messiness – 
the “dilemmas” (Adamson & Walker, 2011, p.29), for instance - of collaboraive 
inquiry. Both of which could be writen up as part of an “ethical enquiry”. Fraser’s 
(1997) argument that the ethical dimensions of research are not considered and 
discussed suiciently within educaion research sill holds, it seems to me. 15 
years later Levin argued that there was sill too litle discussion of the ethical 
issues, and I would add messiness, within acion research texts. My argument is 
that this may sill hold today as researchers seek to “it” the “whole story” and 
the indings within the prescribed editorial requirements of a journal or book 
chapter, and build their reputaion as they do it. 
The credibility of collaboraive inquiry is dependent on its ability to hold in balance 
the compeing demands of your commitment to your paricipants, your joint work 
and telling its story and at the same ime meeing the expectaions of the academy 
and professoriate who require rigorous research. This tension creates Janus-faced 
collaboraive inquirers (Levin, 2012) and as a result its own type of messiness. One 
way forward is to employ rhetorical devices (Sparkes, 1995) like “Second Text” 
to create “alternaive explanaions” (Levin, 2012, p.145) for inquiring about the 
complexiies of teachers’ pracices and teaching, learning and assessment.  
Levin (2012, p.143) sets out ive “factors” that together contribute to the 
credibility and rigour of acion research: research partnering, researcher’s bias; 
standardized methods; alternaive explanaions, and trustworthiness. Levin 
(2012, p.140) proposes that another way forward to support “academic integrity 
in acion research” lies within the concept of “Bildung”, a process of becoming 
and being which originated in the German universiies in the late nineteenth 
century. It is a contested noion, however, according to Levin. Nevertheless, he 
argues that “Bildung” enables the collaboraive inquirer to master its process 
including “knowing how to…relect on ethical and moral challenges in the research 
process…[it] must prepare the praciioners for wriing up [acion research] AR 
in such a way that it contributes to the social science discourse” (Levin, 2012, 
p.135). It seems to me that implicit within these ive factors and “Bildung” is 
knowing how to deal with mess and messiness when it arises, learning from it, 
and how to document this within your research without compromising its rigour. 
As Cook (2009, p.277) argues, mess and rigour are unlikely “bedfellows”, though 
they can be through “Bildung”. Levin (2012) goes on to suggest that one-way 
acion researchers might acquire “Bildung” is through “training”. However, how 
this might happen within the “insituionalized form of in-service educaion” 
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(Kinsler, 2010, p.172) that exists in UK and American universiies, where most 
teachers are inducted into acion research, is unclear. 
My penulimate point is concerned with the validaion of acion. Heikkinen, 
Hutunen, Syrjälä and Pesonen (2012, p.8) idenify ive “principles” for validaing 
acion research: how the story of the acion is told; being relexive; the presence 
of dialecics in the wriing; its “workability and ethics”; its “evocaiveness”. They 
add that these principles are closely aligned with Kemmis et al.’s concept of 
ecologies of pracices, in terms of their sayings, doings and relaings, and the 
pracice architectures of the site and how these “hang together” within a site’s 
intersubjecive spaces. It seems that this text is also silent on the potenial for 
Adamson and Walker’s messiness to be present where these principles, pracices 
and spaces intersect and interplay. I would suggest that part of any validaion 
process should be the inquirers and validators discussing any instances of mess 
and messiness and considering how it might be documented before the research 
is writen up and presented to its intended audience.
My staring point in this secion was should we document messiness and I 
conclude the chapter by asking how much messiness do we report on, what is 
considered rigorous accouning for messiness, and what might be “over telling the 
story”. It is clear that there is a balance to be found between the story and presening 
a piece of rigorous research. Published researchers with an established publicaion 
record can aford to be experimental when documening messiness (Sparkes, 1995); 
however, early career researchers will want guidance on where the balance lies and 
one way they may learn how to ind it is by reading others’ work. However, it is not 
always easy to ind examples and indeed I would not want to prescribe how much 
messiness is documented, though some useful criteria might be: suicient detail for 
a reader to trust and believe the honesty of the account and not so much that the 
story dominates the rigorous reporing of the research. This will require researchers 
to take risks as they search for the balance between the two. Tierney (1993, p.314) 
suggests that “some [of these] will fail, but others will succeed and [be published], 
in doing so, they will enable us to see the world in dramaically diferent new ways”, 
illuminaing and guiding the way for others to follow. 
Secion 4: Examples of messiness from a messy collaboraive inquiry
As a university-based teacher educator and apprenice researcher (Murray, 2012), 
I have been involved in a “messy” collaboraive inquiry over a period of four years 
with a team of teacher educators based in a further educaion college and their 
in-service student teachers. This inquiry was a piece of second-person pracice 
acion research (Chandler & Torbert, 2003, p.142) with six teacher educators and 
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three of their student teacher groups. The focus of this inquiry was the teacher 
educators’ use of ‘modelling’ within an iniial teacher educaion programme and 
what impact this had on the student teachers’ learning. 
Externaliies make things messy
The seing for this inquiry is the English further educaion sector. Internaionally, 
further educaion colleges are similar to technical and vocaional further educaion 
insituions in Australia, community colleges in the USA, and Fachoberschules 
in Germany. Orr and Simmons (2010, p.78) note that in England “virtually all 
aspects of further educaion are now highly mediated by the State”. The sector 
has tradiionally been responsible for post-compulsory educaion in England 
and has a reputaion for giving students, 16-18 year olds and adults, a “second 
chance” (Orr, 2016, p.20). It provides educaion and training for about four million 
students (Naional Audit Oice, 2015, para. 1.1, p.12) and has a budget in the 
region of £7 billion (p.5). Its further educaion colleges are diverse organisaions 
with a large number of 16 to 18 year olds undertaking appreniceships and many 
adults also studying (Associaion of Colleges, 2016). During the period of inquiry 
(2011 to 2016) two neo-liberal policies have fashioned the further educaion 
landscape, teacher educaion and this collaboraive inquiry. First, between 2010 
and 2016 the budget for the sector was reduced by over 30 per cent per annum 
(Keep, 2014) and this resulted in fewer new teachers being recruited and fewer 
undertaking iniial teacher educaion (Educaion and Training Foundaion, 2016). 
Second, the statutory qualiicaion requirements for teachers in the further 
educaion sector were removed in 2013 (Orr, 2016).
The combined “externaliies” of austerity and de-regulaion contributed 
to the messiness of this inquiry as fewer student teachers were recruited at 
my partner college and this meant the size of the team of teacher educators 
I was collaboraing with reduced from 13 in July 2012 to ive in July 2016. A 
consequence of this was that none of the teacher educators I worked with in the 
irst cycle of the inquiry were teaching on the programme when the second cycle 
of the inquiry started, so could not be ilmed teaching, which was one of the ways 
I was collecing data on their use of modelling. Whilst none of my paricipants 
lost their jobs, some of their teaching hours were reduced and one of them let. 
All of these changes made the research more di cult to conduct.
The messy process of securing paricipants
Murray (2012) points out that performaivity is shaping teacher educators’ work 
lives throughout the world, though the extent of this varies between countries. 
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In my study I found that it was also present. Three factors combined to afect my 
recruitment of more paricipants at a meeing in July 2012: my own naivety, my 
choice of data collecion methods, and the performaive climate of the college 
where the study was taking place. How did this mess happen? First, my leter 
asking for insituional approval to carry out the study naively ofered to the 
Principal, the Head of the college, a copy of my thesis once it was completed. 
Some researchers make this ofer; however, within the performaive climate that 
existed, which I should have been aware of, this was ill advised. The insituional 
approval was granted but as I sought to recruit more paricipants “my promise” 
became a sicking point in the inquiry and I had to work hard to persuade some 
of them they could trust me.   
Second, seeking to emulate Swennen et al.’s (2008) use of simulated recall 
interviews (SRI) in their study on modelling, I planned to ilm the teacher 
educators teaching and conduct an SRI aterwards. However, some of the 
potenial paricipants did not want to be ilmed. I should not have assumed, 
as I had done, that people would be happy to be ilmed and talk about their 
teaching to me. Teacher Educator A, a work colleague from my University, 
had allowed me to ilm them teach and paricipated in a SRI as part of my 
piloing of the data collecion instruments, saying: “I’m quite happy now talking 
to you about all of this, but I don’t want to watch myself teach...” (SRI, June, 
2012). Whilst Lunenberg et al. (2007) argue that teacher educators need to 
make themselves vulnerable if they are to model teaching behaviours to their 
student teachers, Teacher Educator A’s “sayings” and the reacions of some 
of the potenial paricipants to being ilmed gave me my irst insight into the 
contribuion idenity has to messiness within collaboraive inquiry. Segall (2002, 
p.170) help us understand how they might have been feeling: “…regardless of 
how commited teacher educators are, not everyone would relish the idea of 
having their pracice open to external, criical scruiny”. Further relecion led 
me to consider the impact of accountability and the performaive work place 
on these teacher educators’ ideniies (Powell, 2016). 
Then I told them of my ofer to provide the Principal with a copy of my 
thesis. The atmosphere in the meeing dramaically changed as concerns 
were expressed by two of the potenial paricipants about “my promise”; 
they seemed fearful. This criical incident forced me to think again about the 
planned inquiry and the potenial impact of my behaviour (the self); the teacher 
educators’ ideniies; the management of the college, in terms of Kemmis et al.’s 
ecologies of pracices; and the external forces of a performaive environment 
on it. However, it is useful to see it from one of the paricipant’s perspecives 
as well. Teacher Educator F relected at a “Teacher Talk” (Hardy, 2010) meeing 
in September 2013:
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Do you remember you said you were going to pass the informaion back to the Vice 
Principal and I think there was a real problem of trust and that was really quesioned 
at that point by some of us in our minds because that felt as if the surveillance was 
going to have repercussions? 
Two points seem important. Firstly, the sayings, doings and relaings” of “the 
reconnaissance stage” (Kemmis et al., 2014b, p.92) create the climate for the 
inquiry. Secondly, at the start of the inquiry there appeared to be what Ball (2003, 
p.226) calls a “regress of mistrust”; a “mistrust” between myself and some of the 
paricipants because of “my promise” and how I had said I wanted to conduct the 
inquiry, and “mistrust” between some of the teacher educators and the leadership 
of the college. These “relaings” were shaping the “sayings and doings” of this 
inquiry. In November 2014, I gained a further insight into some of the “acive forces” 
present at that meeing in July 2012. Below are two extracts from a “Teacher Talk” 
meeing held in November 2014 when we were relecing on the inquiry.
Extract 1 
Speaker Dialogue
Teacher 
Educator B
I think what people were worried about – if I may be so bold to say 
– is that there was a host of compeing and contradictory pracices 
within so many people …I think [the start of] this research came at 
a moment where people were vulnerable in that respect.
Teacher 
Educator F
We were quite vulnerable.
Teacher 
Educator G
We brought our baggage with us.
Extract 2
Teacher Educator B relected:
…there are so many things that were involved in the inquiry that were unpredicted 
and unpredictable and so I would say the policy context and all the changes that we’ve 
had as a team…the audit culture within which we work was too powerful for some in 
terms of some of the iniial stages back in 2012 where people didn’t feel comfortable 
in paricipaing and that was something I don’t think you predicted in your research…
To conclude, I made an apprenice researcher’s mistake when ofering to share 
a copy of the inquiry with the senior managers of the college without discussing 
this with my paricipants; however, there were other “acive forces” present 
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in the room during my meeing with the paricipants in July 2012 that shaped 
“the sayings, doings and relaings” that aternoon, contribuing to the messiness 
within this inquiry. They only became visible later because of the level of trust 
that had been established with the paricipants. 
Messy relaionships
This instance of messiness led to a “a disorientaing dilemma” (Mezirow, 2000, 
p.22) for myself and Teacher Educator C ater I had held the focus group with 
their student teachers, who were irst years. I had asked for verbal consent before 
the focus group started on the understanding that I would send them a consent 
form to sign. At the end I thanked them for their ime and contribuion and 
let, unaware that something had happened in the focus group. I was therefore 
shocked when I got the following email from Teacher Educator C:  
The group were very reluctant to be involved ater your visit and one learner was very 
unhappy with regard to “wait ime” used with them when you asked a quesion about 
how I used modelling. They thought I had used it and then you waited a long ime for 
their answer to explain how and they didn’t respond. They said that a long wait ime 
for 1-2-1 quesioning is ine, but in a whole class context they felt very unhappy with 
the experience. They also did not understand what you were researching despite your 
PowerPoint presentaion and explanaion but were pleased that the consent form 
explained the reasons for the research… (personal communicaion, April 2013)
I was puzzled by what had happened as I had used exactly the same approach 
for the focus groups with the two year 2 groups of student teachers without a 
problem and all the consent forms had been signed. Further relecion suggested 
that perhaps I had not spent enough ime geing to know this group of student 
teachers and establishing a strong student-teacher relaionship (Haie, 2009) for 
them to trust me. They did not know me and I did not know them well enough to 
use Rowe’s (1974) “wait ime” with them. A second theory which might shed light 
on what happened in the focus group with this irst year group is the research 
into learning cultures in FE in England (James et al., 2007). 
Learning cultures “should be understood as the (social) pracice through which 
– students and tutors – learn” (Hodkinson, Biesta & James, 2007a, p.420). They 
are shaped by the relaionship between the student and their teacher(s) and any 
change, a new or diferent teacher, for instance, can impact on it (Gallacher et al., 
2007). “Diferences in power are always an issue [in learning cultures]”, according 
to Hodkinson et al., 2007a, p.419), and the student teachers may have seen me 
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as being from the awarding body and been inimidated by this. They may have 
wondered whether I was assessing them. “A learning culture will permit, promote, 
inhibit or rule out certain kinds of learning.” (Hodkinson, Biesta & James, 2007b, 
p.28) and it would seem that these student teachers, who were irst years, may 
not have been conident enough and ready to discuss how they were learning to 
teach with someone they did not know and not yet trust.
Clearly I could not use the data from the focus group but I sill had the dilemma 
of what to do about the data from the ilmed class, as they had not objected to 
that, and it was agreed that I should not quote any of the student teachers when 
wriing up the inquiry.  Second, I decided that I would invest more ime in geing 
to know the student teachers involved in Cycle 2 of the inquiry before any ilming 
commenced. Thirdly, and as a result of a discussion in a “Teacher Talk” meeing 
in September 2013, I agreed with the teacher educators that we would invite 
one of the student teachers to ilm the classes in Cycle 2 and then the teacher 
educator would facilitate the focus groups with their own student teachers. 
Narraing messiness in an “unidy” world
There are two challenges for us as we document messiness in our studies: the 
rhetorical device we use to do this, and presening the account to a wider audience 
(Sparkes, 1995). Berry (2007) suggests that wriing up accounts of research on 
teaching about teaching is a di cult task. Interpreing what is writen, said or 
seen with qualitaive research can be problemaic (Denzin, 1995). The person 
who is listening, reading or watching can only understand these observable 
“sayings, doings and relaings” if they are part of the dialogue. Anyone who is 
outside the dialogue is a “superaddressee”, according to Denzin (1995, p.10), “a 
hypotheical third party who is presumed to understand what is being spoken” 
but oten does not always appreciate the “sayings, doings and relaings” they are 
interpreing. Examples of this from my collaboraion were when I was seeking to 
transcribe and interpret a secion of a ilmed class with Teacher Educator C and 
their student teachers. In the irst example I was seeking to provide as thick a 
descripion (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) as possible for the reader and so indicated 
in my transcripion that Teacher Educator C had waited two seconds ater asking 
a quesion. I passed my transcripion and iniial analysis to them to review and 
comment on. Here I was seeking to move beyond simply member checking the 
accuracy of my transcripion and invite my paricipant to challenge my account 
of what I had ilmed; I was inviing Teacher Educator C to provide an alternaive, 
“Second Text” (Segall, 2002, p.150) to my text. To be clear, this was a paricipant 
using their “voice” and “words” to provide another version of the ilm. I italicised 
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their comments in the transcripion, as suggested by Segall (2002, p.16), and told 
my readers that this is what the italicisaion signiied. Their response was: 
…I would argue that with this paricular class and in that moment I was maintaining the 
pace of the class by not waiing too long... This shows that actually wait ime also relies 
on your knowledge of a class and paricular trainees and their interacions and conidence 
levels (personal communicaion, October 2014).
Their response made me think further about how we can know and what we 
can know about others’ teaching behaviours when we are ilming them.
To conclude, it would seem that using “Secondary Text” can be a method for 
researchers “to relect the impossibility of mapping an “unidy” world into a “idy” 
text (Lather, 1996, p.529) and the problemaics inherent in the interpretaion of 
(someone else’s) lived experience” (Segall, 2002, pp.150-151). It also captures the 
complexity and dilemmas, both characterisics of messiness, when transcribing 
and interpreing data.
Conclusion
This chapter has not atempted to “idy away” the messiness of collaboraion 
(Cook, 1998); it foregrounds it, it unpacks it and it provides examples of it. This 
paper set out to consider messiness within collaboraive inquiry; its forms and 
how it happens. More than that, it has sought to build a case for messiness to be 
present in accounts of collaboraive inquiry where it is evident in the research 
process. It suggests adoping “Second Text” and “confessional tale” as ways of 
doing this and acknowledges that when doing so a balance needs to be found 
between ensuring the relevance and the rigour of the account, something which 
will require researchers to be more experimental in their wriing. Doing this, 
for me, is part of telling an inquiry’s story honestly (McNif, 2014, p.101) and 
telling the “whole story” of the collaboraion. Otherwise there is a danger that 
researchers concerned with researching classroom pracice could unintenionally, 
I would argue, collude with a government’s view that TLA is “uncomplicated…
[and] controllable” (Coield, 2014b, p.133) and formulaic if they omit mess 
and messiness from their research accounts or reduce it to a single sentence. 
Cook (1998, p.107) calls for researchers to “get this mess out into the open 
and as such, allow it to be criically scruinised for its intrinsic worth and what 
it has to ofer.” There appears to be very limited literature and research on 
messiness within collaboraive inquiry and I want to address this by inviing 
other researchers, especially colleagues from Europe and further aield, to join 
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me and be experimental in their wriing when and where opportuniies to write 
about messiness occur. I have learned from “suring the waves of messiness” in 
my collaboraive inquiry” and our ability to “surf” them relects our professional 
knowledge, skills and abiliies, or “Bildung”, as researchers. In the spirit of Pete 
Boyd’s encouragement to surf the waves of neo-liberalism, I have “surfed the 
waves of mess and messiness” in my inquiry. They made me think harder and 
beter about my “sayings, doings and relaings” and those of my paricipants 
and helped me develop a deeper, more criically relexive understanding of 
my collaboraion with a team of FE-based teacher educators and their student 
teachers. It made me a more mindful acion researcher in Cycle 2 of my inquiry. 
I am looking forward to my next ‘big wave(s) of messiness’.
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Abstract
All teacher educaion programmes require to handle complex layers of learning 
because they are teaching teachers to teach. Arguably a programme involving 
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), preparing experienced school 
teachers to teach curriculum subjects in a target foreign language (usually 
English), has an addiional layer of complexity. This chapter describes an acion 
research approach to the invesigaion of a CLIL teacher educaion programme 
and indicates that a pedagogy aligned to acion research seems efecive in such 
contexts. There is an indicaion that acion research based pedagogy applied to 
CLIL teacher educaion can lay the foundaion for inquiry-based professional 
learning where teachers develop as praciioner-researchers who are able to 
improve their own pracice and also apply research methods to systemaically 
validate their work, thus contribuing to the body of CLIL research.
Key words
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), in-service teacher 
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Introducion 
The importance of having foreign language skills has come sharply into focus in 
recent years (European Commission 1995) and member states of the European 
Union have funded numerous iniiaives to promote the teaching and learning 
of foreign languages, paricularly English (Dalton-Pufer 2011; Lorenzo, Casal & 
Moore 2011). There is an increasing need and desire among global ciizens to 
communicate easily with anyone, and English is the language in which much of the 
world’s communicaive exchange is carried out. Increasing number of schools are 
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ofering content and language integrated learning programmes (hereater, CLIL) 
to teach subjects such as mathemaics, physical educaion (PE) or music, using 
English as the instrucional medium. Integraing content and language is not an 
especially new idea. Snow, Met and Genesse (1989) proposed a conceptual model 
for a content-based programme emphasizing collaboraion between content and 
language teachers to achieve their separate objecives in tandem. The acronym 
‘CLIL’ appeared shortly thereater, in the mid-1990s, and is now an umbrella term 
that refers to any educaional situaion where an addiional language, usually a 
foreign language, is used for the teaching and learning of subjects other than 
the language itself (Marsh & Langé, 2000). Coyle, Hood & Marsh (2010, p.1) 
state that, ‘CLIL is not a new form of language educaion. It is not a new form of 
subject educaion. It is an innovaive fusion of both’. However, it is a paricularly 
challenging approach because in CLIL classrooms both the curricular subject 
and the new language are taught at the same ime, and this requires integraing 
thinking and learning skills by means of supporive language scafolding. 
Bentley (2010, p. 5) states that ‘CLIL can involve many methodologies from 
both subject and language teaching’, and this represents a new challenge not 
only for aspiring CLIL teachers, who require specialised training, but also for 
the authoriies responsible for providing that training. In the case of Catalonia, 
the Department of Educaion has chosen to adopt a conceptual map for 
Figure 1. Adaptaion of the 4Cs theoreical concept (Coyle, 1999) in the context of a competence-based 
curriculum.
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lifelong learning 
Content
Communication
Cognition
Citizenship
Figure 1 Adaptation of the 4Cs theoretical concept (Coyle, 1999) in the context of a competence-based 
curriculum. 
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understanding CLIL, the so-called 4Cs framework (Coyle, 1999, 2006), as its 
base-model in teacher training. The adaptaion of the original 4Cs stands for 
Content, Communicaion, Cogniion and Ciizenship (this fourth C was originally 
Culture but we reformulated it as Ciizenship) and is a theoreical concept that 
must be always considered within a context which, in our case, is a competence-
based curriculum (igure 1). 
Competences are deined as ‘a combinaion of knowledge, skills and aitudes 
appropriate to the context. Key Competences are those which all individuals 
need for personal fulilment and development, acive ciizenship, social inclusion 
and employment (European Union, 2006: L 394/313). The radial cycle diagram 
in igure 1 illustrates how each of the 4Cs has an equal bearing on the key 
competences for lifelong learning. It is up to the teacher, informed by the 4Cs, to 
facilitate a learner’s acquisiion of those key competences. 
To accomplish that goal, the CLIL teacher must possess muliple types 
of experise. The European Framework for CLIL Teacher notes the need for 
experise ‘in the content subject; in a language; in best pracice in teaching and 
learning; in the integraion of the previous three; and in the integraion of CLIL 
within an educaional insituion’ (Marsh, Mehisto, Wolf & Frigols, 2010).  Thus, 
while proiciency level in foreign language is essenial, adequate training in CLIL 
classroom methodology is no less important for a teacher to be truly efecive. 
Educaional administraions are usually quite rigorous about requiring CLIL 
teachers to hold a C1 foreign language competence ceriicaion1. When it refers 
to methodology, however, though the teacher may be obliged pass a speciic 
methodological course ofered by universiies or the educaional administraion 
itself, inding a methodology that works for a paricular subject with a paricular 
student proile is likely to come as much out of actual empirical experience in 
the classroom as it does from the sort of theoreical relecions that have oten 
tended to predominate in formal in-service teacher educaion programmes. Thus, 
rather than simply atending lectures, the trainees in the programme would work 
under the guidance of CLIL experts to empirically resolve the issues paricular to 
their speciic CLIL classroom context, sharing ideas and experiences with their 
co-trainees, and at the end of the programme scieniically validate the results of 
their eforts to make a formal contribuion to the body of CLIL research.
This relates to the disincion between professional development, which is usually 
associated with the kind of formal lecture-based courses that are widespread 
throughout Europe and the idea of professional learning, which involves a pracice-
based approach in which teachers undertake praciioner-driven research within 
1 It corresponds to an advanced user of a foreign language acccording to the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).
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a professional learning community (Macphail, 2011). Although there are many 
diferent models of praciioner research applied to teaching, teachers analyse 
their own pracices and discuss issues that afect their teaching with their peers 
(Miller & Maguire, 2009). The key features of a pracice-based teacher educaion 
programme are teachers’ commitment to the collecive project and their capacity 
to analyse and evaluate what is happening in their own lessons (Zwozdiak-Myers, 
2012). This combinaion of acion and relecion will allow teachers to enhance the 
quality of their teaching and thus their students’ learning. 
The pilot study that we present in this chapter is ‘a form of enquiry that 
enables praciioners everywhere to invesigate and evaluate their work’ 
(McNif & Whitehead, 2008, p.7) and also an example of how the Acion 
Research cycle illustrated in igure 2 (adapted from Kemmis & Taggart, 1982) 
can be applied as a general tool in teacher educaion. The AR cycle represents 
a coninuous process whereby exising knowledge is combined with acions 
that can either ‘... contribute to, or be derived from, such knowledge’ 
(Townsend, 2010, p.131). This formula was thought to be well suited to in-
service CLIL teachers in Catalonia since they tend to be highly experienced 
and moivated teachers fully able to plan efecive subject lessons in their 
L1. More oten than not, however, teaching in a foreign language ater only 
a short theoreical introducion to CLIL consitutes a considerable challenge 
to them. Nonetheless, once engaged in the AR process of planning, acing, 
observing, relecing and if necessary modifying the original plan, under the 
guidance of an acion researcher, teachers ind that achieving soluions to 
complex problems of pracice seems much less dauning. 
Figure 2. The Acion Research cycle. 
Adapted from Kemmis and McTaggart (1982)
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Plan
Act
Observe
Reflect
Modify
Figure 2 The Action Research cycle. Adapted from Kemmis and McTaggart (1982) 
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The Acion Research project to support CLIL teachers’ professional learning
The goal of the AR project was to provide primary and secondary school teachers 
with the evidence-based and inquiry-based knowledge necessary to successfully 
negoiate CLIL lessons at their schools. Lasing over the 2014-2015 and 2015-
2016 school years, the project followed a ive-stage process adapted from Elliot 
(1991) and consising of a preliminary preparaion stage, a reconnaissance and 
revision stage, two ieldwork cycles and a focused research stage (see igure 3). 
Figure 3. The ive-stage process of the AR project
• In the preliminary stage, paricipaing teachers atended a 30-hour summer 
course which introduced them to the basic principles of integraing content 
and language teaching in the classroom.
• The reconnaissance and revision stage was intended to make teachers 
conscious of the gaps in their knowledge about and understanding of CLIL, and 
to help them take responsibility for their own learning process in a collecive 
fashion. This stage took place concurrently with the summer course. 
• A irst period of ieldwork focused on task design, oral interacion and language 
scafolding. Paricipants met with teacher educators and fellow paricipants 
either face-to-face or online. In this case, the role of the educators focused 
more on the diagnosis of problems that individual teachers had encountered 
and helping them ind the most appropriate soluion for their paricular 
teaching context (Imbernón, 2009). 
• A second period of ieldwork focused on analysing the success or failure of 
the classroom tasks implemented in the irst ieldwork cycle, revising them 
accordingly, re-implemening them and carrying out classroom observaions 
(Coral & Lleixà, 2014, 2016). 
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• Finally, in the speciic focused research stage, paricipants carried out a formal 
invesigaion of two issues that had arisen in the course of the ieldwork 
cycles, with the ulimate goal of publishing their results and thus contribuing 
to the body of CLIL research. 
The preliminary stage: the summer course
This stage consisted of a 30-hour summer course2, with 25 of the hours devoted 
to lectures and pracical aciviies held face-to-face and the remaining ive 
involving distance learning. This module was one of the many professional 
development courses ofered by the Catalan government’s Department of 
Educaion and was thus open to any teacher in the public system. It was intended 
to provide paricipants with the basic noions of CLIL and informaion about 
how it can be pracically applied in theory to any school subject in the context 
of a competence-based curriculum, although in this case it focused on CLIL for 
physical educaion (PE) classes by way of example. Though it was therefore 
of primary interest to PE teachers, it also gave guidance to teachers of other 
subjects such as music and even English on how to incorporate physical aciviies 
into their class in accordance with CLIL principles, the assumpion being that 
the skills thus learned would allow content teachers to develop tailored CLIL 
aciviies appropriate to their own speciic needs. 
Once all paricipaing teachers had been enrolled in the module programme, 
and before the summer coursework proper started, they were organised into 
groups such that each group had as heterogeneous a mix as possible in terms of 
level of English, educaional stage (primary or secondary), gender and previous 
knowledge of or experience in CLIL. This was done in order to allow paricipants 
to experience for themselves the value of cross-curricular cooperaion and 
how working with a diversity of skills and skill levels—a likely feature of their 
own future CLIL classrooms—can yield a more enriching and efecive learning 
environment. 
The irst part of the summer course focused on introducing CLIL approach 
(Escobar Urmeneta, 2011) and exemplifying the cross-curricular relaionships 
among the 4Cs framework, key competences and learning outcomes. Figure 4 
illustrates relaionships between the 4Cs and competences speciically related 
to PE classes. 
2 A total of 20 teachers enrolled in this summer course, and for various reasons only 13 were 
prepared to make a commitment to the full two years of the AR process.
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Figure 4. How the relaionships between the 4Cs and Key Competences manifest themselves in skills and competences speciically related to PE classes
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By emphasizing that the 4Cs framework is just another way to mobilise 
‘pracical skills, knowledge, moivaion, ethical values, aitudes, emoions and 
other social components and behaviour’ (Lleixà, González-Arévalo & Braz-
Vieira, 2016), this approach showed teachers how teaching methods need to be 
grounded in the 4Cs and directed towards enhancing key competences in order 
to yield efecive learning outcomes (Coral, J., Lleixà, T., & Ventura, C., 2016). 
Above all, it emphasised the importance of applying the principles of learning by 
doing when teaching in CLIL. 
Of the 4Cs, Content and Communicaion, clearly form the twin centrepiece 
in CLIL. Communicaion in CLIL contexts is described as learning to use language 
and using language to learn (Coyle et al., 2010) and is divided into language of 
(vocabulary and structures), language for (basic language funcions such as asking 
& answering, explaining, giving reasons, etc.) and language through (the language 
needed to engage learners cogniively and solve unplanned situaions). As the 
Content is always the dominant element in terms of curricular objecives, the 
sort of language needed for any paricular CLIL class is dependent on the subject 
mater of the class, a situaion best served by close cooperaion between language 
and content teachers, as recommended by Snow et al. (1989). Cogniion refers to 
thinking skills, which, in Bloom’s taxonomy, can be broken down into Lower Order 
Thinking Skills (LOTS) and Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS). It is also linked 
to “learning to learn” competence through the use of cooperaive learning and 
problem-solving strategies as well as formaive assessment. Finally, Ciizenship 
develops cultural awareness, intercultural understanding and global ciizenship 
(Coyle et al., 2010), although we link it more broadly to the key competences of 
cultural and arisic competence, autonomy and personal iniiaive, and social 
skills.    
The second part of the summer course introduced teachers to the use of 
cooperaive learning strategies in CLIL seings, showed them how to prepare 
supporive language scafolding and ensured their familiarity with CLIL teaching 
performance indicators (de Graaf, Koopman, Anikina & Westhof, 2007). By the 
end of the course paricipants have relected on and were able to ariculate a 
raionale for the teaching of PE or another specialised subject through a CLIL 
approach within a competence-based curriculum. They had also learned about 
task design (Meyer, 2010; Coyle et al., 2010; Coral, 2013) and had opportuniies 
to put these concepts into pracice through peer teaching aciviies. In order to 
support their own English speaking skills and awareness, teachers had also been 
given the opportunity to pracise in real contexts with some language teaching 
techniques such as pre-teaching, paraphrasing and reformulaing. 
Finally, the distance learning segment of the summer course was composed of 
two compulsory readings (Coral, 2013; Dyson & Grineski, 2013) and a document 
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with expressions for discussion and debate was provided to support their 
oral skills and help them to improve their luency. Moreover, each paricipant 
designed a CLIL task and then, through a cross-procedure system, the members 
of each group evaluated each other’s tasks.
The reconnaissance and revision stage
This stage was carried out concurrently with the summer course by having each 
paricipaing teacher coninuously relect on their learning process. On the irst 
day of the summer course, each teacher ideniied the knowledge about CLIL 
theory and pracice with which they had come into the course as well as the 
knowledge that they felt they lacked. Thereater, on a daily basis, each group 
summarised those knowledge gaps that had been illed in the course of that 
session and those knowledge gaps that remained to be addressed. By following 
this procedure, the paricipants had the chance to relect on their learning 
process. Finally, on the last day of the course, paricipants ideniied the aspects 
they wanted to work on in the next stage, to wit: 
• the design of tasks that would facilitate oral interacion in CLIL seings.
• the type of language scafolding that would be needed to implement those 
tasks.
The irst ieldwork cycle
This stage —which consituted the heart of this inquiry-based in-service 
professional learning model for CLIL teachers —was carried out with the support 
of the Speciic Educaional Resource Centre for Innovaion and Educaional 
Research3 (henceforth CESIRE), a unit of the Catalan government’s Department 
of Educaion created in 2014. CESIRE includes several professional teams 
of primary and secondary school teachers that were previously distributed 
throughout the Catalan community in diferent units organized according to 
curricular disciplines. One of CESIRE’s aims is to keep abreast of research in 
teaching and educaion from schools, universiies and other insituions so that 
the results can be promoted and adapted to meet teachers’ needs. Thus, because 
the training programme’s ieldwork cycles were led by CLIL experts from both 
CESIRE and Autonomous University of Barcelona, the ieldwork itself was fully 
informed by the latest CLIL research. 
3  htp://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/innovacio/cesire/
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The speciic interests of the paricipaing teachers having been ideniied 
at the conclusion of the reconnaissance and revision stage as described above, 
an AR group was formed under the itle ‘Acion Research as professional 
development: teaching Physical Educaion and motor aciviies in CLIL contexts’. 
It was made up of a university educator and researcher, a CESIRE educator and 
the 13 teachers who had volunteered to paricipate: nine PE teachers of primary 
and secondary educaion, three primary teachers of English and one primary 
teacher of music. Upon compleing the full programme, they would each receive 
formal ceriicaion from CESIRE for having completed 40 hours of training. 
It was agreed among the paricipants that English would be the language of 
communicaion, since this would not only give them opportuniies to develop 
their own English communicaion skills but give them an idea of what a CLIL 
classroom felt like from the students’ perspecive.  
The irst ieldwork cycle took place during the irst term of 2014-2015 school 
year. In its irst face-to-face meeing, the full AR group discussed the procedure 
that would be followed during the irst ieldwork cycle and came to an agreement 
regarding how they would prepare, carry out and fully document the process. It 
was decided to begin by focusing on the following speciic quesion:
• In motor game seings4, how can student oracy be improved while teachers are 
checking comprehension of motor aciviies, speaking in English and performing 
the same motor acions as they would be in a L1 classroom context?
In addiion, in accordance with the speciic needs ideniied by teachers in the 
reconnaissance and revision stage, three objecives were set:
• To design tasks that facilitate oral interacion in motor games in a CLIL context.
• To check that in such tasks comprehension is achieved and motor acions are 
developed similarly to what one would expect in a L1 context. 
• To analyse the type of language scafolding that is needed in order to facilitate 
the achievement of goals 1 and 2.
The teachers then informed their school boards that they were paricipaing 
in this AR research group and received full permission to video-record tasks 
and pupils in their classrooms. Each teacher then decided which one of his or 
her groups of pupils would serve as the context for their trying out ideas and 
conducing research. The next step was for each teacher to design a task or set of 
tasks based on motor games/acions that would be new for the group that they 
had chosen along with the necessary learning scafolding. They also selected 
three students from the target group according the following criteria:
4  It refers to aciviies, tasks and teaching proposals that involve or include physical games.
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• One pupil whom they knew to have excellent motor skills but severe di culies 
in using English.
• One pupil with excellent motor skills and mild di culies in using English. 
• One pupil with a very good command of English, independent of their motor 
skills.
Teachers then carried out the task or tasks they had designed, with the enire 
session video-recorded. When the lesson was inished, they interviewed the 
three focus students in their L1 (Catalan) and audio-recorded the interviews. The 
quesions that they posed to the three students were:
1. What is your opinion about the acivity you have just done?
2. What were the most important physical skills involved in the acivity?
3. In your opinion, did you perform them properly?
4. What were the key words and the most important sentences used during the 
acivity? 
5. In your opinion, did you employ them properly?
6. How could the acivity be improved?
Teachers transcribed the interviews within a period of 24 hours and added 
a descripion of the pupils selected including gender, age, personality, school 
achievements, and aitude to PE. Then they wrote their relecions as a diary 
entry following these guidelines:
• The date 
• The locaion and socio-economic-cultural context of the school.
• Number of pupils in their target class, their level in the school system and 
their ages.
• Faciliies/environment where the task/s were carried out.
• Title and aim of the task.
• A descripion of what transpired as the tasks were carried. 
• Di culies the teacher encountered in connecion with the motor contents 
of the task. 
• Di culies the teacher encountered in connecion with the language contents 
of the task. 
• Procedural di culies the teacher encountered. 
• Perceived strengths and weaknesses of the task/s.
• Proposals for improving the task/s.
• Further comments.
During the irst term of the 2014-2015 school year, teachers designed, 
applied and recorded their CLIL tasks in this fashion. They then shared their diary 
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entries with fellow paricipants and educators by means of online folders using 
the Moodle forum plaform provided by CESIRE. Teachers also posted the iles of 
their classroom video-recordings in a shared Google Drive folder. 
The irst ieldwork cycle concluded with a relecion process conducted 
through groups (Wibeck, Dahlgreen & Öberg, 2007) and a presentaion of their 
respecive video recordings of tasks. To make the relecion process less unwieldy, 
the main group was split into two and a CLIL expert acing as a moderator was 
assigned to each one. Group discussions were also audio-recorded and then 
analysed separately, in a cross-procedure system, without any exchange of 
informaion between analysts. 
Figure 5 relates to the template that was provided in order to guide the 
analysis and give it a cohesive framework. 
Figure 5. Template to guide analysis of the group discussion
Addiionally, the following quesions were posed to collect concrete 
informaion. The goal here was to idenify changes in teachers’ beliefs and gather 
clues to guide the second AR cycle.
• How do your fellow teachers’ opinions about teaching PE through English 
seem to have changed?
• What comments did they make about the diferences between teaching PE in 
L1 and teaching it in a foreign language?
 
 
Figure 5 relates to the template that was provided in order to guide the analysis and give it a 
cohesive framework.  
 
Date: Main ideas 
Category 1: 
The teaching of PE 
through CLIL 
1: 
2: 
3: 
Category 2: 
How can oracy be 
improved? 
1: 
2: 
3: 
Identify the main key words, i.e., the words or concepts repeated most frequently in the 
discussion 
Key words How many times did the word 
appear in the transcription? 
1:  
2:  
3:  
 
Figure 5. Template to guide analysis of the group discussion. 
 
Additionally, the following questions were posed to collect concrete information. The goal here 
was to identify changes in teachers’ beliefs and gather clues to guide the second AR cycle. 
  How do your fellow teachers’ opinions about teaching PE through English seem to have 
changed?  What comments did they make about the differences between teaching PE in L1 and teaching it 
in a foreign language? 
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• What inherent strengths and weaknesses of PE-in-CLIL teaching did they 
idenify?
• Regarding more speciically oracy in PE-in-CLIL, did they idenify the strengths 
and weaknesses of this approach?
• According to their opinions, how can oracy be improved in PE-in-CLIL seings?
To complete the transcripions, the analysis and answer the quesions extra 
ime was required so teachers agreed to inish it at home and post the results in 
the Moodle plaform.
The second ieldwork cycle
 
Once the weaknesses and strengths of the tasks had been ideniied in this 
collecive fashion, it was agreed that the necessary changes should be applied to 
the design of the tasks in quesion and the tasks implemented a second ime in 
their improved form. Teachers would use their relecions, the feedback they had 
received and the conclusions of their group discussions to introduce changes in 
the aciviies they had designed. Having thus revised the lesson plan involving the 
acivity and modiied the scafolding as necessary, each teacher then applied the 
revised acivity to the target group again and to another group as well. Teachers 
were asked to once again video-record the new task as it was implemented in 
these two classes and to write up their relecions as a diary entry including the 
following informaion:
• The number of the version of the task (v2, v3, etc)
• A descripion of all the changes that have been introduced.
• A descripion of what transpired as the modiied task was carried out. 
• An assessment of how successful the revised version was at overcoming the 
problems ideniied in the original version of the task. 
• An ideniicaion of any new problems arising in the revised version of the 
acivity. 
• An overall conclusion.
At the end of the second ieldwork cycle, which took two terms of the 2014-
2015 school year, a second group evaluaion process was carried out although 
this ime organised in three focus groups, separated by subject content or level 
whereby the three English teachers and one music teacher formed one group, 
the primary school PE teachers formed another and the secondary school PE 
teachers formed the third. Each group discussed quesions related to the learning 
process they had undergone, to wit:
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• The knowledge that they had already before paricipaing in the programme.
• The gaps in their knowledge prior to staring.
• The knowledge gaps that they felt had been successfully illed in the course 
of the AR process.
• The knowledge gaps that they felt sill had not been illed by the process.
• The things that helped them to ill those gaps.
• The things that had not helped them to ill those gaps.
Each group then prepared a short summary of the main points made during 
the group discussion. This was intended to help the educators idenify the 
issues that remained to be covered, whether by means of self-study materials, 
a complementary formal course or through the research that the paricipants 
would carry out themselves in the ith stage of the AR process.
PARTICIPANTS’ KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CLIL PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION  
IN THE AR PROJECT
ENGLISH AND MUSIC 
TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE TEACHERS SECONDARY PE 
TEACHERS
‘To be honest, we did not 
have a strong and solid 
knowledge about this mater.’
‘At irst, we felt a bit insecure 
because our main objecive 
was to enrol in this research 
group in order to learn.’ 
‘The only knowledge we can 
refer to is our experience 
teaching at schools.’
‘We all had done the 
summer course about PE 
in CLIL. So we had some 
previous knowledge 
about it.’ 
‘We had more prior 
informaion about PE 
aciviies than English 
language aciviies so we 
had to focus our eforts 
on the linguisic aspects.’
‘We did not have any 
experience in applying 
the CLIL approach in PE 
context.’ 
‘We had only experienced 
this approach in some 
courses ofered by 
the Department of 
Educaion.’
Table 1. Excerpts from summaries of the focus group discussions related to paricipants’ knowledge about 
CLIL prior to paricipaion in the AR project 
The feedback provided by these summaries showed that the knowledge 
about CLIL that the paricipants had brought with them to the programme 
was indeed slim, conirming that the summer course had provided them with 
the basic concepts of the CLIL approach but was not really long enough to give 
them the conidence necessary to actually carry out the CLIL approach in their 
classrooms. In general, however, the feedback also showed that despite their 
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lack of experience paricipaing teachers were highly moivated and had enrolled 
in the AR group expecing to learn more in this inquiry-based approach.
GAPS IN PARTICIPANTS’ CLIL-RELATED KNOWLEDGE PRIOR TO THEIR  
IN THE PROJECT
ENGLISH AND 
MUSIC TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE 
TEACHERS
SECONDARY PE TEACHERS
‘We had a lot of 
quesions about, 
for instance, 
how to put into 
pracice these 
physical games in 
our speciality. For 
some of us, this 
has been the irst 
ime ever to carry 
out a PE acivity 
through oral 
communicaion in 
English.’
‘We did not know 
how to link language 
content with motor 
content and how to 
make pupils speak in 
English.’
‘We did not know 
how to relate PE and 
linguisic content. We 
lacked knowledge 
about the steps to 
introduce English 
language progressively 
in PE lessons.’ 
‘We were not sure how di cult the 
tasks should be given the English level 
of the target students.’
‘We did not know how to create 
understandable and useful scafolding 
for the students to improve their 
English communicaive skills.’
‘We were unsure about how to apply 
the task/s in a PE class taking into 
account the CLIL approach.’
‘We had quesions about how long 
the task/s proposed to the students 
should last.’
‘We did not know how to create an 
evaluable worksheet and the impact 
(posiive and negaive) that it may 
have among the students.’
‘We did not know how to balance the 
Linguisic and Motor contents in the 
assessment of the PE subject.’
Table 2. Excerpts of summaries of the focus group discussions related to gaps in paricipants’ CLIL-related 
knowledge prior to their in the project
Teachers reported having had two big gaps in what they wanted to know when 
they started the AR process. The irst gap, which was reported by English and 
music teachers,  involved knowing how to include physical games in their regular 
lessons. To address this paricular need, educators provided them with an aricle by 
Tomlinson and Masuhara (2010) which describes concrete methods for solving their 
doubts. Note was also made to cover this topic more thoroughly in future versions 
of the summer course. The second gap, reported by both primary and secondary PE 
teachers, revolved around the pracicaliies of not only designing and programing 
CLIL tasks but also measuring their efeciveness. It was from these relecions that 
the idea irst emerged of creaing a tool to guide the design of efecive CLIL tasks.
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GAPS IN PARTICIPANTS’ KNOWLEDGE THAT HAD BEEN FILLED  
IN THE COURSE OF THE AR PROJECT.
ENGLISH AND MUSIC 
TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE 
TEACHERS
SECONDARY PE TEACHERS
‘We have learned how to 
choose the acivity/game 
which creates a balance 
between motor skills and 
language skills. Also, We 
have also learned how 
to adjust the acivity 
appropriately to the 
students’ level of language 
and how to moivate 
students to communicate 
in English.’
‘We have learned 
how to ind the 
correct balance 
between linguisic 
and motor content.’
‘We have learned how to get 
students to communicate among 
themselves and with the teacher 
in English, no mater their level.’
‘We have learned how a PE 
teacher can make him or herself 
understood by students during 
the class.’
‘We have learned how a PE 
teacher can communicate in 
English to students that of-task 
behaviour is not acceptable so 
that the student clearly gets the 
informaion.’ 
‘We have learned how to ind 
reliable resources to prepare 
CLIL tasks although we have also 
realised how long it can take a 
teacher to prepare CLIL material.’
Table 3. Excerpts from summaries of the focus group discussions related to gaps in paricipants’ 
knowledge that had been illed in the course of the AR project
As can be seen in some of the summary extracts in table 3 regarding whether 
the AR project had illed these gaps or not, it is clear that the process was largely 
successful with regard to issues such as  how to teach physical games and PE 
aciviies in English, that is, how to ind the proper balance between linguisic 
and motor content, how to adapt the teachers’ discourse to the level of the 
students and how to moivate pupils to use English in game seings. Though 
teachers reported success in designing tasks, however, they pointed out that this 
required considerable ime, thus conirming again the need to develop a tool to 
facilitate the designing of CLIL tasks.
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GAPS IN PARTICIPANTS’S KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CLIL THAT THE AR PROJECT 
LEFT UNFILLED
ENGLISH 
AND MUSIC 
TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE TEACHERS SECONDARY PE TEACHERS
‘The most 
di cult thing 
to manage is 
making pupils 
communicate 
in English.  
Combining 
both oral 
communicaion 
and PE contents 
is, from our 
point of view, a 
di cult goal to 
achieve.’
‘We sill do not know 
exactly what the best 
sentences are to work with 
and what aciviies are 
most suitable to improve 
pupil’s English skills. We 
are sill working with a trial 
and error methodology.’
‘We sill do not know how 
to determine, in advance, 
the English level of the 
pupils.’
‘Someimes it is di cult 
to include all the language 
that is required without 
slowing the pace of the 
game.’
‘We sill do not know exactly how to 
a good use of the English in the PE 
class, when the students are playing 
as if it was their mother tongue.’
‘Pupils do not seem to be clear 
about how to communicate with the 
teacher and classmates in English as 
if it was normal and natural.’
‘We sill are not sure how to create 
a task that its into the ime that 
you have planned for it.’
‘We sill do not know how to include 
the language without jeopardising 
the amount of real ime spent on 
physical acivity.’
Table 4.  Excerpts from summaries of the focus group discussions related to gaps in paricipants’s 
knowledge about CLIL that the AR project let unilled
Regarding the gaps which the project failed to ill, the feedback from 
paricipants suggests that more language teaching techniques (e.g. paraphrasing 
or reformulaing) should be included in in-service CLIL teachers’ educaion (when 
they are not English teachers too) to help them to promote oracy eiciently in 
physical aciviies. Although such techniques can be learnt in speciic language 
training courses, experience has demonstrated that in order for CLIL teachers to 
master them they must be put into pracice in subject-oriented aciviies. It is 
also conirmed that more collaboraion between English and content teachers 
is needed to know pupils’ level in advance and to reach an agreement on which 
language structures can be used in tandem. Addiionally, unlike English and music 
teachers, PE specialists wondered if the inclusion of a foreign language in their 
subject might not have the undesirable efect of reducing the amount of physical 
acivity in their lessons. This is a point to be considered since compulsory PE in 
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primary and secondary school is the only way to guarantee that regular physical 
acivity is performed in childhood and adolescence. And not surprisingly, the 
oicial state curriculum also mandates that all PE classes must provide healthy 
physical acivity. So the point raised by teachers was not a trivial one and 
suggested the need for formal research in this area.
HOW THE AR PROCESS HELPED PARTICIPANTS TO APPLY CLIL EFFECTIVELY  
IN THEIR CLASSES
ENGLISH AND MUSIC 
TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE 
TEACHERS
SECONDARY PE TEACHERS
‘Planning the lesson 
while thinking about 
the creaion of the 
scafolding was very 
helpful because we had 
to think about a content 
session through English 
language.’
‘It was very useful to 
share our experiences 
with our fellow teachers.’ 
‘The feedback provided 
by our students was 
extremely useful.’
‘The process of designing 
the task,  carrying it out, 
geing  feedback  from 
the students, sharing 
the experience in the 
meeings, reading the 
diaries of our peers and 
then repeaing the task 
again with  changes—all 
this has enriched us a 
lot.’
‘The template was really 
helpful to structure our 
mind and then design 
the task.’
‘The process helped us 
to focus our atenion on 
important aspects of the 
planned acivity.’
‘The process helped us 
understand how to adapt 
the language content to 
the children’s level and 
try to simplify it.’ 
‘Good advice: few rules 
make the aciviies easier 
and more atracive.’
‘It was very helpful to 
make video recordings 
of pupils carrying out the 
tasks we had designed.’
‘It was very useful to relect on 
and assess the efeciveness 
of the PE class ater applying 
CLIL approach.’
‘The process helped us in 
the creaion of useful and 
understandable scafolding for 
the students so that they could 
follow the PE class in English.’
‘The interviews that we carried 
out with the students greatly 
helped us to improve our 
work.’
‘Recording the acivity to 
assess our way of teaching in 
English was very useful.’
‘It was very helpful to keep a 
diary where we wrote down 
everything that happened 
before, during and ater the 
execuion of the class.’
‘Modifying the iniial design of 
our classroom task and then 
implemening it in class again 
with improvements was a 
great way to learn.’
Table 5. Excerpts from summaries of the focus group discussions related to how the AR process helped 
paricipants to apply CLIL efecively in their classes
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With regard to how paricipants felt the AR process had helped them apply 
CLIL efecively, paricipants emphasised the uility of trying out an acivity in 
class, then revising it and applying it again (in other words, stages three and four 
of the AR process).They also placed a high value on using writen and recorded 
documentaion as the basis for relecion, because it allowed them to learn 
from their own pracice and improve their teaching. These indings reinforce the 
need to include this type of inquiry-based professional learning in CLIL teacher 
educaion.
WAYS IN WHICH THE AR PROCESS FAILED TO HELP PARTICIPANTS APPLY CLIL 
EFFECTIVELY IN THEIR CLASSES
ENGLISH AND 
MUSIC TEACHERS
PRIMARY PE 
TEACHERS
SECONDARY PE TEACHERS
‘Our lack of experience 
in including physical 
games in our lessons 
was a problem.’ 
‘We found it very 
di cult to combine 
motor skills and oral 
communicaion skills.’
‘We had considerable 
di culty transcribing 
the irst group 
discussion recordings 
because we were not 
familiar with such 
procedures.’
‘We were negaively afected by 
the lack of English publicaions 
regarding applying a CLIL 
approach in PE classes.’
‘We sufered from a lack of 
collaboraion from our English 
department colleagues.’
 ‘We faced di culies related to 
PE vocabulary in English because 
of its speciicity.’
‘It was a challenge to ind the 
proper balance between linguisic 
content and motor content to 
make the acivity interesing and 
moivaing for the students.’
Table 6.  Excerpts from summaries of the focus group discussions on ways in which the AR process failed 
to help paricipants apply CLIL efecively in their classes
When it came to the features of the AR process that paricipants felt did 
not help them apply CLIL in the classroom, diferences emerged among the 
three groups. Although lack of experience is obviously something that can only 
be remedied by doing, it is understandable that English and music teachers 
experienced more di culies in applying physical games than PE teachers. As 
for transcribing the group discussion recordings, the feedback from the primary 
PE teachers suggests that perhaps a bit of previous training should have been 
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included in the programme. However, it was the secondary PE teachers that 
seem to have encountered most di culies. First, with regard to pre-exising 
validated PE-in-CLIL materials, while such materials are available and have been 
published for primary level teachers (Coral, 2013a, 2013b), at present secondary 
level teachers have only a few on-line materials at their disposal5. Addiionally, the 
feedback from paricipants suggests that more speciic language resources (e.g. 
websites links, glossaries) should be included in the summer course and in the irst 
ield work cycle. Second, the structure of secondary schools tends not to facilitate 
collaboraion among departments, unlike what is generally the case in primary 
schools, where teachers are more accustomed to working together despite having 
diferent areas of specialisaion. By the same token, secondary teachers seem to 
have more trouble moivaing pupils than primary teachers. This is consistent with 
research by Cecchini, Méndez  and Contreras (2005), who reported that interest in 
physical acivity tends to diminish in teenagers, some of whom even give up sport 
altogether. They recommend making aciviies as paricipatory and enjoyable as 
possible. Addiionally, if teenagers can be made to understand the value to them 
of a task, teachers will have less di culty moivaing them to do it.  Leing them 
paricipate in the decision-making process, explaining to them the value that using 
a foreign language will add to the acivity and presening an assessment system 
that rewards the use of English in their PE lessons are examples of things that can 
increase teenagers’ moivaion in CLIL seings.
The focused research stage 
This stage was to carry out speciic research focused on two of the important 
issues that had arisen in the second ieldwork cycle: a) the need for an easy-to-
use tool to evaluate CLIL tasks and b) the need to explore in depth whether the 
teaching of PE in CLIL approach necessarily implies a reducion in the amount of 
class ime devoted to physical acivity in comparison with a PE class taught in the 
pupils’ naive language. 
To pursue these separate tracks, paricipants joined one of two research 
teams. One of them was composed of primary teachers of English, PE and music 
while the other consisted of secondary PE teachers. Each research team was 
supported by an educaional researcher and CLIL expert. The goal of the study 
carried out by primary teachers was to design and validate a user-friendly tool to 
evaluate CLIL tasks for teachers as well as CLIL teacher educators. In paricular, 
the study explored three research quesions:
5 htp://srvcnpbs.xtec.cat/cirel/cirel/index.php?opion=com_content&view=aricle&id=181&Itemid=212
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• What variables and indicators can be used to evaluate the efeciveness of 
CLIL tasks?
• Of the various common validaion procedures available, which one is most 
appropriate in the context of this study? 
• Once applied, does the proposed validaion procedure conirm the reliability 
and validity of the CLIL task-evaluaion tool presented here? 
First, a preliminary version of the CLIL task-evaluaion tool was created based 
on the collecive experiences of paricipants and the experise of the advising 
CLIL expert. The team then conducted a data base search, which revealed that 
a validated version of such instrument had not been yet published. Next, ater 
reviewing the exising literature, a process was devised which was intended to 
ensure the reliability and validity of the tool. This process involved having ive 
judges (experienced CLIL praciioners) independently apply the tool to the same 
CLIL tasks to check its content validity. Next, a further pilot tesing of the tool 
by 20 trained CLIL teachers on 30 CLIL tasks conirmed its internal consistency 
as an instrument of measurement. All the procedures were conirmed using 
staisical procedures and the results obtained—to be published shortly (Coral, 
Benito & Esquerda, forthcoming)—suggested that the new tool was fully valid to 
evaluate CLIL tasks. 
Regarding the second research quesion about the impact of CLIL on physical 
acivity ime in PE classes, at present work is not yet complete. Team members 
are using observaional methodology to analyse video recorded lessons to later 
compare with the results of exising studies regarding acivity versus inacivity 
imes in PE classes taught in the pupils’ L1. Results thus far seem to suggest 
that such a reducion in physical acivity ime does indeed occur in some PE-
in-CLIL classes, caused either by lengthier explanaions/examples given by 
teachers when they use a foreign language or by the need for extra language 
scafolding.  Once inal results are available, the team should be able to make 
recommendaions regarding how to compensate for the shorfall in physical 
acivity ime by allocaing greater ime to these classes, or possibly by making 
adjustments in the methodology applied by PE-in-CLIL teachers.
Conclusions
This case study has illustrated how a collaboraive AR project might lay the 
foundaions of a ive-stage inquiry-based professional learning process where 
teachers evolve from being receptors of informaion in a formal course to 
praciioner researchers who are able not only to improve their own pracice 
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but also to add to the body of theoreical knowledge. The process followed 
through AR establishes a model of in-service CLIL professional learning where 
teachers transform theory into pracice, and then use that pracice to enrich 
theory (Figure 6). In this case, paricipants applied the 4Cs theoreical concept 
by designing CLIL tasks adapted to the competence-based curriculum while 
incorporaing the appropriate language scafolding. Teachers also ‘enhanced the 
quality of their own teaching’ (Zwozdiak-Myers, 2012, p. 145), by irst applying the 
tasks they had designed in real classroom contexts then relecing on their teaching 
pracice and sharing their conclusions with their peer group and inally creaing 
a new version of the task. During the process teachers also resolved ‘the theory-
pracice problem by theorising from the standpoint of the agent in a situaion 
they feel to be unsaisfactory’ (Elliot, 2007, p. 212), learnt diferent research 
methods for the pragmaic purpose of validaing the indings that had emerged 
from their pracice, and in so doing enriched CLIL theory. We strongly believe 
that CLIL inquiry-based teachers’ professional learning programmes promoted 
by the educaional authoriies are vital to the success of CLIL evidence-based 
teaching. During the process teachers experience diferent ways to enhance their 
knowledge—through both tradiional teacher training and advanced research— 
while improving their own classroom pracices, thus enabling them to gain strength 
from their own personal learning journey. By paricipaing in an AR professional 
learning approach, teachers were also able to make the changes they needed 
while at the same ime giving legiimacy to these acions through extended 
research. We believe that this framework should be insituted on a regular 
Figure 6. Process followed during  AR-based in-service CLIL 
professional learning
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findings that had emerged from their practice, and in so doing enriched CLIL theory. We 
strongly believe that CLIL inquiry-based teachers’ professional learning programmes promoted 
by the educational authorities are vital to 
the success of CLIL evidence-based 
teaching. During the process teachers 
experience different ways to enhance their 
knowledge—through both traditional 
teacher training and advanced research—
while improving their own classroom 
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strength from their own personal learning 
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professional learning approach, teachers 
were also able to make the changes they 
needed while at the same time giving 
legitimacy to these actions through 
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makes an important contribution to the continuing development of CLIL professional learning 
approaches where teachers, researchers and administrations work together towards a common 
goal of educational success. 
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basis since it makes an important contribuion to the coninuing development 
of CLIL professional learning approaches where teachers, researchers and 
administraions work together towards a common goal of educaional success.
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Epilogue: 
Curriculum Development 
Through Professional Inquiry
This text has brought together internaional teacher educators as authors and 
as praciioners who demonstrate a commitment to learning through professional 
inquiry as a core pracice of educators. They are building on the foundaions 
of the ‘teacher researcher’ as an inquiry-based professional leading curriculum 
development in schools, which were laid by Lawrence Stenhouse and that have 
been reined over the last 40 years. The challenge remains however, in many 
naional educaional systems, for the scaling up of teacher professional inquiry to 
take its place as the core professional learning acivity of educators and as a key 
driver for curriculum development and change of pracice in schools. 
A scaling up of professional inquiry as a driver for change in schools requires at 
least two elements which may be summarised as ‘literacy and leadership’. Within 
the element of ‘literacy’ we include: building researcher idenity and capacity of 
educators; developing a shared language of professional inquiry; and creaing 
open access to research evidence in manageable formats for praciioners. Within 
the element of ‘leadership’ we include: developing collecive forms of school 
leadership that demand criical professional inquiry by teachers; reining research 
audit, culture and focus of research acivity in higher educaion insituions to 
more clearly value educaional praciioner research as co-creaion of knowledge; 
and for policy makers working at naional level to focus on seing out principles 
and outcomes informed by the evidence base, whilst empowering teachers and 
other school leaders to develop research-informed pracice in their schools.
To accept the challenge of scaling up teacher professional inquiry then it seems 
necessary to more explicitly engage with the literature on school leadership. 
There is a need to ask tough quesions about collecive forms of educaional 
leadership that might be capable not only of toleraing professional inquiry but 
actually of embracing it as an engine for school improvement through curriculum 
development. We call for development of theory, empirical research and pracice 
that ideniies, invesigates and improves ‘collecive inquiry-based educaional 
leadership’.
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